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Introduction!

This dissertation is about the polemics of the Muslims of Late Medieval Christian Iberia. It
is a study of their literature against the Christians and the Jews, and an inquiry into the
discourses on Islam revealed in these works. Before entering on the subject, I would like to
provide the reader with some essential information about the presence of Muslim
communities in the Christian territories. This presence extends from approximately the
eleventh to the sixteenth century and begins with the Christian conquest of large parts of
the Muslim territory of al-Andalus (often referred to as ‘the Reconquista’), when many of
the former inhabitants were made subject to the new Christian rulers. By swearing
allegiance to the new m rulers by treaties of surrender or capitulations when their
territories were conquered, Muslims were officially allowed to practise Islam publicly and
became part of a growing majority Christian society which, like the society in al-Andalus,
consisted of three religious communities, Muslims, Christians and Jews. However, in this
case not Muslims but Christians were the dominant group in the political and the
economic domains. These Muslims and their descendants are commonly known as
Mudejars.
The use of the term Mudejar (mudajjan, from the Arabic dajn, or ‘treaty’) is rarely
found in late Muslim and Christian medieval sources. It occasionally appears in Muslim
sources, especially from the fourteenth century,1 in Christian sources c. 1462 CE and in the
context of the Conquest of Granada, with the double meaning of ‘the one who remains
behind, a laggard, and of “tributaries”’.2 Later, Mudejar was first widely used by nineteenth-

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1

Lapiedra Gutiérrez, 1999-2002, 23-24 and 31 for the occasional use of mudajjan in Arabic sources. A fourteenthcentury Muslim captive in the Christian territories, al-Qaysī, refers to these Muslims contemptuously as almudajjalīn, which, as Van Koningsveld and Wiegers rightly note, is reminiscent of ad-dajjāl [‘the Deceiver’ or
‘Antichrist’]. Van Koningsveld and Wiegers, 1994, 174 n. 47 and 178 n. 64. This association is also provided by the
sixteenth-century historian Luis del Mármol Carvajal, who claims in his chronicle: “Los mudejares [ … ], porque
servían y hacían guerra contra los otros moros, los llamaron por oprobio mudegelin, nombre tomado de Degel,
que es en arábigo el Antecristo” [‘The Mudejars [...], because they were servants and waged war against other
Moors were called disparagingly mudegelin, a name derived from Degel, which is the Antichrist in Arabic’].
Mármol Carvajal, 1991, 64, emphasis in the original. Unless mentioned otherwise, all translations are mine. My
interpolations and additional explanations are indicated by the acronym MCA.
2
EI2 s.v. “Mudéjar” (Chalmeta). Lapiedra Gutiérrez, 1999-2002, passim. For its use and significance in Castilian,
see Maíllo Salgado, 1988, 104-107 and passim.
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century art historians3 and later by historians more generally. Apart from this usage,
Mudejar is employed either to refer to the arts and crafts produced by the members of these
communities or, in a broader sense, as a concept with ‘aesthetic’ significance which stands
for all kinds of cultural expressions resulting from the contacts between Christianity and
Islam, not only in the Middle Ages but also in the present day.4 Hence, such scholars as
Guillermo Gustavino talk about a cultural ‘Mudejarism’ which would extend beyond the
seventeenth century. 5 At the other extreme, other scholars, among them Márquez
Villanueva, venture as far as to consider one of the works written by Christians living under
Muslim rule in al-Andalus (Mozarabs) as an early example of Mudejarism.6 A present-day
case of ‘Mudejarism’ is the novel Makbara by the Spanish novelist Juan Goytisolo.7 It is
worth noting that the Mudejars did not refer to themselves as anything other than simply
Muslims.8 Taking these considerations into account, Mudejar will be used throughout this
dissertation to refer to those Iberian Muslims who, as individuals or as communities, lived
as Muslims within a majority Christian society, and to all cultural artefacts they produced.
The rights of the Mudejars were understood as part of a feudal system which
regulated religious difference by taxation. Scholars hold different views about the taxes
paid by the Mudejars. Whereas Leonard Patrick Harvey points out their close resemblance
to the tax called jizya levied on the non-Muslim subjects of a Muslim state (dhimmīs),9
Kathryn Miller notes that the similarities between the two levies lessened as the Middle
Ages progressed, because at times agreements were broken or changed.10 The free Muslims
living under Christian rule (franci) were exempted from paying taxes to the king, either

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
3
Especially since the publication by José Amador de los Ríos, ca. 1859, El estilo mudéjar en la arquitectura.
Márquez Villanueva, 2009, 23ff.
4
Two examples are the “Puerta Mudéjar” [‘Mudejar Door’] by Rubén de Pedro Domingo and Florencio de Pedro
Herrera set on the Valencian highway, N-330, in 2005.
https://www.zaragoza.es/ciudad/artepublico/detalle_ArtePublico?id=154 and the “Estrella Mudéjar” [‘Mudejar
Star’] by Julio Tapia Gasca set the ‘Mudejar’ highway A-23 in Teruel in 2007
http://www.esculturaurbanaaragon.com.es/psingra2.htm
5
Epalza, 1997-1998.
6
Márquez Villanueva, 2009, 48-49, where he quotes a passage from Álvaro de Córdoba Indiculus Luminosus
(written in 854 CE).
7
For a ‘Mudejar’ reading of this novel, see! López-Baralt, 1992, Chapter Eight (259-300), "Toward a “Mudejar”
reading of Juan Goytisolo’s Makbara".!
8
During the reading of some Aljamiado (Romance in Arabic script) and Latin manuscripts in the Library of the
Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Científicas (CSIC) in Madrid, I came across various instances in which
Mudejars and Muslims forced to convert to Christianity (Moriscos) in the Christian territories called themselves
‘Muslims’ and sometimes ‘Moros’. In MS J8, f. 426v, we read, for example, “muslīm e muslīm” and in MS J9, f. 204v
“hermanosh mushlimesh” [‘Muslim brothers’].
9
See among others, Salicrú I Lluc, 2008, on Mudejars who acted as mediators and diplomats and representatives
of Christian powers in Muslim lands. Echevarría, 2003a and b, and by the same author, 2004b.
10
Harvey, 2000, 176-187; especially 178. Miller, 2008, 4. Miller is referring to the Mudejars in the Crown of Aragon,
but the situation seems to have been very similar elsewhere in the Peninsula.
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because of their wealth or because they claimed to have a secondary affiliation to a noble,
or to an ecclesiastical or a military order. 11 Nevertheless, in all cases, the king (and
sometimes the queen) had ultimate jurisdiction over all his Muslim subjects and the Jews –
who were the other important religious community in the Christian territories. Both
communities were considered to be ‘the royal treasure’. The Mudejars were liable for other
kinds of taxes and levies which were paid either to the local lords or to the ecclesiastical
authorities, and to the king; and this varied over time and by place. Moreover, taxes varied
depending on whether they were imposed on Muslims or to Jews.12 The dispositions
regarding the Mudejars, and the restrictions imposed on their communities, paralleled
those imposed on the Jews but were not identical to them. Christian dispositions towards
the two minorities seem to have played an important role in the relationships between
Mudejars and Jews, as each rivalled the other for the favours of their Christian rulers. The
competition between Muslims and Jews is illustrated in one of the capitulations of the
Treaty of Granada signed in 1491 CE between the last sulṭān, Muḥammad XII (Boabdil), and
the Catholic Monarchs Ferdinand and Isabella. This agreement stipulates that the Jews
cannot collect taxes from the Muslim communities: “Their Highnesses would not permit
the Jews to have power or command over the Moors, or to be collectors of any tax.” 13
Given that the vast majority of Mudejars lived in the Iberian Peninsula,14 it is a
truism to say that their history is inextricably linked to the contextual political, economic
and social changes in these territories. Without neglecting the contextual distinctiveness of
the various Mudejar communities, some leading scholars distinguish three phases in the
history of Mudejarism in medieval Iberia.15 The first stretches from the eleventh to the
thirteenth century and is characterized by the emergence of the first Mudejar communities
in the newly conquered Christian territories, mostly in Aragon, the Kingdoms of Castile and
León and the north of Portugal. Some scholars posit the hypothesis that, in this period, the
Mudejars could have even been a majority in some regions.16 Then comes a period of strong
Christian expansion which leads to an increase in the number of Muslims submitting to the

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
11

Boswell, 1977, 236; Catlos, 2004, 129. Recently the Mudejars under the jurisdiction of the Order of Calatrava in
Castile have attracted the attention of scholars, see Gómez Vozmediano, 2000; Villegas Díaz, 2006; Almagro Vidal
and Villegas Díaz, 2009 and Almagro Vidal, 2011 and 2012. For a later Morisco period, see Dadson, 2004, 2007 and
2014.
12
Boswell, 1977, 207, 236, 232 and Chapter Five.
13
Harvey, 1990, 317.
14
For a shorter period, some scholars argue the presence of Mudejar communities in Sicily and Hungary as well.
Burns, 1997-1998.
15
In the following, I have used the periodization proposed by Ana Echevarría Arsuaga in Echevarría Arsuaga,
2004a. See the same periodization as well as her comments on the importance of taking into account the specific
characteristics of each community in Echevarría Arsuaga, 2001-2002, 34-35.
16
See Echevarría Arsuaga, 2007, and the criticism of Molénat because of her lack of documentation at this point.
Molénat, 2014, 47.
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emerging Christian kingdoms. The third and last phase is marked by a decrease in the
Mudejar population, decimated by famine, war and plague, followed by the recovery and
later prosperity of the Mudejar communities until the first half of the fifteenth-century.
From 1480 CE onwards, the deterioration in the conditions of the Mudejars seems to have
been particularly evident and the Mudejars faced increasing pressure and restrictions
exerted by the increasingly intolerant Christian society.17
At the outset, the treaties or capitulations signed between the Christian kings and
their Muslim subjects were generally respected and, apart from sporadic incidents, the
Mudejars were fairly well integrated into society. The Mudejar communities, or aljamas,18
had their own governance systems and judiciary19 – namely: their own religious leaders
(imām) and those in charge of the call to prayer (mu’adhdhin); their own judges (qāḍī) and
religious scholars (faqīh); their own mosques (masjid), schools (madrasa),20 and cemeteries.
The judge or qāḍī was in charge of making the final decisions in the community, but the
religious authority of the leaders of the Mudejar aljamas was often concentrated in the
hands of the faqīh. Although sensu stricto a faqīh is a Islamic jurist, he fulfilled various
functions within the Mudejar aljamas, including that of imām or prayer leader.21 The
religious leaders of the aljamas could also be actively involved in politics and be integrated
into the administrative structures of Christian government. Mahoma Sharafī, for example,
held the positions of faqīh and adelantado in 1473 CE.22 Adelantados were appointed
directly by the king of Castile to administer parts of the kingdom in his name. The role of
some Mudejar community leaders in both Christian and Mudejar government and the
interventionism of Christian authorities in the imposition of penalties established by

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
17
In the Crown of Castile, in the second half of the twelfth century and the first decades of the fifteenth century.
García-Arenal, 2003a, 58 and 74.
18
Aljama means Muslim community but it also can refer to the urban spaces, namely: the Muslim
neighbourhoods in the Christian territories. The same applies to the term morería. For the sake of clarity,
hereafter I use aljama with the significance [in the sense of] of ‘social’ group and morería to refer to the
‘geographical’ locality. In the latter case, I do not differentiate between neighbourhoods with or without physical
barriers.
19
For details of their administrative, judicial and religious organization, see Boswell, 1977, Chapter Two and
Hinojosa Montalvo, 2002, 103-113.
20
About the existence of a madrasa in Zaragoza and in Segovia, see Wiegers, 1994, 78-79, who uses the
scholarship of Ribera y Tarragó and Codera y Zaidín for Zaragoza. See below the views of Van Koningsveld about
the existence of a madrasa in Zaragoza.
21
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Islamic law and in the relations between Mudejars and Jews23 indicate that the Christians
certainly had the final to say about the Mudejars, but the aljamas still functioned in a semiautonomous fashion. It is also worth noting that Mudejars, Christians and Jews tended to
live near each other in neighbourhoods which had no physical barriers prior to the fifteenth
century. In this respect, Molénat refers to the disputes over the occupation of the houses in
Toledo, and notes that there was no separated Muslim morería in the city, and that, until
the fifteenth century, Muslim houses were found among those of the Christians.24
However, conditions changed over time and the Mudejars faced increasing
restrictions on their personal rights and their de jure cultural and religious freedoms.
Beginning in Granada in 1499 CE and continuing in the Crown of Castile in 1502 CE and in
the northern Crowns of Navarre and Aragon in 1516 CE and 1526 CE, the Mudejars were
forced either to convert to Christianity or to emigrate. The new converts who remained in
the Christian territories until the edicts of expulsion were known as Moriscos, a term
which, as Harvey rightly notes, emerged with the “compulsory conversions in the Kingdom
of Granada (1499-1502 CE), but it was in the year 1526 CE that the term became applicable
in all lands of the Spanish Crown.”25 The Moriscos often were Christians in name only and
adhered to the observance of their Muslim faith in secret. They were later persecuted and
finally expelled from the country in 1609-1614 CE. It is therefore inaccurate to set the
surrender of Granada to the Catholic Monarchs in 1491 CE, or 1502 CE, when the first forced
conversions occurred, as end-dates as some scholars do.26 Instead, the general consensus is
to date the Mudejar period from the Christian conquest of Toledo in 1085 CE by Alfonso VI
to the last edict of conversion of the Aragonese Mudejars in 1526 CE.
Eastern and Western Muslim legal scholars (faqīhs) disapproved of the Mudejars
dwelling outside Islamic territories (dār al-Islām). From the surviving legal opinions, or
fatwās, issued in response to Mudejar questions about whether Muslims were allowed to
live under Christian rule, two different approaches can be distinguished: a ‘pragmatic line’
and an ‘uncompromising’ or ‘hard line’.27 The fatwās of the Andalusī legal scholar Ibn Rabī ͑
(d. 1320 CE) and the North African al-Wansharīsī (d. in Fez in 1508 CE) are representative of
the latter attitude. They stress that it was a Muslim’s duty to flee Spain because, by
remaining under Christian jurisdiction, religious contamination would be inevitable.28 This
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follows from the understanding that being a good Muslim was subject to the strict
adherence to the rules of the sharī a͑ (Islamic law), and that only the subjection of the
individual to a Muslim ruler could guarantee compliance with these rules.
Other scholars, among them the twelfth-century Tunisian Mālikī al-Māzarī,
adopted more pragmatic standpoints. Al-Māzarī was quite negative about Muslims
travelling to Christian territories for commercial purposes but accepted the soundness of
the legal decisions of the Mudejar Sicilian qāḍīs. As Abou El-Fadl states, he distinguished
between residence in the Christian lands in general and the individual ethical qualities of
the believers.29 The Mālikī jurist al- ͑Abdūsī (d. circa 849 H/1445 CE) also placed authority in
the hands of the qāḍī if the community, or aljama, itself appointed him. 30 Other
contemporary fatwās, such as those of the Chief Judges of the four Sunnī legal schools (or
madhhabs) in Cairo around the year 1510 CE, held similar viewpoints with regard to the
Mudejars in the Iberian Peninsula. Moreover, there is some evidence that the religious
leaders of the Mudejar communities themselves occasionally approved of their living in
Christian lands. This is the case of one Mudejar muftī quoted by the thirteenth-century
Malaga jurist, Ibn Rabī ͑ (d. 1320 CE), who relies on prophetic traditions to claim that living
in Christian lands was allowed as long as the central duties of Islam, the ʿibādāt, could be
performed. 31 These inter-madhhab divergences provide evidence not only of the wellknown variations between the schools of jurisprudence, or fiqh; they are also an indicator of
the complexity of the dilemmas regarding the Mudejars and the intricacy of their
exceptional position outside the Islamic jurisdiction of the dār al-Islām. In the eyes of the
Muslim jurists, the Mudejars were an exception to the norm and scholars did not develop
an independent branch of Islamic law pertaining to minorities (fiqh al-aqalliyyāt) to deal
with a situation which they considered anomalous and temporary.32 More importantly, the
Mudejars’ exceptional status does not seem to have affected their Muslim identities, and
their belonging to the transnational community of believers (or umma) was never
questioned. 33 As far as their co-religionists and they themselves were concerned, the
Mudejars were Muslims in the full sense of the term.
This dissertation is concerned with the ways in which the members of the Mudejar
communities negotiated their religious identities against the background of the multiple
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and at times conflicting loyalties described so far. It focuses on the Mudejar literature of
religious polemics with the Christians and the Jews preserved in codices written in Arabic
and Aljamiado (Romance in Arabic characters). The polemical works of the Mudejars are
not entirely unknown to scholars, as the nineteen-century catalogues of Moritz
Steinschneider and Gustav Leberecht Flügel among others, show. However, for a long time
the focus of research has long been placed either on polemics produced in al-Andalus or on
polemics over an extended period of time. Certainly, at other times, scholars have focused
on the study and edition of a single polemical text. There are some exceptions to this rule,
such as the monograph by Louis Cardaillac about the polemics of the later converts to
Christianity, or the Moriscos from the fall of Granada until the mid-seventeenth century.34
It is very much the question whether the views of Cardaillac on the subject can be still
maintained for two reasons: firstly because of some constraints imposed on scholars by
access to the sources and proper cataloguing of the manuscripts and secondly in the light of
the most recent advances in the field.35 Moreover, some publications have dealt with
polemics written by Mudejars, but as far as I know, no monograph has yet been dedicated
to the Mudejar polemics as a whole.36
The discovery of Mudejar manuscripts in such towns as Hornachos, Ocaña,
Calanda, Seròs and Cútar after the demolition of some houses, the majority secreted
between the walls or under a raised floor and in many cases hidden by Moriscos from the
authorities, has been a very important advance in the field. These manuscripts have
brought new insights into the life and culture of the members of these communities and of
their agency in constructing their political and religious affiliations.37 Scholars have shown
an increased interest in incorporating these and other texts in Aljamiado and Arabic into
already existing accounts on the Mudejars mainly based on Christian sources. 38 This
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interest has become even more pressing, especially since the number of documents in
Arabic pertaining to these communities in Castile, Aragon and Valencia appears to be
higher than had hitherto been assumed.39 This assertion is not only valid for recent findings
but is equally applicable to Aljamiado works thought to have been composed by the
Mudejars and the Moriscos and already in circulation in Arabic and probably composed by
Mudejars. The important contribution to the literature of the Moriscos by the prominent
historian Leonard Patrick Harvey includes works which might have circulated among
Mudejars and whose Arabic originals have yet to be discovered.40 An example of this is the
work entitled Kitāb Miftāḥ ad-Dīn [‘The Key to Religion’] by Muḥammad al-Qaysī, whose
Arabic original has been studied by Van Koningsveld and Wiegers. Previously, we had only
the Aljamiado versions of this work, but evidence shows that an earlier Arabic version had
been in circulation among the Mudejars.41 On some occasions, Mudejar manuscripts have
been erroneously attributed to the Moriscos. One example of this confusion is two texts
about travellers to the East in which the later translators rendered the Arabic term for
‘Mudejar’ as ‘Morisco’, perhaps with the connotation of Spanish Muslim.42

Mudejar!Polemics!
The study of the extant polemical works written, copied or adapted by the Mudejars either
in Arabic or in Aljamiado is a very suitable instrument through which to provide insight
into the Mudejar identities as Muslims. This is especially so because the Christian
ordinances, the local laws or fueros (local charters, carta-puebla), royal privileges and
inquisitorial reports or prosecutions are of great importance in discovering the
practicalities of ‘being’ a Mudejar and a Morisco, but say very little about the ‘inner’ life43 of
the members of these minorities.
Above all, it is essential we know which manuscripts form the corpus of the
Mudejars’ polemical literature but the first step is to pose the question ofwhat we mean by
‘religious polemic’. The word has recently been defined by scholars of religion as a virulent
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(and even violent) written or oral attack against someone else’s arguments or beliefs.44 It
usually refers to a situation in which there are two or more contenders who hold fairly rigid
and/or dogmatic points of view and whose main purpose is to deprecate the opponent.45
These ideas are common currency, but recent studies such as that by Jesse Lander note that
they have modern roots: ‘polemic’ as a discrete category has emerged as a reaction to the
modern ideas of dialogue, discussion and literature; all concepts to which polemics are
unequivocally opposed.46 Usually scholars have uncritically adopted the existing meaning
to address polemics in the Middle Ages but, as the study by Alex Novikoff illustrates, it is
very much the question whether contemporary conceptions of polemics are best suited to
that end.47 This is not only because of the specific and modern origins of the term, but also
because the relationship established between violence and polemics by some authors limits
the Mudejars’ polemical treatises simply to attacks on their religious opponents48 and
obscures our appreciation of their role as tools in the self-government of the Mudejars
which buttressed the internal cohesion of their communities, and furthered the practice of
Islam.
An example of how this corpus might shed light on the performative contexts and
the Mudejars’ own understandings of polemics and of Islam is the following argument in
one of these treatises. A Mudejar author attempts to refute the claim of the Jews and the
Christians that Ibrāhīm (Abraham) was a Jew merely because “he was born in the land of
the Jews, that is to say Judea”.49 He refutes this by saying that, “not everyone who lives in
Toledo is a Jew; in [the city] live Jews, Christians and Muslims” and he adds that, “[i]t is for
this reason that someone who lives in Toledo calls himself Toledan and, if there are many,
they call themselves Toledans.”50 This polemic contains various references to Toledo, which
suggests that the city was seen by this author as an exemplary case of a multi-religious
society and, moreover, that the claim of religious affiliation on ‘local’ grounds could have
had a wider currency in the Christian territories of the Iberian Peninsula. The claims of this
Mudejar are part of a larger argument whose purpose is to show that ‘location’ is not a
determinant of religious affiliation, and that belief and practice are central to the
determination of whether someone is a Christian, a Muslim or a Jew, instead. We shall see
below that such a claim was of great importance to the Mudejars in authorizing their
residence in Christian lands but, at this point, it is important to note that the reference to
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the city of Toledo in which not one, but three religious communities live together shows
the use of polemical treatises to negotiate community boundaries and power relations
between communities in the Christian territories.
A most significant aspect in this example is that the Mudejar polemicist also cites
verses from the Torah to support his claims and, hence, he seems to refer to scriptural
evidence and to evidence of the same rhetorical power emerging from the social relations
between Christians, Muslims and Jews to convince his audiences. He argues about a wellknown topic of religious controversy using non-religious language, a strategy also
illustrated in the arguments (probably not unfamiliar to the modern reader) stated in the
following passage of this same polemic. “’You know’”, claims the Mudejar polemicist as he
addresses the Christians, “’that God’s condemnation of Adam and his wife did not
disappear with Yasū ’͑ s death’.51 [This condemnation is made clear in the light of, MCA] the
women’s pangs of childbirth and the women’s mockeries of their husbands today.”52 It is
very much the question whether childbirth and marital relationships are equally successful
in explaining the idea of ‘sin’, but, no doubt, these two examples are illustrative of how the
polemicist provides an answer to religious claims by stressing the conciliatory role of Jesus
in this respect and by locating it as part of a socially embedded rebuttal.
The proximity between the Christian, Muslim and Jewish populations in the
Christian territories could be an explanation of the references made by this Mudejar to a
reality which he clearly assumes was well known to his religious opponents. Daily contacts
could have prompted the vilifications of the Christians, who call the Mudejars ‘dogs’ in the
same treatise. The author retorts with arguments based on ritual purity and claims that the
Christians, not the Mudejars, are ‘dogs’ because they are the ones “who consume blood,
walk around without being circumcised, without being in a state of ritual purity and who
eat carrion.”53 The differences in social status of the three religious communities could also
be a mainspring for polemics and the Jews and the Mudejars seem to have kept up a certain
degree of competition between each other which can be observed, for example, in conflicts
for pre-eminence at public events such as the festivities organized by the Christians.54
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Likewise, the Muslims did not want the members of the Jewish minority communities to
exert any control over them, as is illustrated in the Treaty of Granada.55 Furthermore, the
more privileged position of some members within the own community was also a source of
conflict. We see this in the attack on the Mudejar alguacil (or the officer of the court) of the
Mudejar community of Atajate, in Málaga, who was in charge of collecting taxes for the
Crown of Castile at the end of the fifteenth century. He was disparaged by his coreligionists: “disyéndole que hera christiano e que tenía vendidos a los moros” [‘saying to
him that he was a Christian and that he had sold the moros out’, MCA].56 The accusation
levelled at the Mudejar alguacil of being a Christian and, moreover, of betraying his own
community for personal gain is grounded in the high fiscal pressure exerted on the
Mudejars after the conquest of the Kingdom of Granada by the Catholic Monarchs.57
These examples show that disputes about socio-economic disagreements between
Christians, Muslims and Jews were sometimes articulated in religious terms and these
polemics were the transformed into mainly religious polemics. They suggest that polemics
were not only theologically oriented but also seem to have become expressions of the
socio-cultural dynamics between religious communities in the Christian territories of the
Iberian Peninsula. This postulation is consistent with recent scholarship which regards
disputation and polemic as part of the Christians’ cultural practices in the Middle Ages and
the Early Modern periods.58 In the light of these considerations, hereafter I would like to
approach polemics as those oral or written interactions which, with or without verbal violence,
oppose the beliefs or the standpoints of an adversary by sound arguments. The interactions in
these works are dialectical (namely: they are bi-directional) and can include two or more
parties, and can attempt (and eventually, succeed) in convincing either the adversary or the
group to which the polemicist belongs. In every case, they function as devices of identity
construction of the individuals and groups involved. My ‘definition’ is deliberately broad as it
is meant to be a point of departure for the analysis which follows and which will be
explained below. Moreover, it will be revised later, if necessary.
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Scholarship!on!the!Mudejars!and!their!Literature!
Since the nineteen seventies, a large and growing body of literature has investigated daily
life in the Mudejar aljamas, and since then scholarship on the Mudejars has evolved into a
well-established field of research. This is in part thanks to the numerous publications on
the subject (by far the most numerous in Spanish, French and Portuguese), and to the
scholarly efforts which have led to valuable comprehensive surveys of the Mudejar
communities. Nonetheless, this has been carried out more consistently in some areas such
as Aragon or Valencia. Together these studies have provided important insights into such
issues as, for example, geographical location, prosopography and the organization of the
Mudejar communities and of their urban spaces (morerías) during the gradual expansion of
the Christian kingdoms; the scope of the duties and responsibilities of the religious and
judicial institutions of the aljamas, as well as the various occupations of Mudejar
individuals; the changes in the Christian legislation on their communities and on the
taxation rates; the Mudejars’ hierarchies; their influences in the field of arts; their daily
contacts with the Christians and the Jews; and their Islamic practices, including their
pilgrimages to Mecca.59 To all this can be added the valuable initiatives made by various
institutions, Internet portals and web resources. For example, the Centro de Estudios
Mudéjares, the Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Científicas, the web Alhadith
developed at Stanford University by Vincent Barletta, the web of the ‘Biblioteca Virtual
Miguel de Cervantes’ or blogs such as that of David A. Wacks.
Over the last ten years, publications on the Mudejars have dealt with three major
areas of interest to students of Islam: a) the functioning of the aljamas as social bodies; b)
the transmission of knowledge, more particularly Islamic knowledge, within these
communities; and c) the relations between Muslims, Christians and Jews.60 One of the most
significant changes has been not so much the topics covered, but the approaches and
theoretical tools used which have produced some instances of co-operation between
various fields of research (such as Medievalism, Arabism, Religious Studies, Linguistics,
Hispanic Studies,and others).61 Greater insight into the religious beliefs and practices of the
members of the Mudejar minority communities has been possible mainly thanks to the
new evidence provided by the study of their material culture (in particular, the
archaeological excavations in mosques and cemeteries) and of Mudejar manuscripts. These
studies have provided evidence about the practice of Islam and the use of Arabic in Castile
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until the end of the fifteenth-century and early sixteenth century. 62 Questions about
Mudejars in Castile, but also about Aragon, have become closely integrated with the
Mudejar elite, more specifically with the Mudejar legal scholars faqīhs, who seem to have
played an important role in the composition, copying and transmission of legal and
religious treatises within their communities. The survey of a corpus of Arabic and
Aljamiado primary sources from fifteenth-century Aragon by Kathryn Miller shows the
various ways in which these scholars gave their co-religionists advice on legal and religious
matters; how they created and maintained contacts with other Muslims both inside and
outside the Christian territories of the Iberian Peninsula; and how they preserved and
transmitted Islamic knowledge.63 Moreover, the various activities of these scholars, working
as they did on the periphery of the main Muslim centres of their time, provides evidence of
their strategies to secure religious authority through the exercise of individual agency,
social networking, teaching, preaching and polemicizing. These scholars kept close
contacts both with each other and with the centres of learning in contemporary majority
Muslim lands in order to preserve the Islamic practices of their co-religionists. Serving the
same purpose, they wrote, copied and transmitted legal and religious treatises. 64 The
studies by Van Koningsveld have indeed shown that the religious leaders of Mudejar
communities constituted the most important milieu for the dissemination of Islamic
texts. 65 All this seems to indicate the need to revise current assumptions about the
marginality and ‘minority’ status of the Mudejars. The Mudejars are no longer viewed as a
‘deviation’ from an ‘orthodox’ Islam which needs to be addressed by comparison to – and
always at a disadvantage to – Islamic beliefs and practices in majority Muslim lands: their
groups have begun to be seen for what they are, namely:. Muslims, whose communities are
valuable studied by themselves. This is in line with understandings that ethnic and religious
minorities are not only directly affected by majority policies, but that those communities
have an impact on the identity of the majority society as well,66 a perspective which could
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serve to reconstruct the past of the religious minorities of Europe to gain a greater
understanding of its relations to the Islamic world in past and present times.67

Main!Questions!and!Chapter!Overview!
The present dissertation builds on recent scholarship and addresses the Mudejar religious
polemics in terms of their contribution to identity discourses. The available sources and
historical data about the Mudejars are approached in an interdisciplinary way which
combines insights from Social Identity Theory and Critical Discourse Analysis. This departs
from the conviction that language is a major mechanism in the process of social
construction and that the language in the polemics echoes the discourse dynamics of
Mudejar minority communities. In particular, I focus on the Mudejars' reliance on the
Arabic corpus and on change in their polemical arguments, and I stress the contextuality of
their works. This is in line with the views of Norman Fairclough that changes in discourse
(and, hence, in language) and social changes are dialectically interrelated and that
discourse figures in social practices “in the constitution of identities”.68 I am therefore
inclined to follow Nirenberg, who argues for this period that,
any inherited discourse about minorities [read here: about polemics, MCA] acquired
force only when people chose to find it meaningful and useful, and was itself reshaped
by these choices. Briefly, discourse and agency gain meaning only in relation to each
other. […] Thus when medieval people made statements about the consequences of
religious difference, they were making claims, not expressing accomplished reality, and
these claims were subject to barter and negotiation before they could achieve real force
in any given situation.69
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This is an endeavor perhaps more pressing now owing to the large flow of refugees with a Muslim background
in recent months of this year 2015. This flow which has led some member states to build physical barriers to
prevent the entry of refugees into their territories. In one of his recent articles, Jean Pièrre Molénat notes in this
respect that “[l]e fait que nos sociétés européennes, y compris celles traditionnellement productrices
d´émigrants, se trouvent maintenant, du fait de la pression croissante d´une immigration issue du Tiers-Monde,
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When it is applied to the study of religion, Nirenberg’s approach comes close to the views of
Islam of Talal Asad who sees it as a ‘tradition’, especially as a ‘discursive tradition’. Heavily
indebted to Foucault, ‘tradition’ Asad’s view is essentially composed
of discourses that seek to instruct practitioners regarding the correct form and purpose
of a given practice that, precisely because it is established, has a history. These
discourses relate conceptually to a past (when the practice was instituted, and from
which knowledge its proper performance has been transmitted) and a future (how that
practice can best be secured in the short or long term, or why it should be modified or
abandoned), through a present (how it is linked to other practices, institutions, and
social conditions).70

Accordingly, Islam can be studied as a “tradition of Muslim discourse that addresses itself to
conceptions of the Islamic past and future, with reference to a particular Islamic practice in
the present.” Or, in other words, Islam rests upon a set of statements which are constitutive
of the reality and grounded in practice.71 Consequently, it follows that I should look at how
existing discourses were activated and, hence, changed in different ways and under
different conditions. I am particularly interested in questions about identity in the face of
the constraints resulting from the Mudejars’ subjection to the Christians and their
competition with the Jews in the economic and social spheres. These questions include
looking at what polemics – their language, audience, transmission and consumption – tell
us about the mechanisms by which the Mudejars established and negotiated their
intergroup relationships with the members of the other two religious communities. My
purpose is to understand how frameworks of religious authority enshrined in treatises of
religious polemics helped the Mudejar leaders to secure the governance of the aljamas in
religious matters and to authorize residence of the Mudejars outside the Muslim lands. In
other words, I want to determine the contribution of the literary corpus of religious
polemics to Mudejar Islam.
The principal question which runs like a scarlet thread through this dissertation is:
in their religious polemics how did Mudejar authors articulate ideas of identity and
religious authority (1) in relation to the Christians and the Jews and (2) in their own
communities? In order to provide answers to these questions, I address a number of subquestions: among them which manuscripts form the corpus of the Mudejars’ polemical
literature and what place do these writings hold within the Islamic tradition in general, and
the traditions in al-Andalus and the Maghreb in particular? Furthermore, what do these
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works tell us about identity and religious authority, in particular the authority of the
religious leaders of the Mudejars, and their approaches to Islam?
The chapters are designed to inquire into these issues. In Chapter One, I provide
the background necessary to the discussion of religious authority and identity in the
treatises of polemics of the Mudejars. I briefly address three contexts of religious authority
and identity in the works of religious polemics of the Mudejars, namely: their
understandings of Islamic law, or sharī a͑ ; the relationships of the Mudejars with the
Christians and the Jews; and the practice of religious polemics within the Mudejar aljamas.
In Chapter Two, I discuss the meaning of ‘religious polemics’. Following the scholarship of
Lander and Novikoff, I talk about the modern roots of the terms and the main shortcomings
revealed in current approaches to the study of religious polemics in the medieval period.
Next, I delineate the theoretical framework and methods used in the analysis of the
Mudejar corpus of treatises of religious polemics. In Chapter Three, I identify the polemical
manuscripts of the Mudejars, and discuss what research has been carried out in the field to
date. As noted above, the polemical literature of the Mudejars is a relatively unexplored
field and codicological analysis will help to determine which polemical manuscripts
circulated among or were composed by the Mudejars.72 As is the case of some Mudejar
Aljamiado polemics, polemics could be versified and poetry could also turn polemical.73
Moreover, narratives with non-explicit polemical aims could challenge the religious views
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The important survey of Morisco literature by Harvey has shown that there is some continuity between this
literature and that produced in the previous period. Harvey, 1958, 329–332.
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We shall see that some Aljamiado adaptations of Mudejar polemics provide religious narratives in verse form,
too, something not uncommon at the time. In other parts of the Muslim world, non-poets, for example, the
oriental author Ibn Taymiyya (1263-1328 CE) wrote a poem in which he disputes the topic of predestination.
Holtzman, 2012.! A later Morisco example is a versified sermon on the Islamic lunar calendar with polemical
tones written in Romance in Latin characters in the sixteenth or seventeenth century kept in the Biblioteca de
Catalunya, MS 1574/1, in which we read on f. 16v: “A defender la unidad/cada qual esta obligado/si en esto esta
descuydado/falto es de fe y caridad//Alla es la suma bondad/solo señor soberano/y con la espada en la mano/se
defienda esta verdad” [‘Everyone is obliged to defend the Unity, if he be remiss in this, he is devoid of faith and
charity. Allāh is the highest good, the only sovereign God, and this truth has to be defended with sword in hand’].
Very interesting, is the “Degüella” in this manuscript, in which Ismā ī͑ l is referred to constantly but Sara (sic) is
referred to as his mother, a mistake which the copyist tries to emend by changing “e Sara” to “hechara”. So we
read on f. 11r: “y del monte descendio/yba para su posada/hechara muy congojada/a recebirlos salio//porque
nunca habia podido/sosegar todo este dia/de cuydado que tenia/de su hijo y su marido//” [and (Abraham) came
down from the mountain/he went to his inn/and Sara very distressed/came out to greet them// because she had
never been able to/ be at peace whole day/for the care she had/ for her son (sic) and husband]//. Some scriptural
errors such as a verse left in a strophe on f. 11v suggest that this is probably a copy of an older work. On f. 24v we
find some notes in Arabic and in Latin we read “de como el rey don sancho” (about how King Don Sancho (12581295 CE)), an annotation which also indicates a compilation of earlier works. In 2010, Juan Carlos Villaverde
Amieva notes that Juan Carlos Busto Cortina was working on an edition of these poems – I do not know if it has
already been published. Villaverde Amieva, 2010, 115. For the Arabic collection in this library and in other
institutions in Catalunya, see Giralt, 2002. For an overview of Morisco manuscripts containing Islamic calendars
and, particularly, that of the Morisco known as Mancebo de Arévalo, see Bernabé Pons, 1999-2002.
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of the Christians and the Jews. However, I am primarily concerned with treatises
specifically designed to refute the religious principles of an opponent or, in other words,
treatises in which there is an implicit or explicit interaction between two or more parties. A
narrative such as the Historia de Buluqiyyā [‘The Story of Buluqiyyā’] recently studied by
Luce López-Baralt,74 which is one of the narratives of the Qiṣaṣ al-anbiyā’ [‘Stories of the
Prophets’], is addressed only on a secondary level since in the Buluqiyyā polemics only
operate in the background to a fantastical story which tells of the travels of the son of the
ruler of Israel. Among his father’s belongings he discovers some fragments of the Torah
which reveal the prophecy of Muḥammad. The same applies to other narratives including
the Leyenda de Ibrāhīm [‘The Legend of Ibrāhīm’] and some prophetical writings. On
account of the same considerations and for reasons which will be given in due time, I
include the conversion narrative of the “demandas de los judíos” in my analysis. The
examination of the polemical corpus is used to address the production and consumption of
this kind of works by the Mudejars and to construct some hypotheses about who the
authors of the treatises of religious polemics under study were.
In Chapter Four, I present an overview of the Muslim polemical literature known
to us, both from the Muslim territories and from Christian Iberia. I address polemics in alAndalus, in the Western and Oriental parts of the Muslim world (known as the Maghreb
and the Mashriq, respectively) and in Christian Iberia. I attempt to determine the place of
the corpus under study within this tradition, and to disclose the particular characteristics of
the polemical treatises of the Mudejars. I pay particular attention to the uses of Muslim
arguments against the Christians and the Jews largely produced in Muslim lands during the
Middle Ages and to the question of how the Mudejars infused traditional arguments with
new forms and meanings by drawing on the contemporary discourses of the Christians and
the Jews against Islam and against each other, in the particular socio-historical context in
the Christian territories.
In Chapter Five, I focus on religious authority and identity in the Mudejar religious
polemics against the Jews and on the possible concomitance between the Mudejars’
discourses against this minority and the Christian proselytism and/or restrictive policies
imposed on both Mudejars and Jews. To this end, I have placed most emphasis on the
production and consumption by Mudejars, namely: the discursive practices in polemical
works. I do this by raising such questions as: were the Mudejars’ anti-Jewish discourses
boosted by the growing anti-Judaism among the Christians which reached its peak in the
Later Middle Ages and Early Modern period? Or, instead can their arguments be most
readily explained by recourse to Muslim discourses about the Jews? In Chapter Six, I
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address religious authority and identity, this time in the Mudejars’ discourses against the
Christians, and against other Muslims. I argue that philosophy figures prominently in the
Mudejars’ polemical discourses directed towards the Christians and, the fact, that its use in
the inquiry into religious topics was controversial among Muslims. In this chapter, I also
look at how the Mudejars dealt with the contemporary internal disputes about philosophy
as an authoritative source in Islam and a tool in religious polemics. In the last chapter,
Chapter Seven, I re-examine the entire thesis and look at Mudejar Islam as a discursive
tradition. From this perspective, I investigate the main mechanisms of identity
construction used by Mudejar authors of religious polemics in their refutations of the
claims of the Christians and the Jews. I also look at ideas of government and minority in the
Mudejar aljamas and at the adherence of the Mudejars to the normative views of the
centres of Muslim knowledge at their time.
Chronologically, I focus on the Later Middle Ages and geographically on the Crowns
of Aragon and Castile because a large number of polemical treatises are dated in this period
and to these regions. Although a full edition of the manuscripts is not given, I provide the
reader with a transcription and translation of several important passages in order to
illustrate my arguments. I made this choice because, even though I deal with a modest
number of polemical manuscripts written by the Mudejars, their comprehension, both on
the level of language and of content, is challenging. Moreover, my main concern is not the
texts themselves but rather the articulation of discourses in these treatises. On the other
hand, I do provide a detailed codicological description of the Kitāb al-Mujādala maʿa-lYahūd wa-n-Naṣārā [‘The Book called Disputation with the Jews and the Christians’] in MS
AF 58, Österreichische Nationalbibliothek, Vienna; and, in the Annex, I give a transcription
and Spanish translation of the Aljamiado version of the Mudejar polemic against the Jews
of the Ta’yīd al-Milla [‘The Fortification of the Faith, or Community’], in MS BNE 4944,
Biblioteca Nacional de España, Madrid and of the beginning of the Aljamiado version of the
Ta’yīd in MS L 536, Fondo Documental Histórico de las Cortes de Aragón, Zaragoza. In
closing, I have to say that, because of the historical consideration that Spain as a body
politic was a reality in the making in the period under study, and, moreover, different
languages were spoken in the Peninsular territories, I have avoided the term Spanish and I
refer to individuals and languages as Castilian, Navarro-Aragonese, et cetera, and to
Romance in case of doubt about the language.

!

Chapter!One:!The!Connection!between!Religious!
Polemics!and!Notions!of!Identity!and!Religious!Authority!
among!the!Mudejars!

Introduction!
The religious treatises which are the basis of this dissertation belong to the vast literature of
Muslim polemics with the Christians and the Jews. The Qur’ān and the sources about the
life and acts of Muḥammad (Sunna) record the earliest confrontations between Muslims
and the members of other religions; later accounts provide evidence of a prolific literature
of polemics which appeared in the first centuries of Muslim history and developed
throughout the Middle Ages.1 The public sessions or majlis held in some eastern cities such
as Baghdād or Cairo served as important platforms for the debate of religious matters, and
seem to have fostered the production of written polemics, known as munāẓara, mufākhara,
muḥāwara and mujādala.2 These sessions were eventually followed by the conversion of the
Muslims’ religious opponents.3 Nevertheless, certain scholars, among them the Andalusī
traveller Abū U
͑ mar Aḥmad ibn Muḥammad ibn Sa d͑ ī, voiced their strong disapproval of
the contacts between Muslims, Christians and Jews and of the use of ratio in the discussion
with unbelievers. A point illustrated in the biographical report by al-Ḥumaydī.4 Some
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Many pages have been written about Muslim religious controversies in the Middle Ages. See inter alia Adang,
1996; Lazarus-Yafeh, 1992; and the annotated bibliography on interreligious polemics in Snoek, 2004, 507-588.
The number of publications which deal directly or indirectly with religious polemics in the Iberian Peninsula and
North Africa in this period is also extensive. Some monographs focus on Arabic-speaking Christians in alAndalus, and, as we shall see, their polemical works are closely connected to those among Muslims in Christian
Iberia. See on this subject Burman, 1994, Aillet, 2010, Potthast, 2013.
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See for the majlis, Lazarus-Yafeh et al., 1999. In particular, the article by Sklare, who finds in the public sessions
in tenth-century Baghdād the most probable background from which a number of Jewish treatises of polemics
against Islam emerged and discusses the use in them of earlier Muslim anti-Jewish works. Sklare, 1999, 146. See
the article by Sidney Griffith in the same volume for some examples of how Christians put them into writing,
after these sessions. For munāẓara, see Wagner in EI2. As Wagner notes, munāẓara and its synonyms were used
not only to refer to the disputes with the Christians and the Jews but also to the internal disputes among the
adherents of different schools of law in Islam. For the answer to an adversary, designated as radd, see Gimaret in
EI2.
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Sklare, 1999, 141.
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Van Koningsveld and Wiegers, 1994, 194 n. 109 quoting al-Ḥumaydī Jadhwat al-Muqtabis. Sklare, 1999, 140 and n.
13.
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authors have sought an explanation for Ibn Sa d͑ ī’s negative attitude in the fact that he
belonged to the Mālikī School of Law, which rejected the exclusive use of rational methods
in exegesis. The pre-eminence of Mālikism in al-Andalus in the eleventh century could have
contributed to a religious climate in the Muslim West which was unpropitious to polemical
activities. Such debates seem to have been virtually non-existent until the fall of the
Caliphate of Córdoba in 1031 CE.5
However, Ibn Sa d͑ ī’s distaste for the use of ratio in inter-religious polemics should
also be explained in the light of the broader discussion among Christians, Jews and Muslims
about the religious authority granted to philosophy, logic and natural philosophy in the
Medieval Iberian Peninsula. While some claimed that Revelation alone served to approach
God and to understand how He created the world, others argued that sciences based on
human knowledge were in harmony with the divine and essential in searching to
understand these issues. From their introduction in the twelfth century, rationalisticphilosophical sources in the exploration of theological matters shook the foundations of
Iberian Christianity.6 Within the Jewish communities, Moses ben Maimon’s (Maimonides),
1135-1204 CE) Mishne Torah turned philosophy into a matter of polemics and spawned a
long-lasting confrontation between those who supported and those who opposed its use,
arousing occasional heated debates until the early fourteenth century.7
In al-Andalus, in his Ṭabaqāt al-umam [‘The Generations of Nations’] Ṣā ͑id alAndalusī records how al-Manṣūr (938-1002 CE) burned a large number of books of logic,
astrology and other ancient sciences from the library of his predecessor “in order to gain the
sympathy of the general population of al-Andalus and to denounce the attitude of the
Caliph al-Ḥakam towards these sciences as shameful, because they used to be obsolete
among their ancestors [...] Whosoever studied them was suspected of apostasy and
rejection of the Holy Law”.8 At a later period, the religious reform of Ibn Tūmart and the
subsequent Almohad policies emphasized rational reasoning as opposed to tradition
(taqlīd).9 During the apogee of philosophical inquiry in al-Andalus, Caliph Abū Ya q͑ ūb
Yūsuf (1163-1184 CE) commissioned Ibn Ṭufayl to comment on the treatises of Aristotle and
to make them more accessible to him. Given his advanced age, Ibn Ṭufayl handed this huge
task over to his young friend Ibn Rushd (1126-1198 CE). The latter fell into disgrace when the
new Almohad Caliph, Ya q͑ ūb al-Manṣūr (1184-1199 CE), launched a campaign against
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philosophers, presumably with the purpose of gaining the support of the Andalusī scholars,
the ṭalaba, in his war against the Christians.10 However, the Caliph changed his mind as
soon as he returned to his court in Morocco and Ibn Rushd was restored to favour.
These events show that attitudes towards philosophy changed over time and that
the terms of discussion in the Iberian Peninsula were not set by internal disputes alone but
could also be influenced by political circumstances and intercommunity dynamics. Szpiech
convincingly shows that, in the case of the Christian territories, the change in the attitudes
of Christians towards the authority of sources based on human knowledge such as
philosophy was stimulated by conversions (mainly of Jews) to the dominant religion. He
speaks about a crisis of auctoritas, the latter being the Latin term for what Szpiech defines
as the capacity of an author to create – although God is always seen as ultimately
responsible for human actions. Auctoritas also refers to that author’s legacy as it is passed
on to future generations. Szpiech argues that before the twelfth-century auctoritas was
derived almost exclusively from divine sources such as the Bible, and the individual author
remained in the shadows. Slowly but steadily, however, such approaches were challenged
by reason (ratio) and auctoritas needed to be supported by rational proof. The crisis of
auctoritas prompted the use of biographies of converts in polemical literature and placed
the question of whether or not reason rather than scripture was the most suitable way to
preach, teach and convert in the foreground of Christian concerns about religion.11 In the
light of these considerations, the religious authority attributed to texts emerges as an
important tool in inter-religious debate. This seems to provide significant insights into the
negotiation of religious identities in the Christian territories of the Iberian Peninsula.
Later in this dissertation, we shall see that Mudejar polemics also address
questions about the authoritative status of philosophy. Despite the fact that most Arabic
manuscripts on Islamic law (fiqh) which were in circulation in the Iberian Christian
territories dealt with Mālikī doctrine,12 it will be noted that not all Mudejar religious
scholars agreed with the views proposed by the Andalusī Ibn Sa d͑ ī mentioned above. The
analysis of Arabic and Aljamiado polemics below reveals that some authors of polemics not
only sanctioned engagement in disputes with Christians and Jews, but also seem to have
held various approaches towards the authority of texts as a means to help them construct
their religious identities as Muslims. Consequently, whereas some polemicists seem to have
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Macdonald, 1972, 156. See also, Fierro, 1999.
Szpiech, 2013b, passim.
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As Harvey notes, most Morisco Arabic works on fiqh previously owned by the Mudejars are concerned with
Mālikī doctrine, with the exception of one work written in Latin characters which had, according to that author,
circulated in North Africa but not in the Iberian Peninsula. Harvey, 1958, 168. However, it does not follow that
Mālikism was the only school of jurisprudence with followers in the Iberian Peninsula, as is shown by the
example of the well-known eleventh-century Andalusī polemicst Ibn Ḥazm, who was a Ẓāhirī.
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regarded speculative theology, philosophy and natural sciences as sources of religious
authority in their own right, with which they could build their arguments, others appear to
have shifted the burden of proof from the canonical sources of Islam to the Christian and
Jewish scriptures and accepted their authority on condition that the latter were subject to a
different reading. It is a major contention of this thesis that the use of different sources by
various authors finds its rationale in the different ways in which they understand the
authority of texts. On the basis of the discussion of the different approaches to this issue in
Mudejar polemics, in the final chapters of this dissertation we shall be able to offer a
characterization of the leaders of their communities and their reliance on the knowledge
produced in the Muslim centres of their time.
In order to put the ways in which the Mudejars articulated ideas of identity and
religious authority in their treatises of religious polemics into perspective, our first step is to
address religious authority in Mudejar Islam. This chapter is guided by the assumption that
religious authority is relational or, as Gudrun Krämer and Sabine Schmidtke propose, is the
“projected, perceived and put into practice in any given context”.13 Therefore, I address
some contexts in which this authority was exercised, namely: 1.1.) the Mudejars’ own
understandings of a main source of authority in Islam, the Sacred Law, or sharī a͑ ; 1.2.) the
relationship of Mudejars with the Christians and the Jews; and 1.3.) the place of religious
polemics in Mudejar communities.

1.1.#The#Sacred#Law,#or#Sharī!!͑a!
!
The first context of religious authority which I would like to address here is the normative
framework provided Mudejars by Sacred Law or sharī a͑ . From Arabic and Aljamiado
sources we know that the religious obligations, or acts of worship prescribed by sharī a͑ ,
the ͑ibadāt, of Mudejars and later Moriscos were similar to those of other Muslims.14 They
are summarized in the following passage, taken from a late fifteenth-century manuscript:
The salvation of an individual is dependent on his performance of the prescribed
prayers, salawāt, five times a day. The servant of God who is faithful, humble and patient
also cannot forget scrupulously to perform the ablution, wudū', to observe the Fast,
ramaḍān, to give generously without excuses the obligatory alms, zakāt, to the ͑ulamā’
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and the voluntary alms, ṣadaqa, to the poor and the needy, to go on the pilgrimage, hajj,
to Mecca if they can afford it, and to fight in God’s path, jihād, against the unbelievers to
go to Paradise and to die as a martyr.15

These obligations belong to the body of moral norms and rules of conduct prescribed for
the virtuous Muslim, and one of the tasks of the Muslim legal scholars is to determine how
they should be implemented. The major role of sharī a͑ in Mudejar polemics is evidenced by
the claims of one Mudejar author who says that sharī a͑ rests on the Unity of God (tawḥīd),
which is its fundament (aṣl), “in the same way […] that the foundation of a wall is essential
to the existence of a wall, so sharī a͑ cannot exist without the unity and the prescriptions
too, which are the branches”.16 Such an approach is consistent with the fact that, although
they lived in a situation in which it was not possible to implement Islamic law in its
entirety, Mudejars do not seem to have ceased their efforts to produce a legislative corpus
to govern their communities and to ensure that Islamic laws were respected in Christian
courts. Evidence for this is the composition of such works as the Leyes de moros [‘Moorish
Laws’], the Book of Sunna and Xara [‘Libro de Sunna y Xara’],! and the! Sunni Breviary
[‘Breviario Sunni’].17 They did not always achieve this goal and Christian authorities often
reversed Islamic rulings, for instance, those involving capital punishment, on the grounds
that they “would entail […] damage to or destruction of royal property”.18 Limitations on the
application of the sharī a͑ constituted one of the reasons provided by the ‘hard line’ Muslim
scholars discussed in the Introduction to question both the legitimacy of Mudejar religious
scholars and the Mudejars’ residence in Christian territories. What compromised religious
authority in the Mudejar aljamas is precisely the understanding of sharī a͑ by some scholars
as an ideal legal system which regulated all aspects of Muslim life and whose enforcement
could only be guaranteed by a Muslim ruler. However, it remains to be seen whether the
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“La salvación del hombre está en un estricto cumplimiento de las oraciones canónicas ṣalawāt, cinco veces al
día. El siervo de Dios, fiel, humilde y paciente, tampoco se puede olvidar de efectuar escrupulosamente la
ablución wudū’, de observar el ayuno ṣaum de Ramadán, de dar sin remilgos la limosna obligatoria zakāt a los
ulemas y la limosna voluntaria ṣadaqa a los pobres y los menesterosos de manera generosa, de ir en
peregrinación ḥāŷŷ a la Meca si su peculio lo permite y de luchar en la senda de Dios ŷihād contra los infieles
para ganarse el cielo y morir como un mártir.” Hofman Vannus, 2001, 12/95-13/95. In this passage, Hofman Vannus
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However, it should be noted that, notwithstanding the fact that the Castilian religious scholar Yça Gidelli wrote
the Breviario Sunni to make sharī a͑ available to his co-religionists, he seems to have adopted this perspective as
he was living in the Muslim territories of the dār al-Islām, in which Mālikī fiqh was dominant and, in this way, he
warns against living in the land of the infidels [“No biuas en tierra de ynfieles”]. Wiegers, 1994, 132. For requests
for the enforcement of the Islamic law by Mudejars dating from as late as 1492 CE, see Pascual Cabrero, 2013.
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Catlos, 2004, 222. See also, Nirenberg, 1996, 136 and n. 35.
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religious beliefs and practices of the Mudejars did not have a place within Islam and
whether, in their treatises on religious polemics, the Mudejars’ religious leaders departed
from the normative views on Sacred Law (sharī a͑ ) held in majority Muslim lands. In other
words, an evaluation needs to be made to assess how specific Mudejar Islam was. The
answer to this question requires thinking about the meanings of sharī a͑ to the Mudejars as
a first step.
!
In this context, the meaning of sharī a͑ or sacred law seems to have come close to the
Islamic concept of religion or dīn, also called “el adín del alislam” [the dīn of Islam] by the
later Mudejars,19 and to have been understood primarily as the ritual obligations prescribed
by the Islamic faith (farā’iḍ). The importance attached to the farā’iḍ is illustrated by the
composition of such works on the subject as a treatise on the Five Pillars of Islam according
to the Mālikī School of Law written at the end of the fifteenth century by the faqīh Abū A
͑ bd
Allāh Muḥammad Espinyel at the request of Aḥmad b. ʿAbd al- Raḥmān b. al-Mustajab.
That the faqīh could have been a Mudejar is suggested by the complaints in the
introduction about the difficult conditions of life in the “jazīra al-gharība” (the
distant/western Peninsula). 20 Mudejars might have sought the approval of their
interpretation of this pious topic of Muslims in Islamic territories, which is suggested by the
fact that, in the same introduction, the faqīh dedicates his work to the fuqahā’ and to dhū
al-wizāratayn (‘the holder of the two vizierates’, a function which was introduced into alAndalus by ʿAbd al-Raḥmān III in 939 CE).21 Besides this example, we find similar questions
about the fulfilment of the pillars of Islam, such as the paying of the annual alms tax
(zakāt), well into the fifteenth century. That doubts about the fulfilment of the farā’iḍ
persisted is evident from the questions posed to the fifteenth-century Mudejar Granadan
female muftī and mystic ‘la Mora de Úbeda’, who helped her co-religionists find ways to
perform the zakāt even when there was no Islamic government to collect the tax.22
Sharī a͑ was framed within the Mudejar aljamas and was formed by their interreligious polemics and interpretations on the subject provided by contemporary Christians
and Jews. In this regard, it should be noted that sharī a͑ was often translated as ‘divine law’
in the Middle Ages and, more specifically, as a synonym of ‘revealed Book’. This is
illustrated by the following passage from the beginning of a sermon attributed to the Jewish
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convert to Christianity Alfonso de Valladolid (known as Abner of Burgos before his
conversion):
‘Among all of us Christians and Jews and Moors there is a great debate about the law of
God, because you Jews say “We have a better law”, and you Moors say, “We have a
better law”, and we Christians say that our law is better and truer than either of yours,
and about this is the debate between us and you’. Each side is said to have an
authoritative book, the Gospels, the Talmud and the Qur’an respectively, and ‘these
three books are opposed to one another’.23

Afonso’s view is that the ‘law’ of God as it was revealed to the Prophets provides the
grounds for the religious obligations of these communities. Such an understanding is also
found in Mudejar polemics. Hence, a Mudejar polemicist claims that it is better to marry
than to remain a bachelor (‘la virginidad’), because the Prophets (whom he identifies as the
Patriarchs, ‘los Patriarcas’) were married and they are those “from whom people (an-nās)
have received the Sacred Law (sharī a͑ )”.24 Minor and major ablutions, circumcision, divorce
or consumption of pork and wine are subjects of controversy in Mudejar Arabic and
Aljamiado polemics with Christians and Jews, and their authors touch on the role of the
religious obligations ordained by God to each of these communities in divine history.
Mudejars held a view on abrogation (naskh) which averred that Muḥammad was the last of
the Prophets sent by God (‘Seal of the Prophecy’) and Islam was the religion which
corrected and completed the previous revelations. As a Mudejar polemicist puts it: “You
[namely: the Jews, MCA] may also know that the nation of Muḥammad, peace be upon
him, continues to uphold his religion (dīn) and Sacred Law (sharī a͑ ) after his death, to our
own day; they have neither altered nor changed one item thereof.”25 Another polemical
treatise quotes the views of the Christians and the Jews, who either separately or together,
claim that they have a Sacred Law (sharī a͑ ), unlike the Mudejars, who have none. The
Mudejar author repeats the same argument once again later in this treatise, with the
difference that Christians and Jews now explicitly mention that the Mudejars have no law
sent by God.26 This addition, sent by God, indicates the distinction between this kind of
sharī a͑ and other possible uses of the term by the author elsewhere.
The fact that Islamic law was a subject of polemics and that, as we have seen,
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conditions did not always allow its full implementation, does not mean that Mudejars
entirely abandoned the ideal concept of sharī a͑ . We shall see below that they placed
especial emphasis on the ethical individual responsibility which this major source of
religious authority in Islam entails. This is in line with one particular quotation from a
Mudejar polemic by the well-known philosopher Ibn Rushd (Averroes or, according to the
author of this work, referred to as the ‘Comentador’ among the Christians).27 Ibn Rushd
claims that there are two types of knowledge: “knowledge by revelation (as-samā i͑ yya),
which is the Sacred Law (sharī a͑ ) and is accepted by people as it is revealed to them, and
rational knowledge (al- ͑aqliyya), which is knowledge acquired by education by proof ( ͑ilm
al-ta l͑ īm bi-l-burhān).”28 The analysis of Arabic and Aljamiado polemical sources, to which
we shall turn later, will make clear that education, ethics and individual judgement taken in
conjunction with the farā’iḍ underpinned the Mudejars’ ideas of sharī a͑ and of religious
authority in Islam more generally.

1.2.$The$Relationship$of$the$Mudejars$with$Jews$and$Christians$!
!
The discussion so far shows that the relationships of the Mudejars with the Christians and
the Jews seem to have been an important context in which the members of the Mudejar
communities framed their ideas of identity and religious authority in their treatises of
religious polemics. In this section, I would like to look more deeply into the connection
between the polemical discourses of Mudejar authors and the contemporary shifts in
power between communities. The main reason for this is that, as I mentioned in the
Introduction, on occasion, Mudejar arguments about religious polemic seem to have
reflected the competition for the unequal distribution of power and wealth between the
communities.
Before entering into this question, I would like to say a few words about the most
important scholarly approaches to the nature of relationships between communities in the
Medieval Iberian Peninsula. Scholarly debate on the subject has been principally
dominated by a politicized and polarized interpretation of convivencia or co-existence and
by the cultural legacy it left behind. Upholders of essentialist views, such as Américo Castro
and Claudio Sánchez-Albornoz, have claimed ‘Islam’ to be either a permanent and farreaching element in Iberian history or an alien and foreign influence on an emerging
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‘Spanish’ and, above all, ‘Christian’, identity. Moreover, scholars disagree about whether
convivencia should be seen as a specifically Iberian phenomenon or rather as a broader
feature in European history.29 This debate has taken a different course in recent years, as
historians, sociologists, anthropologists and other social scientists have adopted a more
critical and methodical approach to it. Among the most influential models proposed by
scholars to address inter-communal dynamics in everyday life in the Christian territories of
the Iberian Peninsula, there is a functionally based approach focused on balance and social
cohesion. 30 This approach emphasizes local context and assumes that the reciprocal
interests of the communities involved have characterized inter-communal relations. The
changes experienced by the Muslim population in Aragon and Catalonia, for example, have
been reinterpreted according to this new model, with particular attention paid to social
and economic interests which seem to have prevailed over religious differences and to have
contributed to securing Christian dominance. 31 In his groundbreaking monograph,
Nirenberg argues that it was not so much convenience as the functional, ritualized and
systematic use of violence which defined the relationship between Christians, Jews and
Muslims in the Crown of Aragon during the first half of the fourteenth century. 32 In the
next chapter, I shall argue that violence does not seem to account fully for the Mudejars’
own understanding of controversy, especially if we move beyond the particular
conceptualization of violence as inherent in processes of “othering” through language.
Nirenberg argues that the discourses the Mudejars and the Jews levelled against
each other were related to the power relations between the Christian majority and the two
minority communities, and were therefore influenced by the increasing bias of Christians
against Jews. He locates a shift in Christian attitudes around the turn of the fifteenthcentury, and suggests that, whereas before 1400 CE Christians had favoured Jews in their
disputes about processes of apostasy with Muslims because of economic interests, after that
date theological considerations led Christians to favour Muslim communities and prevent
conversions to Judaism. Christian mediation would explain the change in the relationship
between communities; a change which has nothing to do with “a shift in the relative power
of Muslims and Jews. Rather, they [namely: the examples given by David Nirenberg] reflect
changes in the role of these two religious communities (or rather, theological categories) in
the Christian theological imagination.”33 Mudejars would have done their utmost to come
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closer to the views conveyed by the majority, therefore adopting a Christian anti-Jewish
discourse. For their part, Jews would have attacked Christianity indirectly in their polemics
against Islam. Nirenberg also argues that the attitude of increasing rejection exhibited by
Christian society towards the Jews would have been reflected in the writings of Iberian
Muslim polemicists, who would have adopted “all the central tenets of Christian antiJudaism” in their works by the mid-fifteenth century.34 He claims that the condemnation of
the Jews in the fourteenth-century polemic against the Jews entitled Ta’yīd al-Milla [‘The
Fortification of the Faith, or the Community’] is an early example of the entanglement
between violence on the social and economic levels, and strategic moves in the Mudejars’
polemical discourses.35 Later, I shall discuss whether the claims made by Nirenberg are
relevant to the case of the Ta’yīd.
What concerns me at this point is that Mudejar treatises of polemics were used as
instruments to secure or manipulate ideas and social behaviour and certainly sometimes
they did reflect a Christian anti-Jewish bias. We shall also discover that relationships in the
Iberian Peninsula seem to have been interconnected, and that the Mudejars’ mechanisms
and strategies of adaptation and resistance in polemics were influenced not only by
Christian policies towards their communities but also by the relationship between
Mudejars and Jews. This tallies with the views of scholars from various disciplines, who
have drawn attention to the multifaceted and essentially ternary nature according to which
individuals and groups construct identity and emphasize otherness. As I shall explain in
more detail in the next chapter, Gerd Baumann has suggested three ‘grammars’ or
strategies by which to construct identity and has argued that, although these grammars
seem to be binary – because they oppose the Self to the Other – they are all in fact ternary.36
Coming from a different discipline, post-colonial theorist Homi Bhabha has also stressed
the ternary nature of processes of “othering”. In a slightly different way to Baumann’s, he
suggests the existence of a Third Space which is defined as an intermediate stage which
breaks away from the duality of the Self and the Other.37
Taking into account these considerations, it is possible to address social relations
between Muslims, Christians and Jews from a historical perspective as triangular, that is to
say, as an integrated system, the variables of which cannot be understood independently of
one another. ‘Triangularity’, as it will be shown in later chapters, also serves to discuss
literary references to a third party (generally acting as a witness) in the arguments of
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religious polemic between two groups 38 and, moreover, ties in closely with religious
authority, namely with the particular approaches to sources and to leadership of the
Mudejar authors of polemics.

1.3.$The$Mudejar$Aljamas!
!
At this point, I would like to turn attention to another context of religious authority, and to
discuss how polemics provided the Mudejar religious leaders with tools with which they
could manage the government of their communities. I shall first address the polemical
activities and restrictions imposed on the Mudejars (1.3.1.) by the Christians; and then I
shall consider religious authority and polemics in the Mudejar aljamas (1.3.2.).

1.3.1.!Christian!Proselytism!and!Restrictions!on!the!Mudejars!!
The Christian mendicant orders established language schools or Studia Linguarum of
Arabic and Hebrew both in the Christian territories of Iberia and in various European cities
and in North Africa; and of Greek, Tatar and Armenian in the Eastern regions of the
Mediterranean.39 Some preachers became very well versed in Arabic40 as well as philosophy
and theology, which were also part of the curriculum of these Studia. Mastery of these
disciplines provided preachers with the erudition essential to the propagation of Christian
doctrine, but it was not necessarily viewed in the same way by the various religious orders.
Whereas the Franciscan Raimundus Lullius (Ramon Llull, c. 1232-1315 CE) conceived a
method by which conversion was achieved not only by demonstrating the error of the
opponent’s arguments but also by convincing him with rational proofs, the Dominicans
believed that rational argumentation could not prove the essence of Christian revelation.41
There are, indeed, good reasons to believe that the proselytizing campaigns led by
the flourishing mendicant orders against Jewish and Muslim communities from the
thirteenth century constituted an important challenge to Mudejars. The activities of
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Christian missionaries in the Crown of Aragon and in Castile were intensive, and the
proselytizing campaigns, explicit provocations against Islam and subsequent martyrdom of
Franciscans, for example, are well attested in their documents.42 Certainly the goal of the
Dominican missions was the propagation of Christianity among Muslims and Jews, but they
also placed a strong emphasis on defeating Judaism. This particular aim is reflected in some
of the demands they made to King Jaume I of Aragon in the period after the Disputation of
Barcelona in 1263 CE between the Dominican Paul Christiani and Rabbi Moses ben
Naḥman (Naḥmanides), in the presence of King Jaume I himself. The Barcelona
Disputation is, as were the Paris Disputation of 1240 CE and the Tortosa Disputation of 14131414 CE, one of the best-documented examples of a late medieval Judaeo-Christian
controversy. At the request of Dominican preachers, Jaume I issued a series of restrictive
measures against the Jews, for instance, the requirement that all copies of Book XI of the
Mishneh ha-Torah [‘Repetition of the Torah’] be surrendered so that it could to be burnt,
with severe penalties imposed on those who refused to follow the royal command. Since
Islam too was considered a heresy, Muslims of all ages, both men and women, were forced,
as were the Jews, to listen to the Dominicans’ sermons in silence.43 Sermons became
important tools for building the case for the superiority of Christians and for disciplining
the religious minorities not only physically but also in terms of their religious education;
they can be compared to a certain extent with polemics which have silenced the opponent
– now, in truth, by coercive measures.44
Christian restrictions on the religious life in the aljamas were sometimes
contested by the Muslim rulers outside the Christian territories, who occasionally acted on
behalf of the Mudejars. Such was the case when the Aragonese King Jaume II banned the
call to prayer (adhān) from the Mudejar mosques. James had merely applied the rules on
this matter which had been issued by the Council of Vienne in 1311 CE. These forbade under
pain of death the intonation of the prayer or çal·la (ṣalā) and the proclamation of the name
of Muḥammad. The Council of Vienne produced regulations not only for the call for prayer
but also for the pilgrimage of Muslims to shrines, the ziyāra. Although the veneration of
holy places was not unanimously accepted as a Muslim practice, ziyāra enjoyed great
popularity in North Africa and Spain during the later Middle Ages, especially among the
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mystics or ṣūfīs. A number of shrines were located in Christian territory. These places
became extremely popular among the Mudejar communities, as short distance pilgrimages
were often considered a substitute for the pilgrimage to Mecca, the hajj, by those who could
not afford the vast expense which such a long journey entailed. The ziyāra favoured the
mobility of individuals inside the Peninsula and the contact between local Mudejar
communities and Granadan Muslims.45 The prohibition on intoning the çal·la seems to
have lasted a few years. In 1322 CE, the sulṭān of Egypt, Qalāūn, wrote to Jaume II urging
him to abrogate the ban, in his turn committing himself to treating the Christian
communities of Egypt well.46 Qalāūn’s intervention in peninsular matters was as a religious
leader, namely: amīr al-mu’minīn (‘commander of the faithful’), an authority which was not
restricted to politics. Although his spiritual concern here had obvious political overtones,
notably the explicit mention of an ‘exchange of favours’, it might be argued that religious
polemics were not only a catalyst for moving religious concerns into the political sphere
but also that authority over religious minorities was used more generally at times in the
struggle for political supremacy in Iberia and the Mediterranean.
The activity of Christian missionaries in the Iberian Peninsula did not take long to
penetrate Muslim polemical discourse, a point well illustrated by the polemic of al-Qurṭubī
(1182-1258 CE) to which I shall return below, in which at a certain point he refers to the
views of the “priests of Aragon” and exclaims “may God curse them!”47 Abū ͑Alī ibn Rashīq
al-Taglibī (fl. mid. 13th c.), a young Mudejar who eventually emigrated to Muslim territories,
provides a detailed characterization of the activities of those Christian missionaries. He
wrote the following in the aftermath of the Christian conquest of Murcia in 1243 CE:
I was in the city of Murcia – may God return it to Islam – in the days when its
inhabitants suffered the trial of the tribute [ad-dajn] […]. There had come to the city, on
the orders of the ‘tyrant of the Christians’ [ṭāghiyat ar-rūm], a group of priests and
monks, consecrated, they say, to the devotional life and to the study of science, but
mainly interested in the sciences of Muslims and in translating them into their language
in order to criticize them – may God Most High frustrate their purposes – for the
purpose of engaging in polemics with Muslims and the malicious intention of attracting
the weakest among them.48
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This paragraph is taken from the introduction to Ibn Rashīq’s longer autobiography, in
which he describes a polemical encounter with one of the preachers who was in the city.
His words illustrate the importance that the Christian missionaries attached to the
knowledge of the sources of their opponents. Ibn Rashīq held a polemic with one monk
who, he says, came from Marrakesh.49 The monk was the leader of the group and the
subject of the polemic was the inimitability of the Qur’ān (i ͑jāz). The Christian monk used
the maqāmāt by al-Ḥarīrī to make his point. The verses by al-Ḥarīrī could not be imitated
either, however they were not considered to be the product of divine revelation. After a
great effort, Ibn Rashīq succeeded in producing a similar verse to those in the maqāmāt and
defeated the Christian.
The fact that the monk travelled to Murcia provides evidence of the itinerancy of
the Christian missionaries, and their active intellectual networks across the Mediterranean.
Christian missionary efforts in Muslim lands could benefit from the international alliances
between Christian and Muslim rulers. One of the various examples is the letter of Raymond
of Penyafort (OP) to the General Master of the Order, Juan Teutónico, in 1246 CE, in which
Raymond praises the positive attitude of the Tunisian sulṭān towards Dominican
missionary activities in his land.50
The overseas activities of these missionaries had a lasting impact on the polemical
imagination of Christians. As late as the sixteenth century, we find an account of a
polemical contest involving one of these preachers, the convert Anselm Turmeda/( ͑Abd
Allāh al-Tarjumān 1355-1423 CE), inserted into a partial Catalan translation of Martí’s De
Seta Machometi.51 Likewise, the Franciscan Ramon Llull mentions the encounter between
the Dominican Raymundus Martí (fl. mid. 13th c.) and the ‘king’ of Tunis, whom Llull
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identifies as Abū ͑Abd Allāh Muḥammad I al-Mustanṣir (1249-1277 CE). Martí presents a
refutation of the faith and law of Muḥammad in Arabic ‘ to the king’ and pleads in defence
of the Christian faith.52 Moreover, the account by Ibn Rashīq above shows that the writing
of religious polemics in the Iberian Peninsula was an activity which often aroused a
response by the community to which they were addressed. Ibn Rashīq mentions that
Christians also rushed to write an account of the polemical encounter in which he took
part.53

1.3.2.!Religious!Authority!and!Polemics!in!the!Mudejar!aljamas&
The Christian missionary efforts and social constraints upon the Mudejars are key to
understanding the religious polemics within their communities. Christians restricted the
Mudejars’ proselytism, not only towards Christians but also towards Muslims and Jews, and
imposed harsh penalties on those who uttered blasphemies.54 The treatises preserved show
that, these restrictions notwithstanding, the Mudejars did indeed engage in religious
polemics. They did so not merely to defend themselves against the arguments against
Muslims and Islam put forward by the Christians and the Jews, but also to preserve the
religious and social integrity of their communities. Some Christian rulings on the Mudejars
which have been mentioned, such as the obligation to listen to Christian sermons, could
have consequences which were not restricted to individuals but also affected the religious
education of the members of the Mudejar minority communities. The first thing to be
noted is that Mudejar leaders could be expected to extend their religious authority beyond
the confines of their individual persons in the neighbourhoods (morerías)55 by using such
platforms of advanced religious education as madrasas, but the sources are silent about
formal institutions of learning in the Christian territories of the Iberian Peninsula. Van
Koningsveld argues that the madrasa of Zaragoza (Aragon) was the only one of its kind and
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also that, when Ibn al-Khaṭīb referred to a madrasa in Murcia, he was actually talking about
a language school (studium linguarum) founded by King Alfonso X of Castile.56 Be it as it
may, Mudejars and Moriscos did succeed in transmitting Islamic knowledge from one
generation to the next, as evidenced by the large number of manuscripts dealing with
religious subjects which have survived. Although Van Koningsveld’s argument is essentially
correct, it is my contention that a broader definition of the term madrasa might be more
useful in studying Mudejar and Morisco communities. I would suggest that a definition of
madrasa as any place in which Islamic education is provided on a regular basis, regardless
of whether the level of education and the curriculum taught correspond to that provided in
majority Muslim lands, might be more appropriate to the socio-historical circumstances of
these communities. The Mudejars preserved Islamic knowledge, which presupposes that at
least periodical educational gatherings functioning at a local level were held.57 In this
context, the modest production within some branches such as hadīth among the Moriscos
illustrates the difficulties experienced by these communities in providing a ‘standardized
curriculum’58 but, on the other hand, the marginal notes on manuscripts such as those
containing the Morisco works studied by Vincent Barletta suggest that knowledge was still
shared by the members of the aljamas and taught to young Muslims.59
Kathryn Miller argues that oral authority and guidance in the aljamas began in the
Mudejar mosque, “commonly a small, unassuming structure, a place for prayers, sermons,
teaching and discussions”.60 Linda Jones makes the compelling argument that sermons or
khuṭbas (not only the canonical Friday sermons but also the para-liturgical sermons (such
as those after the petition for rain) and the hortatory sermons) were powerful tools of
religious authority in this context: they were often performed ritually and followed the
Sunna of Muḥammad; they were preached in the mosque and their different parts
(introduction, profession of faith and blessings to the Prophet) had to follow a fixed order if
they were to be considered valid.61 Moreover, “[a]lthough the khaṭīb recites from sacred
texts to invoke the authority of a mythic past, his attention and goals are ultimately focused
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on the present, on persuading the congregation to act out, project and apply the khuṭba’s
message to its own particular social, cultural, and political reality.”62 The performative
contexts of the Mudejar preachers known in the Christian territories of the Iberian
Peninsula as zabalá63 are partly disclosed, for example, in references to the submission to
Christians in some late-medieval Aragonese Mudejar Arabic sermons64 and in the questions
posed by certain Mudejars to the four judges of Cairo at the beginning of the sixteenth
century, in which they asked about the language they should use to address an audience
with a poor command of Arabic.65 The legitimation of “the existing custom of preaching in a
Romance language” was probably one of the reasons for their demands,66 but I would argue
that these Mudejars not only cared about Arabic as the language of Islam but also feared
that their sermons would not be properly understood, thereby losing the didactical
function which Jones attributes to them.
Sermons could certainly enhance religious education in the Mudejar
communities. Jones discusses the educational and public role of the majlis al-wa ẓ͑
(assemblies of exhortation) in al-Andalus, citing the example of the well-known muḥtasib
(market censor) of Seville, Ibn A
͑ bdūn, who asked the judge of the city to appoint a faqīh to
67
the post of preacher. Preachers employed Islamic narratives to “articulate communal
identities and values, to buttress their own authority, or to contest the political leadership
and its policies.”68 It is because they were able to convey a political message that, as Jones
notes, Muslim scholars debated whether it was appropriate to make a supplication (dū a͑ )
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and to mention the name of the contemporary Muslim ruler – particularly in the khuṭba.
The acknowledgement of political and religious authority “could assume historical
importance in the context of political disputes or in the case of the Mudejar communities,
which, by definition, lacked a legitimate Muslim ruler.”69 However, I have not come across
any explicit references in Mudejar sermons. The four Rightly Guided Caliphs are,
nonetheless, mentioned in the sermons of Ibn Nubāta, a sixteenth-century paper copy of
which was in circulation among the Moriscos.70
The religious leaders of the Mudejars copied and composed sermons and other
texts which generally had a religious content, but they also copied and (as will be shown
below) composed treatises on religious polemics. In these manuscripts, we find additional
data confirming that their authority within the Mudejar aljamas was framed both against
events which occurred within and outside the Christian territories of the Iberian Peninsula.
A good example of this is Jaume II’s measure regulating the viva voce intonation of prayer
and the reaction to it by the sulṭān of Egypt, which has been discussed above. Both need to
be explained against the background of a Council, which dealt largely with the question of
whether or not to abolish the Order of the Knights Templar. I shall not discuss in detail the
reasons behind the decision taken in Vienne to suppress the Order, nor shall I look at its
aftermath.71 However, it is worth noting that internal dissensions among Christians and
international events seem to have excited the imagination of the Mudejars and that they
did use them as a source for their polemics. This is illustrated in the polemical work of
Muḥammad al-Qaysī, Kitāb Miftāḥ ad-Dīn [‘The Key of Religion’], the composition of which
has been critically dated by Van Koningsveld and Wiegers to around the expulsion of the
Templars from France in 1306 CE and their banishment in 1312 CE. As a captive of war, alQaysī provides a narration of these events, which he probably witnessed. He argues that the
Templars were expelled because they secretly preached the doctrine of the Unity of God: in
other words, because they affirmed the truth of Islam.72
Muslim polemics against Christians and Jews were gradually banished from the
‘public sphere’ in the Christian territories of the Iberian Peninsula in the course of the later
Middle Ages, as exemplified by the inquisitorial process against Yuçe de la Vaçia, who was
accused of attempting to convert Christians and of gathering them to listen to his sermons
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shortly after the fall of Granada. 73 Even if the allegations were true, Yuçe was certainly not
alone in maintaining the hope of attracting new believers. Other Mudejars, for instance, the
already mentioned Granadan ‘la Mora de Úbeda’ are recorded as having preached to
Christians in 1499 CE, some years after the fall of Granada.74 However, it is important to
bear in mind that, even though ‘la Mora de Úbeda’ might have preached Islam to a
Christian audience, she did not polemicize “against Christians”. 75 The increasing
restrictions imposed on publicly held polemical debates did not necessarily mean that
Mudejar and Morisco leaders refrained from conducting polemical activities within the
aljamas. In fact, Muslim treatises against Jews were still copied and adapted several
decades after the Jews had been expelled from the Iberian Peninsula. This shows that these
texts must have been particularly successful in combining emotional appeal 76 with
indisputable proofs of the truth of Islam; two ways by which the esteem and authority of
the Mudejars’ religious leaders could be increased.

!

Conclusions!
!
Following the claim by Krämer and Schmidtke that religious authority (and, hence, identity
in Islam) should be regarded as relational, in this Chapter I have dealt with various contexts
of religious authority and identity which are connected with the analysis of Mudejar
treatises of religious polemics in the present dissertation. I have examined the approaches
of the Mudejars to Sacred Law, or sharī a͑ ; the nature of their relations with the Christians
and the Jews; and the place of polemics within the frameworks of religious authority in the
Mudejar aljamas.
I have shown that sharī a͑ was subject to various interpretations by Mudejar authors of
religious polemics, and that, even though the subjection of Mudejar communities to
Christian political structures appears to have conditioned the full implementation of
Islamic rulings, it seems not to have lead to their total abandonment of sharī a͑ as an ideal
for Muslim life. I have also argued that restrictions did not prevent the Mudejar religious
leaders from effectively governing their communities and from guiding their co-religionists
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in their Islamic beliefs and practices. In discussing how religious authority and identity
were articulated in the context of the relationships of the Mudejars with the Christians and
the Jews, I have stressed the importance of ‘triangularity’ in inter-communal dynamics and
I have suggested that the relations between two communities and the changes which these
relationships underwent could have had a perceptible impact on the third group. Therefore
it is proper that this impact should be taken into account when discussing the approaches
to authority of some Mudejar authors in the analysis below.
The examination of religious authority within the aljamas in relationship to the
proselytizing campaigns and restrictions imposed by Christians on the Mudejars has
revealed that polemics appear to expose the mechanisms by which the members of the
Mudejar minority communities actively constructed their religious and political affiliations
in a period in which Christian domination of the Iberian territory was neither
homogeneous nor complete. I argue (and I shall return to this later) that religious authority
in polemical treatises is oriented in two ways. On the one hand, they show how minority
groups ‘governed’ or structured their fields of action. On the other hand, Mudejar polemical
discourse will uncover the ways in which Mudejar minority communities participated in
the processes of exclusion and inclusion of religious minorities in Iberia and how their
fields of action were governed or fixed by the growing Christian majority.

!

Chapter!Two:!Concepts!and!Methods!for!the!Study!of!
Religious!Authority!and!Identity!in!the!Religious!
Polemics!of!the!Mudejars!

Introduction!
!
!
This chapter presents the conceptual framework and the methods which will be used in the
analysis of the corpus of Mudejar Arabic and Aljamiado treatises of religious polemics
which lie at the heart of this dissertation. The preceding discussion suggests that, just as
frameworks of religious authority and identity in Islam are relational, the place of the
treatises of religious polemics of the Mudejar authors in these frameworks is also marked
by the relationships of the members of their communities with the Christians and the Jews,
and indeed with their Mudejar co-religionists. In my analysis of the corpus of polemical
literature of the Mudejars, I demonstrate how treatises of polemics provided tools to bolster
the religious authority of the Mudejar leaders and, moreover, to shape social relations and
to strengthen the internal cohesion of the aljamas. This ties in with my overall argument in
this dissertation that seeing ‘religious polemic’ above all as a violent form of
communication which disturbs harmony in society as is often the case in our Post-Modern
societies conceals the plurality of functions which religious polemical discourse seems to
have had among the Mudejars. In this chapter, I would like to present the reader with the
basis for such claim. Before commencing, I would like to pause to consider what we
understand by religious polemic and whether such an understanding is the most
appropriate to the study of the literature of religious polemics of the Mudejars.
Section 2.1. provides a brief overview of recent approaches to ‘polemic’ and
identifies the main approaches to the term by scholars. Section 2.2. explains how these
approaches influenced the study of religious polemics in the Middle Ages. The overview
reveals that some elements have so far escaped critical attention and this omission justifies
the need for the definition of polemics provided in the Introduction. Section 2.3. presents a
set of analytical and conceptual tools borrowed from Social Identity Theory and Critical
Discourse Analysis which I apply to the study of Mudejar polemics in the remaining
chapters.
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2.1.$Recent$Approaches$to$Religious$Polemics!
!
In his recent publication by Brill, Vocabulary for the Study of Religion, Anders Klostergaard
Petersen provocatively claims that, even though polemics “is a key phenomenon in the
study of religion” and “in the contemporary modern world […] is playing an increasingly
important role”, nonetheless it “does not belong to the stock vocabulary of religious
studies.”1 Indeed, the entry ‘polemic/s’ is absent from some standard reference works in the
field of religion. The Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics discusses ‘controversy’ instead of
‘polemics’, and defines it as “the weapon with which battles have to be fought in the field of
theology and philosophy”, a definition which is directly followed by Kant’s views on
controversy.2 Another reference work, The Encyclopaedia of Religion, provides a lengthy
discussion of Jewish-Christian, Muslim-Jewish and Christian-Muslim polemics but,
remarkably, it does not offer a definition of what a ‘polemic’ is.3 As we shall particularly
relevant to the present inquiry is the fact that, as Klostergaard Petersen notes, even though
‘polemic’ does not belong to the stock vocabulary of the study of religion, nonetheless the
word has a meaning which is heavily indebted to the ideas of Michael Foucault and Edward
Saïd which “ha[ve] led to a focus on the way identity is forged by the construction of the
‘other’, often in the form of castigation.”4 In the latter remark, he is referring to the
construction of the religious identity of the in-group through an attack on the outsiders’
views, but also to its criticism and attempt to correct by those who are regarded as heretics
within the own community. What concerns me here is that, as Klostergaard Petersen puts
it, “polemics appears where the emphasis is on verbal warfare against the other” and,
moreover, this “includes an array of attacks ranging from venomous castigation, vitriolic
condemnation, and hate speech, to disapproval, insult, slander, caricature, ridicule, and
satire.”5 I argue that this sort of a perspective overemphasizes religious polemic as “a
rhetorical ‘attack strategy’” and downplays what is a most important characteristic of the
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Mudejar treatises of polemics, namely: that this ‘attack strategy’ is simultaneously
“destructive and constructive6 and, moreover, that it is “identified by irrelevantly aggressive,
but overpoweringly argumentational, discourse”.7
As highlighted in the Introduction, the investigation of polemics in terms of
discourse is the principal aim of the present dissertation and, consequently it is important
to discuss what are the concepts which, according to Klostergaard Petersen, underpin
current views on polemics in more detail. I would like to do this by giving an example of
two claims about polemics which, for reasons which will become clear in a moment, are
particularly relevant to the present inquiry. They are made by Michael Foucault and Walter
Benjamin and are excerpted from very specific contexts. Nonetheless, they give a pertinent
illustration of the widespread understandings of the subject. They are the following:
* As in heresiology, polemics sets itself the task of determining the intangible point of
dogma, the fundamental and necessary principle that the adversary has neglected,
ignored or transgressed; and it denounces this negligence as a moral failing; at the root of
the error, it finds passion, desire, interest, a whole series of weaknesses and inadmissible
attachments that establish it as culpable. Michel Foucault
* Genuine polemics approach a book as lovingly as a cannibal spices a baby. Walter
Benjamin

The first quotation is from an interview with Michel Foucault conducted by anthropologist
Paul Rabinow in 1984, in which Foucault makes a clear distinction between polemics,
discussions and dialogues.8 As far as polemics are concerned, by and large they unfold
according to three models, religious, judiciary and political, and in all cases they are no
more than theatrical gestures of social practices which have sterilizing effects on the
contents and form of discourse. Therefore, in his view “a long history will have to be written
of polemics, polemics as a parasitic figure on discussion and an obstacle to the search for
the truth.”9 The second quotation above is one of the thirteen theses of Walter Benjamin
delineating the tasks carried out by literary critics.10 In previous theses, he has claimed that
“[p]olemics mean to destroy a book using a few of its sentences. The less it has been
studied, the better. Only he who can destroy can criticize.” In this assertion, for the specific
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field of literature, Benjamin echoes the more general statements of Foucault about the
empty nature of polemics with regard to social practices.
Indeed, one extended idea about polemics is illustrated by Foucault’s overt
preference for discussion and dialogue: he treats polemics with contempt and sees them as
a mimicry of more fruitful social practices. Foucault is interested in questions about agency,
power and consequently the possibility of change in the order of discourse. Accordingly, his
argument moves away from polemics since, in his view, polemics are repetitions of
patterned pre-existing arguments, therefore they are forms of interaction which do not
introduce changes into discourse and are not affected by these changes. His major
objection is based on ethical grounds. He is convinced that polemics not only hamper the
quest for knowledge but that the polemicist also denies his adversary’s right to speak before
they even have a chance to do so. Foucault implicitly suggests that polemics are remnants
of past practices that Men Living in the Episteme of Modernity must abandon. The reason
is because polemics are, after all, not totally inoffensive. In the political mode, for example,
polemics put “forward as much of one’s killer instinct as possible”, which can “make anyone
believe that he can gain access to the truth by such paths and then to validate, even if in a
merely symbolic form, the real political practices that could be warranted by it.”11 These
features make polemics not only an ill-suited tool by which to gain insight into the actual
dynamics between individuals and communities, in Foucault’s eyes certainly it clearly
makes them an obstacle to be avoided.
A second extended idea about polemics is illustrated in Walter Benjamin’s
account of the “cannibalistic” endeavours of literary critics. That is to say, the idea that
polemics are not only undesirable practices, but that they are also an extravagant
undertaking, rhetorical exercises mainly concerned with spicing but not with
understanding the contents of what is read or said. Polemics oppose literature as it were, or,
to take the “gastronomic” example of Benjamin, they break down the literary work and
make it ready for consumption, so that it can be devoured, digested and, eventually,
excreted. Yet the most pregnant element in this image is that in which Benjamin adduces
the idea that polemics are ‘primitive’ and, hence, fall outside what is socially accepted – and
expected. Because Benjamin confines polemics to the literary field, it can be argued that,
from such a perspective, they are doubly disengaged from ‘real’ social life.
There are gradations in these approaches but, as Klostergaard Petersen rightly remarks,
today polemics are often conceptualized in the terms just described. However, Jesse Lander
notes that the very use of the word ‘polemic’ as “a label reserved for bad and violent
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arguments” is fairly new.12 He takes England as a case in point and locates the emergence of
the idea of polemics in the Early Modern period. Polemical exchanges, he observes, also
occurred in previous centuries, and are epitomized by the academic controversies in the
medieval universities, but at that time controversy lacked “the emphasis on enmity that
makes polemic distinctive”.13 In his view, polemics in the Middle Ages were “simultaneously
a genre, a concept and a practice”.14 Lander advances the thesis that the conflation of print
and the Reformation and the reciprocal relationship between the two changed the cultural
practices in Early Modern England and led to the emergence of the category of polemics.
The proliferation of controversies in print (most of which were religious) “created a culture
that formed not homogeneously but continually in debate, a culture that can itself be seen
as polemical”; 15 as polemics increasingly permeated the literary field, they were
paradoxically conceptualized as a category distinct from literature. As a result of these
processes, Lander argues, in England “the authentically literary comes to be perceived as
the antithesis of the polemical: it is aesthetic, not political; disinterested, not tendentious;
exploratory, not restrictive; imaginative, not dogmatic.”16 After their intrusion, literature is
as good as “anti- or un-polemical”.17
Their separation from literature is not the only divide which characterizes
polemics. Foucault puts forward the idea that polemics are intrinsically distinct from
dialogues and explains the opposition between the two as follows:
In the serious play of questions and answers, in the work of reciprocal elucidation, the
rights of each person are in some sense immanent in the discussion. […] The person
asking the questions is merely exercising the right that has been given him: to remain
unconvinced, to perceive a contradiction, to require more information, to emphasize
different postulates, to point out faulty reasoning, and so on.
The polemicist, on the other hand, proceeds encased in privileges that he possesses in
advance and will never agree to question. On principle, he possesses rights authorizing
him to wage war and making that struggle a just undertaking; the person he confronts is
not a partner in search for the truth but an adversary, an enemy who is wrong, who is
harmful, and whose very existence constitutes a threat.
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Lander says that the appeal for dialogue (in this example, underlying the definitions by
Foucault) either has much to do with the views of those who locate the birth and the spread
of this form in the Early Modern period (more particularly, the Renaissance), or with those
who argue that a linguistic and semiotic shift occurred with the rise of the “dialogical” novel
in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. The latter follow Mikhail Bakhtin in this.18
Bakhtin’s idea of the ‘dialogical’ seems to have an overall function in developing his literary
critique as, for example, in his conceptualization of how space and time are related to each
other in a novel (a relationship to which he refers as ‘chronotope’). Dialogue and the
dialogical serve him to illustrate the connections between different chronotopes in a text
and how actual historical chronotopes are assimilated in literature.19 This aspect, argues
Bakhtin, is central to the endeavours of such authors as François Rabelais (1483-1553 CE).
Bakhtin argues that Rabelais’ understanding of space-time
is specifically contrasted with medieval verticality, and this polemical opposition
receives a special emphasis. Rabelais' task is to purge the spatial and temporal world
of those remnants of a transcendent world view still present in it, to clean away
symbolic and hierarchical interpretations still clinging to this vertical world[…]20

In a nutshell, Bakhtin sees the use of space-time by Rabelais as standing in
contradistinction to the pyramidal structures of life and thought characteristic of the
medieval period; as an early example of the ideas of dialogue.
This brief outline of influential scholarly views on polemics reveals a common
understanding on the subject and, regardless of the period they are referring to, scholars
consistently identify an epistemological break between the Modern and the Pre-Modern
periods. Indeed, in the current collective imaginary polemics represent all from which
Western ideas of literature, discussion and dialogue are assumed to have taken their
distance. Even though the Pre-Modern period is often recalled for comparative purposes,
polemics at that time are at best vaguely conceived and appear to be a catch-all for ‘all that
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Lander, 2006, 34, see especially notes 80-83 for references to studies on this topic in the Renaissance. Novikoff,
2013, 1 and n. 1. Lander notes that the Renaissance has often been seen as a period characterized by the
emergence of dialogue. Moreover, this author refers to the views of scholars from other fields – such as Rorty,
Gadamer or Habemas – whose views on dialogue and on the dialogical might have influenced the overall
scholarly approach to polemics.
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original.
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Bakhtin, 2008, 168.
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people did in the past’. Moreover, medieval polemics are presented as tantamount to
distinctively Christian modes of dispute (that is, the scholastic disputations in the medieval
universities) although, as we shall see in a moment, some scholars of this period seem to
have a different opinion. Be that as it may, in all cases, little is said about the plural voices
which were distinctive of medieval practices in the Iberian Peninsula.

2.2.#Towards#a#Definition'of'Mudejar"Polemics"!
!
The conceptualization of religious polemics in the terms just described is significant to our
understanding of the Middle Ages. This is seen, for example, in the way Alex Novikoff has
addressed the method of controversy par excellence in the medieval Christian university:
disputation (‘disputatio’). In his recent publication on the subject, Novikoff discusses at
length the practice of disputations and their entrenchment in various other aspects of
Christian intellectual culture. He claims that the practice of scholastic disputes has not yet
been addressed as a subject of study in its own right and, among the reasons he gives to
explain why this is so, he notes that, ever since the Renaissance, debates in scholastic
argumentation “have routinely been condemned as medieval vestiges of an anti-intellectual
world”.21 True, one might wonder why such an ineffective form of interaction, at worst a
‘parasitic figure’ and an ‘obstacle to the search for the truth’, should be a major topic of
scholarly inquiry. To counter this, Novikoff insists not only on the recognition of the
importance of scholastic methods in medieval society. He also argues that the
institutionalized modes of disputation were not discrete events, or practices which were
only cultivated among certain segments of society. ‘Disputatio’ was embedded in much
broader cultural practices and, therefore, it was subject to evolution and change.22
In the medieval sources used by Novikoff, the word ‘polemic’ does not appear,
which is consistent with the historical developments of and the place of polemics in the
vocabulary of religious studies referred to in the previous section. This notwithstanding, we
still can delineate two different approaches to the term by this author. On the one hand,
Novikoff seems to draw a thin line between polemic and other forms of contention, for
instance when he refers to Lanfranc of Pavia (c. 1005-1089 CE) and argues that Lanfranc
wrote “an influential dialogue, a cleverly constructed polemic that sets in writing the sort of
theological disputation that was current during the eleventh-century ecclesiastical
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reform.”23 On occasion, the terms follow each other uninterruptedly in such a way that they
appear to be interchangeable, and claims: “Disputation was a natural vehicle for polemical
delivery, championed by controversialists in the twelfth century and by Dominicans in the
thirteenth, who welded scholastic argumentation to their obligations as itinerant
preachers.”24
On the other hand, Novikoff singles out polemic as a rhetorical component of the
ancient literature of the Adversus Iudaeos [‘Against the Jews’]. In this regard, he claims that,
on account of their aggressiveness, polemics were gradually replaced by – and eventually
subsumed by – the practice of Christian disputations. Indeed, the success of dialogue
(which is tantamount to disputation) in the Middle Ages lay in its propensity to integrate
pedagogy and polemic into a single mode.25 Therefore it follows that, even were polemics
eventually to take place, they do not seem to belong to the core of the practice of
disputations Novikoff aims to study. In his approach, Novikoff is echoing Lander who, as
seen above, argues that the scholastic practices lacked the degree of animosity which was
distinctive of polemics in Early Modern England. Important to the present purposes is that
this assertion does not overcome the Foucauldian ‘dialogic barrier’, but simply anticipates
its moment in history. In his entry mentioned above, Klostergaard Petersen places the
coming into existence of polemics in a later period, and claims that “[p]olemics differs from
apologetics by coming first – a fact demonstrated by those early Christian apologists who
saw themselves compelled to defend their beliefs against the charges by Greco-Roman
writers accusing Christians of atheism, cannibalism, promiscuity, or incest.”26 Therefore the
argument is compelling: polemics, as a conceptual denominator, are different from
disputation/dialogue and contain a greater degree of violence.
At this point, I wish make a brief exploration of the broader implications of such a
perspective. One is that polemics are subject to a narrow definition. By claiming that
polemics have been superseded by disputations, these discussions are reduced to remnants
of past practices which 'Men Living in the Episteme of the Middle Ages' should abandon.
They fall – like the ‘cannibalistic’ practices of Benjamin – outside the ‘accepted and
expected’ cultural practices among Christians. More importantly, elements such as
violence, which, as it has been argued, mark the current thinking about polemics, are being
adopted to be used in the study of this phenomenon in the medieval period. As will be
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Op. cit., 33: “The medieval dialogue is a direct outgrowth of its classical form. […] The ability of the dialogue to
function as pedagogy and as polemic was an essential reason for its enduring success from ancient to medieval
times.” However, on the same page he affirms that there “are a great many treatises of the Adversus Iudaeos genre
that are not dialogues”, in which he seems to be contradicting what he said earlier.
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noted in the discussion which follows, looking at polemics in terms of violence obscures
their role as tools in the construction of religious identity by the Mudejars, yet it is worth
saying a few words about violence between communities in the Middle Ages before moving
on to this point.
Medieval records show that conflicts between the three religious communities in
the Christian territories of the Iberian Peninsula could sometimes lead to outbreaks of
violence, on both a small and large scale. The majority of the attacks were launched by
Christians, but sometimes the Mudejars took the initiative, and who in doing so took turns
in reversing the role of ‘aggressor–aggressed’.27 In this context one only need recall the
Christian persecutions of Jews (among the most important that of 1391 CE);28 the Christian
accusations against lepers, Jews and Muslims of poisoning water wells;29 and the episodes of
violence between Mudejars and Jews in the Christian processions. 30 However, in the
previous chapter we have seen that a scholar such as Nirenberg emphasizes the importance
of the historical context in which each violent episode occurs. Importantly, he questions
the assumption in modern studies that "violence, hostility and competition can be seen
only as destructive breakdowns of social relations, the antithesis of associative action”31 and
convincingly argues that, far from being purely a destructive force, conversely violence also
contributed to the building of social relations and to the establishment partnerships
between Christians, Muslims and Jews.
Although there is no doubt that physical violence could be reflected in the
literature of polemics and that disputes could have been verbally violent at times, this is
still a far from answering the questions of whether a direct link can be established between
the one and the other, or whether they are the same thing. Below we shall see that Mudejar
polemics do contain some violent expletives and approaches aimed against the ‘Other’ and
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Tensions between Jewish individuals in the Jewish aljamas as well as those with Mudejars (see references in
note 30 below) are documented, but it is very much the question whether Jews initiated the attacks and, in
general, we cannot speak of Jewish structural violence against Mudejars and Christians. For the struggles
between the Alconstantini and the Avinçaprut and between these families and the rest of the Jewish aljama of
Morvedre (Valencia) – probably the affluent Jews – from 1280 CE onwards, see Meyerson, 2004, 112ff.
28
See inter alia, Valle Rodríguez et al., 2011.
29
We find Christian accusations against the lepers alleging the spreading their disease by throwing powders into
the water wells and against Muslims for helping them in fourteenth-century Aragon and France. Nirenberg, 1996,
Chapter Four (93-124) and Epilogue (231-249).
30
One example is the attacks of the Muslims of Fraga on the Jews of that city during the procession after the
death of Pere of Aragon in 1387 CE. In these attacks the issue at stake was which group would lead the way. In
1392 CE, and at the request of the aljama of Huesca, King Juan issued an edict in which it is stated that on any
formal occasion or procession Muslims should march first. Nirenberg, 1993, 266-267. See also, Riera i Sans, 2003;
Viñuales Ferreiro, 2009.
31
Nirenberg, 1996, 9.
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that, indeed, in some later Morisco works, physical action is sometimes claimed.32 Some are
quotations from the Christians and the Jewish attacks on the Mudejars, insulting them by
calling them ‘dogs’, and others are the Mudejars’ disparagement of their opponents –
especially the Jews. A Mudejar polemicist, author of a fourteenth-century anti-Jewish text
which will be discussed below, the Ta’yīd al-Milla [‘The Fortification of the Faith, or
Community’], quotes a ḥadīth in which is said that at the End of Time Jesus will come “and
shall break the cross and kill the swine and kill the Jews.”33 This sort of assertion can be
explained from a post-structuralist perspective by recourse to the concept that, “the
discourse of binary opposites is itself an act of violence which can, in turn, be invoked to
justify physical violence.”34 The polemical texts written by the Mudejars were certainly
devised to defeat their Jewish and Christian religious adversaries and used as weapons to
weaken their opponents; moreover, they wanted to find the ‘root of the error’, as Foucault
poses it.
On the other hand, we shall also see that, in their endeavours to differentiate the
Muslim Self from the non-Muslim ‘Other’, the Mudejars also established new forms of
affiliations. By this I do not mean, as Nirenberg sometimes seems to suggest, that rhetorical
violence in polemics had a ‘function’ in medieval society, nor that it was needed to
maintain relationships. I am simply stating that, because violence in general was linked to
other spheres of medieval life and because it seems to have contributed not only to the
destruction of social ties but also to the building of these ties, we need to incorporate both
aspects into our approach to this literature.
It is my contention that the fact that some utterances were verbally violent does
not validate the synecdoche that violence equated polemics. Let me explain this. It is my
argument that violence in medieval disputes functioned in much the same way as
described by Nirenberg and that, by portraying polemics as ‘the youngest (or naughty)
brother’ of medieval, and modern, forms of interaction, scholars overlook their role as a
means of identity construction in the Pre-Modern period. This fits in well with an image of
medieval man as irrational, inclined towards fanaticism and easily involved in episodes of
violence. I have in mind the Christian campaigns against Jews, Muslims and lepers in the
Later Middle Ages to which Nirenberg is referring, but other episodes in medieval history
can be taken as examples as well. Too much emphasis on attack can obscure the real
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communities. The Christians also associated the Jews with the pigs, but the Jews, too, seem to have identified the
image of the pig with Rome. See Har-Peled, 2013. For a short discussion of the sources of this ḥadīth, see
Nirenberg, 1996, 197 n. 123.
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possibility that the Mudejar religious leaders seem to have needed to enhance their
authority within their aljamas by recourse to the multiple strategies offered by polemics,
and to negotiate the terms of the relationships with the Christians and the Jews, and with
their co-religionists. It can be enlightening in this respect to consider the views of Foucault
that
[i]n itself the exercise of power is not violence. [...] Basically power is less a
confrontation between two adversaries or the linking of one to the other than a question
of government. This word must be allowed the very broad meaning which it had in the
sixteenth century. “Government” did not refer only to political structures or to the
management of states; rather it designated the way in which the conduct of individuals
or of groups might be directed: the government of children, of souls, of communities, of
families, of the sick. [...] To govern, in this sense, is to structure the possible field of
action of others.35

We shall see that the government of the Mudejar communities by the religious leaders is
best explained by these views and that, as a whole, in their polemics they move away from
either verbal or physical violence. The analysis will reveal that the attempt to convince the
opponent by argumentative proofs seems to prevail in their treatises and that verbal attacks
were just one of the many tactics adopted by the authors. Moreover, we shall see that verbal
violence is used as a rhetorical tool on only a few occasions. The Mudejars’ efforts to remain
temperate in their views are illustrated in the following claim by one polemical author that,
“the True Faith must not be demonstrated by the sword. Each time [namely: in a
disputation, MCA] the Muslims must defeat the Christians and the True Faith will be made
clear by the evident truth.”36 This assertion echoes the Qur’ānic concept that Islam should
be proven with the most beautiful words (Q. 29:46),37 and in making this point it is likely
that the polemicist is refuting the well-known argument by the Christians discussed in the
Introduction that Islam should be spread by military force.38 The example suggests that the
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Foucault, 1982, 220-221.
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In making such an assertion, he is most probably rebuking the Christians’ claim that Islam was transmitted by
the sword. For Christian representations of Islam in the Middle Ages, see the study by Norman Daniel which is
already a classic. Daniel, 1960. Instructive here is the comparison with medieval Christian attitudes towards
disputation, for instance, those of Peter Abelard, who claims: “I preferred the weapons of dialectic to all the other
teachings of philosophy, and armed with these I chose the conflicts of disputation (conflictus pretuli
disputationum) instead of the trophies of war.” Novikoff, 2013, 71.
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“And argue not with the People of the Scripture unless it be in (a way) that is better, save with such of them as
do wrong.” We know, for example, of the knowledge of the Qur’ān commentary by ‘Abd Allāh Ibn Abī Zamanīn
among the Moriscos. Harvey, 2005, 154-155.
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Daniel, 1960. Tolan, 2002 and 2008.
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use of physical violence seems to have been a contentious issue and that the Mudejars did
not appear to see it as an appropriate means to defeat their Christian and Jewish religious
opponents. This concurs with the findings in later chapters, in which it will be shown that
the Mudejar religious leaders present polemical writing as a useful vehicle through which
to channel the tensions between the groups into well-structured arguments based on
reason. It is upon this basis and not upon violence that their ideas of religious authority and
their relationships in polemics with the Christians and the Jews seem to have rested.
Finally, I would like to consider the use of specific terms, such as ‘disputatio’, as
markers of socially embedded practices in the Iberian Peninsula. This use is no doubt
convenient in the sense that Christians, Jews and Muslims seem to have had distinctive
traditions of polemics as is illustrated by the well-established practice of the majlis and the
forms of munāẓara, mufākhara, muḥāwara, and mujādala, current in majority Muslim
countries and referred to in the previous chapter.39 However, the study by Novikoff is
instructive in this regard since it insightfully discusses how ‘disputatio’ unfolded not only in
the universities but also in public spaces, sometimes before Muslim and Jewish audiences
and eventually against a Muslim or Jewish opponent. This was often the case in the period
and region under study. The coming together of individuals whose arguments, conceptions
and expectations rested on different traditions of polemics justifies the need for an
umbrella term which can accommodate a broad spectrum of social practices. It is my
argument that it is easy to overlook specific denominations and to talk about ‘polemics’ in a
case of co-authored practice which the polemical literature of the Mudejars seems to have
been. As an exception, I retain the difference between polemics and apologetics, because I
think that polemics must have an ‘explicit’ opponent, but this does not imply that polemics
cannot pursue an apologetic aim as well. These considerations substantiate the definition
of ‘polemics’ in the Introduction as those oral or written interactions which, with or without
verbal violence, oppose the beliefs or the standpoints of an adversary by sound arguments. The
interactions in these works are dialectical (namely: they are bi-directional) and can include
two or more parties, and can attempt (and eventually, succeed) in convincing either the
adversary or the group to which the polemicist belongs. In every case, they function as devices
of identity construction of the individuals and groups involved.

!
!
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!
2.3.$Theoretical!Framework)and)Methods!
!
I am devoting the following sections to a discussion of the concepts and methods which
will be used to discuss Mudejar treatises of religious polemics from the perspective just
outlined, namely: in terms of discourse. In doing so, I take a slightly different approach to
that of the authors referred to so far. Like Novikoff, I see polemics as embedded in the
cultural practices of medieval men and women. However, I am not concerned with the
longue durée of polemical practices in the Middle Ages:40 my primary concern is how they
were used as a means of identity construction.

2.3.1.!Baumann’s!‘Grammars!of!Identity/Alterity’!
In Chapter One, I noted that, according to Nirenberg, the discourses of the Mudejars in
some of their polemical treatises can be linked to contemporary shifts in the power
relations between communities. In this respect, ‘triangularity’ (namely: the dialectical
influence which changes between two groups could have on a third group, and the strategic
move by which one group seeks support in another group to increase the rhetorical force of
his own arguments) has been proposed as essential to the analysis of the Arabic and
Aljamiado treatises of religious polemics under study. As starting point, I have taken the
idea that identity in these works rested on social relations which were ternary in nature, a
premise which is derived from theories on this subject introduced by such scholars as Gerd
Baumann.
Using anthropological models, Baumann adduces three grammars to explain how
identity/alterity is constructed. Segmentation is one of these grammars and it is based on
the idea that individuals attach themselves to multiple identities. As a consequence,
alliances among between individuals and groups are not stable but depend on the specific
context: certain individuals and groups will unite under certain circumstances –, for
instance, when they fight against a common enemy– but they will become or revert to
being rivals when the common threat disappears.41 Baumann’s approach makes it possible
to enter into multiple and sometimes-conflicting alliances at one and the same time, and it
gives us the theoretical foundation for triangulatity. The latter is apparent in the case of the
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One of the aims of Novikoff is “to trace the organic evolution of an essential mode of analysis in a single
culture”. Novikoff, 2013, 3-4.
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The other two are orientalization and encompassment. See for segmentation, Baumann, 2004, 21-24.
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grammar of segmentation, in which the “Third Party” would include “precisely those who
fall outside, or are kicked outside, the limits of applicability of that grammar.”42
We shall see that segmentation in triangular relationships between communities
in the Iberian Peninsula is a characteristic which, to anticipate my analysis, defines the
mechanisms of identity construction in Mudejar polemics. The concept of segmentation
also seems to apply to fluid categories which transcend in-group religious membership and
are transversally applied across social strata. On some occasions, the Mudejar polemicists
underscore their intra-faith differences with the members of their own group and look for
similarities with Jews and Christians. The same process occurs with encompassment,
defined by Baumann as the act of subsuming “that which is different under that which is
universal” but nonetheless keeping the differences between the two at the lower level.43
This sort of a grammar is particularly evident in the Christian politics towards the
converted Iberian Muslims, the Moriscos: although they were officially recognized as
Christians, they were always regarded as an element extraneous to the Christian society.44
To advance some of the ideas suggested by Social Identity Theory which will be explained
in the next section, this argument seems to confirm that competition between
communities cannot be explained as simply the outcome of conflicts instigated by
incompatible group goals.

2.3.2.!Social!Identity!Theory!!
Membership of a group is an element heavily emphasized in the processes of identity
construction through strategies of differentiation between individuals. The way in which
social considerations shape identity can be analysed by recourse to one of the existing
approaches to identity which have been paid the most attention by scholars from various
academic disciplines, Social Identity Theory (SIT). This group includes scholars of the
Hebrew Bible and the Gospels to whom I shall refer below because of the clear proximity
between their source materials and the polemics with which I am working. The theories of
Tajfel and Turner are widely known in the field of social psychology and summarized or
referred to in almost every textbook on this discipline. It is for this reason that I do not
think it necessary to explain them in full, nor shall I provide a discussion of its
supplementary theory focused on intra-group processes, Self-Categorization Theory
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(SCT).45 It will suffice to outline some concepts and their relationship to some issues in the
polemics of the Mudejars.
Tajfel and Turner developed Social Identity Theory in the 1980s from several
laboratory experiments, as a method whose purpose was to explain consistent questions of
group membership and conflict between groups from a socio-psychological perspective. A
very often-quoted definition by Tajfel is that of social identity as “that part of an individual’s
self-concept which derives from his knowledge of his membership in a social group (or
groups) together with the value and emotional significance attached to that membership.”46
The views of Tajfel and Turner have led to new insights into social behaviour and
intergroup conflict. The results indicate that hostility could not be explained in terms of
competition for “rewards which, in principle, are extrinsic to the intergroup situation”
alone,47 and that other mechanisms, conceptually distinct from realistic competition, also
seem to explain conflict between groups.48 One of these is difference, which lies at the heart
of the idea behind intergroup behaviour with respect to the definition of social categories,
or social categorization:49 “in-group bias is a remarkably omnipresent feature of intergroup
relationships”;50 the very presence of an out-group is enough for the members of the ingroup to make a positive discrimination towards their own group. They argue that in the
case of minority groups their self-image is strongly connected to the negative stereotypes
and bias held by the majority group. Viewed from this perspective, prejudice and
discrimination are seen as the outcome of complex processes in which the identification of
the individual with the group is ‘subjectively’ affected by the internal conflicts or SelfCategorization (in-group behaviour) and the conflicts between groups (intergroup
behaviour).51 Group identification is argued to be a fluid idea affected by the “reciprocal (or
‘dialectical’) relationship between social settings and situations on the one hand, and the
reflection or expression in them of subjective group memberships on the other.”52 Hence,
social identity becomes relevant only by comparison to other groups and is not a static or
fixed idea but a fluid concept which can be modified by individual or collective agency.
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For a recent comprehensive overview on Social Identity Theory, see Hogg, 2006. See also Coleman A. Baker.
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Furthermore, minorities can change the majority’s perceptions by such strategies as social
creativity or competition. The own group is presented as different from other groups and it is
compared with these in positive terms, a mechanism known as positive group
distinctiveness. Tajfel states that the concept of social identity is linked to a “need for a
positive and distinctive image of the in-group”. Group positive distinctiveness unfolds in
various patterns. One of them is direct social competition with the out-group. The other is
social creativity, or the effort to change the comparative situation and make it more
favourable for the in-group. 53 Important to the present study is the realizationthat
differentiation and distinctiveness not only help to promote the perceptions that groups
have of each other and, thereby, of their social identities, but also that minority groups, like
the Mudejars, can exert agency to change these perceptions.
Social Identity Theory has not been equally successful in explaining identity
processes to the same degree in all scholarly disciplines,54 but its insights have led to a
growing interest in it among scholars of the Hebrew Bible and the New Testament who
apply them as heuristic tools in their analysis of biblical narratives. One perception shared
by these scholars is that such processes as comparison and group distinctiveness, among
others, occur not only in everyday contacts but are also shaped in texts. When read from
the perspective of social relations, the purpose of the codes of ethical behaviour in these
narratives is to establish group boundaries and thereby provide insight into the social
settings and evolution of the identity of early Jewish and Christian communities.55
A case in point is Baker’s analysis of the Book of the Acts of the Apostles in which
Peter re-categorizes two sub-groups of followers of Christ which held antagonistic views
about the inclusion of non-Judeans in their communities into a super-ordinate category
(following the principle of common in-group identity).56 Nonetheless, these groups are still
allowed to retain some of their distinctive characteristics. The figure of Peter plays a key
role in this process; he is a prototype, a concept which generally denotes “an abstract
concept formed from several experiences with members of a category […] a summary
representation that encapsulates the central tendency of the category as opposed to an
exemplar, which is a single example of the category in question.”57 By examining recategorization, common group identity and leadership, Baker shows that a relationship
definitely exists between the audiences and the texts and the processes of identity
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formation in the New Testament.58 Most importantly, biblical narratives lend themselves to
social analysis and enhance our understanding of how norms and beliefs shaped the social
world of individuals.
As we shall see below, Peter, and also Paul, are also central figures in some
processes of re-categorization in Mudejar polemics.59 Hence, some authors argue that Peter
and Paul had divided the Christian community into two sub-groups: a group which
accepted the changes introduced they introduced into Christianity and another group
which continued to practise the original commandments given by Jesus. Elsewhere in this
work, this same author makes the double, albeit implicit, claim that the members of this
original Christian community should be considered proto-Muslims, whereas he also argues
that they kept some of the Jewish laws such as the celebration of the Sabbath. Therefore,
the author seems to re-categorize these proto-Muslims and place them in the same group
as Muslims after the advent of Islam.60
Moreover, in so far as the arguments in the polemics of the Mudejars often rely on
biblical, and similar Qur’ānic materials, various aspects of the Mudejar discourses can be
adequately explained by recourse to SIT and SCT. When they are approached as devices
with a social function for the members of the Mudejar minority communities, polemics
disclose the processes of social identity construction within and between groups in the
Mudejars’ most direct environment and reflect the degree of permeability of boundaries
between the various religious groups. The fact that the Mudejars kept and transmitted
polemical texts from generation to generation and, as has been noted above, adapted the
contents to the social contexts in which they lived, is a good indicator of the key role of
polemics in shaping the self-conception and social identities of the members of the
Mudejar religious minority communities.
The most compelling rationale for the use of an approach to social identity in
order to explain the polemics of the Mudejars is that, some of the ideas current about
groups within their communities are found in their treatises against the Christians and the
Jews. An example which will be discussed in more detail below is found in the introduction
to the already mentioned polemic against the Jews of the Ta’yīd, in which two groups
oppose each other, the “group(s) of Jews” who “appear in the meetings and dwellings” and
“let loose their tongues with lies and calumnies and defame our prophet Muḥammad”61 and
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the Muslim community. This confrontation, the author states, is the main reason for the
composition of the work. In the same way, that differentiation and a search for a distinctive
image as a group are present throughout Mudejar polemics and both play a major role in
shaping the Mudejars’ identity. Mudejars compete with the Christian and Jewish
communities for social recognition, among other goals, and we can also observe a clear
tendency towards enhancing the image of their own communities and that of Muslims in
general. Both the identification with the in-group and the patterns of social competition in
Mudejar religious polemics seem to have been moved by subjective reasons such as group
favouritism and the goal of keeping the Islamic faith and practices alive among the Muslim
minority communities in the Christian Iberian Peninsula. Nonetheless, group membership
does not appear to be stable in these works but moves along a continuum with the
polemicist’s interpersonal relationships, which at times seem to overlook the differences in
religious affiliation, at one end, and the relationships which he establishes as a member of
the Muslim community with his Jewish and Christian adversaries, at the other end. This
suggests that social ties in Mudejar polemical texts, in the same way as relationships
elsewhere, were not exclusively determined by interpersonal relationships, nor were they
based only on intergroup contacts. They depended on the social context in which they were
used. Perhaps it is the polemicist who best embodies the interconnection between the
merging of the two poles in polemics: in the end, his individual voice speaks on behalf of
the group as a whole.

2.3.3.!Critical!Discourse!Analysis!!
I shall use Critical Discourse Analysis (or the analysis of how language is articulated in
social contexts and how it serves either to re-enact or to contest the power relations
between the interlocutors) to examine how Mudejar authors of religious polemics
articulated their identities from the perspective of Social Identity Theory. I depart from
Faircloughs’ assumption that, “[l]anguage is a part of society; linguistic phenomena are
social phenomena of a special sort, and social phenomena are (in part) linguistic
phenomena.”62 My focus is the language of the Mudejar religious leaders and its use in
addressing their audiences. The concept of audience seems to play a role in identity
construction in the polemics of the Mudejars, for the religious adversary or ‘audience’
addressed in the texts is not always the audience intended to be reached. Sometimes this is
the own religious community instead. At other times, Mudejars did not hesitate to adopt a
discourse similar to that of the Christian majority society to disparage the Jews with the
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intention of strengthening their relationship with the rulers. It will emerge unequivocally
that Mudejar authors of religious polemics seem to have reproduced, but also to have
departed from, Muslim polemical discourse against the Christians and the Jews in alAndalus and elsewhere. Elements such as the language and the grammatical structure of
the phrases in these works attest that they are strongly related to the performative contexts
of use and we find some new elements such as a hybrid form between an Arabic matrix
filled in here and there, with Spanish vocabulary written in Aljamiado. Central to my
inquiry will be the production and consumption of the Mudejars’ polemical works and their
relationship to the transmission of the polemical texts; how the structure and content of a
polemic was transformed; and the dependence of the texts of the circumstances of their
production. My examination of these issues will move in a circular fashion from an overall
understanding of the Mudejars’ polemical works to a closer analysis of some aspects.
Particular focus will be placed on the linguistic aspects of the texts which disclose the
structural relationships established between the ‘speakers’; who is the one who sets the
polemical ‘agenda’ and how; and what are the various mechanisms of constructing identity
through language. A deeper insight into these strategies will help to understand the
connection between polemics and everyday cultural practices and the construction of
social realities of Mudejar communities.

Conclusions!
!
In this chapter, I have inquired into the current understandings of ‘religious polemic’ and I
have discussed the appropriateness of such understandings to the analysis of the Mudejar
treatises which lies at the core of this dissertation. I have begun by looking at the use of
‘polemic’ in the field of religion and I have noted that some scholars in the field claim that,
even though ‘polemic’ does not belong to the vocabulary of religious studies, it has a
meaning which owes much to twentieth-century theories about the construction of the
identity of the Self and the ‘Other’. Following the scholarship of Lander and Novikoff, I have
illustrated how this meaning has influenced the way in which many scholars, including
those engaged in the study of the Middle Ages, understand ‘religious polemic’. I have noted
that religious polemics are often seen as virtually synonymous with a violent verbal attack
and as a form of communication which destroys social cohesion. I have shown that such an
approach disregards the part played by the treatises of the Mudejars against the Christians
and the Jews in the construction of their identities as Muslims. These considerations
substantiate my definition of religious polemics provided in the Introduction, and motivate
my choice of the concepts and methods of Social Identity Theory and Critical Discourse
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Analysis. Indeed, I have shown that to talk about Mudejar identity in religious polemics is
to talk about social identity and that a better understanding of social processes is therefore
essential to the present inquiry. Such an approach will reveal how Mudejar authors defined
the identity of their groups and incorporated and contested ideas of religious authority in
their treatises of religious polemics.

!

!

Chapter!Three:!Previous!Research!and!Identification!of!
the!Mudejar!Polemical!Sources!to!be!Discussed!in!the!
Present!Dissertation!

In this chapter, I provide the reader with an overview of the most relevant approaches to
the literature on the polemics of the Mudejars and an introduction to the polemical sources
which will be studied in this dissertation. The preliminary examination of the internal
evidence and the dating of these sources are a starting point from which to enlarge our
knowledge about the production and consumption of polemical literature by the Mudejars,
and about the authors of some of their treatises.

!

3.1.$TwentiethK!and$TwentyKFirst&Century&Scholarly&Views&on&
Mudejar(Manuscripts(of(Religious(Polemics!

a)!Scholarship!before!1950:!Miguel!Asín!Palacios!
Before the second half of the twenty-century, and apart from of the references in the
catalogues of Gustav Flügel (1802-1870) and Moritz Steinschneider (1816-1907),1 the first and
only scholar to discuss a polemic written by a Muslim living as a Mudejar in the Christian
territories of the Iberian Peninsula was Miguel Asín Palacios (1871-1944). In 1909, Asín
Palacios published a twenty-two page article about the Ta’yīd al-Milla [‘The Fortification of
the Faith, or the Community’],2 an Arabic polemic against the Jews kept in the Real
Academia de la Historia in Madrid as MS XXXI. The manuscript in the RAH is one of the
four Arabic copies of this work known to us and it was copied in Huesca in 762 H (=1361
CE). One Arabic copy is bound together with the Arabic manuscript of the Kitāb alMujādala maʿa -l-Yahūd wa-n-Naṣārā [‘The Book of Disputation with the Christians and the
Jews’] as MS AF 58 (Österreichische Nationalbibliothek, Vienna). Although Van
Koningsveld and Wiegers refer to the Kitāb al-Mujādala, this polemic has not been
previously studied.3 Besides the Arabic copies of the Ta’yīd al-Milla, we know of five
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Aljamiado versions of this work. Even though the place and date clearly indicate that the
Arabic copy from Huesca is the work of a Mudejar, Asín Palacios argues that it was written
by al-Raqilī himself. He states that the manuscript was an autograph and that its author was
a Morisco.4 Van Koningsveld and Wiegers have argued pace Asín Palacios that this treatise
should be regarded as Mudejar instead and, considered in to the context of the Arabic and
Aljamiado manuscripts.
In the same year, Asín Palacios published another article with the Arabic
transcription and translation of a two-folio polemical argument (mas’ala) against
Christianity written by a certain Muḥammad al-Qaysī. According to Asín Palacios, the
author of the argument was a late-sixteenth-century faqīh from Tunis,5 a hypothesis which
was based on the assumption that the mas’ala was written by the same author as another
anti-Christian Muslim polemic in MS BNE 4944, whose incipit reads “Desputa de
Muḥammad al-Qaysī”. Denise Cardaillac, pace Asín Palacios, argued that although the
mas’ala was composed by a sixteenth-century North African, the “Desputa” was “a
projection into the past, stemming from the mind of a Morisco author”, hence the al-Qaysī
referred to in it was a Mudejar instead.6 The later scholars Van Koningsveld and Wiegers
have shown that there were not two “al-Qaysīs” but only one, in the person of the
fourteenth-century learned Tunesian faqīh and war captive in the Christian territories,
Muḥammad ibn Sirāj al-Qaysī.7
Returning to Miguel Asín Palacios, in my view Míkel de Epalza is right when he
underlines the importance of his theological views as a Christian priest to understanding
his scholarship on Islam. Epalza, following Henri Terrasse, argues that Asín Palacios was
very much interested in emphasizing the convergences (such as those between Christianity
and Islam), not the divergences.8 In the words of Epalza, Asín “generally judged positive all
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that was of Christian origin or appearance [in Islam, MCA], or had a Christian ‘sense’.”9 The
same attitude also seems to be reflected in his publications on polemics such as those on
the Andalusian Ibn Ḥazm or al-Qaysī just mentioned above, in which he “steps aside from
all controversial tone and topic”.10 Regardless of Asín’s personal convictions, all credit is due
to him for pioneering the study of the polemical literature of the Muslims living in Christian
Iberia.

b)!Scholarship!after!1950:!Leonard!Patrick!Harvey,!Leon!Jacob!Kassin!and!
Louis!Cardaillac!
One generation of scholars after Asín, in 1958 Leonard Patrick Harvey notes in one of the
most extensive and comprehensive surveys of Morisco literature carried out to date11 that a
number of Morisco works could have been composed by the Mudejars. He discusses the
problems posed by some manuscripts containing religious polemics dated to the sixteenth
and seventeenth century, but limits himself to quoting different views in this respect and
does not offer conclusive arguments about whether or not the authorship of these works
should be traced back to the Mudejars.12 The Ta’yīd al-Milla is one of the various polemical
works discussed by Harvey, who follows Asín Palacios and assumes that the Morisco arRāqilī was its author. He discusses the sources which al-Raqilī might have used and, unlike
Asín, thinks that this author could have based his work on the well-known Franciscan friar
who converted to Islam, A
͑ bd Allāh al-Tarjumān (Fray Anselm Turmeda, 1355–1423 CE).13
It was not until 1969 that the unpublished thesis by Leon Jacob Kassin reexamined the Ta’yīd and provided a transcription and translation on the basis of two
Arabic manuscripts (RAH, Madrid, MS XXXI and Österreichische Nationalbibliothek,
Vienna, MS AF 58). Kassin discusses its authorship but he does not refer to Harvey’s thesis.
He claims that the catalogues compiled by Steinschneider and Flügel are mistaken and that
al-Raqilī was not the author of this work but nevertheless concedes that Asín was probably
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right in saying that we are dealing with an anonymous author. However, Kassin does refute
the hypothesis of Asín Palacios that this anonymous author was of Morisco origin; in his
view, he was instead a convert to Islam from Judaism, who worked with an Arabic version
of the Pentateuch by Saadia Gaon (882-942 CE) written in the Hebrew alphabet.14 Contrary
to Asín Palacios, he claims that neither of the two manuscripts with which he was working
for his edition was an autograph and, therefore, the original work was composed earlier and
is unknown to us.15 Around the same year, Denise Cardaillac provided a transcription and
study of the Aljamiado polemic against the Christians by al-Qaysī mentioned by Asín, MS
BNE 4944. In 1977, Louis Cardaillac published what has been so far the most comprehensive
work on Muslim–Christian polemics in the Iberian Peninsula from the Capitulation of
Granada in 1491 CE until the mid-seventeenth century.16 Whether or not it has been because
of the focus of their studies or of the arguments they wanted to adduce, all the authors have
underestimated the Mudejars’ share in this textual corpus.

c)!Recent!Scholarship:!Pieter!Sjoerd!Van!Koningsveld!and!Gerard!Albert!
Wiegers!!
Since the early nineties, these views have begun to change thanks to the important
contribution of Pieter Sjoerd van Koningsveld to the identification and classification of
Andalusian-Arabic manuscripts circulating in Christian territories.17 This scholar has shown
that Muslims were not the only agents involved in maintaining and spreading Arabic
knowledge from Muslim to Christian Spain. Members of the Jewish minority communities
in the Iberian Peninsula also played a significant role in this process. The colophons of their
manuscripts show that they were copied in urban centres, the majority located in Castile,
rather than in the small villages in which most of the Muslim lived. This seems to indicate
that the Jewish social and cultural milieu in which Arabic manuscripts were produced
differed from that from which Islamic manuscripts came. Most of the Arabic manuscripts
owned by Jews in Christian Spain dealt with philosophy, natural sciences or medicine,
whereas those held by Muslims were devoted to jurisprudence or religious matters. In
Toledo between 1182 and 1227 CE there were three Jewish institutions (khizānas) in which
Andalusī medical texts were stored. These included the works produced by various
members of the Jewish Waqqār family, written by Moshe ibn Isaac Ibn Waqqār. Yet it is not
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clear what other materials were also kept there.18 Jewish minority communities rapidly
became involved in the transmission of ancient philosophy written in both Arabic and
Judaeo-Arabic,19 but it was not until the end of the fourteenth century that the production
of Hebrew translations in the Iberian Peninsula intensified. As will be demonstrated, the
polemics under discussion were certainly in circulation among Mudejars and Moriscos, but
also among Christians, and perhaps Jews.
A turning point occurred in 1994 when Van Koningsveld and Wiegers studied the
Arabic polemic the Kitāb Miftāḥ ad-Dīn [‘The Key of Religion’] and showed that it was the
original of the Aljamiado version of MS BNE 4944 – studied by Denise Cardaillac in her
unpublished thesis – and also found in other manuscripts in Spanish libraries.20 Cogently,
these two authors argue that, contrary to Cardaillac’ supposition, MS BNE 4944 was most
probably copied by a Mudejar. In the same year, Wiegers published a monograph on the
role of the Segovian Mudejar faqīh Yça Gidelli in the Spanish literature written by Muslims
in the Iberian Peninsula. Wiegers found historical evidence that Yça wrote an anti-Christian
attack against the Christian Juan López de Salamanca. Be that as it may, the polemical
works between Yça and Juan López de Salamanca seem to have played a role in Christian
politics at the time, in particular in the struggle for power between Alfonso and King
Enrique IV, under whose reign the Mudejars prospered.21
Recent research has also led to new insights into the polemics of the Moriscos.
Manuscript findings seem to undermine Cardaillac’s idea that, in comparison with the
numerous prayer books or legal texts which have come down to us, the number of works in
this genre is small and the manuscripts are in poor condition.22 Moreover, the latest studies
on the contents of the Lead Books found in Granada in the late sixteenth century and on
those individuals involved in the discoveries and the translation of the Books seem to
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suggest that the Lead Books were more a polemic against Christianity than an attempt to
attain syncretism between Islam and Christianity.23 One of the first translators of the Lead
Books, the seventeenth-century Oriental Christian Arabist Marcos Dobelio, mentions the
Ta’yīd and the Libro de la disputa contra los judíos y cristianos [‘Book of Disputation with the
Jews and the Christians’] in his treatise Nuevo descubrimiento de la falsedad del metal, in
which he describes the corpus of Arabic manuscripts in circulation among the Mudejars
and Moriscos of the Castilian town of Pastrana, found in this city about 1623 CE.24 Dobelio
argued that there was a strong connection between the Lead Books and the discoveries in
Pastrana,25 but recent scholarship has shown that the discoveries should be read against the
Muslim literary production in general.26 This tallies with the scholarship of Cardaillac,27
which shows that, although Morisco polemics were rarely written in Arabic, they appear to
be strongly indebted to a corpus of Arabic originals.
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3.2.$Mudejar$Polemical$Sources!
!
We do not know much about who the individuals involved in the composition of the works
of polemics which once circulated among the Mudejars were. In most cases, we do not have
the names of the authors but, in the colophons, we do find those of the copyists instead.
Occasionally the manuscripts are incomplete and the colophon is missing. The only
historical name of a polemicist known to us is the author of the treatise just mentioned, the
Kitāb Miftāḥ ad-Dīn [‘The Key of Religion’], Muḥammad Ibn Sirāj al-Qaysī, who refers to an
earlier, thirteenth-century Muslim polemicist called A
͑ bd Allāh al-Asīr (meaning ‘the
28
captive’) in this work.
The other names known to us are those of the copyists, most of whom copied
manuscripts in smaller towns and smaller towns. The colophons of these manuscripts
indicate that many of the copyists of this corpus were connected to the local mosques in
which they were employed as imāms, faqīhs, khaṭībs or khādims.29 Often manuscripts were
kept within a same family circle or in its immediate vicinity. In 892 H, Muḥammad ibn
Aḥmad, the later holder (and most likely, the copyist) of a manuscript found in Caniles
(Granada) which contains ‘rogativas’ (rogations), claims to be the brother of Ibrāhīm, the
learned faqīh in various sciences who authored the text in 885 H. The two men both claim
to be inhabitants of Huesca.30 In her work, Kathryn Miller stresses the efforts of the leaders
of the Mudejar and Morisco communities and their central role in the dissemination of
Arabic texts, evidence of which is also found in the previously mentioned discoveries of
manuscripts in Almonacid (Aragon) in the nineteenth century, and the Aragonese Mudejar
manuscripts preserved in the Spanish National Library, the Library of the Escorial and the
Real Academia de la Historia (Madrid).31
Set out below is an analysis of the five most important works of Mudejar polemics.
The selection has been based on certain characteristics of the manuscripts, including the
dates in their colophons, the kind of script and ductus, the language used by the authors
and the relationships which some treatises show to one another. Taken as a whole all these
characteristics demonstrate the circulation of such works among the Mudejar
communities. The analysis focuses on extant works which address theological or dogmatic
points in a setting occupied by two or more religious adversaries and, therefore, includes
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Van Koningsveld and Wiegers, 1994, 190.
Van Koningsveld, 1992, 87.
30
MS RAH CLVIII, f. 36v.
31
Miller incorporates the contributions into the study of Arabic manuscripts by such scholars as Viguera Molins
(1987; 1991;1992/1993); Van Koningsveld and Wiegers, 1994; and Miller, 2008.
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works which are not polemics stricto senso but, as will be argued below, are of a polemical
nature – such as the ‘demandas de los judíos’. It provides an overview of the main physical
and linguistic characteristics of the treatises and of their contents in an attempt to
determine the date of composition of the Arabic originals of these works and the filiation of
the Arabic and Aljamiado copies known to us. The goal of the analysis is to place the
polemical sources under scrutiny in the Christian environment in which, it will be argued,
these works seem to have circulated and, on occasion, seem to have been composed and,
therefore, attention will be paid to the Christian discourses in some of these works.

a)!The!Kitāb!Miftāḥ!adKDīn!!

Kitāb Miftāḥ ad-Dīn wa-l-Mujādala bayna l-Naṣārā wa-l-Muslimīn min Qawl al-Anbiyā'
wa-l-Mursalīn wa-l-ʿUlamāʾ al-Rāshidīn alladhīna qara'ū l-Anājīl
[‘The Key of Religion or the Disputation between the Christians and Muslims from the
Sayings of the Prophets, Messengers and Rightly-Guided Scholars Who Have Read the
Gospels’]. Author: Muḥammad Ibn Sirāj al-Qaysī.
This section begins with a short résumé of Kitāb Miftāḥ ad-Dīn. This work has been
thoroughly researched and, although it will be referred to below only indirectly, its contents
and main characteristics offer important insights into other polemical treatises composed
by the Mudejars.
The polemic against Christianity, the Kitāb Miftāḥ ad-Dīn, is preserved in MS BN
Alg. 1557 (Algiers, National Library, ff. 49–90). This manuscript can be classified as Mudejar
for two reasons: the resemblance of its Andalusian script to other Mudejar manuscripts and
the double (Christian/Islamic) date in its colophon.32 The contents of the Kitāb Miftāḥ adDīn can be divided into three main sections. 33 The first section commences with a
discussion of some passages from the Old Testament in which the coming of Muḥammad
and the triumph of Islam are claimed to be foretold. This introductory part is followed by
the reasons for the schism in Christianity whose blame is laid fairly and squarely at the door
of Paul. The second section addresses the reasons for the dissolution of the Order of the
Templars (1312 CE) and the military confrontations between Christian Iberia and Muslims,
which began in the Naṣrid Kingdom of Granada in 1309–1310 CE. The third part describes
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Van Koningsveld and Wiegers, 1994.
The next paragraphs summarize Van Koningsveld and Wiegers, 1994. Here these authors provide an account of
the Arabic and the various Aljamiado versions of this work. For the Aljamiado version in MS BNE 4944 and the
adaptor al-Gharīb, see also, Colominas Aparicio, 2014a.
33
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the feelings which these events evoked in al-Qaysī and his experience as captive in the
lands of the Christians, in which he held a religious dispute with a monk in the presence of
a Christian ruler. At the end of the polemic composed in 1309 CE, the author of the Kitāb
Miftāḥ ad-Dīn, Muḥammad al-Qaysī tells his opponent that the answer to the monk’s
questions about the anthropomorphic passages in the Qur’ān and the Sunna had already
been provided in France by another Muslim, A
͑ bd Allāh al-Asīr (fl. 1267 CE).34
Al-Qaysī’s Arabic polemic was most probably composed in the first half of the
fourteenth century. Van Koningsveld and Wiegers give two arguments in support of their
claim that the original of the Kitāb Miftāḥ ad-Dīn and its adaptation were composed within
a short time of each other during the first half of the fourteenth century: firstly: that MS V7
is dated to the end of the fourteenth century and, in it it is mentioned that A
͑ lī al-Gharīb
was dead (“raḍiya-llahu ͑ anhu”); and secondly: that this adaptor knew about the vicissitudes
of the author of the Kitāb Miftāḥ ad-Dīn, Muḥammad al-Qaysī (fl. 1309 CE) in Lleida,
namely: his polemics with the Christians. As these authors have shown, the Aljamiado
adaptations became very popular among Mudejars and Moriscos. If this dating is correct, it
is unlikely that the Arabic version of the Ta’yīd in MS XXXI (762 H/=1361 CE) is an
autograph. Consequently al-Gharīb would have worked from an older original, as Kassin
maintains. Therefore, the original Arabic of the Ta’yīd must have been compiled during the
first half of the fourteenth century at the latest.35

!
b)!The!“demandas!de!los!judíos”![‘Questions![asked]!by!the!Jews’]!
“demandas ke demandaron una konpaña de judíos all annabī Muḥammad”
[‘Questions Posed to the Prophet Muḥammad by the Jews’]. Author: Anonymous.
“demandas de A
͑ bd Allāh ibn Salām”
[‘Questions Posed by A
͑ bd Allāh ibn Salām’]. Author: Anonymous.
The ‘demandas ke demandaron una konpaña de judíos’ (henceforth, ‘demandas de los
judíos’) and the ‘demandas de A
͑ bd Allāh ibn Salām’ are two Muslim narratives about
Jewish individuals and groups of Jews who approached Muḥammad to ask him about the
doctrine of Islam and subsequently converted. Countless variations of these narratives had
been widespread since the beginning of the Muslim expansion. An Arabic copy of the
questions posed by A
͑ bd Allāh ibn Salām, dated to the sixteenth century and in circulation
among the Moriscos and perhaps also among the Mudejars, is preserved in the manuscript
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The figure of al-Asīr is obscure. See Thomas, 2012.
See note 20 above in this Chapter.
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MS 395 of the Biblioteca de Castilla-La Mancha (ff. 1r-41r). The narrative has escaped the
attention of scholars, most probably because of the description found in the catalogue
which reads: “Contestaciones de Mahoma por el Corán a cuestiones de teología, liturgia,
derecho, ciencias naturales, etc” [‘Answers by Muḥammad by means of the Qur’ān to
Questions on Theology, Liturgy, Religious Law, Natural Sciences, et cetera’].36 While it is
true that these are answers by Muḥammad, the catalogue remains silent about the fact that
they are replies to the questions posed by A
͑ bd Allāh ibn Salām and are embedded in the
story of his conversion to Islam. One Aljamiado version of this narrative is preserved, but
only the beginning of the text is still extant. The narrative is interrupted of the four
questions, at the point at which Muḥammad is attempting to answer the third asked
by A
͑ bd Allāh ibn Salām.37
The ‘questions of the Jews’ [‘demandas de los judíos’] to Muḥammad is a variation
of the story in which it is not ͑Abd Allāh ibn Salām but a group of Jews who pose questions
to Muḥammad instead.38 The narrative, in this form, is extant only in Aljamiado and in
Latin scripts. Of the Aljamiado versions, the oldest seems to be the partial copy preserved in
the manuscript kept at the Bibliothèque Nationale de Paris 774 (ff. 41r-73v) dating from the
early sixteenth century.39 The Jews address such questions as why the prayers five times a
day prescribed in Islam should be performed and what rewards would be bestowed on
those who perform them. They are also interested in the reasons behind the obligation to
perform the ritual ablutions and the fast of ramaḍān and they ask Muḥammad about the
rewards for those who comply with these obligations.
The ‘demandas’ or ‘questions of the Jews’ have been so widespread that, on
occasion, scholars have attributed this title to narratives which, after closer inspection, do
not correspond to the ‘demandas’. This is the case of MS BNE 5390, ff. 136v-137v. This
manuscript has a colophon with a double dating on f. 134r, 27th September 1012 H/1603 CE
and at the beginning and end of the manuscript there are various dates.40 Hence, f. 2r has
the year 1602 CE and some accounting items referring to “taranīj Qasṭīlānī”, or ‘Castilian
oranges’. This suggests the probable circulation of the manuscript in the Christian
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In the online catalogue and in the catalogue of Esteve Barba, n. 395, 1942, 295. The manuscript is in very good
condition, written in clear Arabic script in black ink with red ink for the vocalizations. The use of this manuscript
by the Moriscos is suggested by the fact that some folia from the Gradual are written on the fly-leaves.
37
MS Urrea de Jalón, ff. 170r-171r in Corriente Córdoba, 1990, 256-257.
38
The title has multiple variations such as “las demandas de los diez sabios judíos al annabī Muḥammad” [‘The
Questions of the Ten Jewish Sages to al annabī Muḥammad’], MS RAH 11/9415 (Olim. T19), ff. 157r-168v.
39
Rodríguez Rodríguez notes that MS BNP 774 was copied at the beginning of the fifteenth century but that,
according to Sánchez Álvarez (1982), the “Racontamiento de los escándalos ...” in this miscellaneous manuscript
was earlier than the fifteenth century. Rodríguez Rodríguez, 1987-1989, 1424 and 1434 n. 49.
40
On f. 139r there is a another colophon dated on 1015 H (=1606 CE).
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territories and/or the contacts of its owners with the Iberian Peninsula. The contents of this
manuscript have not been studied and, moreover, have been mistakenly described by
Guillén Robles, also in the library catalogue.41 Indeed, it does not contain thirteen folia with
the ‘preguntas de los judíos’ at the end, as this scholar claims, but instead we find on ff.
136v-137v the Arabic original of the conversion by Ka a͑ b al-Aḥbār after having discovered
the true (that is, the Qur’ānic meaning) of a number of verses from the Torah which had
been kept secret by the Jewish sages and had been altered by them. The Aljamiado version
with variations of this narrative is found in MS L 536-3 (Calanda, Fondo Documental
Histórico de las Cortes de Aragón, ff. 14r-17r),42 which also contains the ‘demandas’43 and an
Aljamiado version of the polemic of the Ta’yīd al-Milla [‘Fortification of the Faith, or
Community’] described below.
The relation of the manuscripts which contain one or other version of the
‘demandas’ is the following:44 a) MS BNE 6016, XVIc.; Chapter 42; b) MS BNE 5374, XVIc., No.
6 ff. 34-49v and 56r-78v. c) MS BNP 774, XVIc., No. 3;45 d) MS RAH 11/9410; olim. T13 ff. 234r248v, s.f., paper XVIc.; e) J60, No. 5 ff. 122v-133v; f) MS BN Arg. 614 Aljamiado Bibliothèque
Nationale d’Argélie, ff. 56-77, s.f.;46 g) MS RAH 11/9415; olim. T19, ff. 157v-168v (s.f., XVIc);47 g)
MS Junta 13, No. 11, ff. 67r-79r;48 h) MS No. 89 which corresponds with Manuscript D from
the Appendix by Ribera and Asín, 1912, 267-268, No. 2, f. 100v, Unax demandax que
demandaron una conpaña de judíox á l’annabí Mohammad, preserved in the Archivo de las
Escuelas Pías de Zaragoza;49 MS L 536-3 (Calanda, Fondo Documental Histórico de las
Cortes de Aragón, 886 H (=1481 CE), ff. 8v-14r), and MS 395 (Biblioteca de Castilla-La
Mancha), Arabic.
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Guillén Robles, 1889, 233, DLXIX.
My intention is to publish an article on this subject, “Translation and Polemics in the Literature against the
Jews of the Muslims of Christian Iberia”, in Adang, Camilla and Mercedes García-Arenal (eds) Translating Sacred
Texts in Medieval and Early Modern Iberia. Leiden, Boston: Brill. In this manuscript we also find a ‘Jewish
confession’, or Ashamnu, a fragment about the mistakes found in their Sacred Law, a fragment on the Prophet
Elijah and an extract from the second-century chronology, Seder Olam Rabbah, [‘The Great Order of the World’].
See "Seder Olam” by Rosenthal in EJ.
43
Here, there are “dieç çaçerdotes judios”[‘ten Jewish priests’], MS L 536-3, f. 8v.
44
The references to the RAH and BNE are taken from the Apendix in Saavedra, 1878.
45
Edited by Sánchez Álvarez, 1982, 156-170.
46
Fagnan, 1995, 167-168.
47
Edited by Martínez de Castilla Muñoz, 2004, 416-425.
48
Edited by Khedr, 2004.
49
According to Karima Bouras, today this manuscript seems to be lost (MS XIII, T18). Bouras, 2007, 102. Álvaro
Galmés de Fuentes already notes this in his description of MS RAH 11/9410; olim. T13. Galmés de Fuentes, 1998, 94.
Two of the four Aljamiado manuscripts which seem to have been preserved in this Archive were exhibited in
1994. See, Doscientos cincuenta años de la Provincia Escolapia en Aragón, 1994, 145.!
42
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c)!The!Ta’yīd!alKMilla!!
[‘Fortification of the Faith, or the Community’]. Author: Anonymous (ff. 1r⎯30v.)
Consisting of about one hundred and ten folia, the Ta’yīd al-Milla is one of the lengthiest
Muslim anti-Jewish treatises of polemics in circulation in the Iberian Peninsula known to
us and it was widespread among the Mudejars and the later Moriscos. In the colophon of
this work in MS AF 58 (f. 30v), the imām Abū Zakariyyā' Yaḥyā bn. Ibrāhīm Muḥammad alRaqilī (a less secure reading is ar-Raghilī) claims to have completed its copy in the town of
Piṭrūla (‘bi-balda Piṭrūla’) in 808 H (=1405 CE). 50 In a moment I shall return to the
discussion of where Piṭrūla should be located. In this work, al-Raqilī also claims to have
been working with a corrupt text of the Ta’yīd, which suggests that he had no access to the
original.51 The dating of the manuscripts of the Ta’yīd discussed below shows that the
original Arabic would have been composed during the first half of the fourteenth century at
the latest. It has been noted in the preceding chapter that one of the main reasons which
prompted the author of this treatise to compose the Ta’yīd was the attacks made by groups
of Jews on Islam publicly in gatherings and privately in dwellings, most probably Muslim
ones. The fact that the Jews “let loose their tongues with lies and calumnies and defame our
prophet Muḥammad, may Allāh bless and keep him, and deny his Sacred Law (shar a͑ hu)
and prophetic office” 52 suggests that these groups might have had a certain knowledge of
Islam and this knowledge compelled him to write this polemic “in preparation for debates
and disputations (al-munāẓarāt wa-l-iḥtijāj)”.53 In a work contemporary with the copy of the
Ta’yīd, the Commentary on Avot, composed by Rabbi Joseph Ben Shoshan of Toledo (c. 13101380 CE), we read the following:

!
!And when I went to Castile and I happened to be in a certain city, there was a certain
youth from a big city and he ridiculed the honor of the Torah, using harsh words and
rude gestures.[...] And when I saw the extent to which the reins were loosened, and
those errands who loosened wished to draw support and help from certain matters and
reasons they found in the writings of the above-mentioned rabbi of blessed memory in
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!In an earlier publication, Wiegers refers to “al-Raghilī (that is, from Regla)” and more recently he has amended
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it to al-Raqilī, which in my view is the most secure reading (Wiegers, 1994, 64 cf. by the same author, 2008, 505).
Both designations could have referred to the town of Ricla in Aragon, given that Regla does not seem to have not
corresponded to a place name in the Iberian Peninsula.!
51
Ms AF 58, f. 30v
! ﻟﻠﺤﻦ )ﻟﻜﺘﺎ* )ﻟﻤﻨﺘﺴﺦ ﻣﻨ0ﺬ! !)ﻟﻜﺘﺎ* ﻛﺜﺮ ﻣﻌﻮ#
52
Kassin 1969, I, 105; II, 303 (f. 1).
53
Kassin 1969, I, 282; II, 434 (f. 132).
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his commentaries, in them was fulfilled the saying: [When] a disciple is mistaken –his
teacher is blamed.54

This shows us that the argument put forward by the author of the Ta’yīd could have been
vehement, but not entirely original. Even though they might have been literary topoi, both
works reflect the public display of polemics and suggest that, in the case of the Ta’yīd , that
the Mudejars could have felt the need to defend Islam from the attacks by Jews as well as
having to compete directly with them for the favours of Christian lords in the political
arena.
The author of the Ta’yīd claims that the accusations of the Jews against Muslims
are a lie which can be proven by an examination of the Jewish texts themselves. To show
this, he divides the text into five sections, of which Miguel Asín Palacios gives an overview
in his article about the Ta’yīd already mentioned.55 The first section deals with the pact
made by God with Ismā ͑īl and his offspring and explains how God withdrew His blessing
from the people of Israel. The second section rebukes the Jewish denial of the possibility of
abrogation of the divine law. The third section discusses all the passages in the Torah in
which Muḥammad and Islam are announced and, in the fourth section, we find an account
of the miracles of Muḥammad. The fifth and final section of the Ta’yīd al-Milla returns to
the ideas expressed at the beginning and stresses the rebellion of the Jews against God
(and, hence the breaking of the Covenant) and God’s punishments on the Jews. The author
concludes that Jews should repent and convert to Islam, that is, accept Ī͑ sā (Jesus) as a
prophet and believe in Muḥammad and his revelation.56
The author of the Ta’yīd quotes from various other sources such as the Qur’ān, the
Torah, the Gospel,57 the Prophets and the Psalms, among other references, but it is the
extensive use of the Torah which characterizes this polemic. It is worth noting that not all
Muslims agreed with the approach to the Torah taken by the author of the Ta’yīd. Their
objections become evident in one of the surviving Arabic copies of this polemic (MS
Borgiano Arabo 163, Vatican Library), dated 786 H (=1384 CE). As has been noted above,
Van Koningsveld and Wiegers argue that this is a sixteenth-century manuscript which
belonged to the corpus of Arabic manuscripts from Pastrana described by Marcos Dobelio.
In it the copyist, ͑Alī ibn Salama al-Tujībī, known as Mindīl,58 apologizes to his audiences
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Ilan, 2012, 189.
Asín Palacios 1909a, see also above.
56
Kassin, 1969, I, 243; II, 404 (f. 102).
57
Muslim authors of polemics use the Gospel (injīl), which is regarded as the unaltered Revelation to Jesus by
God, in the singular. Only sporadically do they use the plural (anājīl). This was also the practice among the
Mudejar authors of polemics.
58
As it reads the colophon on f. 54.
55
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because, in his view, the author of the Ta’yīd does not reproduce the Torah faithfully. He
pleads for a Qur’ānic interpretation of God’s revelation to the Jews instead,59 and goes as far
as to claim that the author of the Ta’yīd presents his work as a polemic when, in fact, it is a
mean attack on the Jews and on the prophets of Allāh, Ismā ͑īl, Isḥāq, Ya ͑qūb, Mūsā, Yūshu ͑a
and Ash ͑iyā’.60 Al-Tujībī‘s remarks are connected to the acquaintance with the Jewish
sources of the author of the Ta’yīd and his Jewish origin, two aspects that will be discussed
at length in Chapter Five.

c.1)!The!Arabic!Manuscripts!of!the!Ta’yīd!
Besides the Arabic copy of the Ta’yīd preserved in MS Borg. Ar. 163, there are three more
Arabic and five Aljamiado copies of this treatise. An analysis of these manuscripts sheds
light on the changes in and dissemination of this polemic among the Mudejars and the
Moriscos. The Arabic copies are MS RAH XXXI, MS AF 58 and MS BN Alg. 721. Kassin notes
that the Arabic copy of the Ta’yīd in MS AF 58 (808 H/=1405 CE) is almost identical to that
in MS RAH XXXI (762 H/=1361 CE). However, MS AF 58 was copied independently of MS
RAH XXXI. This observation is derived from the fact that, in the colophon of MS AF 58, the
scribe says that he is working with a corrupt copy. The copy of MS RAH XXXI, completed in
the city Huesca, does not mention this fact. Kassin argues that this is indeed not the case:
the common mistakes in MS RAH XXXI and in MS AF 58 are explained by the fact that they
are copies of a more ancient common source. Nevertheless, they are independent copies,
since MS AF 58 cites some verses from Deuteronomy (28: 55-69; 29: 9-1) and Leviticus (26:
14-17) cited in MS AF 58 – and, despite similarities in the versions of the Ta’yīd in these two
manuscripts – they are “inadvertently glossed over” in MS RAH XXXI.61
In his study of transcription and translation of the Ta’yīd, Kassin does not use the
MS Borg. Ar. 163. This manuscript was copied in 786 H (=1384 CE) and is therefore later than
MS RAH XXXI 762 H (=1361 CE), and predates MS AF 58 (808 H/=1405 CE). It is difficult to
establish the relationship between MS RAH XXXI and MS Borg. Ar. 163 without a critical
edition of the Arabic manuscripts of the Ta’yīd, but we should not rule out the possibility
that the verses quoted above were already present in MS Arabo Borgiano 163.
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He claims, for example, that not Aaron but as-Sāmirī (the Samaritan) was the person who made the Israelites
worship the golden calf. EI2 s.v. “as-Sāmirī” (Heller and Rippin).
60
MS Borg. Ar. 163, f. 57r.
61
Kassin, 1969, I, 102 and 83-84.
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This is the filiation between the Arabic manuscripts:

Arabic!
Original!

MS!XXXI!

MS!Borg.!
Ar.!163!

MS!AF!58!

MS!BN!!!!
Arg.!721!

c.2)!The!Aljamiado!Manuscripts!of!the!Ta’yīd!
The data derived from the five Aljamiado manuscripts containing an adaptation of the
Ta’yīd can be summed up as follows:
a) The only copy which retains the chapter division of the Arabic version of the Ta’yīd as
found in MS AF 58 and MS RAH XXXI is MS L 536 (Calanda, Fondo Documental Histórico
de las Cortes de Aragón). In the incipit of this manuscript copied in 886 H (=1481 CE), we
read: “This is the book of disputation with the Christians and the Jews. The compiler of this
book said that when he saw that the times had changed and knowledge was diminished
because of the readers’ lack, all the more so in the land of Christians in which we are, and
that on some days, when groups of Christians and Jews were in the squares and places, they
denied the Prophet Muḥammad ṣallā-llāhu a͑ layhi wa-sallam” (f. 123v).62 MS L 536 includes
a summary of the five chapters which constitute the Ta’yīd, the only exception being that
the fourth chapter has disappeared and the fifth chapter has taken its place. Therefore, the
fourth chapter on the miracles of Muḥammad is not included and instead we find the fifth
chapter of the Arabic version of the Ta’yīd which deals with the judgements visited by God
on the Jewish people. Four chapters about polemics against Christians have been added
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MS L 536, f. 123v:
“este es el libro ḏe disputaçion con los cristianos i judios. dīso el cubilador de-ste libro cuando yo-vi que se
demudaba el tienpo i-eran menguados los del saber por falta de leidores cuanto-mas en-la-tierra de
cristianos en-la-cual allanos estamos hay algunos dias cuando eran presentes conpañas de cristianos i de los
judios en las plaças i-en os lugares i negaban al-profeṭa muḥammad ṣallā-llāhu a͑ layhi wa sallam.” See Annex
for a full transcription and translation of the introduction to this manuscript. The date on the colophon is on
f. 159r.
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after these first four chapters. As a result of these changes, the dispute with the Jews in the
Ta’yīd becomes a dispute with the Jews and the Christians, as the title of this Aljamiado
version announces. The four chapters of polemics with the Christians are mentioned in the
introduction, but their contents have not survived because the copy is interrupted halfway
through the story of the miracles of Muḥammad. The topics announced are: the divinity of
Jesus (5th), the Trinity (6th), the death and passion of Jesus (7th) and the ordinances given by
God to the people (8th). The influence of the Ta’yīd is readily perceptible in the first four
chapters. Although the copyist sometimes confuses titles and chapters, which gives the
impression that the text does not follow the order of the Ta’yīd, the content itself does
retain the original order. The introduction to the work is adapted to these new contents: as
sources the copyist mentions the Books of the Prophets and the Gospels, as well as books
on philosophy and logic.
b) MS RAH XXXII (11/9416, box 7; Olim. V7) contains an adaptation of the Ta’yīd, most likely
the work of the faqīh ͑Alī al-Gharīb. Here, we find only the end of “la desputacion con los
judíos” (f. 1v). After this comes a dispute with Christians in which ͑Alī al-Gharīb is
mentioned. He tells the story of Paul, the Jew, as it was transmitted by “ibn ͑Umar alTamīmī (eighth century): “dīxū ͑Alī al-Gharīb raḍiya-llahu ͑anhu” (f. 2r).
On the other hand, the adaptation of the Ta’yīd by al-Gharīb in MS BNE 4944
(probably dated at the end of the 15th c.)63 is not a literal translation of the Arabic version of
this polemic.64 In MS BNE 4944, Arabic script is used to transcribe a passage from the
Hebrew Torah, and it is said that Abraham married Sarah without “berajá”, or without a
blessing (f. 8r).65 The use of an Hebrew word 'berajá', and of 'atemar' on f. 7v (see Annex),
plus the fact that MS BNE 4944 begins with the phrase “Henceforth, I want to declare the
blindness of the Goim” ["de akí adelante kiero declarar la ceguedad de los Goím"] suggests
that A
͑ lī al-Gharīb could have been a convert to Islam from Judaism, although this does not
necessarily preclude a Muslim origin of this adapter,66 and the linguistic characteristics of
the manuscript could be attributable to the later copyist of MS BNE 4944. In f. 7v we read
that the Jews have been in captivity 1,300 or 1,400 years, suggesting that this is an older
manuscript than MS J8 and J9 in which it says that the Jews had been in captivity 1,400
years.67 Wiegers also notes that, although MS BNE 4944 has often been classified as a work
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Van Koningsveld and Wiegers, 1994, 186.
Wiegers, 2008, 510.
65
Hebrew term for “blessing” used by the members of the Sephardic communities. See, Curso de Cultura Hispano
Judía y Sefardí de la Universidad de Castilla-La Mancha, 2008.
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Wiegers, 2008, 512-513. Van Koningsveld and Wiegers, 1994, 192.
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MS J9, f. 214v. MS J8, f. 408r. It should be noted that the current foliation of these two manuscripts does not
correspond with those provided by Laureano García and Fernández Fernández. In MS J9, the first folio of the
64
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created by Moriscos, it is highly likely the treatises contained in it were in circulation
among Mudejars. Therefore, Van Koningsveld and Wiegers maintain that the dispute with
Christians in MS BNE 4944 is the Romance version of an Arabic polemic written by
Mudejars and preserved in the Bibliothèque Nationale d'Algérie (MS BN Arg. 1557): the
Kitāb Miftah ad-Dīn. In both, the polemic with the Christians and in the polemic with the
Jews in MS BNE 4944, we find the name of ͑Alī al-Gharīb ([di]senos ͑alī al-gharīb, sepas que
hājar madre de ismā ͑īl; f. 1v lower margin). These two authors also argue that ͑Alī al-Gharīb is
the adaptor of the Kitāb Miftāḥ al-Dīn and that gharībo must be understood to be a term
synonymous with Mudejar.68 The Aljamiado adaptation of the Kitāb Miftāḥ ad-Dīn must
have been the work of ͑Alī al-Gharīb shortly after the persecution of the Templars in
Christian Spain and France in 1307-1312 CE.69 This means that the Aljamiado adaptation of
the Ta’yīd would also have been the work of ͑Alī al-Gharīb, written during the first half of
the fourteenth century.
c) In MS J8 and J9,70 ͑Alī al-Gharīb is introduced as the author of the text.71 It is my
hypothesis that MSS J8/J9 are adaptations of the Ta’yīd which do not depend on MS BNE
4944. There are several arguments to support this hypothesis. In neither of these two
manuscripts do we find the fragment of the Torah in Arabic written in Hebrew characters
which occurs in MS BNE 4944. In addition, while Sarah married without “berajá” in MS BNE
4944, in J8/J9 she is married without aṣ-ṣadaq (this Arabic term appears in both these
Aljamiado manuscripts). In two of the Arabic manuscripts of the Ta’yīd, MS XXXI and MS
AF 58, we read that Sarah married without a taqdīs (or blessing).72 This makes clear that,
between the making of the copy of MS BNE 4944 and that of the Aljamiado manuscripts J8
and J9, the adaptation of the Ta’yīd had undergone a process of what can be called ‘reIslamization’. What I mean by this is that, even though after the expulsion of the Jews from
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Ta’yīd is not f. 205r but f. 204v and so on. Cf. Laureano García, 2008, 445ff. In MS J8, f. 397v should read f. 396v and
so on. Cf. Fernández Fernández, 1987, 376ff. I thank Prof. Juan Carlos Villaverde Amieva for having sent me a copy
of these two dissertations.
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Van Koningsveld and Wiegers, 1994, 192 n. 104. An additional suggestion for this anthroponym is found in
Colominas Aparicio, 2014a, 43. The adaptation by A
͑ lī al-Gharīb had a wide circulation among the Mudejars and,
besides MS BNE 4944, is also found in a partial form in MS BNE 5302, MS RAH 11/9409 (Olim. T12), MS RAH XXXII
(11/9416, box 7) and MS XXXI (11/9416, box 6; Olim. V6). Watermarks in MS BNE 4944 seem to date from the end of
the fifteenth century. Van Koningsveld and Wiegers 1994, 186-188, quoting Wiegers, 1994, 178.
69
Wiegers, 2008, 512ff. Van Koningsveld and Wiegers, 1994, 192.
70
MS J8, ff. 396v-418r; MS J9, ff. 205v-223r.
71
Wiegers has argued convincingly that elsewhere other than in MS BNE 4944, A
͑ lī al-Gharīb is presented as the
author, when in fact, he is only the adapter. Wiegers, 2008, 512. Here, we are probably dealing with the same
phenomenon.
72
Kassin, 1969, I, 129; II, 315 (f. 13). See Annex for the transcription and the rendering into modern Spanish of this
work in MS BNE 4944.
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the peninsula in 1492 CE the polemics against this community continued to be cultivated
by the Mudejars, the greater need to target their own community and not an external
public might have led to changes in the articulation of their discourses. Another element
which suggests that MSS J8/J9 do not follow MS BNE 4944 is the inclusion of a passage in
which it says that, at the beginning of the world, the Jews were born on the planet Rajil, or
Saturn. Therefore, we read that Saturn is one of the main planets in the sky, a wandering
star which is contrary to all good, and this is why the Jews: “are always uncertain and
unknowing in their belief and so they are stiff-necked” [siempre fueron ḏuḏosos i
ḏesconoçiḏos en su creençia i asi son duros ḏe çervizes] (ff. 211r-v). The identification of
Jews with Saturn is a theme which often appears in the writings of anti-Jewish Christian
polemics. Centuries earlier, Augustine had already considered Saturn the God of the Jews.73
A typical anti-Jewish treatise of this nature is Der Stern der Maschiach (Esslingen 1477 CE)
by Petrus Nigri.74 This Dominican was born in Bohemia (1434-1483 CE) but was educated in
the Iberian Peninsula where he found the materials for his polemics. In this work, Nigri
includes opinions similar to those of our Muslim polemicist. This suggests that the ideas to
which I refer here were probably in circulation in the immediate vicinities of the Mudejar
and Moriscos.75
The explicit references to the Talmud and the identification of Jews with Saturn in
MSS J8 and J9 strengthen the hypothesis that, after the adaptation of the Ta’yīd by ͑Alī alGharīb, the text was adapted yet again. Therefore, the attitude towards the Jews in MSS J8
and J9 might echo the growing rejection of converts by the Christian society in the late
Middle Ages and Early Modern times. On the grounds of their abandonment of the use of
Hebrew and the reintroduction of Arabic terms, MSS J8 and J9 seem to be closer to the
discourse of the Christian majority and they do incorporate themes and sources of the
Jewish anti-Christian polemics of this time and might indicate a greater rejection of Jews by
the Mudejars. I shall return to these issues in Chapter Five.
Taking into account what has been said so far, it is my hypothesis that there were
three adaptations of the Ta’yīd in circulation in the Mudejar and the Morisco communities:
1) The version of MS L536 (Calanda, Fondo Documental Histórico de las Cortes de
Aragón). MS L 536 is the only manuscript to keep the organization and contents of the
Ta’yīd. The four extra chapters containing polemics against the Christians in MS L 536
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The identification of Saturn with the Jews and the image of Saturn as representative of the medieval “lowest
rung on the social ladder” has been thoroughly studied. Zafran, 1979, 1 quoting Kiblanksy et al., 1964, 203. Chapter
One of Klibansky et al., 1964, deals with Saturn, both in Arabic astrology and ancient and medieval literature.
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Zafran 1979, 17 n. 11.
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EJ s.v. “Nigri (Niger), Petrus”. In Nuremberg in the early fifteenth century, we find the representation of Saturn
dressed as a Jew and eating his children. This image seems to draw on the accusations made against Jews of
killing Christian children in ritual offerings. Zafran, 1979, 17 and 23ff.
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could have been abstracted from the polemic against the Christians and the Jews, the
Kitāb al-Mujādala. As said, this polemic is included after the Ta’yīd in MS AF 58. An
argument which points to this possibility is the fact that all the subjects in the polemic
against the Christians which the copyist of MS L 536 announces also appear in MS AF
58. This is not surprising, since they are loci communes in Muslim-Christian polemics.
However, if we consider that: (1) the Ta’yīd and the Kitāb al-Mujādala are bound
together in a single codex (MS AF 58); (2) that the contents of the Ta’yīd appear again
re-ordered in MS L 536; and (3) that the polemics with the Jews have become an attack
on Jews and Christians, it seems reasonable to argue that the materials for the sections
against Christians in MS L 536 were borrowed from the Kitāb al-Mujādala.76
2) The adaptation in MS BNE 4944 by A
͑ lī al-Gharīb was, as argued by Van Koningsveld
and Wiegers, already in circulation alongside the Arabic original by al-Qaysī among
members of the Mudejar communities. This suggests that there might have been two
groups within these communities. One of these groups was an audience who belonged
to the Muslim elite and were well versed in Arabic; the other an audience who no longer
used Arabic as the language of literature, but kept their interest in the Muslim tradition
of written polemics with the Jews. Converts from Judaism could have belonged to the
latter group.
3) The third is another adaptation of the version by ͑Alī al-Gharīb written after the
copying of MS BNE 4944. This adaptation includes various materials from the version of
al-Gharīb in MS BNE 4944, such as the prophecy of the prophet Amos: “For three sins I
will forgive the children of Israel, but for the fourth I will not forgive them.” Now ask
them, “What is the fourth sin for which He threatened them that He would not forgive
them?”77 Hence, the author of the Ta’yīd claims that the Jews killed Jesus and failed to
show respect for his mother. His support of the Christians is in line with the special
consideration in Islam for ͑Īsā as a prophet and for his mother, Maryam. However, MSS
J8 and J9 disregard many other elements which are found in MS BNE 4944 (such as the
passages in Hebrew, the story of Judah and Tamar, or that of Jacob and his slaves), and
new elements including references to Saturn or to the Talmud have been added. The
dating of these two manuscripts and the internal references suggest that this version is
considerably later than MS BNE 4944.
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See the Annex for a transcription and rendering into modern Spanish of the introduction to this polemic. After
the discussion in Chapter Six, it will become clear that the main points announced in the polemics with the
Christians (but as noted, not developed) seem to coincide with the subjects of polemics with the Christians to
which the author of the Kitāb al-Mujādala pays the most attention.
77
Kassin, 1969, I, 271. BNE 4944, ff. 6v and 35v. Both MS J9 f. 214v as MS J8 f. 408 v refer at this point to Moses’
prophecy.
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This is the filiation between the Aljamiado manuscripts:

MS!L536!Calanda!

Arabic!Original!

MS!RAH!XXXII!
(11/9416,!box!7)!

MS!J9!

MS!BNE!4944!

!!!

MS!J8!

A final word about this survey of Arabic and Aljamiado adaptations of the Ta’yīd is that,
in the Aljamiado adaptations, we observe the introduction of some rhetorical elements
which seem to respond to a discourse of Christian polemic and adapt the contents
slightly to the specific needs of the Peninsular Muslims. This does not mean that Arabic
and Aljamiado copies show an increase in the influence of the Christian discourse, but
instead that they follow a discontinuous trend which seems to have depended on the
adapters. While the original Arabic of the Ta’yīd seems to have been the work of a
Muslim, one of the three Aljamiado adaptations which I have identified suggests that its
adapter, A
͑ lī al-Gharīb, might have been a converted Jew. This adaptation (MS BNE
4944) has subsequently been ‘re-islamized’, which is suggested by the analysis of the
manuscripts J8 and J9. These two copies set aside the ‘Jewish’ elements and include a
new topic of controversy: the relationship between the Jews and the planet Saturn. This
topic was gaining strength in Christian anti-Jewish discourse of polemics in the late
Middle Ages and Early Modern period and this allows us to argue at this point for a
Christian ‘origin’.

d)!The!Kitāb!alKMujādala!maʿa!KlKYahūd!waKnKNaṣārā!!
[‘The Book of Disputation with the Christians and the Jews’]. Author: Anonymous.
The Kitāb al-Mujādala is a Muslim polemic against both the Christians and the Jews
currently kept in the Österreichische Nationalbibliothek in Vienna. It has the signature MS
AF 58. It is a miscellaneous manuscript and contains two treatises: an Arabic copy of the
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Ta’yīd (ff. 1r-31r) and the Kitāb al-Mujādala (ff. 31v-62v). The language is Arabic in Andalusī
script by one hand: that of the faqīh Abū Zakariyyā' Yaḥyā bn. Ibrāhīm al-Raqilī, as he
himself declares on f. 31v. The treatise has no colophon but, taking into account that alRaqilī completed the copy of the Ta’yīd in Piṭrūla in 808 H (=1405 CE) and that the Kitāb alMujādala is copied by the same hand and on the same paper and quires, it is possible to
argue that this happened soon after the copying of the Ta’yīd and that it is very likely that
al-Raqilī also copied this second treatise in Piṭrūla. Unlike al-Raqilī’s claim in the colophon
of the Ta’yīd that he had to work with a defective copy of the text, here he announces that
he is copying out (intasakha) a disputation with the Jews and the Christians, but this time
he provides no details about the state of the manuscript from which he is copying.78 From a
brief preliminary analysis of some passages, Kassin argues that the author of this treatise
relied on the same version of the Judaeo-Arabic Pentateuch by Saadia Gaon as that used in
the Ta’yīd and that the contents of the two treatises show close parallels.79 Moreover, he
suggests that the same person composed these two works, namely: an anonymous Jew who
had converted to Islam. A thorough analysis of the Kitāb al-Mujādala will serve to assess
whether Kassin’s arguments are defensible. However, at this point, it should be noted that,
although preserved in a fairly good condition, so far the manuscript has been hardly studied
at all. It is for this reason I include a detailed description of it at the end of the present
dissertation.

!
d.1)!Language,!Dating!and!Readership!
Arabic is the main language in the Kitāb al-Mujādala but we also find many Aljamiado
words and expressions in the sentences, which suggests the dating of the Kitāb al-Mujādala
to the Mudejar period. The linguistic alternation of the copyist ⎯$ and maybe that of the
author as well ⎯ and the hybrid Arabic-Aljamiado in the sentences is characteristic of a
linguistic situation of code switching and reflects the progressive changes in which Arabic
would function as the dominant or matrix language and Romance as the minor or
embedded language; a situation which some scholars already date to before 1455 CE.80 The
following is an example of this use; we read: “wa-llādhī lā ya ū͑ du dhe-lash kundisiyūnāsh
(Sp. ‘de las condiciones’) al-akhar laysa yashbihahu ilā al-akhar” [‘the one who does not
possess the same status as the other, does not resemble the other’]. The expression is
something which is not entirely Arabic, nor is it fully Romance, but something in between
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MS AF 58, f. 31v.
Kassin, 1969, I, 92-101.!
80
Wiegers, 1994, 67-68. See among the many studies on the subject, the two recent important contributions of
López-Baralt, 2009; and, Barceló and Labarta, 2009.
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and, moreover, the grammatical structure of the sentence is strikingly similar to that in
modern Castilian “volverse de la condición del otro”.
!
Figure!1:!Language!Alternation!MS!AF!58,!f.!60v!

We find strong indications that the discourse in the Kitāb al-Mujādala was most probably
fuelled by the Christians’ proselytizing campaigns, for instance, in the accusations of
idolatry laid at the door of the Christians for wearing their robes (in Romance “abitosh”) not
“for the sake of God” but “because of Paul, Francis, Saint Peter or Augustine” seem to
suggest.81 Below, I shall enter into a discussion about to what extent it is an answer to
Christian works of polemics against the Muslims. Also taking into account the mention of
Muslim rulers, who should most probably be identified as Abū Zakariyyā’ Yaḥyā al-Awwal
(1203-1249 CE), the founder of the Ḥafṣid dynasty in Tunisia, and his son Abū ͑Abd Allāh
Muḥammad I al-Mustanṣir (1249-1277 CE) and the Marīnid Abū Yūsuf Ya ͑qūb al-Nāṣir
(1286⎯1307 CE),82 these references appear to lend strength to the idea that the work was in
circulation among the Mudejars.
Nevertheless, we cannot exclude the possibility of a later Morisco ownership of the
text. This is because, even though scholars agree on the Moriscos’ gradual loss of their
command of Arabic, the claim that the members of their communities were no longer
trained in reading and writing the Arabic language should be qualified. There is an
increasing body of evidence that after the end of the fifteenth century Mudejars and
Moriscos used Arabic until a late date, 83 and among the books handed over to the
Inquisition in 1526 CE by two faqīhs of Borja after their conversion to Christianity, we find a
“quitebul mugedala”. Ana Labarta and Carlos Escribano note that this probably does not
correspond to the Kitāb al-Mujādala by Abū Hanīfa.84 Although we have only the titles of
the books which were in the hands of these faqīhs, the striking correspondence of the titles
suggests that we might be dealing with the Kitāb al-Mujādala discussed here. Furthermore,
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MS AF 58, f. 55v. See Chapter Two above for the full quote.
“Abū Zakariyyā’ Yaḥyā bn. ͑Uthmān bn. Idrīs bn. Muḥammad bn. ͑Umar bn. ͑Abd al-Mu’min bn. ͑Alī; to Abū ͑Abd
Allāh Muḥammad; to Ya ͑qūb bn. Naṣr bn Abū ͑Alī Abū Sa ͑īd bn. ͑Abd al-Ḥaqq al-Muwaḥḥidī al-Marīnī; and to
Aḥmad bn. Uthman bn. Idrīs bn. ͑Umar bn. ͑Abd al-Mu’min bn. A
͑ lī”. MS AF 58, f. 50v.
83
See for the production and circulation of Arabic manuscripts among Mudejars and Moriscos, Harvey 1958;
García-Arenal, 1984; Wiegers 1994; Barceló and Labarta, 2009.
84
Labarta and Escribano, 2000, 358 and 365.
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the manuscript has an annotation in another hand on the last folio (f. 63v) in which a
certain qāḍī Manṣūr Ibn Yūsuf Abī as-Sayyid (in the text we read “qāḍī bilādī”, perhaps
referring to the town in which the scribe lived). Although I have not been able to identify
who this qāḍī was, this note provides evidence of a wider circulation of the Arabic text
among Muslims after the copy was finished in 808 H (=1405 CE). The date is reinforced by
the fact that, on the same folio, we find the following lines written by a different hand to
either that of al-Raqilī or that of qāḍī Manṣūr as-Sayyid:
“Do not call one of you by his name if you are Muslims,
only by your Christian names;
call yourselves [instead, MCA] by the honorific names (kunya) and the surnames
(laqab)!”85

The reference to “Christian names” suggests that these three lines were most probably a
later addition addressed to those Iberian Muslims who had been forcibly converted to
Christianity. The exhortation of this nominal Christian, and covert Muslim, to his partners
in misfortune places identity ahead of the concerns of the later Moriscos. Moreover, it
shows that they knew and used the treatises of polemics composed and copied by their
predecessors.
The manuscript could also have circulated in Aljamiado, as suggested by a
reference to a Libro de la disputa contra los judíos y cristianos [‘Book of Disputation with the
Jews and the Christians’] in the inventory of Arabic books found in Pastrana mentioned
above.86 The hypothesis that this Book of Disputation, now lost, could have been the Kitāb
al-Mujādala is very tempting. Notwithstanding the temptation, there is no proof of this but
the fact that a book with such a title circulated in Pastrana at the end of the sixteenth
century alongside the Ta’yīd al-Milla does emphasize the level of knowledge of polemical
works among the Moriscos. The most notable examples of anti-Christian polemics among
exiled Moriscos are the Apología contra la religión Cristiana [‘Apology Against the Christian
Religion’] written in Morocco by a former resident of Pastrana, Muḥammad Alguazir,87 and
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MS AF 58, f. 63v.
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See note 24 above.
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The origin of Alguazir is provided by another exiled Morisco, Ibrāhīm Taybilī. Wiegers, 1996a, 110-111ff. Taybilī
refers to Alguazir in his poems. Teresa Soto González from the CSIC is currently writing a thesis on the
relationship between religious identity and poetics entitled “Poetic and Religious Forms in Late Morisco Poetry.
Mohammad Rabadán’s Discurso de la Luz”, in which among other sources the work of Taybilī is discussed.
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the polemic contesting Jewish and Christian views written in Tunis by Juan Alonso
Aragonés.88
Codicological analysis also reveals that the copy of MS AF 58 by a-Raqilī was later
annotated in Latin, Arabic and Hebrew89 and therefore that it had had at least two other
readers. The Latin annotation to Genesis 49:10 where it says, “The sceptre shall not depart
from Judah”, in the marginalia of the Kitāb al-Mujādala (“Non recedet sceptrum Iuda Gen 49”
MS AF 58, f. 42v) suggests that the Kitāb al-Mujādala was probably later used by a Christian
author, possibly a student of Oriental languages. This could reflect the Christians’ interest in
Muslim arguments against the Jews arising from this particular verse. Perhaps an indication
of their endeavour to enlarge their knowledge of Islam and to polemicize with and
proselytize the Muslims and, eventually, to polemicize with the Jews.90

d.2)!Contents!
Whereas nearly a third of the contents of the Kitāb al-Mujādala deals with Aristotle and Ibn
Rushd (plus references to other authors among them Galen and Seneca, see Source
Overview), a large portion is devoted to questions or masā’il91 put by the Christians.
References to Jewish beliefs and rituals are few, and address such issues as the purity of the
Jews (MS AF 58, f. 40v). The Torah is frequently referred to but long quotations from this
source are fairly exceptional. On only two separate occasions are the ‘Book of Kings’ and the
‘Books of Samuel’ quoted at length in a discussion of one and the same question, namely:
the claims of by the Jews that the cause of the calamities in the world are the sins of their
ancestors. This makes this treatise an exception in the Muslim literature of polemics; we
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García-Arenal and Rodríguez Mediano, 2010a, 627. Juan Alonso Aragonés also wrote Veintitrés tratados y
romances de moriscos aragoneses contra los españoles y su religión [‘Twenty-three Treatises and Romances by
Aragonese Moriscos against the Spaniards and Their Religion’] composed between 1600-1620 CE. Ruvira
Guilabert, 2010. García-Arenal and Rodríguez Mediano put forward the hypothesis that Juan Alonso Aragonés’
refutation of the Christians and the Jews might have been the already mentioned Libro de la disputa studied by
Dobelio and among the books found in Pastrana. García-Arenal and Rodríguez Mediano, 2010b, 296-297. See for
this text, Wiegers, 1995.
89
Although I have not been able to decipher its content, there is an annotation on the bottom left of f. 48v, MS AF
58, in a different hand which seems to be written in both Romance and Hebrew; the latter probably in the Italian
style. I thank the Hebraist Irene Zwiep for giving me the information about the style probably used.
90
This verse was the most widely used biblical verse in Muslim anti-Jewish polemics to convince the Jews that
the promised Messiah had come and that he was Muḥammad (for example, by Samaw’al al-Maghribī, see
Perlmann, 1964, 42), but it was often also invoked in Judaeo-Christian confrontations. In a dispute held in Lleida
between a Christian preacher and the contemporary Jewish religious leader of Aragon, Rabbi Solomon ben
Abraham ben Adret (Rashba, 1235-1310 CE), the preacher’s Christological interpretation of this verse was effective
in raising doubts among the Jewish community. Ben Shalom, 2003, 41. See for a detailed explanation of its
meaning, Kugel, 1998, 468-469 and ff.
91
EI2 s.v. “Masāʾil wa-Ajwiba” (Daiber). In this work, however, we find indirect questions and answers, in the form
of “if they say, say to them”.
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have seen in the case of the Ta’yīd that the long quotations of biblical testimonies tend to
prevail.
In fact, the author’s rebuttal focuses mainly on the central tenets of Christianity:
God’s incarnation, filiation and hypostases. A close look at its contents reveals two sorts of
passages: those in which rational methods of philosophy, logic and the natural sciences are
used to inquire into theological issues, and those in which the knowledge derived from the
‘Torah, the Gospel and the Qur’ān’ are the author’s primary sources, as he himself states.
More about the contents of the Kitāb al-Mujādala will be said below but at this point it is
worth noting that the work lacks a clear structure. This is obvious when we look at the
chapters of this treatise, which are:

ff.
31v-35r
35r-35v
35v

35v-36r
36r
37r-37v

37v

38r
38r
38r-38v
38v-39r

Introduction92
Chapter about Adam, when he sinned in Paradise, he and his
wife Hawā (Eve)
Chapter about what Christians claim, namely: that Yasū ͑was
king on the throne of his father, Dāwūd (David), and that his
Kingdom will have no end
Chapter about Peter, he was Shama ͑ūn, and Paul, he was Shawal,
the Apostle of Yasū ͑, the Nāṣirī
Chapter on Paul93
Chapter in which the Christians tell Muslims that in the book of
God, the Noble, temporal, physical wealth is promised in
Paradise
Chapter on how Allāh will gather all the creatures the Day of
Resurrection and of what kind of flesh they will be created
because people in Paradise are eternal
Chapter about wine
Chapter about eating pork by the Christians
Chapter about the Day of Resurrection
Chapter about the many stories about Adam,
peace upon him, in the vision of Ash ͑iyā’, in the sayings by
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Here, I only provide the chapters (bāb) explicitly referred to as such by the author. This does not mean that the
bābs reflect all the contents in this polemic. The ‘Introduction’, for example, is confined to f. 31r, after which the
author discusses various Christian arguments and refutes them. On f. 46v, between the treatises (maqālāt) by
Aristotle and Ibn Rushd, we find a verse (bayt) by A
͑ lī ibn Abī Ṭālib. Many parts are also introduced as questions
(mas’ala) and also as stories (ḥikāya) on ff. 61r-62r which deal with pious subjects but in which we also find
episodes of the wars during the Muslim conquest of the Iberian territory. Among the facts we are told is what
happened to a Christian slave from Ashturiyash (Asturias) when he was taken prisoner by al-Manṣūr (f. 61r).
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Here there is an interruption in the bābs but the polemic about Paul and baptism continues.!
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39r-39v

39v-40r

40r-40v
40v
40v
40v-41v
41v
41v-42r
42r-42v
42v-43r
43v-44r

44r-47r
47r-47v
48v
48v-49v
49v
49v-51v
51v-53r

Dāwūd in the Zabūr, in the book of the Torah and in the book of
the Gospel
Chapter on what Abū al-Walīd ibn Rushd said: the one who
sleeps is like one who is dead, he does not recover his
senses until he awakens from his sleep
Chapter on what Abū al-Walīd ibn Rushd said in the Logic that
the ignorant among the ͑ulamā’ among the Muslims do not
know the explanation (tafsīr) of the words which are the text
(naṣṣ) of the book of God, the Noble, and this is because they do
not affirm that the books of logic are similar to God’s essence
(ka-nafs Allāh)
Chapter about the Christians, who claim that Diosh has a son
Chapter explaining that every man has three ways of assenting
to something
Chapter on the purity of the Jews
Chapter about predestination
Chapter about the Day of Resurrection
Chapter about predestination
Chapter on the interpretation (tafsīr) of the Prophet
Chapter about Paradise in which Adam and his
wife, Hawā (Eve), lived
Chapter about the controversy (tanāzi ͑a) with Christians and
Jews who claim that the tribulations and serious damage which
are visited upon men were determined prior to the sins
committed on Earth
Chapter on the treatises (maqālāt) of Aristotle and Abū al-Walīd
ibn Rushd
Chapter on the treatises (maqālāt) of Abū al-Walīd ibn Rushd,
called the ‘comentador’ in Logic by the Christians
Chapter on the stories about the Prophet (upon him be peace)
and on the Prophet (upon him the peace)
Chapter about the marriage of Hagar to Ibrāhīm, upon him the
peace
Chapter about the phrase “we have made the human beings in
Our likeness” and the explanation (tafsīr) of “in Our likeness”
Chapter about the question of the baptism (taghtīs) 94 of
Christians
Chapter concerning predestination and divine decree (al-qadar
wa-l-qaḍā’)
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Read tagṭīs.
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53r-54v
54v-56r
56r-60r

!

60r
60r-60v
60v
62v
62v
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Chapter on Abū al-Walīd ibn Rushd’s assertion that common
people should not attempt “to understand and know how things
occur […] because people are not rationalist.”
Chapter about the Christian claim that ͑Īsā ibn Maryam was God
and human
Chapter about the claim of the Christians that their Sacred Law
(sharī ͑a) is the faith95 derived from Paul and other saints96
Chapter on the treatises (maqālāt) of Aristutālis (Aristotle), the
philosopher
Chapter about the Prophet, upon him the peace
Chapter about the Qur’ān
Chapter on the Résumé of Grammar (Kitāb al-Jumal)97
Chapter on the proverbs (al-amthāl)
Chapter on the polemic (mujādala) about the sharī ͑a
!
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fā: fe.
shantūsh: santos.
97
By Abū al-Qāsim A
͑ bd al-Raḥmān ibn Isḥāq al-Zajjājī, in Ms AF 58 referred to as al-Naḥwī (ca. 860-870/948-950
CE). EI2 s.v. "al-Zajjājī" (Versteegh). There might be a break in the text between ff. 60v and 61r. As noted above, on
ff. 61r-62r we find some stories (ḥikāya).
96
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We can see that the Kitāb al-Mujādala appears to be divided into large sections which share
similar characteristics. Generally speaking, these sections are easily distinguishable from
each other, although they do not necessarily coincide with the chapters given by the
author. Overall, the author of the Kitāb al-Mujādala tends to change his focus of attention
quickly and, for example, on ff. 56r-62v he deals with such diverse topics as the treatises of
Aristotle, the figure of the Prophet Muḥammad, the Qur’ān and some questions about
language derived from the ideas of al-Zajjājī. The unfinished character of the manuscript
suggests that the Kitāb al-Mujādala might well have been used in an educational context
(teacher-student) or might represent an early stage in the composition of a more extensive
work of polemics addressed to a learned audience.
The attribution of an educational purpose to this treatise might explain why the
discussion of topics changes so quickly and would appear to have been made up of notes,. It
would also shed light on its pedagogical and also its indubitably polemical undertone in
expressions as “if (they) say…say to them…”. It could also account for the fact that only one
copy of it has been preserved, something which, on the other hand, is a feature of the kind
of Arabic manuscripts owned by the Mudejars and the Moriscos: as Van Koningsveld has
convincingly shown, most Arabic manuscripts owned by these communities were devoted
to jurisprudence and religious matters, whereas the Arabic manuscripts owned by Jews
dealt with philosophy, the natural sciences or medicine. This contrasts with the broader
audiences who, David Nirenberg claims, possessed the translations and adaptations as
many Mudejars and Moriscos gradually lost their command of Arabic (as I have argued
above, all of them adaptations rather than translations) of the Ta’yīd. 98 The latter
conclusion does seem to be confirmed by the rather large number of Aljamiado
manuscripts of this polemic.

3.3.#The#Sources#of#the#Kitāb&alKMujādala!
!
At the outset, the copyist al-Raqilī informs us that he is copying out (intasakha) a
disputation with the Jews and the Christians conducted on the basis of the Torah, the
Gospels and the treatises (maqālāt) of the qāḍī Abū-l- ͑Abbās Aḥmad al-Lakhmī al-Sharafī.
These sources provide important information about the composition and circulation of this
polemic against the Christians and the Jews. In what follows, I shall discuss the treatises
(maqālāt) of the qāḍī Abū-l- ͑Abbās Aḥmad al-Lakhmī al-Sharafī which are mentioned at the
beginning of the Kitāb al-Mujādala (f. 31v) by the faqīh al-Raqilī as one of his sources 3.3.1. I
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Nirenberg, 2014, 32 and n. 42 where he refers to his earlier publication (Nirenberg, 1996, 196-198).
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shall also discuss the Christian sources mentioned in this polemic which place the
composition of the Kitāb al-Mujādala in the Christian territories 3.3.2.

3.3.1.!The!Muslim!Sources!of!the!Kitāb!alKMujādala:!The!maqālāt!of!the!qāḍī!alK
Sharafī!
The author of the Kitāb al-Mujādala mentions the treatises of the qāḍī Abū-l- ͑Abbās Aḥmad
al-Lakhmī al-Sharafī as one of his sources, although he does not make explicit which
passages belong to these treatises. The mention of the qāḍī al-Sharafī makes sense when
read against one of the major challenges faced by the Mudejars: their submission to the
Christian powers required by their legal status. This submission differentiated the members
of their communities from their co-religionists but, as has been noted, the Mudejars were
never denied membership of the umma to which they belonged.
The mention of the qāḍī al-Sharafī makes sense against this background and invests
the polemical arguments in the Kitāb al-Mujādala with religious authority. In this work alRaqilī, if he was a Mudejar, and perhaps other Mudejar religious leaders like him, might
have found the perfect match between knowledge of the fundamentals of religion, the
Christians and Jewish sources and the guidelines of a qāḍī. The author does not mention
which parts of the Kitāb al-Mujādala belong to the maqālāt by al-Sharafī. We do not know
who this qāḍī was, but it is very possible that he belonged to the well-known family of the
Sharafīs.99 The Sharafīs were located in Toledo, in Castile, although we find members of this
family in various areas of the peninsula, both in Christian Iberia and in al-Andalus. There is
an Inquisitorial Report of 1573 CE from the town of Daimiel in which a Morisco from
Granada, Diego Hernández Xarafí, is prosecuted for having said the following words to a
Christian who called upon the name of Muḥammad: “Leave Mahoma in peace, since he is a
good Old Christian, or a better Old Christian than you.”100 Documental and notarial archives
attest to the existence of a faqīh called Faraix Sharafī who lived in Huesca during the
fifteenth century. Some members of this family were qāḍīs or chief judges of the Crown of
Castile ⎯ alcaldes or alcaldes mayores101 and Abū-l- ͑Abbās al-Lakhmī al-Sharafī could have
been one of these qāḍīs, and, particularly, the mid-fourteenth-century Toledan qāḍī
‘Hamete’ (or Aḥmad Sharafī).
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Wiegers, 2008, 507 following Conte Cazcarro, 1992, 38 (AHPH pr. 319 98r-v) cf. 409. There could have been
various branches of the same family, one living in Toledo and its surrounding area like Valladolid and the other
settled in Huesca.
100
“deja a Mahoma, que es buen Cristiano Viejo, o major Cristiano viejo que no vos”. AHN, Inquisición “Palabras
escandalosas”, 204, exp. 14.
101
Wiegers, 2008, 506-507 following Molénat, 1995.
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Following a suggestion by Van Koningsveld, Wiegers noted this possibility102 and argued
that the author of the treatises could have been the qāḍī Abū-l- ͑Abbās Aḥmad al-Lakhmī
al-Sharafī and that his works could have been slightly adapted later by an anonymous
author. 103 The possibility that Hamete was the qāḍī Abū-l- ͑Abbās Aḥmad al-Lakhmī alSharafī mentioned in the Kitāb al-Mujādala is reinforced by the fact that a certain Hamete
Sharafī, or Xarafí, is mentioned in a letter of 1351 CE, in which it is said that he was ‘moro
alcall de los moros’ [Moor, mayor of the Moors] and that he had houses in Alcalá.104 In this
document Alcalá corresponds to Alcalá de Henares (Madrid), where the Muslim
neighbourhood, the Jewish neighbourhood and the houses of the ‘Cabildo’, or Chapter of
the Cathedral of Toledo were adjacent to each other.105 Moreover, in a recent publication
the signatories to the minutes of meetings of a Muslim brotherhood in Toledo during the
years 1402-1414 CE contain references to the faqīh and imām Abū-l- ͑Abbās Aḥmad al-Sharafī
and to Aḥmad ibn Abrāhīm ibn Muḥammad [al-Lakhmī] al-Sharafī.106 To my knowledge,
this combination of nisbas (surnames) occurs on one more occasion in an article which
refers to a lawsuit brought in the Chancilleria of Valladolid in 1501 CE, in which the name
appears as the faqīh Ibrahim al-Lakhmī Xarafi.107
The most important fact is that a good number of members of this family held
high positions in the Christian administration of the aljamas and at times were even
doctors who treated Christians. Documentation shows, for example, that in 1475 CE
Abrahem Xarafí worked as physician and servant of the Archbishop of Toledo, Alfonso
Carrillo, and was appointed mayor [‘alcalde mayor’] of the Castilian aljamas and examinerin-chief of the Mudejar physicians and surgeons, “alcalde mayor de los físicos y cirujanos
mudéjares”. 108 On various occasions, the author of the Kitāb al-Mujādala reveals his
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Wiegers, 2008, 506-507, n. 28.
Wiegers, 2008, 507 n. 28.
104
Fernández y González, 1866, 383.
105
Cf. with the urban geography of Alcalá de Henares in the fifteenth century as described in Román Pastor, 2004,
526, 532 and map on 518, where qāḍī Hamete is also mentioned.
106
Echevarría Arsuaga and Mayor, 2010; 285 and 288. The name is transcribed in Arabic as Abrāhīm with a hamza
by Echevarría Arsuaga and Mayor in op. cit., 268, 272, corresponding to the respective translations.
107
Villanueva Zubizarreta and Araus Ballesteros, 2014, 530-531, n. 23 and 24. Here, the authors note that Molénat
mentions the existence of an “alfaquí del aljama de los moros de la villa de Valladolid” [‘a faqīh of the Moorish
aljama in the city of Valladolid’] in 1484 CE.
108
González Arce, 2014, 221. Campos Díez, 1999, 29-31. As these scholars note, they were not appointed examinersin-chief of the pharmacists because this profession had been prohibited to them and to the Jews since the
beginning of the reign of Juan II (king between 1406-1454 CE). González Arce, loc. cit.; Campos Díez, op. cit., 30.
For the disputes between Mudejar families about the appointment of Abrahem Xarafí as alcalde mayor of the
Castilian aljamas see, Echevarría Arsuaga, 2003b, 273-290.
103
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acquaintance with the medical sciences to such an extent it is possible to speculate that he
was a doctor or that he at least took a keen interest in the subject.109
At the turn of the sixteenth century, Ambrosio Xarafí and his two sons, Bernardino
and Íñigo Xarafí, were working as escribanos or notaries and as translators from Arabic into
Romance for the municipal council of Granada, for the Catholic Monarchs and also for the
King.110 Some Christians, who were contemporaries of MS AF 58, also quoted the Sharafīs as
sources. One example is Enrique de Villena (1383-1434 CE) who in his Tratado de la
fascinación [‘Book of Fascination’] criticizes the views of “a sabidor morisco” (a learned
Muslim), “el Xarafí, el Viejo, de Guadalajara” [‘the Elder Xarafí from Guadalajara’], and
claims that he had supplied him with knowledge about some Muslim authors and their
works.111 The Kitāb al-Mujādala contains elements which point to the possibility that this
polemic might have acquired its perlocutionary force in such context.112 Evidence of the
context of the circulation of this polemic is provided by one of the sources on which the
Mudejar author claims to rely: Aristotle’s Politics (referred to as al-Falsafati-l-Madaniyya).113
It is widely accepted that Aristotle’s Politics was not translated into either Arabic or
Hebrew, and that Plato’s Republic was used instead as the primary source from which to
discuss political issues.114 However, some scholars, such as Shlomo Pines, say that the
philosopher Miskawayh (932-1080 CE) mentions two treatises by Aristotle in his Tartīb asSa ͑ādāt wa-Manāzil al- ͑Ulūm [‘The Order of Happiness and the Places of Science’] and that
these could have been extracted from al-Fārābī (d. 950 CE). As the latter had no access to
the Politics as a source for his thoughts on the government of the state, he used the
theoretical model in Plato’s Republic instead. The two treatises could also have belonged to
the works by al-Fārābī as they are quoted by Ibn Rushd, who “follows him (namely: alFārābī) in the essentials of his thought”.115 The attribution of the passages from the alFalsafa-l-Madaniyya in the Kitāb al-Mujādala to Aristotle might be attributed simply to the
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An example of this is his description of the growth of the foetus on MS AF 58, f. 57r. (see Colominas Aparicio
2014b, 123 for a translation), or when the author describes the theories of Galen on when and when not a
phlebotomy should be carried out (MS AF 58, f. 48r). We shall also see that he uses medical examples to explain
the authority of the ṣulṭān.
110
Feria García and Arias Torres, 2005, passim, see 205-206 for two translations by Bernardino preserved on ff.
19bis a-r and 20 a-r, Leg. 5276-5 (Archivo Histórico Provincial de Granada, 1499 CE). I have not consulted the
edition and translation by Emilio Molina López, and Mª Carmen Jiménez Mata, Documentos árabes del Archivo
Municipal de Granada [1481-1499]. Granada: Ayuntamiento, 2004.
111
Al-Xarafí seems to have been referring to Mushaf Alzimar el corto and Cantaf el Indiano, also quoted by Villena.
Cooper Carr, 1971, 142-143.
112
An element which points to the circulation of MS AF 58 among learned Muslims is the reference on the last
folio of this codex to the qāḍī Manṣūr ibn Yūsuf Abī as-Sayyid (f. 63v).
113
The references on f. 59v. and f. 46r seem to be to this work.
114
Zonta, 1996, 50 and 157.
115
EI2 s.v. “al Fārābī” (Walzer). See also EI3 s.v. “al-Fārābī, philosophy” (Janos).
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author’s ignorance or to the fact that, as claimed by some scholars, the Aristotelian
influences on al-Fārābī’s political writings could have been greater than has been
acknowledged so far. Moreover, al-Fārābī’s harmonization of the views of Aristotle and
Plato seems to have extended beyond the Harmony between the Views of Plato and Aristotle
to his political philosophy,116 which could explain the remarkable attribution in the Kitāb alMujādala. More about this will be said in Chapter Six.
In other parts of this work, the author of the Kitāb al-Mujādala refers again to
Aristotle’s al-Falsafa-l-Madaniyya. If he had been using an unknown version of Aristotle’s
Politics; it is unlikely he would have taken it from Muslim sources. A more likely scenario is
that in this instance the author’s knowledge of Christianity and contacts with the Christians
played a role. I think it is very unlikely that the author of the Kitāb al-Mujādala knew
enough Latin to translate parts of William of Moerbeke’s (fl. 1255-1278 CE) 117 Latin
translation of the Politics into Arabic: in the Kitāb al-Mujādala, undeniably he does
translate single Arabic words into what he calls ‘Latin’ but is actually is Romance. My
hypothesis is much simpler. I believe that the most likely scenario is that the author of the
Kitāb al-Mujādala used al-Fārābī, and ascribed its origins to Aristotle’s Politics because he
was aware of the interest in Aristotle among contemporary Christians. This is premise is
plausible if the composition of the Kitāb al-Mujādala took place in the immediate circle of
the Sharafī family: thanks to his close contacts with members of the Christian elite the
author could have been very well aware of the developments within Christianity and of
Moerbeke’s translation of the Politics. The author’s acquaintance with sources which might
have been in circulation among the Christians of Castile also seems to be suggested by the
claims of this author on f. 47r in this polemic, in which he claims that the Christians refer to
Ibn Rushd as the ‘comentador’ [‘commentator’] in the Logic (al-Manṭiq). However, it is
unclear to me whether Ibn Rushd was the ‘commentator in logic’ or whether he was was
mentioned as such ‘in the Logic’.118
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Galston, 1990, 12-13.
In 1260 CE, William of Moerbeke translated Aristotle’s Politics from Greek into Latin for the first time. His
translation was followed by a number of commentaries, among the most influential that of Thomas Aquinas.
Dunbabin, 1982.
118
The Kitāb al-Mujādala includes fifteen references to the Kitāb al-Manṭiq, al-Manṭiq and the Kitāb aḍ-Ḍarūra
(see the Source overview of the Kitāb al-Mujādala at the end of this dissertation). Ten times the work is
attributed to Ibn Rushd and on four occasions to Aristotle. The title seems to indicate that the author could be
referring to one of the earliest short commentaries (epitome) on Aristotle’s Logic by Ibn Rushd, which, as
Gerhard Endress notes, was written "on the model of al-Fārābī’s compendia of logic" and in which the sections
"do not correspond precisely to the traditional division of Aristotle's Organon (Endress, 1999, 343-344). So far,
only two Judaeo-Arabic manuscripts of Ibn Rushd’s short commentary on Logic have come down to us, but
neither in Arabic. One is preserved in Munich (Cod. Hebr. 309/Cod. Ar. 650a (previously 964), see Ibn Rushd,
1977, 5 n. 10; Steinchneider, 1895, 169. The other is in Paris (Cod. Hebr. 1008/1, previously 303), see op. cit., 5 n. 11
and Bibliothèque nationale (France). Département des manuscrits, 1866, 182. In his edition and translation of
117
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3.3.2.!The!Christian!Sources!of!the!Kitāb!alKMujādala!!
The analysis of the polemics with the Christians in the Kitāb al-Mujādala only strengthens
the previous arguments that the copy of the Kitāb al-Mujādala and the origin of one of its
sources, namely: the treatises of the qāḍī al-Sharafī, should be located in the Christian
territories. As will be revealed, it is likely that the philosophical-rationalist-based worldview
in the Kitāb al-Mujādala struck a chord with individuals who had a solid intellectual
formation in these issues, as those in the close environment of the Sharafī family would
have had. As has been discussed above, the contents of the treatise in which Aristotle and
Ibn Rushd assume a central place and expressions like “if they say/say to them” indicate the
circulation of the Kitāb al-Mujādala in learned Muslim circles. Furthermore, they provide
some evidence that a Mudejar could have undertaken the composition of the Kitāb alMujādala.
Turning now to the main arguments of the Christians which the author aims to
refute, we see that they come from two types of sources: the oral attacks made by the
Christians and their treatises of religious polemics. The questions or masā’il of the
Christians are among the most compelling proofs of the circulation of this manuscript in a
majority Christian environment. The liveliness of the formulae 119 which introduce the
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three of these commentaries, Charles Butterworth agrees with the criticism of earlier scholars such as Moritz
Steinschneider about the traditional title of the treatise, the Kitāb aḍ-Ḍarūrī fī-l-Manṭiq [‘The Book of the
Essentials in Logic’], first used by Professor Vadja. The Latin translation by Abraham de Balmes (d. 1523 CE) has
Compendium necessarium Averroys totius logicae, a title which resembles the Arabic one. Butterworth provides
a lengthy discussion on the title of Ibn Rushd's treatise and claims that the one found in the manuscript in
Munich, The Short Commentary on Aristotle's Organon and on Porphyry's Introduction, might be more adequate
than the traditional title, the Kitāb aḍ-Ḍarūrī fī-l-Manṭiq. Butterwoth adduces three arguments to sustain his
claim. The first argument is the discontinuous way in which the name of the treatise has been hand down within
the Arabic tradition. The Syrian physician Ibn Abū Uṣaybi ͑a (d. 1270 CE) was first in using it. The Kitāb alTakmila li Kitāb aṣ-Ṣilah (a supplement to the biographical dictionary the Kitāb aṣ-Ṣilah of the Cordovan Ibn
Bashkuwāl, d. 1183 CE) by the Valencian Ibn al-Abbār (d. 1260 CE) provides the only Arabic reference to the
traditional title, calling it "aḍ-Ḍarūrī". However, the later supplement to al-Abbār's work by al-Anṣārī does not
include any reference to this work. Butterworth also claims, the historian and traditionalist Shams al-Dīn alDhahabī refers to it as the Kitāb al-Manṭiq, while omitting the qualification of aḍ-Ḍarūrī given by Uṣaybi a͑ . The
second argument put forward by Butterworth is related to the subtitle of this treatise provided by Uṣaybi a͑
which, according to this scholar, does not provide an accurate description of the contents of the work. As a third
argument, Butterworth posits that there is no evidence that Ibn Rushd ever referred to this work using Uṣaybi a͑ 's
title or subtitle. Op. cit., 1977, 5-10, particularly 5-7. I have not collated the fragments in the Kitāb al-Mujādala with
the edition of the three commentaries by Butterworth (as far as I know, his edition of Averroes’ Short
Commentaries on Aristotle’s Organon is unpublished, http://gvpt.umd.edu/sites/gvpt.umd.edu/files/cv/CebCV.pdf) but the various references in the Kitāb al-Mujādala, the variety of titles and the fact that is ascribed to
Ibn Rushd as al-Manṭiq, and at least once as the Kitāb aḍ-Ḍarūra, fit within the Arabic tradition described by
Butterworth and suggest that parts of the "traditional" title could have been contemporaneous and used without
any distinction to refer to this short commentary.
119
The author of the Kitāb al-Mujādala is notable on account of his overall use of the imperative: “if the Christians
say, too, …. the answer to this is that you say to them …” MS AF 58, f. 34v.
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masā’il – “if (they) say .... say to them...” or “say to them: I shall test you with your Gospel” –
120
suggests that the author could have found his inspiration in the public practice of
polemics in the Christian territories. This possibility is given added support by the insults
levelled against the Christians, calling them dogs, quoted above.121 It is also strengthened by
evidence in other polemics such as in the Ta’yīd, in which we find the expressions “los
judíos dicen y alegan...la respuesta es que se les diga...” [Jews say and argue...the answer is to
tell them...];122 or, “[n]ow what argument do you [that is, the Jews, MCA] have (to refute
this)?”,123 accompanied by the reactions of the Jews after hearing the refutations their
arguments by Muslims, such as “[t]hey are irked by that and say that…”, or “[n]othing has
remained to them save rebuke and silence”.124 Also important are the references in the
Ta’yīd to the places in which physical encounters between Muslims and Jews and oral
attacks could have taken place, the ‘meetings and dwellings’. And, again in the Kitāb alMujādala, the accusations of idolatry made against the Christians for the way they wear
their robes seem to provide further evidence that the discourse in this polemic was most
probably an answer to the Christian proselytizing campaigns.125
None of these attacks can be placed anywhere else than in the Christian territories,
an environment in which the Mudejars were in direct competition with the Christians and
the Jews, and in which the members of these two communities could have attacked the
Muslims in public spaces.126 The interesting references to a multi-religious and, taking into
account the date of composition of this polemic, I would argue Christian, Toledo, provide
further grounds for this assertion.127 At this point it is important to add that the arguments
that the origin and the copying of the treatises of the qāḍī al-Sharafī should be placed in the
Christian territories.
The oral attacks of the Christians are not the only indicators for placing the Kitāb
al-Mujādala in a majority Christian context. The language use, Arabic with intercalated
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MS BNE 4944, ff. 3v%4r. Other examples are found in the Aljamiado manuscript MS BNE 4944, in which we
read: “los judíos dicen y alegan … la respuesta es que se les diga...” [Jews say and argue...the answer is to tell them
...]. MS BNE 4944, ff. 3v%4r.
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Kassin, 1969, I, 202.
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Kassin, 1969, I, 129, 157.
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MS AF 58, f. 55v. See Chapter Two for the full quote.
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Here I have in mind the punishments exacted on the members of the Cordovan Martyrs’ Movement for
offending the Prophet of Islam in ninth-century al-Andalus. Recent studies challenge the idea that the death
penalty was systematically enforced in cases of blasphemy. Christys, 2002, 53 and ff. This does not mean that the
offenders went unpunished.
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MS AF 58, f. 41v. See the Introduction for the full quote.
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words and sentences in Aljamiado, is also significant. Evidence that the Iberian Christians
might have been the recipients of some of the attacks made by this author is found in the
discussion about whether Adam would not have died if he had not eaten from the fruit of
the Tree of Good and Evil. The author points out that whenever someone asked the
Christians to what genus this tree belonged, they simply answer that its genus are the
designations ‘of life’ and ‘of good and evil’. In his view, this is a misguided and absurd way of
reasoning: when someone refers to a cloak or ‘tabardo’ (in Romance) but does not mention
if the cloak is made of wool or of linen, he can nonetheless divulge of what material it is
made if he is asked about it. The argument is interesting here, since, although the
etymology of ‘tabardo’ is unclear,128 this item of clothing was very common in all social
layers in the Christian West during the thirteenth century, including Christian Iberia.129
Against this it can be argued that, although the use of Romance was a common
practice among Mudejars and Moriscos and provides evidence of the circulation of a work
within their communities, It is not enough to prove that the work was composed in the
Christian territories: the Romance could be a later addition. The following is an example of
arguments in the Kitāb al-Mujādala which depend on a command of Romance. At one
point, the Christians assert that, in the verses about the birth of Immanuel to a virgin, ‘el’ is
one of the names of God. The polemicist contends that, if this were true, there would be
many Gods on Earth because ‘el’ is commonly used to express ownership, or ‘señoría’.130 In
his view this betrays the fact that the Christians do not understand the meaning of this
word. What is important to the present case is that, because the argument presupposes the
knowledge of the meaning and uses of the definite article in one of its Romance variants, it
can only be persuasive if we assume that it originated in the Christian territories, in which
Romance was spoken. Moreover, such a knowledge of Romance by the author tallies with
his rendering of Arabic words and expressions into what he calls ‘Latīn’ but is in fact
Romance. In one quotation from Aristotle we read “potency is in Latīn ‘en potencia’”.131 This
provides evidence that the Kitāb al-Mujādala not only circulated among the Mudejars and
used Mudejar sources but it could also have been composed by a Mudejar.
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Castro, 1991, 177. It seems that ‘tabardo’ does not have an Arabic etymology and we are most probably dealing
here with its Aljamiado rendering. [it’s one of those mystery words whose origin is unclear. In English it’s a
tabard].
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We find its use well into the eighteenth century. Menéndez Pidal, 1986, 65-70; Terreros y Pando, 1788, 564. The
widespread use of this item of clothing also among Jews is attested in the predications of Vicent Ferrer, in which
we read “é así se ordenó […] que los Judíos traxesen tabardos con una señal vermeja, é los Moros capuces verdes
con una luna clara”, Fanjul, 2006, 64, quoting Galíndez de Carvajal, L. (ed.) "Crónica del serenísimo príncipe don
Juan, segundo Rey deste nombre." In Rosell, C. (ed.) Crónicas de los reyes de Castilla: desde Don Alfonso el Sabio,
hasta los Católicos Don Fernando y Doña Isabel, Vol 2. Madrid: Atlas, 1953, 340.
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Indeed, el is the definite article in Romance. Think, for example, of the current Spanish expression of ‘el señor’.
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MS AF 58, f. 52r.
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The author of the Kitāb al-Mujādala seems to have had recourse to another important
Christian source: their treatises of polemics. The following claim is a strong indication that
he is quoting from some of these works: “The Christians answer, yes, God is a man and we
prove it with the book of the Torah in which it says: ‘We made man according to our image’,
and we prove it, too, in this treatise (maqāla): [the verb conjugation, MCA] “naṣna ͑u” (we
have made) is like the Trinity (thālathiyya).”132 Various passages attributed to a certain
Aghushtīn (also referred to as khālat-Aghushtīn) were probably taken from Christian
treatises, perhaps from this treatise to which the Christians are referring. They discuss a
triad of divine attributes – power, knowledge and will (qudra, ͑ilm and irāda) which is
compared to the Trinity.
Who was this Aghushtīn? The question is relevant since, in conjunction with the
oral attacks just discussed, these are the only references in the Kitāb al-Mujādala which can
be attributed without doubt to Christians. A later Christian reader also seems to have been
concerned with this issue and, believing that Aghushtīn was Augustine of Hippo, he wrote
S. Agustine in the marginalia, in Latin characters. Such an identification is in my view
mistaken as the arguments set out to demonstrate next.
The first step is to mention the works of a certain Aghushtīn in conjunction with
the polemics of the Tathlīth al-Waḥdāniyya [‘Trinitizing the Unity of God’]133 referred to by
the Muslim polemicist al-Qurṭubī, who will be discussed in the next chapter.134 Thomas
Burman argues that these works were most probably composed by Arabic-speaking
Christians135 and should be dated no later than the thirteenth century.136 Although scholars
do not accept it unanimously, Burman maintains the view that the literature of these
Arabic-speaking Christians is representative of “a tradition of Christian kalām in medieval
Spain”.137 In this way, the Latin triad adduced by Peter Abelard c. 1120 CE (that is, potentia-
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Thomas Burman puts forward the possibility that the author was a converso. I use his translation of the title.
Burman, 1994, 163.
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Burman argues that, on the basis of the content of the Maṣḥaf, it is clear that al-Qurṭubī erroneously identified
Aghushtīn with Augustine of Hippo. It is much more likely that this person was one of his contemporary
Mozarabs called Aghusthīn. Burman, 1994, 80ff.
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According to Aillet, the designation Mozarab is not found in Andalusī sources to refer to autochthonous
Christians but in Christian sources in order to distinguish between the Christians of these kingdoms and those
from al-Andalus. Because of these considerations, from now on I shall refer to them as Arabic-speaking
Christians. Aillet, 2010, 2-5, particularly 3-4.
136
The Liber denudationis sive ostensionis aut patefaciens [‘The Book of Denuding or Exposing, or the Discloser’],
of which only an abridgment in Latin has survived, should be included here. Burman proposes an Arabic title for
this Christian polemic: (Kitāb) al-Tashrīf aw al-Iẓhār aw al-Kashshāf. Burman, 1994, 38.
137
Burmann, 1994, 171.
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sapientia-bonitas or potentia-scientia-voluntas) would have been translated by the Arabicspeaking Christians “into kalāmic Arabic and combined it with an Oriental Arab-Christian
Trinitarian argument”.138 Using their own terminology, Arabic-speaking Christians would
have referred to it as qudra, ͑ ilm and irāda,139 just as the Kitāb al-Mujādala does.
The second step is to consider the purpose of the author of the Kitāb al-Mujādala
which, as he himself claims, is to demonstrate that, “the Trinity had been arranged by the
‘people of the Church’ and the Christians took it from them!”140 Pertinently some of the
arguments he provides also indicate the milieu of the Arabic-speaking Christians. He
quotes the views of Aristotle’s most famous commentator, the Cordovan Ibn Rushd (11261198 CE), known as Averroes in the Latin world. The discussion about God’s power,
knowledge and will (qudra, ͑ilm and irāda) by Ibn Rushd falls within the internal
theological disputes in Islam about God’s attributes (ṣifāt Allāh) but, in this context, these
views are used instead to dispute with the Christians. This makes sense because Ibn Rushd,
as Burman notes, knew of the existence of Christian theologians, or mutakallimūn, in the
peninsula and he was contemporary of the most probable date of composition of the
Tathlīth al-Waḥdāniyya, between 1150-1210 CE.141
Finally, it is strange that the author of the Kitāb al-Mujādala did not call Augustine
a saint, especially as he does use this term in other places in this polemic: one example is
found in the arguments of polemics with the Christians already mentioned about the
Agustinian Order of Preachers and the robes they wore. Nevertheless, the most decisive
argument for arguing that the passages about Aghushtīn and the Trinity are taken directly
or indirectly from the literary tradition of the Arabic-speaking Christians is that, in fact,
qudra, ͑ ilm and irāda do not coincide with the triad used by the well-known Christian
theologian but with that found in the Tathlīth al-Waḥdāniyya.142
I would like to suggest the possibility that other passages in the Kitāb al-Mujādala
could have been derived from the same literary tradition. This would explain, for example,
why in his dispute with the Christians the author constantly refers to Jesus as Yasū :͑ this is
the Arabic name for Jesus as used by the Arabic-speaking Christians in the Middle East,
North Africa and also in the Iberian Peninsula. Admittedly my argument does have some
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Burman notes that it does not coincide with any triad on Oliver Du Roy’s list of triads by Augustine. See
Burman, 1994, 177, n. 69 for the reference to Roy’s work L'intelligence de la foi en la Trinité selon saint Augustin:
genèse de sa théologie trinitaire jusqu'en 391. Paris: Études augustiniennes, 1966, 537-540.
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drawbacks since, even though the author of the Kitāb al-Mujādala refrains from calling
Jesus by his Islamic name, Ī͑ sā, and uses the Christian term Yasū ,͑ remarkably he does use
the Islamic name Yaḥyā for John the Baptist. On the other hand, the best preserved book of
Mozarabic literature in Arabic is the codex of canon law known as [Hispana] Sistemática
Mozárabe written by the priest Binjinsiyus (Vincentius), the obscure bishop (‘alUsquf’) A
͑ bd al-Mālik. In this work as it is preserved in the El Escorial (MS Escorial 1623),
the Christian jurist employs many purely Islamic expressions, which also occur in the
Mozarabic translations of the Scriptures as well.143 The questions about the sources of these
latter passages cannot be resolved on the basis of evidence known to us at present and
further research is needed.
At this point, I would like to discuss whether the Kitāb al-Mujādala could have
provided an answer to works of Christian polemics, and I shall take Raymond Martí’s Pugio
Fidei adversus Mauros et Judaeos ['Dagger of the Faith against Muslims and Jews'] as a case
in point.144 Because its length made it barely portable, preachers could not easily carry the
Pugio Fidei with them during their daily tasks. Hence shorter treatises partially based on
Martí’s Pugio fidei such as those of the Franciscan Nicholas of Lyra (c. 1270-1349 CE) were
more popular. As far as we know, the work had little influence outside Christian circles.
Martí gives the Latin translations with their original sources in Hebrew and Aramaic, but
neither Rabbi Solomon ibn Adret of Barcelona – who probably personally debated with
Martí – nor any other Jewish leading figure in the Late Middle Ages relied on the Pugio.
Although the Arabic quotations in the first section appear exclusively in Latin, in the third
section of the Pugio some quotations are written in Hebrew characters. Ryan Szpiech
argues that, although Martí knew Arabic perfectly, he uses the Hebrew alphabet to
challenge what might be called the “Jewish perspective” of the Qur’ānic authorities.145
Taking this argument into account, it is safe to assume that Muslims did not use this work.
However, it has been noted that on occasion Muslims and Jews were forced to attend the
sermons of the Dominicans, a circumstance which opens up the possibility that, even
without access to the written text, by oral transmission the members of these two
communities were acquainted with the main arguments of the Pugio. The same has been
noted about the references to Aristotle’s Politics in the Kitāb al-Mujādala and the
acquaintance with the work in the close-knit circle of the Sharafī family, whose members
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Miller and Kassis, 2000, 425 ff.
An exhaustive overview of the manuscripts of the Pugio fidei can be found in Szpiech, 2011a. For a complete
overview of the sources of the first part of the Pugio mentioned below, see Robles Carcedo, 1992, 140-142.
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Szpiech 2011a, 74-75. See also, Cohen 1983; 170-171 and 191; Chazan, 2006. Therefore it falls within the
“movimiento retórico que se desarrolló a finales del s. XIII y que se basó en el uso cristiano de textos islámicos
dentro de la polémica anti-judía” ['rhetorical movement which developed in the late XIIIth c and was based on
the Christian use of Islamic texts in anti-Jewish polemics']. Szpiech 2011a, 81 and 85.
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had close ties with the Christian elite. In this connection, it should be emphasized that,
although the main thrust of Martí’s polemic was directed against the Jews, its first part
relies on an important number of Arabic sources. Some of the authors mentioned in this
part are Seneca, Archytas Tarentinus, al-Ghazālī, Horace, al-Rāzī, Ibn Khaṭīb, Aristotle,
Augustine of Hippo, Marcus Tullius Cicero, Ibn Rushd, Galen, John Damascene, Boethius,
Jerome, Bernard of Clairvaux and John Chrysostom. The majority of whom are the same
authors referred to in the Kitāb al-Mujādala.146 Therefore it is rreasonably safe to argue that
Muslims might have felt it was addressing them directly.
Bearing this in mind, let us look at the correspondences between the Kitāb alMujādala and this particular part of the Pugio. The first thing which stands out is the fact
that both works cite Seneca, al-Ghazālī, Ibn Sīnā, Aristotle, Ibn Rushd and Galen. Among
the Classical and Christian authors, Martí refers to Epicurus, Horace, Boethius, John
Damascene, Jerome, Bernard of Clairvaux and John Chrysostom, whereas the Mudejar
author opts for Paul or Francis of Assisi. They correspond to the Arabic and –according to
the Pugio – ‘Gentile’ philosophers such as Aristotle or Seneca. This is not exceptional, since
they were the most quoted philosophers of the Middle Ages. Nevertheless, it is remarkable
to see their names appear together on a few pages and related to similar polemical issues.147
The questions addressed by Martí in the first part of the Pugio are undoubtedly central to
the debate between theology and philosophy during the Middle Ages but they also coincide
with the charges against the Muslim philosophers made by the theologian (mutakallim) alGhazālī (11th century) in his Tahāfut al-Falāsifa [‘The Incoherence of the Philosophers’]. As
has been demonstrated, the Kitāb al-Mujādala has an important share in this discussion
and devotes a large part to the discussion and defence of philosophical and logical
reasoning.
Even though the Pugio and the Kitāb al-Mujādala have much in common, they
also have many differences and the evidence to establish a direct link between these two
works is insufficient. Nevertheless, the possibility should not be ruled out that the Kitāb alMujādala was a reaction to controversial Christian arguments, which could have been very
similar to that developed by Martí, nurtured by or taken directly from a discourse spread by
Christian missionaries. Although their authors are similar and examine similar issues, the
Kitāb al-Mujādala and the first part of the Pugio actually place their emphasis on different
aspects of their very similar sources. In fact they champion antagonistic views and seem to
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On f. 54v the Kitāb al-Mujādala also refers to "al-manṭiqī Bīṭr", who should perhaps be identified as Petrus
Hispanus (d. c. 1254 CE).
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pp. 154-206 in the Pugio, see Martí, 1687. The eternity of the world in relation to the creation of the heavens is
discussed on ff. 39v; 42v-43r; 44r-47r; and the bodily resurrection on ff. 31r; 37v; 38r; 41v; 58r-58v. Only God’s
knowledge of particulars is not addressed in the Kitāb al-Mujādala.
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be each other’s mirror. Pertinently, Van Koningsveld has shown that an Arabic version of
Martí’s De Seta was used by Najm al-Dīn al-Ṭūfī (d. 716 H/1316 CE) in his al-Intiṣārāt, and
this discovery opens up the possibility that the author of the Kitāb al-Mujādala was drawing
indirectly from Martí through Arabic sources.
As a whole, the evidence suggests that the polemical discourse in the Kitāb alMujādala is close to that used by the mendicant orders against Muslims and Jews or that, at
least, it could have been influenced by the polemical arguments produced in this sort of
environment close to the Christians.

3.4.$The$Place$of$the$Copying$of$the$Kitāb&alKMujādala:!The$
Geographical,Location,of,Piṭrūla!!
!
After a careful reading, I am convinced that the analysis of this polemic will benefit not only
from a better understanding of the place of composition of this manuscript but the same
holds good for a knowledge of the place where it was copied. Therfore, in the next
paragraphs, I am going to problematize the geographical location of Piṭrūla and argue that
it can correspond with two towns very distant from each other: Pétrola, in the southeast of
the Iberian Peninsula, in Albacete); and Pedrola, in the northeast of the Iberian Peninsula,
in Zaragoza (Aragon). Wiegers, who is following a suggestion by Van Koningsveld, argues
Piṭrūla is Petrola (Valencia).148 Van Koningsveld, in his turn, might have come across the
catalogue which Francisco Guillén Robles made of the Arabic manuscripts kept in the
present Spanish National Library. In his description of a Qur’ān most probably copied in
the sixteenth or seventeenth century, Guillén Robles translates the colophon "bi-balda
Piṭrūla" as "in his country Pétrola (province of Albacete?)".149 Rather than in Valencia, I have
placed Piṭrūla elsewhere in Albacete and I have indicated some of the problems which the
placing of Piṭrūla in the former location entails.150 However, closer inspection suggests that
Piṭrūla might be identified as Pedrola, in the vicinity of Zaragoza. At this point, I aim to
delve deeper into this possibility by making an analysis of both the internal evidence in the
Kitāb al-Mujādala itself and of the particular socio-historical circumstances and cultural life
of the Mudejar communities in Pétrola and Pedrola.
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The diacritical mark in Pétrola is omitted by Wiegers. Wiegers, 2008, 505.
“en su país Petrola (Prov. de Albacete?), f. 81v MS BNE 5242 (Olim. 87). Guillén Robles, 1889, 42.
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Colominas Aparicio, 2014b, 123 n. 22. At present Pétrola is a town in the vicinity of Albacete: as far as I know
there is no town in Valencia called Petrola, and Pétrola (with accent) should therefore be located in Albacete).
The territories of what would become the Kingdom of Murcia in 1266 CE were disputed by the Kings of Aragon
and of Castile and, between 1296 CE and 1304 CE, were under Jaume II. Nevertheless, from that date and until
1833 CE they belonged to the Kingdom and later Crown of Castile. Rodríguez Llopis, 1997, 185ff.
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The arguments for and against the location of Piṭrūla in one of these two towns are put
together in three broad categories. The distinction between these three aspects is merely a
heuristic tool: firstly, arguments related to the orthography of Piṭrūla (3.4.1.); secondly,
arguments related to the socio-historical situation and intellectual milieu in Murcia and
Aragon, respectively (3.4.2.); thirdly arguments related to the language use and language
skills of the copyist al-Raqilī, and to the contents of the treatises (3.4.3.). I shall only glance
at this last point as I discuss it later in full detail.

3.4.1.!The!Orthography!of!Piṭrūla!
The orthography of Piṭrūla in MS AF 58 is prima facie evidence for placing this town in
Albacete; after all, al-Raqilī uses an emphatic ‘ṭ’ and not a ‘d’ as would be expected had he
been referring to Pedrola. Nevertheless, while keeping this rendering it is still possible to
argue instead that he was working in the town of Pedrola in Zaragoza (Aragon). There are
three main arguments to support this premise. Firstly, Pedrola does appear as Petrola in
medieval Christian Latin documents.151 Secondly, al-Raqilī is not always reliable in copying
the Arabic emphatic consonants.152 An example of this point is the dispute with the
Christians, in which he consistently uses ‘taghtīs’ for ‘baptism’ and not the classical form
‘taghṭīs’ (with an emphatic ‘ṭ’).153 A third and final argument in favour of Pedrola is that the
reading Pétrola is in itself problematic: the main stress in the Arabic word is placed on the
second syllable (as shown by the use of the long wāw) and not on the first syllable, as in
Pétrola. 154 So, whereas orthographically Piṭrūla in MS AF 58 reads Petrola (and can
correspond either to Pétrola or to the Latin form of Pedrola), phonetically Pedrola is the
more likely reading. The most important point in the discussion is that the very fact that
the two possibilities can occur shows that neither the copyist’s ductus nor his knowledge of
Arabic provide enough evidence to establish beyond doubt where this town should be
located.
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One example is the reference to “Senior lope garceç peregrino in alagon et in petrola” (emphasis in the original)
in a document written in Tudela (Navarre) in 1128 CE (or in 1172 CE) and kept in the Archivo Historico Nacional
in Madrid. Mateu Ibars, 1991, 527-528, refers to the “ecclesias de Ricla, de Cappanis, de Epila, de Rota, de Orrea, de
Alagon, de Gallus, de Petrola cum omnibus pertinentiis suis”. Alexandre III, 1855; 868. Moreover, Pedrola is taken
as the example of the change from the unvoiced to the voiced consonant in the documentation from Aragon.
Sinués Ruiz, 1986.
152
For obvious reasons, I always refer to the copyist and not to the author when I discuss issues related to how the
manuscript is written.
153
This might be a linguistic trait in Andalusī Arabic (see, Corriente Córdoba, 1977).
154
This point is secondary since, although Pétrola is now accented on the first syllable, this does not always seem
to have been the case. See for example the entry for this town in Miñano y Bedoya, 1827, 3.
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3.4.2.!The!SocioKhistorical!and!Intellectual!Milieu!of!Pétrola!and!Pedrola!
during!the!Later!Middle!Ages!
In the examination of this topic, three elements need to be discussed: a) the presence of
Mudejar aljamas; b) activities in the Muslim centres of knowledge; and, c) the Christian
proselytism in these areas. The number of studies on the Muslim communities in the
Crown of Aragon far exceeds those carried out on Murcia 155 and, therefore, it seems
appropriate to take the village of Pétrola156 as a starting point and to compare the findings
with those about Pedrola in Aragon.

a)!The!Mudejar!Aljamas!
Discussing the Mudejar aljamas in the Kingdom of Murcia, Rodríguez Llopis notes the
disappearance of a number of aljamas in the period between the thirteenth and the
fifteenth century and the creation of new aljamas between the fourteenth and the fifteenth
century.157 This does not mean that the Muslim population in this area increased; on the
contrary, it decreased from the fourteenth century and grew steadily less than the number
of Christians.158 The most relevant point to the present inquiry is that, even though the
Mudejars’ settlements did change over time, we know of no important Mudejar aljama in
Pétrola.159 The Valley of Ricote is well known for having been one of the last regions with a
Morisco population before the expulsions. However, the Mudejar activities in this place in
the Later Middle Ages are much less documented.160 The same holds true for the Jews, for
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Macho Ortega, 1923; Boswell, 1977; Catlos, 2004; Ferrer i Mallol, 1987; Lacarra, 1979; Viguera Molins, 1987;
Hames and Lourie, 2004; Vose, 2009; Cervera Fras, 1989.
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In comparison to the Crown of Aragon or of Castile, the Reign of Murcia has been less studied. The essential
task of cataloguing and making available the documentation of this region is currently being carried out by the
Proyecto Carmesí (Catálogo de Archivos de la Región de Murcia en la Sociedad de la Información),
www.regmurcia.com. Fernández y González, 1866; Ladero Quesada, 1969; Vilar, 1993-1994. For a general study of
the region in which Pétrola is located, focused on the second half of the fifteenth century, see Pérez Viñuales,
1988; for its local elites in the period between the end of the fifteenth century up to the seventeenth century, see
Molina Puche, 2007. Other relevant publications on Mudejars and Moriscos in the Reign of Murcia will be
referred to in due course.
157
Rodríguez Llopis, 1986.
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Ángel Luis Molina Molina and María del Carmen Veas Arteseros take as starting point of this process the
Mudejar emigrations during the period of the minority of Ferdinand IV (1295-1301 CE). Molina Molina and Veas
Arteseros, 1992, 91 and n. 1.
159
Veas Arteseros, 1992; Torres Fontes, 1986, 55-66. The number of Jews in Murcia seems to have been low
throughout its history in comparison to their numbers in other peninsular regions. See for an overview of the
most important Jewish aljamas in the Christian territories Lacave, 1986, 28, and for the Jewish aljamas and
synagogues in Murcia, Lacave, 1992, 413-418.
160
See for the Morisco period Vilar, 1992; García Díaz and Otero Mondéjar, 2010; Gil, 2011.
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whom no aljama is known.161 The absence of Jews is a strong argument against placing the
copy of the Kitāb al-Mujādala in Pétrola. Although the anti-Jewish polemics in the Kitāb alMujādala seem to be less prominent than the polemics against the Christians, the copyist
al-Raqilī could have had an interest in refuting the Jews too, which can be deduced from
the fact that the Kitāb al-Mujādala was bound together with a lengthy anti-Jewish treatise,
the Ta’yīd al-Milla.
The lack of an organized Mudejar population in the town of Pétrola is very
different to the situation in Pedrola in which we find both a Mudejar and a Jewish aljama.162
At this point, it is important to note that geographically Pedrola is very close to Huesca,
where the oldest Arabic copy of the Ta’yīd al-Milla was completed in 762 H (=1361 CE).
Moreover, Pedrola is also very close to the village of Ricla and this suggests the possibility
that this was the native place of the copyist al-Raqilī [or, as noted above, perhaps al-Raghilī]
(in both cases, the one from Ricla) .163 This supposition is reinforced by the fact that changes
of residence in this area could have been relatively common as is evidenced by the
restrictions imposed on such population displacements. For example, in 1363 CE the King
ordered that a Mudejar woman from Pedrola, who had left the town because of the war
with Castile, be set free.164 In 1407 CE, because of the regulations on this situation, a Muslim
woman who was going to marry the amīn, or market surveyor, of Pedrola had arranged
things in such a way as to protect her right to return to Borja in case she was divorced or
widowed.165 Could this amīn have been al-Raqilī, who copied the Kitāb al-Mujādala in
Piṭrūla in 808 H (=1405 CE)?166 Can the amīn’s relationships with his in-laws explain that a
“quitebul mugedala” was found in the library of the two sixteenth-century faqīhs of Borja
referred to above?
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Los judíos de Murcia, 1995.
Evidence that there was Jewish community in Pedrola is provided by the historian Amador de los Ríos, who
refers to a privilege asked by Lope Ferrench de Luna (probably XIV century), who asked for the building of thirty
commercial stands for the Jewish residents of Pedrola, preserved in Archivo de Aragon, Registros LXXVIII and
LXXIX, Amador de los Ríos, 1876, 21. See also Pérez Viñuales, 2005; Muñoz Jiménez, 2003.
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Both designations al-Raqilī and al-Raghilī are, nonetheless, very close and in a charter dated to 1124 CE we read
that “Senior Enneco Galindez et Ato Orella in Sos et in Rigla”, by which Ricla is meant. Lacarra, 1947-1948, 523.
164
Ferrer i Mallol, 2005, 18. On this same page, Ferrer i Mallol also refers to other conflicts caused by Muslims who
defended their right to change their residence, as those of Fraga did.
165
“una mora de Borja que debía casarse con el alamín de Pedrola, en 1407, se aseguró el reconocimiento previo
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de su derecho de volver a Borja si se quedaba viuda o se divorciaba” Ferrer i Mallol, 2002, 120.
166
It should be noted, however, that in aljamas such as that of Huesca, officials were not appointed by the King
but by the aljama itself. A post such as that of Lieutenant could have been held on an annual basis. Conte
Cazcarro, 1992, 30 and n. 45 following the views of Macho Ortega 1923, 160 who says that, “cuando el alamín es
elegido, y no nombrado por el rey, su mandato es para un año”['when the alamín is elected, and not appointed by
the king, his mandate is for one year] and of Basáñez Villaluenga, 1989, 18.
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b)!The!Intellectual!Activity!
The intellectual activity in Murcia has been discussed by Wiegers in connection with the
life of Muḥammad al-Riqūṭī (fl. c. 1250 CE) who he believes was very probably a Mudejar.167
Following Van Koningsveld, Wiegers convincingly refutes the hypothesis that there was an
institution of higher education, a madrasa, in Murcia, built by Alfonso X after the conquest
of the city in 1243 CE. Instead, there does seem to have been a Dominican convent. Wiegers
partly bases his arguments on previous research on the reports of the Murcian Ibn Rashīq
(d. after 674 H/1274-1275 CE) about contemporary polemics between Mudejars and
Christian monks in Murcia. These episodes, he claims, must be dated prior to the
establishment of a Dominican Studium Linguarum, which was established after the
suppression of the Mudejar revolts by Jaume I in 1266 CE. This makes it improbable that
this Studium was the madrasa mentioned in the historical reports about al-Riqūṭī dating
from the year 1253 CE.
Locating Piṭrūla in Albacete is therefore problematical because, even if one
opposes the views just outlined and argues that there was a madrasa in Murcia, a hub of
intellectual activity in the thirteenth century,168 and that such individuals as Ibn Rashīq did
witness some public Muslim-Christian religious polemics in Murcia in the second half of
the thirteenth century,169 records are silent about any other literary activities carried out by
Mudejars or Moriscos in this region.170 The intellectual life and any concomitant literary
output of Mudejars in Murcia seem to have been fairly marginal, especially compared to
that in Aragon (a point which will be developed in a moment). The Kitāb al-Mujādala
seems to be the only treatise of Muslim polemics against the Christians and the Jews and no
records have been preserved about public debates on theological issues at the beginning of
the fifteenth century, when al-Raqilī claims to have copied this polemic. However, this does
not mean that religious issues did not lead to conflict. An example is the order given in 1366
CE to free the faqīh and mu‘adhdhin of Asp for having sung the ṣalā and for having used the
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The Muslim historian Ibn al-Khatīb refers to al-Riqūṭī in the al-Iḥāṭa fī akhbār Gharnāṭa using the nisba alMursī. Wiegers, 1994, 50 n. 14 apud trans. Van Koningsveld, 1992, 75–110; 81.
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See Van Koningsveld, 1992, 81ff.; Martínez Gázquez, 1997, by the same author 1998; Van Koningsveld and
Wiegers, 1996, 36 n. 66.
169
Granja, 1966. See most recent scholarship on his life and on that of al-Riqūṭī among others in a recent article on
Muslim individuals who played a role in the regions of Valencia and Murcia in the transition period in Carmona
González, 2008.
170
Elsewhere I shall discuss the possible similarities between the Kitāb al-Mujādala and the Sicilian Questions (alMasā’il aṣ-Ṣiqilliyya) written by the philosopher and ṣūfī Ibn Sab ͑īn of Murcia (1217–1270 CE). Ibn Sab ͑īn lived in
the period of transition of his birth-town, Murcia, from Muslim to Christian hands but he left the Peninsula to go
to Muslim territories very early in his life. EI2 s.v. “Ibn Sab ͑īn” (Faure).
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naffīr (Sp. 'anafil', a kind of trumpet) for the call to prayer. 171 Nevertheless, these
confrontations do not seem to have led to the composition of polemical tracts. The lack of
centres of intellectual production in the area surrounding Pétrola stands in stark contrast to
the literary and intellectual activity in Aragon, a region from which comes the greatest bulk
of works written by Mudejars and by Moriscos who lived in large aljamas like those in
Zaragoza or Huesca. This relative lack might explain why the Kitāb al-Mujādala was not
transmitted any further in Arabic or in Aljamiado (we only have one unique copy of it), but,
on the other hand, it does raise questions about the reasons a work of this kind should have
been written precisely in this place. The most challenging point in this respect is that of the
presence of audiences for such a treatise.

c)!The!Christian!Missionary!Activities!
One can counter these arguments and claim that, even though Pétrola had neither a solid
Mudejar community with an active literate elite nor a strong Jewish presence, the
composition of the Kitāb al-Mujādala could have been prompted by the tireless and
successful Christian missionary efforts of such individuals as Ramón Martí, Raymond Llull
or Vicent Ferrer. However, many of these preachers were itinerant and carried out their
activities throughout the Christian territories of the Iberian Peninsula and even beyond.172
Therefore it stands to reason that the Christian preaching could also have accounted for the
composition of the Kitāb al-Mujādala in any town, such as Pedrola (Aragon).
One example who illustrates my point is the figure of Vicent Ferrer (1350–1419 CE).
His activities are contemporaneous with the date of copying given by al-Raqilī (808
H/=1405 CE). Vicent Ferrer,173 a native of Valencia, first worked as a teacher within the
Dominican Order and was later employed by Cardinal Álvaro de Luna, who became the
future Pope Benedict XIII. In 1398 CE, after having received a divine revelation Vicent Ferrer
left the papal court in Avignon to become a preacher.174 Although the principal target of his
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Ferrer i Mallol, 1987, 55 doc. 114; Basáñez Villanueva, 1989, doc. 77. Also, Constable, 2010, and the bibliography
cited there for some of these regulations, especially 77.
172
Longpré relies on the studies of Berthold Altaner and identifies Ramon Martí with the friar who tried to
convert the ṣultān al-Mustanṣir in Tunis in 1268-1269 CE. Longpré, 1969. As Harvey rightly notes, Llull differs in
his views from Martí with regard how doctrine should be explained and that he refers to the meeting of Martí
with the sultan in various of his works. Hames, 1995, 79-80. Longpré also adduces the hypothesis that while he
was in Tunis Ramon Martí might have translated his Explanatio simboli apostolorum for this occasion. Longpré,
1969, 199–200.
173
See for his life and preaching: Ferrer, 1971–; Ferrer, 1956; edition of Vicent Ferrer “Tractat de la vida espiritual”
in Ferrer, 1998; Mira, 2002. Also, Martínez Romero, 2002. See for the editions and literature on Vicent Ferrer the
recent entry in Achnitz, 2011; 585-590. It does not include the edition and translation into Catalan and English of
the Quaestio de unitate universalis and of its Hebrew translation, Ma’amar nikhbad ba-kolel; Ferrer, 2010.
174
Ferrer, 1956, 21-26 and 36-46.
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preaching was the Christians, he also addressed the Jews and the Muslims.175 On occasion
the members of these two communities were forced to listen to his sermons. This practice,
to which we shall refer again later, seems to have been implemented both in Aragon and in
Castile. Evidence shows that there were times when Vicent Ferrer’s sermons led to
outbursts of violence against the Jews and that the King of Aragon rapidly took measures to
stop these actions.176 Cogently, the very nature of Vicent Ferrer’s apostolic work took him to
other regions of the Iberian Peninsula like Castile and Aragon, as well as to Italy.177
Everywhere he visited, his activities were intense and, writing about Aragon, the
eighteenth-century prior of the Royal Convent of Preachers of Valencia, Francesc Vidal i
Micó, noted that, “Father Fray Juan García [...] in the way that he undertook [his mission]
throughout the Kingdom of Aragon he saw him [namely: Vicent Ferrer] convert to the faith
of Jesus Christ the whole Synagogues of Daroca and Alcañíz, and a great part of the Jews of
Zaragoza, Huesca, Calatayud and the surrounding places.”178 We know that all these places,
also contained Mudejar aljamas. Moreover, the status of Vicent Ferrer in Pedrola (Aragon)
is aptly illustrated by the fact that the church in this town, Nuestra señora de los ángeles,
preserved various relics associated with Ferrer.179 Hence is it not just as likely, or even more
likely, that these and previous, similar proselytizing efforts might have led an inhabitant of
Pedrola to copy the Kitāb al-Mujādala in order to strengthen the faith of his co-religionists
in the face of the onslaught of such Christian efforts?
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Ferrer, 1956, 38.
Op. cit., 55. In Ávila, the King of Castile allowed two converts to oblige the Jews to listen to their sermons. These
sermons took the form of disputes which lasted four days. Muslims were also required to attend them. BenShalom, 2003, 39-40.
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Vendrell Llagosta, 1953; Martínez Ferrando, 1955; Cátedra García, 1994 (which contains the edition of the
colection of sermons in the codex MS RAE 294, Real Academia Española); Ferrer edited by Perarnau i Espelt,
1996; Vidal Doval, 2010. He was in Italy between 1407–1408 CE. De Garganta and Forcada, 1956, 71. I did not
consult Martínez Ferrando, J.E. San Vicente Ferrer y la Casa Real de Aragón. Madrid: Consejo Superior de
Investigaciones Científicas, 1955.
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“el Padre Fray Juan García […] que en la vereda que emprendió por el Reyno de Aragón le vió convertir
enteramente à la fè de Jesu-Christo las Sinagogas de Daroca, y Alcañíz, y gran parte de los Judios de Zaragoza,
Huesca, Calatayud, y Lugares circunvecinos” Vidal y Micó, 1752, 218.
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“Aunque no es mi intento tratar las Reliquias, que ilustran a nuestro Reyno de Aragon, no puedo dexar de
referir aqui algunas singulares, entre las muchas, que posee la Iglesia de la Villa de Pedrola, y son las siguientes:
[…] Parte del Habito, Escapulario, y Tunica de San Vicente Ferrer”. Account provided by the Carmelite friar and
rector of the Carmelite Colegio de San José in Zaragoza, Roque Alberto Faci. Faci, 1750; 37. This church still has its
Mudejar apse. I do not know what happened to the relics.
176
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3.4.3.!The!Internal!Evidence!in!MS!AF!58!
One last point of importance to the present discussion is the languages used by its copyist
al-Raqilī. As noted earlier, although the bulk of the text is written in Arabic, there is a good
sprinkling of Aljamiado words and expressions throughout the text, and these seem to have
been influenced by the Navarro-Aragonese dialects. For example, on f. 60r/v, the
manuscript is damaged and difficult to read but the first letters of the possessive pronoun
“lures” (English ‘theirs’) is distinguishable. At the time when the copy of the Kitāb alMujādala was made (808 H/=1405 CE), in the Navarro-Aragonese dialect “lur/lurs” had
increasingly been substituted by the Castilian pronouns “su/sus” but its use had been
retained in the Occitan and Catalan dialects.180 This linguistic evidence does support the
arguments for the place of the composition of this work having taken place in both the
northeast and the southeast of the Iberian Peninsula. On the one hand, it does fit in well
with the hypothesis that the Kitāb al-Mujādala was copied in Pedrola, where the Aragonese
dialect was dominant. On the other hand, during the Middle Ages and the Early Modern
period the Aragonese and Catalan dialects also exerted an important influence on the
language spoken in Villena, a village which was located in the seigneury, later the duchy
and marquisate, of Villena – in which Pétrola was also located.181 This example suffices to
illustrate the difficulties in determining which dialect al-Raqilī used.

Evaluation!
In conclusion, I would like to present an evaluation of the arguments, since I think that
some of them are more compelling than others. This is the case with the lack of either a
strong Mudejar or Jewish aljama in Pétrola, which casts doubt on the idea that the Kitāb alMujādala was copied in this town since there would have been no human infrastructure in
which this could have happened. Nevertheless, the challenge the Christians’ preaching
posed to the Mudejars can also be used as an argument for this polemic having been copied
in Pedrola. Even more cogently, this religious propaganda provides a more coherent and
plausible explanation for this work having been copied. The Mudejar communities in the
Aragonese region were very active in copying and transmitting works of religion and
controversy (it should be recalled that one of the Arabic copies of the Ta’yīd was completed
in Huesca). There was a Jewish aljama in Pedrola and, in 1407 CE, in the town there was
also a Mudejar amīn of marriageable age and, therefore fully capable of performing his
duties and of holding another position in the aljama which would have allowed him to
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engage in polemics. As noted, the relatively large size of MS AF 58 made it unsuitable to
carry around and suggests its use in community services. The presence of Jews in
combination with the Christians’ intense proselytizing efforts in Aragon, for instance, those
of Vicent Ferrer and the veneration of his figure in Pedrola, seem to give added support to
the argument that Piṭrūla should be located in present-day Pedrola. Al-Raqilī could have
been a native of the nearby town of Ricla who moved to Pedrola and later married there a
woman from Borja. Moreover, it has been argued above that one of the sources of the Kitāb
al-Mujādala could have been connected to the influential Sharafī family who, as it has been
noted, had branches in Castile and in Aragon among other places.
This notwithstanding, compelling evidence for either of these two towns is not
conclusive and it also does not necessarily follow that the work was composed in Aragon.

Conclusions!

!

From the sources examined here it appears that, although the production and consumption
of works of religious polemics was kept up during the Mudejar period, the composition of
the Arabic originals of these works actually seems to have taken place in the fourteenth
century. The Arabic originals of the Ta’yīd and of the Kitāb al-Mujādala are virtually
contemporaneous with the Arabic original and the Aljamiado adaptations of the Kitāb
Miftāḥ ad-Dīn, and in more general terms we can say that the fourteenth century, a period
in which the Christians seem to have made the most ardent efforts to proselytize both the
Mudejars and Muslims, witnessed a peak in the production of the literature of religious
polemics by Mudejars.182
There are strong arguments to situate the composition of the Kitāb al-Mujādala in
the fairly immediate environment of the Sharafīs, a Mudejar family with branches in several
kingdoms of the Iberian Peninsula, who had close ties with the Christian elite of their time.
Evidence has been provided that a work of the fourteenth-century Castilian qāḍī Hamete
could have been one of the sources mentioned in this treatise, particularly, the qāḍī Abū-l͑Abbās Aḥmad al-Lakhmī al-Sharafī. If future discoveries confirm this hypothesis, Hamete
will be the first Mudejar religious leader for whom we have documented evidence of
polemical activities.
I have discussed whether the Kitāb al-Mujādala could have provided an answer to
existing works of polemics written by Christians. The evidence available does not allow us
as yet to probe any farther than to notice the important presence of the Christian
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discourses in this polemic and some parallels with Ramón Martí’s treatise against the
Muslims and the Jews, Pugio Fidei. However, beyond this were cannot establish a direct
dependence on this work. Taking into account the differences between the Aljamiado
manuscripts of the Ta’yīd, I have argued that they are adaptations, not merely translations,
and that the increasing animosity towards the Jews found in some of them might reflect the
Christian attitudes towards the Jews and the changes in power between communities in the
Christian territories after the expulsion of the Jews in 1492 CE. The influence of Christian
discourses in the Ta’yīd is an aspect to which I shall return in the next chapters.
It also should be noted that some miscellaneous manuscripts in circulation among
the Mudejars and the Moriscos seem to have been entirely devoted to the refutation of
Judaism; indeed they seem to have been compiled as a kind of ‘manual’ for the refutation of
Jews and Judaism. An example would be MS L 536 (Fondo Documental Histórico de las
Cortes de Aragón), in which we find not just the Ta’yīd, the ‘demandas’, the ‘ten lines of the
Torah’, but also a ‘Jewish confession’, a fragment about the mistakes found in their religious
law, a fragment on the Prophet Elijah and some excerpts from a Jewish chronology of the
world.
Finally, the analysis of the polemical sources is consistent with the studies of Van
Koningsveld which demonstrate that most works in circulation among the Mudejars were
copied in small towns and cities. Compelling evidence has been provided that the copying
of the Kitāb al-Mujādala was carried out in the town of Pedrola (Aragon). The findings in
this chapter buttress the arguments provided so far and confirm the active involvement of
the Mudejars in polemics and their endeavours to transmit their polemical knowledge from
one generation to the next. They show that treatises of religious polemics were not only
used and adapted by Mudejars, but in all probability also composed by some members of
their communities. The findings are also consistent with the scholarship by Wiegers that
most Aljamiado manuscripts were copied after the last forced conversions of the Mudejars
in 1526 CE.183
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Chapter!Four:!Muslim!Literature!of!Religious!Polemics!!

Introduction!

The preceding discussion has given us grounds to establish a Mudejar origin for some
treatises of religious polemics and to place the production of the Arabic originals of such
works in the fourteenth century. This is consistent with the periodization of the polemical
literature in Arabic in the Iberian Peninsula provided by Van Koningsveld and Wiegers.1
According to these authors, the first polemics written in Arabic in al-Andalus date from the
Ṭaifa period and are represented by the work of Ibn Ḥazm (994 -1064 CE). The attacks
against Christians and Jews by Ibn Ḥazm were followed by a second stage which ran
parallel to the Christian conquests of the Muslim territory. These polemics placed a strong
focus on military confrontation. The third and last stage began with the Arabic polemics by
the thirteenth-century authors al-Asīr and al-Qaysī, and were followed by the translations
of these and other works into Romance by the Mudejars and later by the Moriscos. To this
period characterized by the Christian missionary efforts to convert the Muslims belong
both the Arabic originals and some Aljamiado adaptations of the Mudejar treatises of
religious polemics discussed so far.
The Muslim literature of religious polemics against the Christians and the Jews
produced in particular in al-Andalus and the Maghreb, but also in Christian Iberia, is the
natural basis for the study of the Mudejar literature on this subject. This chapter offers a
selection of Muslim authors and works of polemics in these regions which are important to
the analysis of the texts below. In many cases, they coincide with those mentioned in the
publication by Van Koningsveld and Wiegers. However, because other religious genres
cultivated by the Mudejars and the Moriscos show Eastern influences, I shall also discuss
some works produced in this region which could have been of importance to the Mudejar
treatises of religious polemics. The sections which follow are not divided into chronological
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Here, I summarize the views by Van Koningsveld and Wiegers in Van Koningsveld and Wiegers, 1994, 194-196. As
far as I am aware, these two scholars are the only ones so far to have embarked on such an attempt and to have
included the Mudejar production.
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periods but into geographical areas: al-Andalus (1); Christian Iberia (2); the Maghreb (3) and
the Mashriq (4).

4.1.$alKAndalus!
a)!Ibn!Ḥazm!
The Cordovan Ibn Ḥazm (994–1064 CE) is famed for his engagement in the discussion of
the Christian and Jewish Scriptures and for his virulent polemical attacks on them. Ibn
Ḥazm’s polemics against the Jews occupy only a part of his extensive work in which he
attacks all his enemies, including those Muslims who did not adhere to the Ẓāhirī doctrine
which he followed.2 His purpose is to demonstrate the falsity of the Torah and the sacred
books of the Jews. He argues that, after the death of Moses and the destruction of the
Temple of Jerusalem by the Babylonian king, Nebuchadnezzar, the Torah was destroyed. In
order to counter the Jewish claim that the Torah and the sacred books of the Jews have a
divine origin and to show that they are an invention of the rabbis, Ibn Ḥazm quotes and
systematically refutes long fragments from the Pentateuch, the Talmud, the books of the
Prophets and the Psalms. In his view, the only passages which have remained uncorrupted
are those protected by God in which the prophecy of Muḥammad is announced and which
therefore God protected from falsification.3
Given the importance which Ibn Ḥazm attaches to the doctrine of the falsification of
the revealed text (taḥrīf), it is a little bit surprising that in his most important work of
polemics, the al-Fiṣal fī-l-Milal wa-l-Ahwā’ wa-n-Niḥal [‘Book of Decisive Solutions
concerning Religions, Sects and Schools’] he does not always provide literal quotations of
the Bible but paraphrases them instead. 4 In his work, Ibn Ḥazm inserts personal
biographical information and details of his disputes with the Jews which indicate that the
polemics between the two communities in al-Andalus were frequent and probably of a
public character. So, Ibn Ḥazm claims: “I repeatedly threw this passage at some Jews with
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Ibn Ḥazm’s work has received much scholarly attention; see Asín Palacios, 1927-1932; the various publications by
Adang, such as Adang, 1994a and 1996; Pulcini 1998; Ljamai, 2003; Adang et al., 2013. See also the recent study of
the al-Fiṣal by Samir Kaddouri, 2013 and 2015. I thank Prof. P.S. van Koningsveld for having given me a copy of
Kaddouri’s dissertation.
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Adang, 1994a, 55. Thomas and Monferrer Sala, 2011, 138.
4
According to Lazarus-Yafeh, Ibn Ḥazm would have been the first author to provide a paraphrase of the biblical
text of such length and to provide a literal translations of entire chapters, Lazarus-Yafeh, 1992, 136. Sometimes,
however, Ibn Ḥazm’s sources do not seem to correspond either to the Torah or to the oral Torah (Talmud).
Adang 1994a, 66-67. The mixture of supposedly biblical and almost verbatim quotations of passages from these
texts is characteristic of medieval Muslim polemical literature. Lazarus-Yafeh, 1992, 78.!
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whom I engaged in polemics in public.”5 Sometimes he addresses the reader with direct

questions, for instance, when he criticizes the number of the male sons of Levi given in the
Book of Numbers and says: “For, could you believe, oh reader, that the shameless author
who wrote this book for the Jews allowed his arithmetical ignorance to come to this
extreme?”6 Overall, the focus of Ibn Ḥazm is directed towards proving the falsity of the
Torah. This is well illustrated in the following example from the al-Fiṣal:
The second [enormity in the Torah, MCA] is that the forger of this nonsense (God damn
him!) has dared to attribute such a spicy story to God, or to attribute to his prophet and
envoy, Lot, the enormous immorality of having cohabitated with his two daughters, one
after another. [...] These are truly the most shameless things that have ever been told,
and could not have been forged but by atheists, who in their wickedness reached the
limit of contempt for God and His prophets.7

The harsh words of Ibn Ḥazm were probably aggravated by his exasperation with the
prosperity of the Jewish communities in al-Andalus during the first half of the eleventh
century. The welfare of the Jewish communities in comparison to the Visigoth period had
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Sidney H. Griffith notes that the sources for his biblical quotations are unknown and do not correspond with the
Arabic Bibles known to scholars. Griffith, 2013, 199. This is partly true, since Kaddouri has been able to identify
some of these sources as Oriental Arabic Bible versions. See, Kaddouri, 2013, passim.
6
My translation of Asín Palacios, 1927-1932, Vol. II, 327: "Porque ¿crees tú, lector, que el autor desvergonzado que
escribió a los judíos este libro pudiera llegar en su ignorancia de la aritmética a este colmo?.
7
My translation of Asín Palacios, 1927-1932, Vol. II, 265: “La segunda [enormidad que hay en la Torah, MCA] es
atreverse el falsario que forjó esta chochez (¡maldígalo Dios!) a colgarle a Dios tan picante historieta, o sea el
atribuir a su profeta y enviado Lot la enorme inmoralidad de cohabitar con sus dos hijas, una tras otra. [...] Estas
son en verdad las cosas más impúdicas que jamás se habrán dicho, y no han podido ser forjadas sino por ateos,
que en su impiedad llegaron al colmo del desprecio de Dios y sus profetas.” It should be borne in mind, however,
that as Camilla Adang notes, Ibn Ḥazm’s attacks are directed primarily towards Judaism as a religion and not
towards the ethnic origins of Jews, as he regarded them as potential converts. Adang, 1994a, 105. The same
attitude towards the Jews is clear in the polemical treatise the Iẓhār Tabdīl al-Yahūd [‘Exposure of the Alterations
Introduced by the Jews’], preserved in the al-Fiṣal. The Iẓhār Tabdīl al-Yahūd wa-n-Naṣārā li-t-Tawrāt wa-l-Injīl
wa-Bayān Tanāquḍ mā bi-Aydīhim min Dhālika Mimmā lā Yaḥtamilu at-Ta’wīl [‘Exposure of the Alterations
Introduced into the Torah and the Gospel by Jews and Christians, and an Elucidation of the Contradictions
Contained in the Versions thereof They Possess, Which Cannot Be Explained Away by Metaphorical
Interpretation’]. Camilla Adang notes that most scholars follow the ideas of Goldziher, who argues that Ibn Ḥazm
incorporated the treatise of the Iẓhār into his history of the religions, the al-Fiṣal (in Ibn Ḥazm, Abū Muḥammad
ʿAlī ibn Aḥmad ibn Saʿīd. Al-Fiṣal fī-l-Milal wa-l-Ahwā’ wa-n-Niḥal [‘Book of Decisive Solutions concerning
Religions, Sects and Schools’]. 5 parts in 3 vols. Beirut: Dār al-Ma r͑ ifa li-l-Ṭiba a͑ wa-l-Nashr, 1395H/1975 CE, Vol. I,
116-224and Vol. II, 1-91). However, this hypothesis does not explain why in the al-Fiṣal Iẓhār is entitled Faṣl fī
Munāqaḍāt Ẓāhira wa-Takādhīb Wāḍiḥa fī-l-Kitāb alladhī tusammīhi al-Yahūd at-Tawrāt wa-fī Sā’ir Kutubihim,
wa-fī-l-Anājīl al-Arba a͑ , yutayaqqanu bi-dhālika taḥrīfuhā wa-tabdīluhā wa-annahā ghayr alladhī anzala-llāh a͑ zza
wa-jalla [‘On the Obvious Contradictions and Blatant Lies Contained in the Book Which the Jews Call the Torah
and in the Rest of Their Books, as Well as in the Four Gospels, Demonstrating the Fact that These Have Been
Corrupted and Are Different to the Books Which God, Almighty and Exalted, Has Revealed’]. Adang, 1996, 66 and
n. 295. Samir Kaddouri has recently argued that it is an apocryphal work attributed to this author. Kaddouri, 2013.
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increased to such a point8 that, in some cases, the Jews had come to occupy highly
responsible positions.9 The unrest stirred in Muslims by the rise of the Jews is reflected in
the qaṣīda of Abū Isḥāq al-Ilbīrī (d. 1067-1068 CE), born in Elvira (Granada), in which this
author severely criticizes the King of Granada, Bādīs ibn Ḥabūs, for granting positions of
great responsibility at court to the Jews, and urges the North African Berber tribes to rise
against the Jews of al-Andalus.10 In this connection, Camilla Adang notes two principal
reasons which seem to have prompted Ibn Ḥazm to write his polemics against the Jews: the
violation of the covenant of the dhimma, and what he saw as reprehensible trends in the
Islam of his time; that is, reasons of both a religious and a political nature. Indeed, the
assignation of responsible positions to the Jews did contravene the pact of the dhimma
which gave non-Muslim communities in an Islamic state protection in exchange for the
payment of tribute (jizya), but prevented them from attaining positions above the Muslims.
However, after the collapse of the Caliphate of Córdoba (1031 CE), the struggles for power
between the various Ṭā’ifa kingdoms transformed Jews into the perfect allies of some
Muslim rulers who could not trust either their co-religionists or the Christians, with whom
they were waging war for territory.11 This dilemma facilitated a situation in which, in some
Ṭā’ifas, for instance, in that of Granada, the Jews had been put in charge of collecting taxes
from the Muslims or of leading an army.12 A well-known example is that of Ismā ī͑ l ibn alNaghrīla, vizier of the Zīrid court of Granada, with whom Ibn Ḥazm disputed some of his
best-known controversies.13 The animosity among Muslims towards Jews might also have
been reinforced by the great respect shown the Torah and the observation of some Jewish
precepts by some Andalusī Muslim, practices which were considered as ‘judaizing’.14
Although there are no indications of any direct influence of the work of Ibn Ḥazm
on the polemic against the Jews in the Ta’yīd al-Milla, it is possible to argue that the content
of this Mudejar polemic shows a link to Ibn Ḥazm’s thought in two respects: the first is the
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Roth, 1994, Chapter One.
Adang, 1994a, Chapter One (15-23) and passim.
10
On this poet, see García Gómez, Emilio. Un alfaquí español: Abū Isḥāq de Elvira, Madrid: Consejo Superior de
Investigaciones Científicas, 1944, and, by the same author, Cinco poetas musulmanes: biografías y estudios.
Madrid: Espasa Calpe, 1944, 95-138. Also, EI2 s.v. “Abū Isḥāq al-Ilbīrī” (García Gómez) and EI3 s.v. “Abū Isḥāq alIlbīrī” (Garulo).
11
As Adang notes, "los judíos, que no participaban en el conflicto, tenían la confianza de los gobernantes." ['Jews,
who were not involved in the conflict [namely: between Muslims], had the confidence of the rulers]. Adang,
1994b, 16.
12
Roth notes that, although the covenant of the dhimma was not respected in other Islamic countries, only in alAndalus did Jews attain such high positions in the social hierarchy. Roth, 1994, 79.
13
"ar-Radd a͑ lā Ibn al-Naghrīla-l-Yahūdī." See for this work Adang, 1996, 67-69, and particularly 67 n. 299 for the
editions of and studies about it. This polemic against the Jews is more succinct and less widespread than the alFiṣal, so I shall not deal with it here. For a detailed discussion, see Fierro, 2013 and Brann, 2002, Chaper Two.
14
Adang, 1994a, 52. For the views of Ibn Ḥazm on the ‘judaizing’ practices among Mālikites, see Adang, 1995.
9
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central place of the Torah and prophetic books in the refutation of Judaism, which is in line

with Ibn Ḥazm’s dialectic stress on the importance of the sources of religious opponents as
a polemical weapon; the second reason is the motives which inspired the author of the
Ta’yīd argue with the Jews. These are similar to those of Ibn Ḥazm: political (namely: the
competition for the favour of the Christian lords) and religious (namely: the competition to
achieve excellence).15 This similarity notwithstanding, the Ta’yīd and the polemics by Ibn
Ḥazm pursue different goals: whereas the point of departure of the author of the Ta’yīd is
the misinterpretation of Scripture, but he still accepts its truth, Ibn Ḥazm wants to
demonstrate the falsity of the canonical texts of the Jews in their entirety. Consequently,
the Mudejar author of the Ta’yīd does use the Torah but criticizes it differently to the way
adopted by Ibn Ḥazm.
As Theodore Pulcini notes, Ibn Ḥazm’s critique of the Gospels follows logically from
his critique of the Torah. Indeed, Ibn Ḥazm had to demonstrate that the coming of Jesus did
not restore the Revelation to the Jews, and that the Gospels had also been corrupted.16
Unlike most Muslim scholars of his time, Ibn Ḥazm’s approach to the Gospels assigns a
central place to falsification (taḥrīf): the text had not been misinterpreted (taḥrīf al-ma n͑ ā)
but falsified (taḥrīf an-naṣṣ).17 Hence, when Ibn Ḥazm deals with the Trinity, the divinity of
Jesus, the crucifixion and the meaning of the Paraclete, he always pays full attention to the
contradictions in the Gospels and the Gospel narratives.18 He claims that the falsity of the
Gospels can be proven in two ways: either by historical scrutiny of the emergence and
development of Christianity or by human reason or natural laws.19 This is in line with his
understanding of “[t]he Islamic religion as the original and only genuine one (religio
naturalis), whose contents are in absolute harmony with the real world and natural
processes”, 20 and he considers "only the Aristotelian as the valid criterion for a
differentiation between truth and falsehood”.21 Below we shall see that the notion of religio
naturalis, known in Islam as ad-dīn al-fiṭra, is also important to the Mudejar treatise of
religious polemics of the Kitāb al-Mujādala.
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Adang 1994a, 101 and 111.
Pulcini, 1998, 98 ff.
17
Behloul, 2013, 457-483, particularly 459-460. Ibn Ḥazm holds the same views about the Torah. See also the
article by Urvoy in this same volume; Urvoy, 2013, 485-496.
18
Ljamai looks at the al-Fiṣal as well as at such works as the Kitāb al-Uṣūl wa-l-Furū ,͑ the at-Taqrīb li-Ḥadd alManṭiq wa-l-Madkhal ilayh bi-l-Alfāẓ al- ͑Āmmiyya wa-l-Amthila al-Fiqhiyya, the al-Iḥkām fī Uṣūl al-Aḥkām, or the
al-Muḥallā. Ljamai, 2003, 43-51 and 71-79. Behloul provides an overview of Ibn Ḥazm’s structure of his polemic
against the four Gospels in the al-Fiṣal. Behloul, 2013, 474. Behloul does not mention the work of Ljamai in his
references on pp. 482-483.
19
Behloul, 2013, 461.
20
Behloul, 2013, 459.
21
Behloul, 2013, 464.
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Also relevant to the analysis of how the author of the Kitāb al-Mujādala polemicizes with
the Christians is the approach taken by Ibn Ḥazm to Aristotelian logic in one of his first
works, the at-Taqrīb.22 Behloul summarizes Ibn Ḥazm’s approach as follows:
Ibn Ḥazm sees the fundamental evil in the previous modes of reception of Aristotelian
logic in Islam in its polarising effect on the Islamic umma. To completely resolve this
problem, Ibn Ḥazm attempts in his Taqrīb to abrogate for once and for all the autonomy
or the singularity of the philosophy underlying the recent Muslim forms of reception of
Aristotelianism. Namely, philosophy and theology may not remain differing approaches
to reality, each autonomous and following systemic rules of their own. Two different
paths to the one and the same truth cannot exist, in Ibn Ḥazm’s system of thought. For if
one path is true, then the other path, though it may share many similarities with the first,
must necessarily be wrong. In Ibn Ḥazm’s embracing of Aristotle, therefore, one finds
not an attempt at harmonizing the two competing and self-sufficient world views, but
rather a strategic engagement of an independent system of thought for apologetic and
polemical purposes.23

Here, the stance taken by Ibn Ḥazm seems to approach that of the author of the Kitāb alMujādala, who, as will be shown in detail in Chapter Six, places logic not as subsidiary to
religious sciences but as an integral part of God’s creation.24 However, Ibn Ḥazm refutes the
views of the non-Muslim philosophers and is opposed to the use of allegory and metaphor.
Holding an almost diametrically opposed view to this stance, the author of the Kitāb alMujādala relies on the authority of Aristotle to support a worldview which regards
philosophy, logic and the natural sciences as inseparable from and indispensable to an
understanding of the Divine, and claims, moreover, that allegory and metaphor are
necessary to understanding the Qur’ān properly.25 As does Ibn Ḥazm, this Mudejar author
argues that man is unable to know the hidden (ghā’ib) and only has access to what is visible
(ẓāhir).26 There are two final points of attention: one is the fact that in his rendering of
passages from the Gospels, Ibn Ḥazm attaches great importance to the original text and he
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According to Ljamai, written between 1024-1030 CE. Ljamai, 2003, 45. Behloul notes that Ibn Ḥazm refutes
Christianity in the at-Taqrīb and he uses the principles developed in it in his other works, the al-Fiṣal and the alIḥkām fī Uṣūl al-aḥkām. Behloul refers the reader to his own discussion on the dating of the at-Taqrīb in one of his
previous publications. Behloul, 2013, 465 and n. 31, 473 and 478.
23
Behloul, 2013, 472.
24
“For Ibn Ḥazm, logic does not constitute an alien body of ideas that would harmonise only with the islamic
revelation, but a tool that the Creator, by an act of grace, has placed at the disposal of all peoples.” Behloul, 2013,
470.
25
On only one occasion does the author refute the views of Aristotle, namely: his saying that, “after this world
there is not an afterlife” because, he claims, this is contrary to the revealed text. MS AF 58, f. 44r.
26
MS AF 58, f. 43v. See Ibn Ḥazm’s approach to the visible universe as a proof the existence of God in Behloul,
2013, especially 467-470.
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also refers to Jesus as Yasū ͑ and not by the Islamic name of Ī͑ sā.27 As it has been noted

above, the Kitāb al-Mujādala also uses Yasū ͑ in some of quotations attributed to the
Christians. The other is the sympathies of Ibn Ḥazm for the Jews, and for his enemies in
general, change depending on the subject he addresses, as Adang notes.28 We come across
the same polemical ‘move’ in the Kitāb al-Mujādala.
Despite the importance of the al-Fiṣal in its influence on later literature of
controversy, no overall study of it has made so far. In his monograph about Ibn Ḥazm,
Abdelilah Ljamai devotes one chapter to the work of three peninsular figures who could
have taken the al-Fiṣal as a model for their polemics with the Christians: Abū Ja f͑ ar Aḥmad
Ibn al-Ṣamad al-Khazrajī al-Anṣārī al-Qurṭubī (1125-1186 CE), 29 Aḥmad Ibn U
͑ mar ibn
30
Ibrāhīm al-Anṣārī al-Qurṭubī (1182-1258 CE) and ͑Abd Allāh al-Tarjumān al-Mayūrqī (13531430 CE).31 Camilla Adang gives the names of those Muslim authors, two of them Orientals,
who might have followed the method of criticism of the Torah developed by Ibn Ḥazm in
his polemics against the Jews but does not discuss them at length: Ibn Ẓafar (d. 1169 CE), alQarāfī32 (d. 1285 CE) and Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya (1292-1350 CE).33 To this group also belongs
Samaw’al al-Maghribī (1130-1180 CE), who lived in Syria, Iraq and Iran, and will be discussed
below.34
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Urvoy, 2013, 492.
Adang, 1996, 253-254.
29
Ljamai focuses his analysis on the work of al-Khazrajī's Kitāb Maqāmi ͑ aṣ-Ṣulbān fī-r-Radd a͑ lā A
͑ badat alAwthān [‘Book of the Weapons to Repress the Crosses in the Refutation of the Idolaters’], (Ljamai, 2003, 145-152)
but it seems that al-Khazrajī also wrote a refutation of Judaism, the Munāẓara-l-Yahūd [‘Debate with the Jews’] to
be discussed below.
30
Kaddouri has identified this person with the author of the al-I l͑ ām which will be discussed in a moment.
Kaddouri, 2000.
31
Ljamai, 2003, Chapter Five. Al-Tarjumān refers to previous polemicists like Ibn Ḥazm but argues that the
similarities with the al-Fiṣal are few. Ljamai 2003, 168-173, particularly 171.
32
Shihāb al-Dīn al-Qarāfī (1228-1285 CE), Kitāb al-Ajwiba al-Fākhira ʿan (fī-r-Radd a͑ lā)-l-Asʾila al-Fākhira fī arRadd a͑ lā al-Milla-l-Kāfira [‘Superb Answers to Shameful Questions in Refutation of the Unbelieving Religion’],
Brockelmann, 1943–1949, Supp. 1, 665. See EI2 s.v. “al-Qarāfī” (Jackson). For an overview of the publications about
this author and his work, see El Kaisy-Friemuth in CMR 4, 2012.
33
Adang, 1994a, 99-100.
34
According to Lazarus-Yafeh, Ibn Ḥazm of Córdoba (994-1064 CE) and the convert from Judaism Samaw’al alMaghribī (1130-1180 CE) are “the two basic sources for medieval polemics Against Judaism and the Bible”. Adang
refers to him as “judío convertido de origen andalusí" ['Jewish convert of Andalusī origin'], Adang, 1994a, 100,
because the family of his father might have migrated to Baghdād from al-Andalus to escape the persecution of
the Almoravids. See for Samaw’al’s most important polemic against the Jews, Perlmann, 1964.
28
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b)!alKKhazrajī!
The Cordovan al-Khazrajī (1125-1186 CE), author of the Kitāb Maqāmi ͑ aṣ-Ṣulbān [‘The Book
of the Triumph over the Cross’]35 seems to have quoted passages from the al-Fiṣal without
acknowledging his sources.36 Al-Khazrajī was born in Córdoba but was a captive of war in
Christian Toledo between 1145 and 1147 CE. In the Kitāb Maqāmi ͑ aṣ-Ṣulbān, al-Khazrajī
refutes the arguments of a Christian priest in Toledo nicknamed al-Qūṭī, or the Goth.37
Ljamai notes that in Toledo al-Khazrajī held the legal status of mudajjan, that is to say, of
Mudejar. 38 However, it is important to note that the “Mudejar status” of al-Khazrajī was
exceptional in so far as it was merely circumstantial. Born a free Muslim in Córdoba, this
author was educated in an entirely different cultural and social environment to that of the
Toledan Mudejars who had found themselves under Christian rule for roughly half a
century. In either case, the captivity of al-Khazrajī in the capital of knowledge of the
Christian territories of the Iberian Peninsula at the time seems to have made him reluctant
to accede to the demands by the Mudejar communities of Toledo to write a treatise of
polemics against al-Qūṭī. Neverthless, once released, al-Khazrajī did acquiesce in the desire
of his co-religionists and sent them the Maqāmi ͑ aṣ-Ṣulbān.39
In the folds of the Maqāmi ͑ aṣ-Ṣulbān there is a polemic against the Jews, the
Munāẓarat al-Yahūd [‘Debate with the Jews’]. Here, al-Khazrajī disputes with one of the
Jewish sages, and claims that the prophecy of the coming of Muḥammad is foretold in the
Torah. To sustain his claim, al-Khazrajī cites Deuteronomy 18:18: “I will raise among them a
prophet like you [Moses]”. The arguments adduced by al-Khazrajī to show that the prophet
announced in these verses is none other than Muḥammad are so convincing that his Jewish
interlocutor asks a co-religionist who is at his side how to get rid of “that Arab”.40
The most important connection between the Maqāmi ͑ aṣ-Ṣulbān and the polemics
against the Christians in the Kitāb al-Mujādala is that these two treatises include references
to a Christian called Aghushtīn. In the Maqāmi ͑ aṣ-Ṣulbān, Aghushtīn is called a
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A work of secondary importance in the intervening period is the refutation of a French monk by al-Bājī, dated
before 1081 CE. See Zomeño, 2011, 173-175.
36
Ljamai claims that the editor of the Kitāb Maqāmi ͑ aṣ-Ṣulbān, Abdelmajid Aḥmad Sharfī, was the first to place
the texts quoted in these two treatises side by side. Ljamai, 2003, 147.
37
The Kitāb Maqāmi ͑ aṣ-Ṣulbān preserves the letter from al-Qūṭī. Burman 1994 quoting the edition of the alKhazrajī by Sharfī, 1975, 30-39. See also n. 90 on this page for another edition of this work. A detailed description
of the letter from al-Qūṭī is provided in Burman, 1994, 62-70.
38
“mudajjanan bayna aẓhur al-qawm wa fī qubbati diyānatihim”, al-Khazrajī edited by Sharfī, 1975, 39.
39
Granja, 1968, 327-328. Van Koningsveld discusses whether al-Khazrajī could have written this work in Toledo,
with the help of other Mudejars, or only did so after his return to Córdoba, perhaps with the help of a European
slave, and argues that it is more plausible that the second option was the case. Van Koningsveld, 1994b, 18-19 n.
40. Al-Khazrajī ended his days teaching ḥadīth in the mosque of al-Qarawiyyīn in Fez.
40
For this answer, in Arabic, see Kaddouri, 2012, Num. 12.
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commentator on biblical texts41 but we shall see below that he is also mentioned in the next

polemical work, in which he is referred to as bishop.

c)!alKQurṭubī!
Al-Qurṭubī (1182-1258 CE) repeatedly refers to Aghushtīn and calls him a bishop in his alI l͑ ām bi-mā fī Dīn an-Naṣarā min al-Fasād wa-l-Awhām wa-Iẓhār Maḥāsin Dīn al-Islām waIthbāt Nubuwwat Nabīnā Muḥammad a͑ layhi aṣ-ṣalāt wa-s-salām [‘Demonstration of the
Corruptions and Delusions of the Religion of the Christians and an Exposition of the Merits
of the Religion of Islam and an Affirmation of the Prophethood of our Prophet Muḥammad,
Peace Be upon Him’].42 In al-I l͑ ām Al-Qurṭubī seems to have used the work of al-Khazrajī43
and, moreover, he quotes parts of two Christian works: the Tathlīth al-Waḥdāniyya
[‘Trinitizing the Unity’] sent to al-Khazrajī by a Toledan priest, and the Maṣḥaf al- ͑Ālam alKā’in [‘The Book of the Existing World’] attributed to Aghushtīn.44 Burman notes that,
according to al-Qurṭubī, the Tathlīth al-Waḥdānīyya was sent to Córdoba from Toledo and,
therefore, it had circulated in both the Christian and Muslim territories.45
The work of al-Qurṭubī is interesting to the analysis of the Kitāb al-Mujādala for
various reasons. One of the most salient is the fact that these two authors use the attributes
of God – al-qudra (power), al- ͑ilm (knowledge) and al-irāda (will) –46 in their defence
against the arguments for the Trinity adduced by Aghushtīn and by the author of the
Tathlīth al-Waḥdānīyya in al-I l͑ ām. As demonstrated these attributes also appear in the
Kitāb al-Mujādala in conjunction with several references to Aghushtīn. Another reason is
that al-Qurṭubī, as noted in Chapter One, at some point in his polemic refers to the views of
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“mufassirakum Aghushtīn”. Ljamai, 2003, 152 and n. 47 quoting Maqāmi ͑ p. 60; Burman, 1994, 83 and n. 167.
Ljamai, 2003, 153-168. According to Kaddouri, the Tathlīth and the Maṣḥaf are both preserved in this work.
Kaddouri, 2000, passim. The same fact has been noted by Monferrer Sala, 2012, 392.
43
According to Ljamai, Sharfī is the first to have drawn attention to this influence in his edition of Maqāmi .͑
Ljamai, 2003, 157 n. 74. Ljamai notes that Van Koningsveld has proven that he knew this work and borrowed
passages from it without acknowledging his sources. Ljamai, 2003, 157-158 and n. 75.
44
An overview of the contents in these treatises and a discussion about the identity of Aghushtīn and of the priest
of Toledo who sent the Tathlīth al-Waḥdānīyya can be found in Burman, 1994, 71-84. Burman translates the
arguments against the Trinity, in the Tathlīth al-Waḥdānīyya, in Burman, 1997, 148-151. See also for his treatise,
Burman, 2012. Al-I l͑ ām mentions a lost epistle sent by the “obispos de los cristianos” [‘bishops of the Christians’]
to Abū Marwān A
͑ bd al-Malik Ibn Masarra al-Yaḥṣubī (d. 1157 CE). Van Koningsveld, 1989, 122-124, particularly
124.
45
Burman, 1994, 76.
46
According to Burman, Aghushtīn and the author of the Tathlīth al-Waḥdāniyya used the equivalent of the triad
of Peter Abelard and “adapted that triad to the Arabic intellectual tradition”. Burman, 1994, 181 and 184. See for
the whole discussion about the place of the triad in Christian theology or kalām in Burman, 1994, 157-189.
42
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the “priests of Aragon” and condemns them.47 Even though al-Qurṭubī does not specify in
which specific place he met these priests, his words do provide palpable evidence of the
climate of polemics between Christians and Muslims at the time, and open up the
possibility that the priests took the knowledge of al-Qurṭubī’s work or of his person back to
Aragon. Finally, al-Qurṭubī might have included a polemic against his co-religionists in the
al-I l͑ ām. Devillard postulates the hypothesis that the “Refutation of Porphyry” included in
the al-I l͑ ām by al-Qurṭubī is an interreligious Muslim polemic against philosophers.48
Should Devillard be correct in his hypothesis, this would open the possibility that the Kitāb
al-Mujādala was written as an answer to such views as those found in the “Refutation of
Porphyry”, that is, an intra-religious polemic. This idea would tally with the combative
attitude towards the understandings of philosophy among Muslims that, as we shall see, is
found in this treatise.

d)!Ibn!Sab!͑īn!
The ṣūfī Ibn Sab ͑īn of Murcia (1217–1270 CE)49 composed the al-Masā’il aṣ-Ṣiqilliyya ['Sicilian
Questions'] as a polemical answer to the questions supposedly posed by the Emperor
Frederick II. The Almohad character which Akasoy argues for the Sicilian Questions is
relevant to this premise, since the work does have similarities with the Kitāb al-Mujādala.
One of the most important is its continuous explicit references to Ibn Rushd, a mention
which “is rare in medieval Arabic literature and corresponds to the lack of transmission of
his philosophical texts.”50 Likewise relevant is the fact that, as are the Sicilian Questions, the
polemic in the Kitāb al-Mujādala is presented in the form of masā’il, or questions. In both
treatises we also observe contradictions between the philosophical arguments attributed to
a same author, references to older sources which do not correspond with these sources (as
is the case of the many references to Aristotle) and quotations from Ibn al-Sīd alBaṭalyawsī. It is as if the author of the Kitāb al-Mujādala was working, as Ibn Sab ͑īn
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The al-I l͑ ām by al-Qurṭubī, edited by al-Saqqā. Al-Qurṭubī, 1980, 407. Lazarus-Yafeh, 1996, 72. See my earlier
note for the rendering into Arabic of this passage.
48
Devillard claims that the ‘Refutation of Porphyry’ could refer to the author of the Christian treatise the Maṣhaf ;
“à moins que ce nom ne veuille stigmatiser l’aristotélisme des auteurs musulmans, il serait ainsi une réfutation
déguisée de l’islam. Hypothèse même plus vraisemblable, car il ne devait pas y avoir beaucoup de païens à cette
époque”. Devillard, 1969, 18. Burman claims that the “Refutation of Porphyre” is not a treatise in the sense of the
word but is most probably part of Aghushtīn’s Maṣhaf. Burman, 1994, 81.
49
Akasoy, 2008, 134-35. Akasoy argues that the encounter between the Emperor and Ibn Sab ͑īn might never
occurred but was purely the product of a literary fiction. For the opposite opinion on this question see the article
by Mandalà, 2007.
50
Akasoy, 2008, 135. This notwithstanding, the legal views held by Ibn Rushd seem to have been used by Muslims
in the Christian territories. Miller, 2008, 60, 90 and 112.
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probably did, with summaries of the works of Ibn Rushd, which might explain the

impression of disorder transmitted in both treatises.51 The evidence so far only allows me to
note these similarities but not to establish a direct link between these two polemics.

e)!Qam!͑!alKYahūd!
In his Iḥāṭa [MS Escorial 1673, f. 147], the historian Ibn al-Khaṭīb (1313-1375 CE) mentions an
anonymous treatise of polemics with the Jews written in al-Andalus, the Qam ͑ al-Yahūd a͑ n
ta a͑ ddī-l-Hudūd [‘The Repression of the Jews in the Offence of the Divine Ordinances’]. The
Qam ͑ al-Yahūd was written in Granada by the court physician Muḥammad ibn ͑Alī ibn ͑Abd
Allāh al-Lakhmī al-Shaqūrī (1326-1374 CE) to refute the ideas of his professional colleague
and rival, the Jewish Ibrāhīm ibn Zazār.52 We do not know the details of the contents of this
work. Al-Shaqūrī was the doctor of the famous Andalusī qāḍī Abū al-Qāsim al-Sharīf alGharnāṭī (1297-1359 CE) and, after treating a long illness suffered by al-Gharnāṭī, al-Shaqūrī
wrote a book on the dietary habits in al-Andalus entitled the Tuḥfat-al-Mutawaṣṣil waRāḥat al-Muta’ammil ['Gift to one who seeks, and comfort to the one who meditates'].53

4.2.$Christian$Iberia!
a)!Muḥammad!alKQaysī!
!
The main subjects against Christianity in the al-Qaysī’s Kitāb Miftāḥ ad-Dīn (and to a large
extent in its Aljamiado adaptation Disputa con los cristianos) are the announcement of the
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This paragraph has been taken over almost without modification from Colominas Aparicio, “Predestination and
Free Will in Mudejar Polemics. Kitāb al-Mujādala ma a͑ al-Yahūd wa-n-Naṣārā ['The Book called Disputation with
the Jews and the Christians'] and its Historical and Intellectual Background”, 2016, p. 20 (forthcoming).
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Arié, 1982, 203 and 421-422.!
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Franco Sánchez, 2001, 39 and n. 33 following Ibn al-Khaṭīb, Abū A
͑ bd Allāh Muḥammad as-Salmānī;
Muḥammad ʿAbd Allāh ͑Inān (ed.) History and biographical dictionary of Granada entitled "Al-Ihata fi akhbar
Gharnata". Al-Iḥāṭa fī akhbār Gharnāṭa. 4 vols. al-Qāhira [Cairo]: Maktaba al-Khānjī, 1973-1977; III, 177-179;
Renaud, H.P.J. "Un médecin du royaume de Grenade: Muḥammad aš-Šaqūrī." Hespéris 33 (1946): 31-64; and Peña
et al. "Corpus medicorum arabico-hispanorum." Awraq 4 (1981): 79-111; 103, number 41. As also noted by Francisco
Franco Sánchez, al-Shaqūrī belonged to a family of doctors originally of Segura de la Sierra (Jaén), whose
grandfather, Abū Tammām Ghālib (d. 1340 CE), had studied in Cairo and worked as a doctor in Morocco. Franco
Sánchez, loc. cit. See also, Kaddouri, 2012, 31 number 25. According to Samir Kaddouri, in his Iḥāṭa Ibn al-Khaṭīb
mentions the names of various fourteenth-century Andalusī poets who wrote verses against the Jews, among
them: Abū Sa ī͑ d Faraj ibn Qāsim ibn Aḥmad ibn Lubb al-Gharnāṭī (Iḥāṭa, I, 221; Abū Ja f͑ ar Aḥmad ibn A
͑ lī ibn
Muḥammad ibn Khātima al-Anṣārī al-Mālaqī (Iḥāṭa, I, 245) and Abū Ja f͑ ar Aḥmad ibn Ibrāhīm ibn Aḥmad ibn
Ṣafwān al-Mālaqī (Iḥāṭa, IV, 253-254), see Kaddouri, 2012, Num. 22, 23 and 24 quoting Ibn al-Khaṭīb's Iḥāṭa, op. cit.
I thank Dr. Samir Kaddouri for sending me this article. See for Ibn Lubb al-Gharnāṭī, Zomeño, 2006. For Ibn
Ṣafwān, see Velázquez Basanta, 1995.
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revelation of Islam in the Christian Scriptures, the origin of the various Christian
denominations and the contradictions between the Gospels; the Muslim and Christian
military campaigns; and his own experiences as a captive of war in the Christian
territories.54 On the basis of the preliminary survey of the Kitāb al-Mujādala above, there do
not seem to be any relevant correspondences between this Mudejar polemic and the Kitāb
Miftāḥ ad-Dīn. Although the author of the Kitāb al-Mujādala does appear to have been well
acquainted with Christianity, he never uses the internal dissensions among Christians as a
polemical argument, nor do we find any personal account of the experiences of the author
or of his reasons for writing such a polemic. Nevertheless, there is some common ground in
its incorporation of narratives of Muslim military successes in the Christian territories of
the Iberian Peninsula, successes which are set aside in the Aljamiado adaptation of the
Kitāb Miftāḥ ad-Dīn as are both a commemorative poem about these successes and alQaysī’s feelings on the matter.55 Pertinently, the fact that the two Arabic polemics – the
Kitāb Miftāḥ ad-Dīn and the Kitāb al-Mujādala – refer to military sources which are omitted
from the Aljamiado versions of one of them, could reflect the shift in the political balance
between Muslims and Christians in favour the latter. Hence, these narratives could have
lost strength as polemical weapons in the eyes of the Moriscos in the sense of any striving
for the achievement of a real political victory, and authors of polemics might have been
more inclined to rely on an ethic-religious discourse which allowed them to govern their
communities effectively.

4.3.$The$Maghreb!!
a)!!͑Abd!alKḤaqq!alKIslāmī!
The as-Sayf al-Mamdūd fī-r-Radd ͑alā Aḥbār al-Yahūd [‘The Extended Sword to Refute the
Jewish Sages’] was composed by A
͑ bd al-Ḥaqq al-Islāmī, a convert from Judaism from Ceuta
56
between 1393 – 1396 CE. The As-Sayf al-Mamdūd was commissioned from A
͑ bd al-Ḥaqq alIslāmī by Abū Zayd ͑Abd al-Raḥmān, ḥajīb (chamberlain) of the emirs of Ceuta between
1387-1393 CE and 1396-1400 CE. It seems that the reasons which induced Abū Zayd to
ask A
͑ bd al-Ḥaqq to write this refutation of Judaism were similar to those which prompted
Ibn Ḥazm: the political power and the concomitant economic and social prosperity of the
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Van Koningsveld and Wiegers, 1996, 166.
Van Koningsveld and Wiegers, 1996, 191.
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͑Abd al-Ḥaqq al-Islāmī, edited by Alfonso; al-Islāmī, 1998, 13 and passim. Alfonso also provides an overview of
the conditions of the Jews in this city under the rule of the Marinid dynasty, op. cit. 20ff., especially 32-33.
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Jews, in this case within the Muslim society of Ceuta.57 As is the Ta’yīd, the book is divided

into five chapters. In the first chapter, A
͑ bd al-Ḥaqq argues that Muḥammad is announced
as a prophet in the Jewish Scriptures; the second chapter shows that Islam has abrogated
the previous religions; the third and fourth chapters denounce the insults of Jews and the
distortion of the Torah. In the last chapter, A
͑ bd al-Ḥaqq gives an eulogy of
Muḥammad. ͑Abd al-Ḥaqq follows Ibn Ḥazm and considers authentic only those passages
of the Torah which announce Muḥammad as a prophet, and dismisses the rest of the Torah
as a forgery. The work by A
͑ bd al-Ḥaqq is a few years away from the oldest known copy of
the Ta’yīd (MS RAH XXXI) known to us, but the latter does not follow the order established
by the al-Sayf al-Mamdūd nor does it dwell on the same issues.

!

4.4.#The#Mashriq!
a)!Samaw’al!alKMaghribī!
The convert to Islam Samaw’al al-Maghribī (1130-1174 CE) is the author of the important
work the Ifḥām al-Yahūd [‘Silencing the Jews’].58 The Ifḥām, in the manuscript of Cairo (d.
1332 CE) studied by Perlmann, is entitled “Ifḥām al-Yahūd wa-n-Naṣārā” [‘Silencing the Jews
and the Christians’],59 but in fact, it deals only with Jews and Judaism.60 The Ifḥām was
considered by later Jewish scholars such as Sa d͑ ibn Manṣūr ibn Kammūna to be “the most
representative and typical summary of Muslim polemics against the Jews”.61 Indeed, the
work deals with the well-known Muslim claims of abrogation, the signs of Muḥammad’s
prophethood in the Torah and the necessity for Jews to accept Jesus as a prophet. It also
addresses the falsification of the Jewish Scriptures, which Samaw’al claims, had been forged
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Al-Islāmī, 1998, 32-33 and 35. In their attacks on the Jews, A
͑ bd al-Ḥaqq goes a step further than Ibn Ḥazm and
claims that, because they have violated the stipulations of the covenant of the dhimma, the payment of jizya
should be abolished: “Ésta es [una de esas cosas] por las que no se les debería imponer (!") la ǧizya”;
“[Realmente] la ǧizya no les fue impuesta por algo semejante, y no conviene que les siga impuesta”. ['This is [one
of those reasons] why the jizya should not be imposed on them'], ['[Really] the jizya was not imposed on them
because of something similar [to this], and should still not be imposed upon them']. Al-Islāmī, 1998, 76 and 81.
58
Samaw’al al-Maghribī’s father was a Jew who had emigrated from the West. After having lived his youth as a
Jew in Baghdād, he converted to Islam in Marāgha (Iran) in 1163 CE. For a study, translation and Arabic edition of
his polemic, the Ifḥām al-Yahūd, see Perlmann, 1964.
59
The full title reads: “Silencing the Jews and the Christians by Rational Proofs, and Compelling Them to Accept
Islam”. Perlmann, 1964, 36 (trans.), 12 (Arabic text).
60
The same occurs (and it will be discussed in detail below) in the polemical treatise of the Kitāb al-Mujādala.
The polemical arguments of the author of the Kitāb al-Mujādala are addressed principally to Christians and
Christianity, although in its title we read that is a treatise “against the Jews and the Christians”.
61
Perlmann, 1964, 24.!
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by ʿEzra the Scribe.62 Many of the topics in this work also appear in the anti-Jewish polemic
of the Ta’yīd, but these two works adopt a different approach to the reliability of the Torah.
The author of the Ta’yīd claims that Nebuchadnezzar destroyed the Torah and that the
Torah was later recomposed by Jewish sages under the aegis of Zerubbabel,63 but we shall
see that he does not cast any doubts on the divine origin of the extant text as Samaw’al and
other Muslim polemicists do: the problem, in his view, is that most of its contents are lost
and that what remains has been incorrectly interpreted by the Jews.

b)!Abū!Bakr!alKFihrī!alKṬurṭushī!
There is another Muslim work against the Jews produced in the Mashriq which is important
to this discussion, the as-Su ͑ ūd a͑ lā-r-Radd a͑ lā-l-Yahūd [‘Good Fortune in the Refutation of
the Jews’] by Abū Bakr al-Fihrī al-Ṭurṭushī (1059-1126 CE). As the name suggests, al-Ṭurṭushī
was born in Tortosa (Catalonia), a city which would come under Christian dominion in 1148
CE.64 Although by birth al-Ṭurṭushī was an Andalusī author, he spent most of his career
outside the Peninsula. In Alexandria he taught fiqh and ḥadīth, and among his disciples
were many who came from al-Andalus and the Maghreb.65 We know, for example, that the
Ẓāhirī and ṣūfī jurist Abū Bakr Muḥammad ibn al-Ḥusayn al-Mayūrqī of Granada and the
imām of the mosque of Valencia, A
͑ lī ibn Aḥmad ibn A
͑ bd Allāh ibn Muḥammad ibn Ḥaira,
66
studied with al-Ṭurṭushī. Consequently, it is possible that the as-Su ū͑ d circulated in the
Iberian Peninsula and this is the reason this work is included here.
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ʿEzra is often identified by Muslim commentators as the Qur’ānic figure of U
͑ zayr in Q. 9:30, where it is said
that Jews worship him as the Son of God. See EI2 s.v. “ U
͑ zayr” (Lazarus-Yafeh). Roth notes that Samaw’al had
taken Ibn Ḥazm, who claimed that the Sadducees believed that A
͑ zrā was the Son of God, at this point. Roth,
1994, 224.
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Kassin, 1969, I, 200.
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Al-Ṭurṭushī lived in Iraq, Syria, Egypt and Jerusalem and died in Alexandria. A detailed summary of his life has
been given by Maximiliano Alarcón and more recently by Maribel Fierro. See for Alarcón, al-Ṭurṭushī, 2010.
Fierro has translated and studied al-Ṭurṭushī's work, the Kitāb al-Ḥawādith wa-l-Bidaʻ by Fierro. See, al-Ṭurṭushī,
1993. Note that in the introduction to this work, Marín gives the approximate dates of the time al-Ṭurṭushī spent
outside the Peninsula, as 1083-1097 CE, but his arithmetic is wrong, obviously he was not fourteen years old at
that date but twenty-four. al-Ṭurṭushī, 2010, 96.
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As are the cases of Abū Bakr Ibn al-ʿArabī (1075-1149 CE) or of Ibn Tūmart (d. 1130 CE). EI2 s.v. “al-Ṭurṭūshī”
(Abdesselem).
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al-Ṭurṭushī, 2010, LVI and n. 4; also mentioned in Ibn al-Abbār, 1889, 717 (biog. 2025). Al-Mayurqī also in:
Günter, 2005, 323-325 and al-Ṭurṭushī, 1993, 101ff.
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c)!Najm!alKDīn!alKṬūfī!
Two other works which should be taken into consideration are the ar-Radd al-Jamīl ʿalā
Sarīḥ al-Injīl and the al-Intiṣārāt al-Islāmiyya fī Kashf ash-Shubah an-Naṣrāniyya by Najm alDīn al-Ṭūfī (d. 716 H/1316 CE). Some scholars argue that the author of the ar-Radd al-Jamīl 67
does not see the Gospels as having been falsified (which, as was demosntrated, was the
position of Ibn Ḥazm) but say that he claims that they just needed to be interpreted
differently.68 Griffith notes that “[t]his is a view that finds some support even in the
formidable al-Jawāb as-Saḥīḥ […] of […] Ibn Taymiyya”, too, and seems to be followed by
other authors such as al-Ṭūfī or the fifteenth-century scholar al-Biqāʿī. 69 The recent
publication of Leila Demiri on the exegesis of the Qur’ān based on the Bible by Najm ad-Dīn
al-Ṭufī (1259? -1316 CE) in Cairo does indeed show that the holy books of the Christians and
Jews were used by this contemporary of Ibn Taymiyya.70 More will be said below about alṬufī and al-Biqāʿī in connection with the acceptance of the Jewish and the Christian
Scriptures by the Mudejars which, as we shall see, appears to have been a principal
characteristic of their treatises of religious polemics. The possibility that the Mudejars did
draw on Oriental sources, as discussed earlier, has been noted by Samir Khaddouri with
regard to some versions of the Pentateuch in the Ta’yīd, and I shall come back to this point
later. Among the most interesting of these works which shed light on this issue is the antiMuslim polemic included in al-Ṭūfī’s the al-Intiṣārāt entitled as-Sayf al-Murhaf fī arRadd a͑ lā al-Muṣḥaf [‘The Whetted Sword in Refutation of the Scripture’]. 71 Al-Ṭūfī
attributes this polemic to an unknown Christian, but it is possible that this Christian was
the thirteenth-century Dominican friar Raymundus Martí (Raymond Martí, fl. mid. 13th c.).
Van Koningsveld has been able to establish a strong relationship between the Arabic text of
al-Ṭūfī and the refutation of Islam by Raymundus Martí, De Seta Machometi.72 The Ta’yīd
and the al-Intiṣārāt share a similar approach towards the Bible. One very interesting
question is whether or not the Kitāb al-Mujādala could have borrowed some of its Christian
quotations from a Muslim treatise, such as that by al-Ṭūfī, or from an environment close to
the production of such treatise. For now this has to remain a only an hypothesis and the
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Whereas L. Massignon attributed the authorship of this work to al-Ghazālī (1058-1111 CE), Bouyges and LazarusYahfeh doubt this identification. See EI2 s.v. “al-Ghazālī” (Montgomery Watt); Griffith 2013 quoting LazarusYafeh, 1975, Appendix A, 473. Montgomery Watt finds evidence for a Christian Copt. Montgomery Watt, 2014, 67.
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Griffith 2013, 200 quoting Beaumont, 2011.
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Griffith 2013, 200 and ff.
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Demiri, 2013.
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Demiri, 2012b, 662-665.
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For this information, I am indebted to the articles in progress by Prof. P.S. Van Koningsveld which he has kindly
sent to me.
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present author hopes that future scholarship by Van Koningsveld will help to determine the
importance of al-Ṭūfī’s ‘Christian connection’ to the Kitāb al-Mujādala.

!

Conclusions!
!
The discussion of some medieval treatises of religious polemics from the Iberian Peninsula,
al-Maghreb and the Oriental regions of the Muslim world shows a variety of approaches to
polemics against the Christians and the Jews, ranging, for example, from the
encouragement of the use of logic and the rejection of the Scriptures to considering them
authoritative and essential sources to explain Islam. Such a variety is also found in the
treatises of religious polemics composed and copied by the Mudejars. Mudejar authors
sometimes refer to arguments known in the Muslim territories of the Iberian Peninsula
(and probably in the Christian territories, as well), such as the Trinity of Aghushtīn found in
the polemical work by al-Qurṭubī. In this respect, the literature of polemics of the Mudejars
has a place in the tradition of works of the same kind in the nearby Muslim territories. On
the other hand, there is no evidence that Mudejar authors of religious polemics ever took
literal quotations from any of the Muslim works against the Christians and the Jews
discussed in this chapter. Furthermore, Mudejar treatises seem to depart from this tradition
in some respects. The treatise against the Jews, the Ta’yīd al-Milla, stands out as an
exceptional composition within the Muslim production of religious polemics in the Iberian
Peninsula and the Maghreb as far as length, dissemination and use of sources are
concerned. The same can be said about the extensive use of philosophy by the author of the
Kitāb al-Mujādala. These considerations give rise to the impression that the Mudejars
might indeed have been acquainted with the tradition of Muslim polemics, but that their
treatises were shaped according to their own approaches to the subject. The analysis of the
Ta’yīd al-Milla and the Kitāb al-Mujādala in the chapters to come seems to confirm this
assumption.

!

Chapter!Five:!Mudejar!Polemics!with!the!Jews!

Con la iglesia hemos dado, Sancho
We have come up against the church, Sancho
–MIGUEL DE CERVANTES, Don Quijote de la Mancha (Vol. II, Ch. 9)

Introduction!

The preliminary survey of the sources in Chapter Three has revealed that there was a varied
production of Mudejar narratives dealing with Jews and Judaism, which suggests that these
subjects were of importance to the members of the Mudejar communities. The
introduction to the Ta’yīd quoted above shows that Mudejar treatises might have provided
an answer to the verbal attacks by the Jews in public spaces, but that this treatise was
adapted probably more than once to fit a context in which, surprisingly, the Jews no longer
presented a challenge to the Mudejars. This raises the question of what the role of the
Mudejars’ competition with the Jews played in strengthening the social cohesion of their
communities within a Christian society. How did Mudejar authors of polemics understood
identity and religious authority in their treatises against Jews and Judaism?
In order to answer to this question, I shall discuss three important works of
polemics against the Jews: the Ta’yīd, the ‘demandas de A
͑ bd Allāh ibn Salām’/‘demandas
de los judíos’ and the Kitāb al-Mujādala. I shall look at whether the growing Christian antiJudaism, which was articulated through the genealogies or ‘linajes’ of Old and New
Christians and gave way to concepts of purity of blood ‘pureza de sangre’ and to the
emergence of the ‘Jew’ as a category of thought,1 had an impact on the Mudejar treatises of
polemics against the Jews. The latter concern is connected to the hypothesis stated in
Chapter One that the relations with a third group might implicitly play an important role in
the polemics between two groups. In that chapter we have seen that, according to
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Root, 1998; Nirenberg, 2002 and 2006; Soyer, 2014. For medieval Christian views on the purity of Muslims and
Islam, in particular those held by Franciscan preachers, see MacEvitt in Bley et al., 2015, and other articles on
purity in this publication, more generally.
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Nirenberg, from the fifteenth century the Christians appear to have been increasingly
reluctant to rule in favour of the Jews in cases of intermarriage and apostasy between Jews
and Muslims brought before the Christian courts. Nirenberg argues that the Christian
interference in these relationships could have encouraged the introduction of all the main
Christian anti-Jewish arguments of polemics into Muslim treatises. Could the Mudejars’
interest in writing against Judaism reflect the attitudes towards this group rife among the
Christians? Are the reasons twofold, as exemplified by the case of Ibn Ḥazm: namely: the
social ascension of the Jews in the Christian society and the Jewish conversions to
Christianity? Could the Christian modes of polemics with the Jews explain the central place
assumed by the Torah in such Mudejar polemics as the Ta’yīd, in which it is extensively
quoted, or in the narrative of ‘the ten ‘lines’, in which the Torah is taken as the starting
point?
Before entering into the discussion of these issues, I would like to set the stage by
illustrating the importance of Christians and Christianity to the relations between Jews and
Muslims, not only on the level of their social relationships but also in the discussion of
religious issues. The example of the extraordinary story about the origins of the ban on
wine in Islam is a good example. In the chronicle, the Sefer Divrei Yosef,2 written by a Jew
named Joseph Sambari living in Cairo in the second half of the sixteenth century, we read
that the reason behind Muḥammad’s alleged desire to destroy the Jews was the hatred
which the Christian monk Baḥīrā harboured towards them.3 Sambari tells us that Abū Bakr
and imām ͑Alī were two converts who were descendants of the Jewish Sages,4 and that Abū
Bakr was the son of the leader of the exilarchs (resh ghalūṭa), who converted to Islam out of
fear of Baḥīrā’s plans to destroy the Jews and also because he saw that the power of
Muḥammad had increased and that his own position as the head of the Jewish community
was in danger.5 The Jewish origin of Abū Bakr and ͑Alī accounts for the fact that they
wanted to protect their former co-religionists and to foil a plot against them contrived by
Baḥīra. They took the chance to do so when they and Muḥammad were invited to a
Bacchanalia at Baḥīrā’s home. The dinner guests got drunk in the course of the celebration.
During night, by stealth Abū Bakr managed to put his hand on Muḥammad’s magical sword
which only its owner – the Prophet of Islam – could unsheathe. Abū Bakr beheaded Baḥīrā
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The history of Baḥīrā occupies the first pages of the Sefer Divrei Yosef, a chronicle which Shimon Shtober
qualifies as “the last and the most exhaustive summary of Islam found within a Jewish historiographical context.”
Shtober, 1986, 319-352; 319. In what follows, I summarize ff. 10b-11a of this work edited by Shtober.
3
Baḥīrā, “the uncircumcized of heart and of flesh”, Shtober, 1986, 337 quoting the Sefer Divrei Yosef, S1, f. 9b.
4
These two personages are indubitably Abū Bakr, the companion and father-in-law of Muḥammad and the first
Rightly Guided Caliph, and ͑Alī, Muḥammad’s son-in-law and the fourth Rightly Guided Caliph. As far as I know,
neither of them was originally a Jew.
5
Shtober, 1986, 322 quoting the Sefer Divrei Yosef, Paris MS collated with Bodleian MS, f. 10b.
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and Muḥammad sank into sadness believing that he himself had killed his friend. This led
him to curse wine and prohibit its consumption by Muslims as well as to resume his good
relations with the Jews who were protected under what is known as the Pact of ͑Umar.
The source of the legend of Baḥīrā, Muḥammad and the Jews recounted in the
Sefer Divrei Yosef is the Iggeret Vikkua [‘The Epistle of the Polemics’], a polemical letter
written in Aragon in the thirteenth century by Rabbi Ya’akov ben Eliyyahū, possibly from
Valencia. The Iggeret Vikkua is the oldest Hebrew version of this narrative known to us.6
Somewhat later, the author who wrote under the pseudonym Sir John Mandeville (14th c.)
helped to spread the writings of the well-known Dominican William of Tripoli (d. 1277 CE)
to the Christian West.7 This work contains legends about the death of Baḥīrā which are very
similar to that in the Iggeret Vikkua. However, J. Mann argues that the Jewish version of
Ya’akov ben Eliyyahū does not depend on Christian sources.8 In the Iggeret Vikkua, we find
the etiologic topos referred to by Barbara Roggema,9 but, in this instance, the wine seems to
reinforce the purpose of this narrative, which is none other than to shed light on the
controversy between Jews and Muslims and to denounce the instigator role of the
Christians in this polemic. The hatred between the Christians (Baḥīrā) and the Jews, the
good relations between the Christians and the Muslims (Baḥīrā–Muḥammad), and the
ambiguous relationship of the new converts (Abū Bakr– ͑Alī) are parts of the same unit
which are interrelated and in it the attitudes among members of two communities affect
the third one. How close Islam and Judaism could have been in their respective religious
precepts were it not for the insidiousness of Baḥīrā! The wine is just the author’s strategy to
explain this idea.
The narrative provided by Sambari not only shows the role that Christianity seems
to have played in the relations between Jews and Muslims, it also illustrates a second aspect
in the relations between Jews and Muslims, that is, the social advancement of the Jews and,
in the present case, their advancement in the Christian society. One of the reasons which
led an individual to abandon the religion of his parents was the prospect of being able to
climb the social ladder, a promotion which was only possible if the individual entered the
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Shtober, 1986, 331-332 and n. 26.
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majority group.10 This is illustrated above by the opportunistic conversion of Abū Bakr in
order to remain as the head of the community. Besides the fact that Jews in the Christian
territories were at times wealthier than Mudejars,11 it is worth taking into consideration that
conversions to Christianity were also being boosted by the gradual conquest of territory by
the latter, which led to a change in the internal composition of the communities and their
demographic weight. Christian polemics against the Jews also received a stimulus from an
increasing number of neophytes who brought their knowledge of Jewish doctrines and
sources to Christianity. Soon, this corpus of knowledge became an important weapon for
Christians and was wielded in the sermons and in the preaching of the mendicant orders,12
particularly that of the Dominicans.13 In a recent article on the literature of Christian
polemics against the Jews during the twelfth to the fourteenth century, Ryan Szpiech argues
that conversions led to a change in attitude towards Judaism and its sources on the part of
the Christians. This alteration in the Christian attitude began with the ‘Disputation of
Barcelona’ in 1263 CE but lost strength as the suspicion of the Christian society towards new
converts increased.
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A good example of a conversion from Judaism to Islam is that of the polemicist Samaw’al al-Maghribī discussed
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listen in silence to the disputes and sermons previously organized by the Dominicans. Valle Rodríguez, 1998, 281.
See also the account by Moses ha-Kohen of Tordesillas of his disputes with converts from Judaism in the
presence of Christians and Muslims provided by Américo Castro “Disputa entre un Cristiano y un Judío.” Revista
de Filología Española I (1914), notebook 2 on the translation from Hebrew by Isidoro Loeb, Revue des Études Juives,
XVIII, 228-229, quoted in Cardaillac, 1977, 156 and n. 12.
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Whether or not the evangelization and conversion of infidels were the driving forces behind the activities of the
Dominicans is still an issue of debate among scholars. As far as the concept of auctoritas in Christianity is
concerned, Szpiech notes that evidence suggests that, “the arguments in which the authority of non-Christian
sources became an issue of discussion were formulated from a thoroughly Christian perspective and were
dictated more by the interests of Christian apologetics than by the rhetorical demands of persuasion or
missionizing.” Szpiech, 2013b, Chapter Four, 126.
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As a result of this change in attitude, Christian-Muslim relations were revised. The upshot
was that Muslims and their sources were also cited in some Christian polemics as
‘witnesses’ to the Christian truth before the Jews. These Muslims are referred to by Szpiech
as ‘rhetorical Muslims’, and they correspond to the well-known image of the ‘hermeneutical
Jew’ within Judaeo-Christian polemics. This trope claimed that the existence of Jews in the
world is necessary since these Jews are those who will bear witness to the triumph of
Christianity at the end of time. Szpiech notes that, even though we can observe a
rapprochement to Islam and its sources in some treaties of Christian anti-Jewish polemics,
in other works containing the Christian attacks on Islam, Muslims are represented
negatively. Hence, it can be argued that we are dealing with a Christian strategy.14 Materials
which today we would classify as Talmudic and Midrashic materials were incorporated into
Christian polemics and coalesced with the repertoire of biblical passages which had until
then formed the bulk of arguments against the Jews. The use of the image of the Muslim as
a source of authority suggests that, while Judaeo-Christian polemics often tended to follow
patterns within a certain tradition, they were nonetheless sufficiently ductile to absorb the
changes in this literature; changes which in turn reflected the social context in which these
works were produced.15
Conversion is relevant to our present inquiry. The sources cited by Nirenberg show
that there were conversions not only to the majority Christian religion but also between the
Jewish and Muslim minorities.16 It has been noted above that, Kassin argues that the author
of the Ta’yīd was a convert from Judaism. Converts were often the most ardent adherents of
their new faith and were therefore the ones most likely to compose treaties of polemics
against their former co-religionists. They were well equipped to do so as they were well
versed in the canonical sources of their former religion. The author’s use of the Torah
underpins Kassin’s claim. However, in establishing his identity although the sources from
which this author could have taken his quotations from the Torah are important, they are
not the only significant aspect. For example, if he was indeed a Jewish convert and an
educated, literate man, it is highly likely that he was acquainted with the Judaeo-Christian
controversy of his times and incorporated some of its arguments into his treatise. If proven,
this postulation would provide strong evidence of the influence of the Christian discourses
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on Mudejar polemics. The known triangularity which characterized the relationships
between Christians, Jews and Muslims is one pertinent reason for looking at contemporary
Christian-Jewish and Jewish-Muslim polemics.
This chapter is divided into three sections. In Section 5.1., the discussion of the
polemics against the Jews in the Ta’yīd will pay special attention to the question of whether
its author was a Jew. I shall tackle this by examining the author’s approach to the Torah and
taking into account the Jewish-Muslim and Jewish-Christian literature of polemics current
in the Christian territories at the time. In Section 5.2., the polemics against the Jews in the
Kitāb al-Mujādala and the relationship of this treatise with the Ta’yīd will be the core of
inquiry. In Section 5.3., the polemics against the Jews in the ‘demandas de A
͑ bd Allāh ibn
Salām’/‘demandas de los judíos’ will be principally linked to the question about the
production and consumption of this narrative among the Mudejars and the Moriscos.

5.1.$The$Ta’yīd!
!
The author of the Ta’yīd introduces himself as an observant Muslim. At the very beginning
of this treatise, he pronounces the profession of faith, or shahāda, and claims: “I bear
sincere and certain witness that there is no God but Allāh alone; He has no partner. I attest
that Muḥammad is His servant and messenger from whom He has sent with the clear light
and solid proof.”17 A little further down, he makes his position as a religious and intellectual
leader of his community clear by referring to his relationships with the Muslim umma, and
by complaining about his life in “the land of polytheism […] cut off from the adherents of
our religion and destitute of learning”.18 As has already been mentioned several times, the
author refers to the challenges posed by groups of Jews in the Christian lands, and to their
slanders against the Mudejars.
The purpose of the treatise of the Ta’yīd is to refute the calumnies uttered by the
Jews. To do so, the author adduces a discourse which revolves around the prophetic
mission of Muḥammad, a subject dealt with in the Muslim literary genre known as the
dalā’il an-nubuwwa (‘Evidence of Prophecy’) and khatm an-nubuwwa (‘Seal of
Prophethood’) which seems to have developed alongside the Jewish doctrine “of the
cessation of prophecy”.19 Much of this literature is about the miracles of the Prophet
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Muḥammad and some treatises, such as the Kitāb ad-Dīn wa-d-Dawla fī Ithbāt Nubuwwat
an-Nabī Muḥammad [‘The Book of Religion and Empire on the Prophethood of the Prophet
Muḥammad’] by the convert to Christianity ʿAlī al-Ṭabarī (d. 855 CE), resort to exegesis and
cite several biblical passages which announce the coming of Muḥammad.20 Among these
works, the Kitāb ash-Shifā’ bi-Taʿrīf Ḥuqūq al-Muṣṭafā [‘Healing by the Recognition of the
Rights or News of the Chosen One’] by Qaḍī ͑Iyāḍ (d. 1149 CE.) is very well known. ͑Iyāḍ was
a judge in Granada and Ceuta and enjoyed a great popularity among the Moriscos.21 As
noted in Chapter Three, the author of the Ta’yīd divides the text into five sections and
provides a teleological account of Islam and of Muḥammad’s prophecy by a refutation of
Judaism. The account begins with the question about the primogeniture of the sons of
Ibrāhīm (Abraham) and ends with the destruction of the Temple and the fall from grace
before God of the people of Israel. As already noted, he argues that the Jews must repent
their sins and accept Ī͑ sā (Jesus) as a messenger of Allāh and Muḥammad as the Seal of the
Prophets. They should convert to Islam.22
Everything we have said so far seems to suggest that the profile of the author
corresponds with that of an educated Muslim who attempts to furnish his co-religionists
with tools to refute the views of the Jews in the Christian territories in which the Ta’yīd was
probably composed. Nevertheless, it is remarkable that, whereas in the literature of Muslim
polemics against the Christians and the Jews discussed in the previous chapter the Jewish
and the Christian Scriptures were considered a forgery by a large number of Muslim
authors like Ibn Ḥazm, who only deal (and accept) those biblical verses which in their eyes
prefigure the coming of Muḥammad, the author of the Ta’yīd argues that a comprehensive
reading of the sacred books of the Jews, particularly of the Torah, foretells and confirms the
truth of Islam. One of the reasons the author gives for justifying the use of the Torah is that
he wants to dispute with the Jews about those matters with which they are familiar and not
about those of which they have little knowledge like the Qur’ān. If the Jews used Islamic
knowledge to utter invectives against Islam and Muḥammad, he is completely convinced
that their knowledge is so limited it is better to refrain from disputing with them on these
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issues. 23 This assertion indubitably tallies with the Qur’ānic views on disputation and,
moreover, seems to correspond to the kind of Islamic knowledge current among Jews in
Christian Iberia: from the classification of Andalusī-Arabic manuscripts which were in
circulation among Jews by Van Koningsveld, only one miscellaneous example (Cod. Ar. 631)
contains two theological works by al-Ghazālī.24 By far the bulk of them is composed of
philosophical, medical and scientific treatises. He was convinced that disputing with the
Jews on the basis of their own canonical sources provided not only common ground
between the two communities, it was also a way to show that he “did not avoid them [that
is, the arguments from the Torah, MCA] because of inability or shortcoming”.25 This could
have been a tactic to counter claims such as those made by Rabbi Salomon ibn Adret (d.
1310 CE), who believed Muslims to be less knowledgeable about the Torah than Christians.26
Below we shall look at the level of knowledge of the Torah among Mudejars.
It could be argued that, in attempting to achieve the two main purposes of the
Ta’yīd, which, as I recall, are an attack on the Jews and the strengthening of the Mudejars’
faith, the author implicitly endows the biblical texts with religious authority; he assumes
them, at least those parts which serve him to build his argument, to be true and also to be
known to his Muslim audiences. This approach taken in conjunction with the fact that the
canonical sources of Islam such as the Qur’ān and the Sunna play a comparatively small
part in this treatise, and that no Qur’ānic verses against Jews and Judaism are quoted, could
explain why the identity of this author has been disputed by scholars. As discussed in
Chapter Three, Flügel claims that al-Raqilī, the copyist of the oldest manuscript of the
Ta’yīd known to us, MS RAH XXI (762 H/=1361CE), was also the author of the Ta’yīd,
whereas conversely Asín Palacios has claimed that this copy was an autograph by an
anonymous Morisco. More recently, Kassin has argued that this manuscript is not an
autograph but a copy of an earlier original made by an anonymous Jewish convert to Islam.
In earlier chapters evidence has been introduced which make it seem unlikely that the
Arabic version of the Ta’yīd in MS RAH XXXI is an autograph. In the following paragraphs, I
would like to delve a little more into the arguments about whether its anonymous author
should be identified as a Jew.
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5.1.1.!The!level!of!the!knowledge!of!Arabic!and!Hebrew!of!the!Author!of!!the!
Ta’yīd!
The polemicist of the Ta’yīd seems to know Arabic, but nonetheless laments his
shortcomings in classical Arabic and the barbarisms in his vocabulary. Turning to his
knowledge of Hebrew, references to this language in the Ta’yīd are sporadic: the author
claims that, “the name of Qārūn in Hebrew is Kōraḥ”27 and refers to Gen. 17:20, in Hebrew,
“bi-me’od me’od” as “bi-mād mād”.28 In another reference to the Hebrew language, it is
spelled according to Arabic rules, and ishmā ͑ is rendered ismā ͑.29 His linguistic situation
corresponds largely to that of the members of the Muslim communities living in the
Christian territories of the Iberian Peninsula and not with that of contemporary Jews in the
Christian territories. If Jews living in such Muslim lands as al-Andalus were fluent in
Arabic,30 the same does not hold true for Jews living in Christian lands. From the twelfth
century, most of the members of the Jewish communities in Christian Iberia had lost their
command of Arabic and used either Romance as their everyday language or Hebrew for
literary and scientific purposes.31 Hence, we find a learned Jew such as the fourteenthcentury Rabbi Ibn Adret claiming to have no knowledge of Arabic.32 This assertion makes
Kassin’s main argument for identifying the author of the Ta’yīd with a converted Jew
problematic. Kassin states that the source of the treatise could have been a Judaeo-Arabic
version of the Pentateuch, since, a knowledge of the Hebrew alphabet is required but above
all, a good knowledge of Arabic would have been needed to work with such a version.

5.1.2.!The!Knowledge!of!the!Torah!among!the!Mudejars!
At this point there is some evidence of the circulation of such a version among the
Mudejars and the Moriscos. The knowledge of the Torah of the author of the Ta’yīd and of
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his audiences is certainly an aspect which should be taken into account not only to identify
the author but also to assess whether the Jews were his main target, or whether this was the
members of the Mudejar communities themselves.
Before discussing this issue any further, it should be noted that, as is the case of
most medieval Muslim writers, the polemicist of the Ta’yīd does not always provide a literal
rendering of his quotations from the Torah and adapts them to the rhetoric of his
arguments. Therefore, when he refers to the sixteenth chapter of the Torah to argue that
Ishmael will have the “dominion, prophetic office, and leadership over the whole world” he
says: “He shall have a hand against everyone, and everyone shall have a hand in him; and he
shall make a dwelling in all the boundaries of his broders.”33 A few pages later, these verses
read: “This son of yours shall be a wild ass of a man; his hand against everyone and
everyone’s hand in him; and he shall make a dwelling in all the boundaries of his
brothers.”34 The meaning is the same; the wording is slightly different: “yakūnu lahu yadun”
versus “yaduhu”. This does not mean, however, that he does not attach any importance to
the accurate rendering of the text, and he provides the chapter numbers from which he is
quoting. As the author of the Ta’yīd is precise in giving the chapter numbers, it is safe to
assume that he was working from an extract of a full copy of the Torah.
This is a good point at which to make a short excursion into the relationship
between the claims by Kassin that the author of this treatise might have used the Arabic
version of the Pentateuch in Hebrew characters by Saadia Gaon; the remarks by Levi della
Vida that some of the marginalia in one of the manuscripts of the Ta’yīd, MS Borg. Ar. 163,
seem to have made by someone who had knowledge of Hebrew (perhaps the copyist alTujībī);35 and the fact that some Aljamiado versions of the Ta’yīd contain verses from the
Pentateuch in Hebrew written in Arabic characters. On the one hand, Samir Kaddouri has
recently discussed the possibility that the author of the Ta’yīd had taken his biblical
quotations from versions of the Arabic Pentateuch by Saadia Gaon derived from the
Peshitta and a Coptic version of Saadia Gaon’s Pentateuch found in the following
manuscripts: MS Ar. 112 (Florence), MS Ar. Aumer 234 (Munich), MS Ar. Or. 215 (Leiden), as
noted above, a Mudejar manuscript and MS Ar. BNP Ar. 13.36 The Arabic Pentateuch by
Saadia Gaon in MS Borg. Ar. 129 could well be relevant to the issue at hand. The bulk of the
manuscript MS Borg. Ar. 129 is written in Arabic but both the headers of the various
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sections of the Pentateuch and many catchwords interspersed in the text are written in
Hebrew. The marginalia are in Latin, in Arabic and in Aljamiado (Levi della Vida gives the
example of the word ‘menazas’/Eng. ‘threads’).37 Joshua Blau, following Rafael Edelmann,
argues that this version has a Karaite origin, given that the Karaites used to translate into
Arabic to the point of transliterating the Hebrew in Arabic characters.38 In a recent study,
Ronny Vollandt casts doubt on this assumption and argues that we are dealing with the
interpretation (or tafsīr) of the Pentateuch by Saadia Gaon which was widespread among
“Arabic speaking Rabbanite communities […] in the Near East, North Africa and Muslim
Spain”.39 He also puts forward the hypothesis that the copyist of this manuscript might have
been working from an original written in Hebrew characters.
On the basis of the use of Aljamiado in manuscript MS Borg. Ar. 129, Van
Koningsveld places its circulation “in Muslim circles of Christian Spain”, 40 and, with
Wiegers, among the Arabic books in Pastrana mentioned by Marcos Dobelio, referred to in
Chapter Three.41 Van Koningsveld also links three of the four Arabic manuscripts of the
Ta’yīd to the just mentioned version of the Pentateuch in circulation among Muslims.42 The
possibility that the author of the Ta’yīd had used this version of the Pentateuch might be
the connection between the claims by Kassin and Levi della Vida, and might also explain
the presence of Hebrew in some of the surviving Arabic and Aljamiado copies of this work.
A comparison between MS Borg. Ar. 129 and the Ta’yīd in MS AF 58 suggests that the
quotations in the latter are not literal, and, moreover, whereas MS Borg. Ar. 129 consistently
refers to Abram, MS AF 58 uses Ibrāhīm instead. However, we lack a critical edition of the
Arabic manuscripts of the Ta’yīd and, hence, more study is needed to shed light on this
issue. Even if the author had not used this manuscript, the circumstance that the Ta’yīd and
the Arabic-Hebrew version of the Pentateuch by Saadia Gaon were among the Arabic
manuscripts found in Pastrana means that Mudejars were probably acquainted with these
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materials and/or with other Oriental versions of the Pentateuch such as those studied by
Kaddouri. The interest among the members of the Mudejar communities in learning about
these subjects could have influenced the choice made by the author of the Ta’yīd to quote
extensively from the Torah but also choosing to explain his knowledge of Judaism, which is
the next topic of discussion.

5.1.3.!The!Knowledge!of!Judaism!of!the!Author!of!the!Ta’yīd!
The author seems to have had some knowledge of Judaism, for he refers to the ineffable
name of God ‘Shem ha-Meforash’.43 He also mentions that the Jewish sect called the
ʿIsāwiyya sees Muḥammad as a true prophet,44 that the Sāmiriyya claims that the Torah of
the Jews is not the true one45 and that the Byzantine Jews (probably contemporaneous with
the Ta’yīd) live in a state of slavery.46 Nonetheless, his knowledge appears to have been
taken from oral sources and, when he claims that, in the Talmud, Hagar was the daughter of
Pharaoh –which corresponds to Muslim views – he mistakes the quote which, as Kassin
notes, is taken from the Midrash.47
Although this could be a lapsus calami by the copyist of this particular manuscript,
al-Raqilī, there seem to be clearer indications which suggest that the author felt
uncomfortable talking about Jewish topics. In this connection, it is interesting to look at the
author’s strategies when dealing with the Bible. He quotes God’s punishments for the
disobedient, mostly from Deuteronomy, to prove the falsehood of the Jews. He also
interprets the biblical passages by, for example, adding information to the verses. When he
refers to God’s words to Moses in Deuteronomy in which God says: “I will raise up a prophet
for the sons of Israel […] I will inspire him with My words”, he explains the passage by
writing that by “My words” God was referring to “the noble Qur’ān”.48 When Jewish views on
a subject are completely opposite to Muslim views, for instance, which of the sons of
Ibrāhīm, Isḥāq or Ismāʿīl, was offered as sacrifice, the author does not name any.49 He still
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uses this narrative, albeit now with the purpose of arguing that, when God gave orders to
Ibrāhīm to sacrifice his son and then He prevented him from doing so, stopping Ibrāhīm
from sacrificing his son was a clear case of abrogation of God's earlier command. Likewise,
he argues, the Qur’ān abrogates the Torah. The author glosses over the controversy about
‘Isḥāq-Ismāʿīl and prefers to outline the commonalities between Jews and Muslims, that is
to say, their shared belief that at the last moment God revoked His decision. Moreover,
although this happens sporadically, some parts of the Christian Gospel such as those
dealing with the coming of the Paraclete are quoted to give strength to the argument that
Muḥammad is foretold in the Torah.50
The outsider position of the author with regard to Judaism is blatant on f. 131 of the
Arabic text of the Ta’yīd, on which we read: “And today makes one thousand three hundred
and sixty years in which they [namely: the Jews, MCA] have not sung to Allah a psalm in
the Temple.” To this, Kassin adds in a footnote: "i.e. the date of MS G; cf. the colophon page"
[762 H/=1361 CE, MCA].51 What both Kassin and the author of the Ta’yīd seem to overlook is
that the destruction of the Temple of Jerusalem took place in 70 CE – according to Jews in
68 CE. This means that the Ta’yīd would date from 1430 CE, which is impossible if we take
the date in the colophon into consideration. It is difficult to accept that a convert from
Judaism would have committed an error of this kind. It seems that the author of the Ta’yīd
has taken the year of birth of Jesus as his benchmark.

5.1.4.!Jewish!Polemics!against!Islam!in!the!Christian!Territories!
Is the author of the Ta’yīd providing an answer to a Jewish polemic against Islam written in
the Christian territories? We have seen that polemical authors usually composed their
works in reaction to the arguments of one or more religious opponents in their most
immediate environment. The Jewish hostility towards Islam perceived in the introduction
of the Ta’yīd is also found in the comments of Mosheḥ ibn E
͑ zra’ (c. 1055 CE - after 1135 CE)
about the attitude of some of his fellow Jews regarding their use of the Qur’ān.52 Between
1120 CE and 1129 CE, the Jewish polygraph Abraham bar Hiyya, a resident of the Christian
territories and for some time in Barcelona, wrote the Megilla ha-Megalleh [‘The Revealing
Book’], a work which includes some controversial sections about the figure of
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Muḥammad.53 This treatise of polemics circulated among Christian and Jewish authors and,
in his Fortalitium Fidei, Alonso de Espina (d. 1486 CE) claims to have heard of it.54 About the
same date the Megilla ha-Megalleh was composed, in his tenth treatise entitled Ha-Emunah
ha-Ramah [‘The Sublime Faith’], Abraham ibn Daud (Córdoba 1110 CE – Toledo 1180 CE) –
considered the first Jewish Aristotelian philosopher – refers to an anonymous author whom
Fontaine identifies with Ibn Ḥazm.55 At the end of the twelfth century, in his work the Sefer
ha-meshalim [‘Book of Stories’] Ya a͑ qov ben El a͑ zar (1170-1233 CE, Toledo) includes a long
passage in which he praises the Hebrew language. In this passage, Ya a͑ qov defends himself
against the oral attacks of a group of “Wise Ishmaelites” who show contempt for the
Hebrew language: “The reason for composing my Book of Stories […]/”, he claims, “is that
the Sages of the Ishmaelites/ were intimidating (sic) the Holy Language.”56 According to
Sadan, Ya a͑ qov ben El a͑ zar refers to actual injuries and could be responding to the dogma
of the inimitability of the Qur’ān produced by his contemporary the Cordovan al-Qurṭubī in
his work the al-I l͑ ām.57 Whatever the case may be, Ya a͑ qov ben El a͑ zar does not attack the
Arabic language or the Qur’ān. One treatise by the later Salomon ibn Adret (d. 1310 CE) also
refutes the views of Ibn Ḥazm.58 Besides these works, there is also the attack against Islam
by the Catalan cabbalist Joseph ben Shalom Ashkenazi (early 14th century) in his polemics
with the rationalist Jews.59
These are sporadic references to Islam included in works whose main purpose is
not to refute Islam. I do not know of any treatise of Jewish polemics which contains, either
partially or wholly, a refutation of Islam and which was written in the Christian territories
of the Iberian Peninsula or in al-Andalus. Perlmann has stated that the low rate of
production of Jewish polemics against Muslims could be attributed to the little challenge
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Islam posed to their communities in Christian lands. 60 This fact was noticed by the
Majorcan Jew Simeon ben Ẓemaḥ Duran (1361-1444 CE), who wrote from his exile: “A
number of authors refute Christianity and we used them because at a certain time we could
discuss with them safely. However, we have not found anyone who has rebutted Islam,
except for the little material found in the Kuzari, a book to which I referred.”61 Duran
includes these words at the conclusion of his polemic against Christianity and Judaism
entitled the Keshet u-magen [‘Bow and Shield’], a separate work contained in his
masterpiece of philosophy, the Magen Avot [‘The Shield of the Fathers’].62 The Keshet uMagen was composed in Algeria, but both the language (a mixture of Aljamiado-Catalan,63
Judaeo-Arabic and Hebrew) and the contents of the work make it particularly suitable to
use in the peninsular context. This supposition is reinforced by the fact that, throughout his
life, Duran maintained strong contacts with the Mallorcan Jewish communities and that,
almost half a century after his emigration in 1391 CE, he still sent them recommendations
and advice.64
The abundant quotations of passages extracted from the Torah is an outstanding
characteristic the Ta’yīd shares with the Keshet and their use suggests that, by and large, its
author accepts the text of the Torah. Moreover, the Ta’yīd seems to be an answer to the
Jewish polemical discourse against Islam in this work. Duran was born in the same year in
which the oldest copy of the Ta’yīd was completed and that he composed the Magen Avot
in 1406 CE, a year after the copy of MS AF 58 which contains both the Ta’yīd and the Kitāb
al-Mujādala was finished.65 The topics in the Keshet are similar to those found in these two
polemics. The objectives of the dispute with the Christians66 are a reflection of those in the
Ta’yīd: their purpose is to demonstrate that the Torah has not been abrogated and that the
suffering of the Jews is not a punishment for killing Jesus. Other controversial topics are
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very similar to those in the Kitāb al-Mujādala discussed in Chapter Three: the Trinity, the
divinity of Jesus, the papacy and the changes introduced into Christianity by Paul, Jerome67
and Augustine. However, the dispute with the Muslims is the one which shows the most
resemblance to the Kitāb al-Mujādala. Consequently, a large number of the topics and
authorities used by the author of this Muslim polemic to attack the Christians reappear in
the Keshet as arguments directed against Muslims. According to Duran, the Qur’ān, has not
a divine origin, the miracles of Muḥammad are not a proof of the truth of his religion and
the dissension between Muslims aroused by questions posed by such philosophers as Ibn
Rushd about the corporeality of God, the creation of the world and the free will only
confirm the absurdity of the doctrine of Islam.68 In the Keshet we find a comparative
exegesis of the three religions, an aspect also present in the Kitāb al-Mujādala. In this we
find a clear attempt to attack opponents by turning their own arguments against them. In
the same way as the Ta’yīd does with the Torah and the Gospels, Duran argues that, if
understood properly, the Qur’ān confirms the truth of Judaism. I do not know whether the
Keshet exerted any influence in the communities in the Peninsula, but its exceptionality –
noted by Duran himself – suggests that, in the territories under Christian rule, we probably
had a situation in which the Mudejars launched their attacks on an opponent who seemed
to have lost interest in disputing with them. Could the use of the Torah and the arguments
against the Jews in the Ta’yīd be explained by the influence of Jewish-Christian polemics
instead?

5.1.5.!JewishKChristian!Polemics!in!the!Christian!Territories!
Here I shall not deal in depth with this vast literature, but look only at its main
characteristics. In this exercise, the four models which Amos Funkenstein distinguishes in
the development of the discourse of Christian anti-Jewish polemics, based on the sources of
the texts and set in chronological order are a useful tool. Funkenstein argues that these
models could give us information about the kind of Jewish answers Christian attacks might
have sparked such as, for example, the positive significance of the ethnic continuity of the
Jews or the position of the Gentiles in Judaism in treatises like the Beit ha-Beḥirah [‘The
Chosen House’] by Menachem Ha-Meiri (Perpignan 1249-1316 CE).69 Two models were
dominant during both the twelfth and thirteenth century and both are characterized by the
stereotyped repetition of biblical arguments and by the attempt to demonstrate the
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superiority of Christianity on the basis of philosophy. From the twelfth century, two other
models of controversy appear whose purpose is the refutation of the post-biblical Jewish
literature – which is considered heretical – and to launch an attack on the Jews by recourse
to this literature. 70 The upshot is that, whereas before the twelfth century a rejection of the
Jewish sources occurs, thereafter the Jews themselves are object of rejection, albeit this was
a gradual process. The third and especially the fourth type reached a high degree of
development in the late fourteenth century. In these, the narrative passages from the
rabbinical tradition (Aggada) form the bulk of the materials of polemics, and the subjects
revolve around the content of these sources, the figure of Jesus and the divergences
between the Gospels and the Torah.
Prominent examples of this literature are the Dialogi contra Iudaeos by Petrus
Alfonsi and the Milhamot ha-Shem [‘The Wars of God’] (1170 CE) by Jacob ben Reuben. Both
the Dialogi and the Milhamot are regarded as the first systematic attempts to formulate a
refutation of Judaism and Christianity, respectively.71 Known to Christians and Jews, these
works circulated within these groups in the same period as the Ta’yīd.
The influence and dissemination of the Dialogi is well known.72 It seems very
probable that the Milhamot was a refutation of Alfonsi’s Dialogi, therefore the contents of
these two works can be related to each other. Besides being the first two systematic attacks
on Judaism and Christianity, respectively, and besides the fact that they both include a
dialogue, by coincidence both these authors would seem to have had some relation with
the city of Huesca, in which one of the copies of the Ta’yīd was made – even though this is
not absolutely certain in the case of Reuben.73 Composed in 1170 CE, a few decades later
than the Dialogi, the Milhamot would subsequently be attacked by such polemicists as
Nicholas of Lyra (c. 1270-1349 CE) and Abner of Burgos (1270-1346 CE). Daniel J. Lasker
notes that, although this treatise served as a model for Jewish polemics against the
Christians in the Christian territories, it does show a strong influence from the JudaeoChristian polemics in circulation in al-Andalus, a territory which its author, Jacob ben
Reuben, was forced to abandon. Works like the Milhamot seem to be a response to the
treatises written by such converts as Petrus Alfonsi, Abner of Burgos or Geronimo de Santa
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Fe in which new polemical arguments were introduced. 74 These treatises provoked a
reaction from the members of the Jewish communities which, for the first time, needed to
refute sources previously circulated exclusively within their communities.75
The inevitable outcome was that controversies between Jewish converts to
Christianity and members of the Jewish aljamas sprang up during both the fourteenth and
the fifteenth century.76 Here I refer only to cases in which there was a correspondence
between Conversos and Jews. I leave aside the subsequent responses to these treatises and
unidirectional attacks as, for example, the letter which Pablo de Santa María/Burgos wrote
to Joseph Orabuena after his conversion or the letter from Joshua ha-Lorki – later known as
Geronimo de Santa Fe – to Pablo, also related to his conversion. 77 Among them were the
disputes between Pedro de Luna – the future (anti)Pope Benedict XIII – and Shem Ṭov ibn
Shaprut (1379 CE); 78 between Juan de Valladolid and Moses ha-Kohen of Tordesillas (14th
c.);79 between Pablo de Santa María and Joseph Albo (14th-15th c.); 80 and the satirical verses
written by Solomon ben Reuben Bonafed (14th-15th c.) to Francesch de San Jordi/Astruc
Rimoch in response to a letter sent to him by his friend, Rimoch Sealtiel Bonafos, urging
him to convert.81 There is a correspondence between the main themes of the Dialogi and
the Milhamot: an attack on the doctrine and exegesis of the religion of the adversary. The
background to these disputes is philosophical-theological, that is, they address questions
about God (His corporeality, measurements) – both eschatological and functional – and,
therefore, what is at stake is the implementation of the law sent by God to the Jews. The
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two other important issues are: the abrogation of the Mosaic Law by Jesus and the coming
of the Messiah.
The Ta’yīd does display a slight correlation with contemporary polemics between
Christians and Jews. It bears some resemblance to Chapters 3-10 of the Milhamot, in which
the precise objective of Reuben is to deny the prophecy of Jesus in the Psalms, the books of
the Prophets and Proverbs. It also resembles Chapter Two of this same work which deals
with Jesus’ abrogation of the Mosaic law. Although the Ta’yīd does contain some of the
tropes in this type of literature, it does not develop them exhaustively. Among its most
important differences with the Judaeo-Christian discourses is the absence of passages from
the rabbinical tradition. In other words, the claims in the Ta’yīd concentrate on the Old
Testament, or Tenach. Another pertinent difference is that its controversial arguments do
not appeal to reason and philosophy to demonstrate the truth of Islam which, for example,
what the Milhamot does. In it, the character of the Monotheist wants to prove the truth of
Judaism by recourse to reason.82 Moreover, a comparison between the Arabic versions of
this treatise and their Aljamiado counterparts provided in Chapter Three, has also revealed
only a limited influence of the Christian arguments.

5.1.6.!The!use!of!the!Torah!in!antiKJewish!Polemics!by!Oriental!Muslim!authors!
The inquiry has so far suggested that the arguments in the Ta’yīd and the use of the Torah
by its author might be more suitably placed in a non-convert Muslim milieu. The survey of
the polemical literature in the previous chapter shows that the approach to the biblical
texts adopted by the author of the Ta’yīd has no strong precedents in the territories in the
vicinity of al-Andalus and the Maghreb but it has also noted that this use of the Bible is
found in Muslim works, not necessarily of polemics, the majority of them Oriental. In the
following paragraphs, I would like to discuss this issue in more depth.
Some Oriental authors, such as Ibn Qutayba (d. 889 CE), accepted the Torah and
the Jewish and Christian Scriptures as historical sources. In his the Dalā’il an-Nubuwwa, Ibn
Qutayba says that Muḥammad is announced in the books of the Jews, particularly in the
prophecies of Isaiah. Only fragments of Ibn Qutayba’s work have survived through later
writers such as Ibn Ḥazm. It is interesting that in it, as in the Ta’yīd, Ibn Qutayba refers
three times to the abrogation of the Torah which argues that the prophecy passed to the
descendants of Ishmael.83 Only a few decades before the Ta’yīd saw the light of day, the
influential Syrian scholar Ibn Taymiyya (1263-1328 CE) seems to have shared Ibn Qutayba’s
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respect for the Torah. In the fourth part of the al-Jawāb aṣ-Ṣaḥīḥ li-man baddala Dīn alMasīḥ [‘The Correct Answer to Those Who Have Changed the Religion of Christ’],84 Ibn
Taymiyya includes the at-Takhjīl li-man Ḥarrafa-l-Tawrāt wa-l-Injīl ['The Shaming of Those
Who Have Corrupted the Torah and the Gospel'], which is a refutation of both Christianity
and Judaism.85 In his al-Jawāb, Ibn Taymiyya considers the Torah to be a fundamental
revelation (aṣl), which was abrogated by the Qur’ān.86 Ibn Taymiyya, much as our Mudejar
author, is aware of the existence of various biblical books – the Psalms, the Prophets and
the Gospels – and considers, with the exception of the Gospel, the Torah to be the entirety
of the books sent to the people of the Book (ahl al-kitāb).87 Ibn Taymiyya states that the
purpose of his work is to show the prophecy of Muḥammad and refute the accusation that,
according to Christians, the Qur’ān and the Torah are ““two magics” [...] and, in another
reading, [of Qur’ān 28:48, MCA], "They say, 'Two magicians,'" that is, Moses and
Muhammad.”88 As indicated in the Table of Contents, the Ta’yīd dedicates Section 4.5 to
discrediting Moses’ prophetic office. The author states that it is not his intention “to
reproach the prophets, for they are chaste and pure from all blemishes and sins”; the reason
which leads him to doubt that Moses’ miracles had come from God is the fact that Jews
deny the miracles of Muḥammad.89 Similarly, notes Michel, Ibn Taymiyya’s purpose in
writing the at-Takhjīl was “to establish the definite prophetic nature of Muhammad ad
extra, somewhat analogous to the Kitāb al-Nubuwwat he wrote to deal with prophecy from
an internal Islamic point of view.”90 So, there are four themes in the at-Takhjīl which run
parallel to those in the Ta’yīd. Both, Ibn Taymiyya and the author of the Ta’yīd discuss Israel
and its prophets, the hierarchy of the religions of the Book, the abrogation of the Jews of the
divine message and the fact that the children of Israel have forfeited God’s favour.
Notwithstanding the popularity of Ibn Taymiyya among Salafi groups today which choose
to underline the rejection of Christians and Jews by this author, such scholars as Younus
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Mirza believe that the involvement of Ibn Taymiyya in the study of the Torah and the Bible
was greater than is generally recognized and should be re-evaluated.91 Ibn Taymiyya, as
does the author of the Ta’yīd – the latter undoubtedly to a greater extent –, sees the Torah
as a source with which to build their Muslim identity. However, there is a fundamental
difference between them: the aim of Ibn Taymiyya is to show the errors contained in these
texts, whereas the author of the Ta’yīd accepts their validity, but argues that their
interpretation is incorrect.
Louis Cardaillac mentions Ibn Taymiyya as a source of controversy among the
Moriscos, but there are no sources to establish whether or not the Mudejar communities
had access to his work.92 What we do know is that the Egyptian al-Ja ͑farī (1185-1270 CE) is
the author of a book which bears the same title as that of Ibn Taymiyya, the at-Takhjīl man
Ḥarrafa l-Tawrāt wa-l-Injīl [‘The Shaming of Those Who Have Corrupted the Torah and the
Gospel’] and that al-Ja ͑farī had knowledge of the works of the Qaḍī ͑Iyāḍ, as well as about
the ‘Mudejar’ al-Khazrajī discussed in the previous chapter.93 As early as the fifteenth
century, the Mamluk scholar al-Biqā ͑ī (1407-1480 CE) quotes the Torah extensively in his
defence of the Qur’ān in the Naẓm ad-Durar fī Tanāsub al-Āyāt wa-s-Suwar [‘The String of
Pearls, on the Harmonious Relationship of Verses and Chapters’], a work written between
1456-1477 CE.94 Walid Saleh claims that al-Biqā ͑ī is the first Muslim author to use the Torah
and the New Testament to comment on the Qur’ān.95 An interesting fact is that al-Biqā ͑ī
took the work of the traditionalist, Andalusī historian Ibn al-Zubayr al-Gharnāṭī al-Sharafī
(1230-1308 CE) as one of his sources.96 It therefore appears that, at the time of the Ta’yīd and
immediately afterwards there was a production of polemics in majority Muslim countries
which follows a trend similar to that in the Ta’yīd. The Torah is not rejected in its entirety
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but is considered a source of knowledge which bears witness to the prophecy of
Muḥammad. On these grounds, it seems necessary to qualify the statement of LazarusYahfeh: “Without denying in any way the deep influence Judaism (and Christianity) exerted
on early Islam, one must accept that only a few rather late Muslim authors show an
extensive knowledge of or true understanding of Jewish Scriptures and hermeneutic
literature.”97
As does the ͑Iyāḍ, the fourth chapter of the Ta’yīd deals extensively with the
miracles of Muḥammad, while, as we have seen, the work as a whole aims to show that
Muḥammad is the Seal of the Prophets and that his prophecy had already been announced
in “the Torah and the Psalms and the Books of the Prophets”. 98 God established His
Covenant with Ibrāhīm and chose the Arab people to keep this Covenant, and so blessed
Ismā ͑īl. With this blessing God announced the coming of Muḥammad as a prophet. Not
only do the Torah, the Psalms and the books of the prophets bear testimony to this claim,
the miracles of Muḥammad are also proof that he is a true prophet, very unlike Moses who
is falsely accused of sorcery by Jews and Muslims. This denigration is made apparent in the
claim of the author of the Ta’yīd that
“'The miracles which Moses performed are more prone to be suspect […] than are the
miracles of Muḥammad. The evidence for that it is established in both your opinion and
ours that there were names [namely: the ineffable name of God, ‘Shem ham-Meforash’]
inscribed on the staff of Moses, peace be upon him; and he wrought miracles only with
that staff. […] And whenever Moses performed (anything), he performed it only with
those names.' And […] the diviners of Pharaoh worked in Egypt all the miracles which
Moses worked, save the gnats.”99 [...] So ask them, 'What profit is there in his [that is,
Moses’] miracles and in his mission, since his own nation to whom he was sent, did not
place credence in them, thinking they were sorcery?'”100

Moreover, the history of the Jews – that is, their captivity and the subjugation that they
suffer – are a sign that the law of Moses has been abrogated by Islam. The Ta’yīd seems to
take similar approaches to those just explained, something which is consistent with the
hypothesis adduced by Kaddouri that the sources of the biblical quotations of this polemic
might have been Oriental.
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Concluding!Remarks!
Kassin argues that the author of the Ta’yīd was working with a Judaeo-Arabic Vorlage of the
Torah and must necessarily have been a Jew. This possibility cannot be totally ruled out
without a critical edition of the Ta’yīd, but the contextualization of the discourse in the
Ta’yīd shows that Kassin’s view is hard to maintain. The language skills and the knowledge
of Judaism of the author demonstrates that he was most probably working from a
translation into Arabic. This is a distinct possibility since, as we have seen, the Torah was in
circulation among the Mudejars and Moriscos, with the particularity that they seem to have
been acquainted with one version of it, partly written in Hebrew. This would explain the
presence of the Hebrew language in the copies of the Ta’yīd.
There are various elements which could have encouraged the use of the Torah as a
source of religious authority by this author. We have seem that, in all probability, the
Mudejars do not answer Jewish treatises against Islam composed in the Christian territories
and, moreover, that the Ta’yīd shows fundamental differences to the Judaeo-Christian
polemical literature of its time. Neither an analysis of the production of polemics by Jews
and Christians nor the trends within this kind of literature in the Islamic world support the
Kassin’s hypothesis that the author of the Ta’yīd was a convert from Judaism. The evidence
provided in this section strengthens the idea that instead we have a Muslim who seems to
have fully participated in the polemical discourses and uses of his time within the majority
Christian society. Being “destitute of learning”, as he was, he seems to have drawn on
materials available among the Mudejar communities. The use of the Torah in the Ta’yīd as a
source of religious authority which serves to underpin the construction of the Muslim
identity of the Mudejars must therefore be understood as an innovation in the literature of
Muslim polemics in the Peninsula but as one which, nonetheless, has a place in the
conceptual frameworks of contemporaneous Muslim thought, for example, those found
among Oriental authors.
Considering what has been said so far, it seems appropriate to place the Ta’yīd
within a moderate stream of Islamic thought which departs from the total rejection of Ibn
Ḥazm and accepts and uses the texts of Christians and Jews to a greater or lesser degree.
The similarities between the Ta’yīd and the works of Muslim polemics in the Oriental
regions of the Mediterranean might be explained by the fact that its author had collected
materials for his work through contacts with other Muslims living in territories with a
Muslim majority.101
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!
5.2.$The$Kitāb$alKMujādala!
!
In the following paragraphs, I would like to discuss the polemics against the Jews in the
Kitāb al-Mujādala. The attacks on Judaism included in this treatise are sporadic, and, yet,
the Jews are the target of one of the few insults uttered in this controversy. The author
might have been answering the oral attacks of the Jews or reflecting on the acknowledged
competition between Muslims and Jews, when he claims: “God damn the Jews when they
say to Muslims: ‘you have no Sacred Law (shar ͑ an)’”.102 This specific attack notwithstanding,
overall the Kitāb al-Mujādala shows a moderate attitude towards the Jews.
One topic of controversy among Jews is purity. The author of the Kitāb alMujādala states that, according to the Mosaic law, the state of purity (ṭuhr) is compulsory
for Jews. The discussion which follows sets out the arguments of his opponents and, finally,
refutes these arguments. His contention is based on the laws of Leviticus relating to leprosy
according to which ritual purification is required after sex or having a wet dream. Sexual
intercourse or emission of semen leads to a state of major impurity called janāba in Islam.
The Mudejar polemicist accuses the Jews of not performing the rituals of purity when they
are in the state of janāba. The response of the Jews is that these and other rules, such as not
drinking wine, were valid only in the land of the Covenant (arḍ al- ͑ahd) and in the land of
Canaan. The author of the Kitāb al-Mujādala is therefore suggesting that that Jews consider
these precepts invalid in the context of the Iberian Peninsula. Their arguments are based on
the narrative of Moses and Aaron who died in the wilderness before entering the land of
Canaan and who had forbidden Jews to approach the wine or pork and forced them to be
purified before entering Jerusalem (bayt al-quds) if they happened to be in a state of
increased impurity (janāba). In the eyes of the author of the Kitāb al-Mujādala , the reasons
given by the Jews are proof that they do not comply with the precepts of God.103
Another topic of controversy is sin. We read in the Kitāb al-Mujādala that,
according to the Jews, man is punished for the offences committed by his ancestors.
However, this statement is invalidated by the evidence offered by the Torah, the Mudejar
author claims. To show that this is so, the author examines a central theme of Islamic
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theology through scriptural exegesis,104 and he quotes some passages from the “Book of
Kings” (‘Kitāb al-Malākhīn’) and the “Books of Samuel” preceding the “Book of Kings”.
Among the examples taken from the Torah is the sin of King David when he fornicated with
Bathsheba, the wife of his soldier, Uriah. David leaves her pregnant and hatches a plot to
kill Uriah. The author of the Kitāb al-Mujādala argues that these actions are bound by God’s
will only. Man has no control over the actions imposed by God (majbūra). Another example
is Solomon’s idolatry. The author raises the question of why ⎯ if Solomon offended God ⎯
God reduced the tribes of Israel from twelve to one during the reign of his son, Rehoboam,
and not during the reign of Solomon himself. Why, if it was not to fulfil His divine decree,
did God take control of the tribes of his son, namely, Rehoboam, and not of the father?105
Therefore, he concludes, man must not want to acquire a knowledge superior to that of
God, and dare to say that Rehoboam had acted improperly. Mankind is only responsible for
the acts it performs and not for what God has required its members to commit.106
Free will is important here. The views of the Jews in this treatise are clearly
opposed to those of polemicists like Duran who states in the Keshet: “with respect to the
free will given to men in their actions, the perfect Torah establishes this free will in a
categorical way: “With regard to the free will granted to man in his actions, the perfect
Torah establishes free will categorically: 'choose life'. [...] Men are free to choose and will be
compensated according to their good deeds and punished according to their wickedness.107
Duran rejects the Christian doctrine of original sin,108 an attitude which contrasts sharply
with the claim of the author of the Kitāb al-Mujādala that, according to Jews, men are
punished because of the mistakes of their ancestors. According to rabbinic Judaism, sin is
not understood as hereditary but as an integral part of human nature; a doctrine which
makes man responsible for his actions.109
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These matters are the main issues of contention with the Jews in the Kitāb al-Mujādala:
precepts such as that of ritual purity and the issue of free will. In his discussion of ritual
purity, it is surprising that the author compares it with the prescriptions to do with wine, as
in Judaism wine is allowed and has a ritual use. What the rabbis prohibit is praying under
its influence.110 Indeed, the history of Baḥīrā in the introduction to this chapter is a very
good illustration of how Jews understood the prohibition of wine in Islam as something
alien to their own religious precepts. The dispute with the Jews about wine in the Kitāb alMujādala might be an answer to stories like those found in the Iggeret Vikkua. Here, too,
the author seems to have in mind the idea that the Jews and the Christians were united and
understand sin from its less common biblical reading of “breaking the covenant of God”.111
The same impression that Christian and Jews are sometimes dealt with together
by the author of the Kitāb al-Mujādala, that they are encompassed within the same social
group, is aroused at the end of the treatise, where we find a disquisition about which is the
best among the divine religious laws (sharāyi )͑ .112 The author claims that Islam is the only
revelation which is sent to mankind as a whole. This is in contrast to Judaism, whose
prophet Moses, Mūsā, spoke only to Jews, and Yasū ͑ (Jesus), who was sent to the people of
Israel alone, because He, his mother and the Apostles, were all Jews. In Chapter One, we
have seen that sharī a͑ was an important topic of controversy between Christians, Jews and
Muslims in the Christian territories and more will be said about the interpretations of it by
the Mudejars in the following chapter. At this point, I would like to note that, in this
particular argument adduced by the author of the Kitāb al-Mujādala, Kassin sees evidence
of the close connection between this treatise and that of the Ta’yīd. Consequently, in his
view, the same Jewish convert must have composed the two treatises. 113 However, in
Chapter Three we have discussed that the Kitāb al-Mujādala was probably composed in the
immediate environment of the Sharafī family and we have also referred to the possibility
that some of the sources of the Kitāb al-Mujādala were derived from the Arabic-Christian
tradition. The fact that the latter might be the case here is suggested by the fact that the
author uses Yasū ͑ which, as we have seen, is the name for Jesus among these communities.
From such an approach, the argument can be easily explained from an Islamic point of
view, given that Muslims believe in Ī͑ sā (Jesus in Islam) but interpret his message differently
to Christians. Yasū ,͑ here the Christian name for Jesus, according to the Muslims would be a
misinterpretation of the true message of Ī͑ sā, a misinterpretation which, as noted above,
would have been spread far and wide by His Apostles, above all Peter and Paul; the latter
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being represented in some Muslim narratives as King Paul, the King of the Jews.114 On the
basis of what has been said, I lean towards the possibility that the author of the Kitāb alMujādala had a limited knowledge of Judaism. This idea relies on two points: the atypical
arguments used to attack these communities and the limited number of occasions on
which he refers to them separately. This hypothesis gains strength if we compare the Jewish
polemic in this work with that found in the Ta’yīd: there is no doubt that the knowledge of
Judaism of the author of the Ta’yīd is much broader, although, as we have seen, it also does
appear to have been very extensive either.
As in the case of the Ta’yīd just discussed, the polemics with the Jews in the Kitāb
al-Mujādala rest on the religious authority of the Torah. The central place of the Torah in
the Mudejars’ arguments against the Jews and the fact that both authors seem to draw on
loci communes of Muslim polemics, such as the identification of Hagar with the Qur’ānic
Qeturah, accounts for the common points between the two treatises which led Kassin to
argue that the same author composed both. However, the differences between the two
treatises are greater than their correspondences. In Chapter Three we have seen that the
Kitāb al-Mujādala places a strong emphasis on Christianity. Moreover, we have just seen
that the author of the Kitāb al-Mujādala takes a different approach to some topics such as
‘sin’ to those expressed in the Ta’yīd. Whereas the author of the Ta’yīd and its adaptors
endorse what is said in the Torah, for example, “[f]or three sins I will forgive the children of
Israel, but for the fourth I will not forgive them”,115 and search for additional evidence in the
revealed sources of the Qur’ān or the Gospels, the author of the Kitāb al-Mujādala inquires
into the Torah by appealing to ‘free will’, an issue which he subsequently he discusses at
length using logic and philosophy as his tools. In the next chapter, we shall see that the use
of these of these last two sources is indispensable to understanding notions of religious
authority in the Kitāb al-Mujādala as a whole.

5.3.$The$‘demandas’$[‘Questions’]!
!
I shall devote this last section to a narrative which, as it has been noted in Chapter Three,
was widespread among the Mudejars and the later Moriscos: the “demandas de A
͑ bd Allāh
ibn Salām” [‘Questions Posed by A
͑ bd Allāh ibn Salām’]/ “demandas que demandaron una
conpaña de judíos all annabī Muḥammad” [‘The Questions of a Group of Jews to the
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Prophet Muḥammad’]. What concerns me here is to arrive at an understanding of how the
‘demandas’ might have helped in the construction of the Muslim identity of the Mudejars
by emphasizing the religious authority of the prophet of Islam, Muḥammad.
There are many Qur’ānic references to the contacts maintained with the People of
the Book (ahl al-kitāb). Muslim commentators interpret sūra 3:93-95116 as one of these, as
the following ḥadīth shows:
Imam Ahmad recorded that Ibn ‘Abbas said, “A group of Jews came to Allah’s
Prophet and said, ‘Talk to us about things we will ask you and which only a Prophet
would know.’ He said, ‘Ask me about whatever you wish. However, give your pledge
to Allah, similar to the pledge that Ya’qub took from his children, that if I tell you
something and you recognize its truth, you will follow me in Islam.’ They said,
‘Agreed’.

These contacts are also reflected in the sources about the life (sīra) and the deeds of the
prophet (ḥadīth). For example, in the sīra of Ibn Isḥāq we find a passage in which four Jews
come to Muḥammad and ask him questions about religion. After hearing their answers, the
group’s spokesman, A
͑ bd Allāh ibn Salām,117 converts. It is well known that conversions of
Jews like this one 118 favoured the introduction of narratives about the Banū Isrā’īl
(isrā’īliyyāt) into the Muslim tradition, 119 and they were soon used as weapons in
interreligious controversy.
The questions (masā’il) of ͑Abd Allāh ibn Salām enjoyed great popularity and
were soon translated into several languages under the title of “The Book of the One
Thousand Questions”; this led to what is called the literary cycle of Ibn Salām.120 Meanwhile,
narratives of conversions of Jews were introduced into the Judaeo-Christian polemic as
well. In the Chronographia [‘Chronicle’] of Theophanes, when they see that Muḥammad
eats camel meat, ten Jewish converts conclude that he is not the Messiah they are waiting
for. Despite realizing their mistake, they remain with him out of fear, they teach him, and
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turn him against the Christians.121 Fear, and the desire to maintain his social position, is also
one of the reasons indicated in the Jewish version of the history of Baḥīrā which explain the
conversion of Abū Bakr.122
Following the ideas of Islamization of the Iberian territory propounded by Maribel
Fierro, Cándida Ferrero Hernández suggests that the story of ͑Abd Allāh reached the
Iberian Peninsula around the ninth century. Hermann of Carinthia probably translated it
into Latin between 1142 and 1143 CE under the title Liber de Doctrina Mahumeti or
Masā’il ͑Abd Allāh Ibn Salām [‘The Questions of ͑Abd Allāh Ibn Salām’]. This translation
became part of the Collectio Toletana, assembled under the direction of Peter the
Venerable, Abbot of Cluny.123 The story was also in circulation among the Mudejar and
Morisco communities. There are one Arabic and two Aljamiado versions of the ‘demandas’.
It has been noted in Chapter Three that the Arabic version, preserved in the Biblioteca de
Castilla-La Mancha (MS 395), has not been recognized as the ‘demandas’ until now and was
described as the “contestaciones de Mahoma por el Corán a cuestiones de teología, liturgia,
derecho, ciencias naturales, etc” [‘Answers by Muḥammad by Means of the Qur’ān to
Questions on Theology, Liturgy, Religious Law, Natural Sciences, et cetera’].124 There are also
two Aljamiado versions of the “demandas”: 125 (1) the “demandas que hizo ͑Abdu Allāh binu
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on September 29-30 and October 1, 2014, Ferrero Hernández answered my question about the existence of the
Arabic originals of the Liber Doctrina Mahumeti negatively. Collaboration with the Islamolatina to investigate
how closely the Latin translation follows the Arabic in MS 395 would be a desideratum.
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Ferrero Hernández, 2011a, 193-194. However, among the Berber manuscripts in the Leiden Library, in Or. 23.334
(Ar. 5279) copied between 1788-1789 CE, we find a couple of Arabic texts which might correspond to the two texts
collected in several Aljamiado manuscripts. Num. 4 in Or. 23.334 is a text which contains questions put to God by
Moses (10v-11r) and num. 36 bears the title of Qiṣṣat al-Bahā’im wa-l-Ṭuyūr wa-l-Wuḥūsh wa-Masā’il al-Yahūd (ff.
194v-195v, incomplete). Van den Boogert, 2002, 57-63. I have not yet had the opportunity to consult Or. 23.334 to
see if the questions of Moses correspond to the Syrian “Colloquy of Moses on Mount Sinai”. I also have not
inquired whether the ‘demandas de los judíos’ might have had something to do with these questions considering
the parallelism which exists between the withdrawal of Muḥammad to Mount Ḥirā’ and that of Moses to the
Sinai. EI2 s.v. "Ḥirāʾ" (Weir and Montgomery Watt). Pascual Asensi, 2003-2007, 182-183 and n. 54, quoting Ibn
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Salām y de lo que fue de su hecho con el annabī” and (2) “las demandas de los judíos”. The
first is preserved in an unique manuscript, of which only the beginning of the text
remains.126 We know several Aljamiado copies of the second, most of them from the
sixteenth century. The oldest is the manuscript in the Bibliothèque Nationale of Paris 774
(ff. 41r-73v) dating from the fifteenth or early sixteenth century. Therefore, it was probably
in circulation among the Mudejars. In what my discussion below I shall use MS BNP 774 to
discuss the ‘demandas’ which are completely preserved in this manuscript.127
Herrero Fernández considers the classification of the questions of ͑Abd Allāh by
Moritz Steinschneider inadequate. Steinschneider places them under the rubric of Muslim
polemics against Judaism but her argument against him is that neither the Latin text nor its
translations into Oriental languages contain any attack on or an argument against
Judaism.128 They are rather a “catechism of Islamic doctrine”.129 This reasoning might also
explain the lack of interest received by the Aljamiado versions of the “demandas” 130 and
why they have not been addressed in the various studies of the biographies (sīra) and
military campaigns (maghāzī) of Muḥammad.131 Jorge Pascual Asensi relates the ‘demandas’
to narratives such as those about Buluqiyyā, who was also a converted Jew.132 In considering
the questions of ͑Abd Allāh within the tradition of masā’il, this author builds on an account
of the above-mentioned Chronografia of Theophanes in which a group of Jews interrogate
Muḥammad. According to Pascual Asensi, “las demandas de ͑Abd Allāh” could have been
part of an early sīra by Ibn Isḥāq which was later discarded in the review by Ibn Hishām.133
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2005.
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MS Urrea of Jalón 170r-171r in Corriente Córdoba, 1990, 256-257.
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in MS RAH 11-9415, see op. cit., 416-425.
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Ferrero Hernández, 2011a, 194-195.
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"le correspondería, tal vez, la denominación de catecismo de la religión islámica" Ferrero Hernández, 2011a,
195. Here, she also refers to her earlier publication with Cruz Palma in which they follow Margoliout (Margoliout,
Moses. A pilgrimage to the land of my fathers. Vol. 2. London: Richard Bentley, 1850, 1-40) and Pijper, 1924.
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The two editions of these manuscripts (see above) discuss its contents in brief.
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Studies such as that of López-Morillas, 1994. Pascual Asensi, 2009, 871-872.
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For the history of Buluqiyyā which, is told by A
͑ bd Allāh ibn Salām in the Qiṣṣas al-Anbiyā’ ['Tales of the
Prophets’] by al-Tha l͑ abī, see López-Baralt, 2004. I did not consult the translation from the Arabic by William M.
Brinner of al-Thaʿlabī's ͑Arā’is al-Majālis fī Qiṣaṣ al-anbiyā’ or "Lives of the Prophets". Leiden [etc.]: Brill, 2002.
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Pascual Asensi, 2009, 882: “Pero si el texto de Teófanes nos permite conocer datos de la biografía del Profeta
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algún otro dato sobre lo que no pervivió de la primitiva Sira de Ibn Ishaq.” Pascual Asensi, 2003-2007, 191. Pascual
Asensi’s argument that the Chronographia of Theophanes refers to the murder of Muḥammad and that this detail
is included only in the sīra of Ibn Isḥāq is not conclusive proof that Theophanes took Isḥāq’s work as a source.
This is because, although we find the phrase (usque ad caedem eius) in the Latin translation of Theophanes
Chronographia by Anastasius Bibliothecarius (Chronographia Tripartita, c. 870 CE) – which is one of the sources
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This is an argumentum ad ignorantiam which unfortunately does not allow the
contestation of the author’s hypothesis, and it seems more likely that one the sources of the
“demandas” was the ḥadīth of Aḥmad ibn Ḥanbal, instead (Pascual Asensi does mention it
but omits that this ḥadīth was also collected by al-Bukhārī). Whatever the case may be, in
his comparison Pascual Asensi does not use the Aljamiado versions of the “demandas” in
circulation among the Mudejars and Moriscos.134
It has been already noted that the ideas of Ferrero Hernández about the
translation of Hermann of Carinthia do not apply to the case of the Mudejars. The Mudejar
and Moriscos produced a simultaneous adaptation of this narrative, “las demandas de los
judíos”, in which the focus shifts from the individual to the community. The Arabic and
Aljamiado versions of the "demandas" can be seen as works of polemics and, in the
following paragraphs, I would like to take a closer look at the arguments which support this
thesis. In particular, I would like to reach a better understanding of the contents of this
narrative in its Aljamiado versions and discover whether the consumption of this work by
the Mudejars and Moriscos was in some way related to the circulation of the same narrative
among Christians.
We are dealing with two different Aljamiado adaptations, as is confirmed by the
fact that the beginnings of both MS Urrea of Jalón and MS BNP 774 are preserved. The voice
of the “wise” Jew, ͑Abd Allāh, is blurred between the voices of the “wise” Jews, those
countrymen of the Mudejars and Moriscos who lived side by side with them and asked
them questions. What then is the content of these Jewish “demandas” in the imagination of
the Peninsular Muslims?
The narration in MS BNP 774 begins with the arrival of a group of Jews who
approach Muḥammad with some questions posed by Moses (Mūçā Ibnu ͑Imrān) and
which, according to them, “no sabe deklararlas ninguno sino ke sea almalak çerkano o
annabī” [‘only an angel or prophet can answer them’]. Two elements constantly recur in
these questions: the eschatological references attached to the ideas of sin and salvation and
the figure of Adam. The Jews ask Muḥammad about the reasons for performing the five
prayers, aṣ-ṣalā, prescribed in Islam. Muḥammad replies that the noon prayer (ṣalāt-aẓẓuhr) is because at that time all creation praises and prays to its Lord; the afternoon prayer
(ṣalāt-al- ͑aṣr) is observed to annoy the devil (shayṭān) for having deceived Adam in
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Theophanes with a polemical purpose and, therefore, unrelated to the sīra of Ibn Isḥāq. See for Anastasius, Neil,
2009, 788.
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He does indeed provide references to the studies about the Aljamiado manuscripts which contain these
questions but he does not address these texts and his interest is drawn to some of the stories which also appear in
Buluqiyyā. Pascual Asensi, 2003-2007, 190-195.
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Paradise; the prayer at sunset (ṣalāt-al-maghrib) is when Adam received the forgiveness of
Allāh for having eaten of the fruit of the tree; this is the reason the Muslim community
(umma) will be forgiven its sins; the night prayer (ṣalāt-al- ͑ātāma) is performed to follow
the tradition (Sunna) of the prophets before Muḥammad, who prayed at that time; and the
dawn prayer (ṣalāt-aṣ-ṣubḥ) is performed to anticipate the moment at which the infidels
adore shayṭān. The Jews ask Muḥammad about the rewards which await those who
perform these prayers. Whoever performs the ṣalāt-aẓ-ẓuhr – explains the Prophet of Islam
– will be saved from Hell (jahannam) on the Day of Judgement; whomsoever does the ṣalātal- ͑aṣr will be absolved of his sins “komo el dia ke lo parió su madre” [‘as the day his mother
bore him’]135 and will be saved from Hell (jahannam) on the Day of Judgement; the ṣalāt-almaghrib will strip the believer of the chains of Hell at his neck and feet, with a letter in his
right hand, his passage over the long and narrow bridge to Paradise (aṣ-ṣirāṭ) will be as
quick as lightning; the ṣalāt-al- ͑ātāmah will brighten the darkness of the grave and the
darkness of the Day of Judgement and its clarity will guide the believer to Paradise; finally,
those believers who observe the ṣalāt-aṣ-ṣubḥ will be received by two messengers who will
absolve him from his sins and grant him entry into Paradise.
The “demandas” demonstrate the importance of their prayers to the Peninsular
Muslims. Knowing the names of the times of the ritual prayers was an important
component of the Muslims’ knowledge until well into the sixteenth century.136 But perhaps
the most striking detail in the responses of Muḥammad to the Jews is the correspondence
established in the text between each of the five aṣ-ṣalawāt and the various stages of death
and resurrection faced by every Muslim (“i sed obidientes adha Al.lah, ke laora de al’aṣar se
es firia jahannama” [‘and be obedient to Allāh, since the time of al- ͑aṣr will turn into the
jahannam’]). 137 In his monograph on the concept of death in the Morisco Aljamiado
literature, Miguel Ángel Vázquez discusses some elements found in the text of the
“demandas”.138 The letter which will be placed in the right hand of the one who performs
the ṣalāt-al-maghrib corresponds to the “book” referred to in various sūras of the Qur’ān,
which recounts “todas las acciones del ser humano en la tierra a partir de las cuales el
difunto será juzgado” [‘all human actions of earth upon which the deceased will be
judged’].139 Several Morisco narratives speak of this letter which will be placed in the right
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hand of the righteous and in the left hand of the sinners. 140 It is an article of faith that the
angels Munkar and Nakīr will question the deceased and discuss his actions and this
explains the importance of Muḥammad’s answer that the “kuento” que reciba sea “liviano”
[‘the account which someone receives will be light’]. 141 We also find references to the bridge
to Paradise (aṣ-ṣirāṭ) which only believers “will cross in the winking of an eye, with the
speed of lightning”, 142 the darkness of the pit (the penumbra to which Vázquez so often
refers) and its narrowness (daghta). The Muslim believer will suffer this narrowness but for
a moment, whereas the unbeliever will do so until the Day of Judgement. This is because
the pit will widen as the pious Muslim correctly answers the questions of the angels
Munkar and Nakīr.143
The length of time spent in the grave and the resurrection of the dead contain
some overtones of Muslim polemics against the Jews found in some narratives from the
Morisco period. This is the case of MS BNE 5223, in which a group of Jews see that ͑Īsā (the
Islamic name of Jesus) raises the dead and ask if He can resurrect one of their ancestors,
Usām son of Nūḥ (Noah). ͑Īsā approaches the tomb of Usām, makes the ritual prostrations
and calls Usām in the name of Allāh. Then the pit breaks and an almost hilarious situation
occurs when the newly resurrected Usām shakes the dust out of his hair and beard
while ͑Īsā asks why his hair was not grey when he died and now it is. Usām replies that his
hair turned white when he heard the voice of ͑Īsā, for he thought that the Day of
Judgement had come. He also explains that he had been suffering the torments of the grave
for more than four thousand years and here the story ends. 144 This short narrative
emphasizes two issues in the polemics between Christians and Jews which, as I shall show
in the next section, are also found in the Mudejar work of the Kitāb al-Mujādala: the sins
committed by the ancestors of the Jews, their denial of Jesus as a prophet sent by God who
has worked miracles and their disbelief about the existence of Heaven and Hell.
But let us leave ͑Īsā aside for a moment and return to the “demandas” of the Jews to
Muḥammad. After talking about the ritual prayers, the Jews are interested in the ritual
ablutions of the wuḍū’ and the ṭahūr and in the fast of ramaḍān. Why should they observe
them? Significantly, the answers to these questions again revolve around the figure of
Adam and his sin in eating from the fruit of the tree of Paradise. So, when Adam took the
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fruit he disobeyed Allāh with his hands and feet and Allāh forgave him and sent him away
to perform the wuḍū’. By eating the forbidden fruit, the fruit flowed “through all the veins
which were in his body and the virtue of that reached all 'threads' and hairs of his body.”145
Similarly, the fruit of the tree which Adam ate remained in his body for thirty days, which
explains the need for the fast of ramaḍān for this length of period. Then, the Jews asked
Muḥammad which rewards those who observe the wuḍū’, the ṭahūr and the fast of
ramaḍān will receive. The answers again review subjects like the forgiveness of sins, the
torments of the grave, the letter in the right hand and crossing the bridge to Paradise to
which I have just referred. The last two questions of the Jews are why Allāh chose
Muḥammad as His messenger and why He put the Muslim community of believers (umma)
above the other religious communities. The answers of Muḥammad underline the
importance of orthopraxis and give eschatological references which emphasize the belief in
the Day of Judgement, which is generally considered to be part of the Muslim faith
( ͑aqīda).146
The content of the Aljamiado “demandas de los judíos” illustrates the deep
concern about the Hereafter of the members of these communities, a concern which is
found in other Mudejar and Morisco writings. Therefore, the idea that the “Jewish Sages”
referred to in this narrative, who replace ͑Abd Allāh, do not represent the Jews but the
members of the Peninsular Muslim communities themselves, does not strike me as strange.
We find here a clear example of the way in which social identity is formed by the
opposition between the groups. Group distinctiveness is transformed into a central element
of the social competition between them: the Jews need to know why Muslims are ‘better’,
that is: why they should convert and become part of the group of Muslims. On the other
hand, the questions posed by the Jews could be the questions asked by the Mudejar and
Moriscos as well. Therefore, they keep asking their Prophet: Why? Why remain steadfast to
the prayers? Why perform ritual ablutions? Why fast during ramaḍān, Muḥammad? Why?
What do we get in compensation for the increasing afflictions and hardships faced by us
who practise Islam in the Christian lands? Why do we have to live among Jews? Answering
these questions is not only a means to convert the Jews to (nafs) Islam but to sharpen the
community boundaries between the two minorities and exalts the positive characteristics
of the own group.
The context of political and personal submission of the members of these Muslim
communities might explain why, as it has been noted, the compensations which the
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“demandas” say the believers will receive place a heavy emphasis on the Afterlife and have
little to do with the actual circumstances in which they are living. Nevertheless, the
repetition of the question about the compensations is still surprising and suggests the
internal fragmentation of these communities, that is, the existence of individuals or of
groups of Muslims who were more or less openly wondering why they should remain
faithful to Islam. From the responses it is also possible to construe where their objections
are coming from. The emphasis on the original sin (remember the plasticity of the
metaphor of the apple remaining inside Adam’s body for thirty days) and the importance of
the forgiveness of sins are definitely issues with a Christian imprint which were beginning
to occupy more and more members of these minorities.
The questions put by ͑Abd Allāh to Muḥammad in the Latin translation of the
Liber Doctrine Mahumeti are very different. They deal with whether Muḥammad is a
prophet; what is the law of God, how many laws of God are there; why God has sent this
law; what is the beginning of the Qur’ān; what is the meaning of the first letters, ‘abuged,’ of
the Arabic alphabet; and how Adam’s creation took place.147 These are issues which expect
either an affirmative or a negative answer or a description, but they do not require an
explanation. In contrast, the Aljamiado texts expect an explanation or, more correctly, they
‘demand’ it. Perhaps it is this need to know which led to the transmission and copying the
work. This possibility must be taken into account in understanding its use in polemics. In
the fifteenth century, the Christian polemics against both Islam and Judaism increase, and
authors like Dionysus Cartujano, Nicholas of Cusa, Juan de Torquemada, Alonso de Espina
and the anonymous author of the Theophrastus Redivivus use the Liber Doctrine Mahumeti
more frequently in their polemics. 148 The Aljamiado copies of the “demandas que
hizo ͑Abdu Allāh binu Salāma” and of the “demandas de los judíos” date from the late
fifteenth and the sixteenth century, and, hence, we see that the interest of the Mudejars and
Moriscos in this text runs more or less parallel to that of the Christians, and might explain
the greater interest in this narrative among the former groups. The same applies to the
question of whether in the case of the Aljamiado versions the concomitance in the use of
the “demandas” by Christians and Muslims shows that the polemical elements might be
there precisely in the rejection of a Christian discourse which uses this same text and there
is a growing presence hostile to the religious minorities. This is a question on which a future
study of the Arabic text of the ‘demandas’ in MS 395 (Biblioteca de Castilla La-Mancha)
might shed more light.
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In the Aljamiado ‘demandas’, the Christian discourse is tacitly incorporated. It hovers in the
background of the answers to questions which were most likely posed by the members of
the Muslim communities themselves; questions which they did not formulate directly but
put into the mouth of the Jewish communities who were their direct competitors for the
favours of the Christian rulers. The content analysis of the Aljamiado “demandas” shows
that, like in the Liber Doctrine Mahumeti, they are an attempt to reconcile the doctrine of
Islam with that of Christianity through an attack on Judaism. Reading the text of the
“demandas” in the light of the context in which they were (re)produced and used discloses
the polemical tones in the answers of Muḥammad and the efforts made by the Muslims of
Christian Iberia to raise their prestige in relation to the Jews and the Christians and
improve the knowledge of Islam within their aljamas. It is my understanding that it is in
this sense that the “demandas” seem to be something more than a ‘catechism’.

Conclusions!
!
In this chapter, I have argued that among the sources of religious authority in Mudejar
polemics against Jews and Judaism, with the exception of the Qur'ān, the Torah is the most
prominent, The Mudejars seem to have regarded the Torah not only as an appropriate
instrument with which to target the Jews on their own terms, a strategy widely used by
Christian missionaries, but also as a means to build their identities as Muslims. I have
provided evidence that such a use is also found in the tradition of medieval Muslim
polemics against the Jews and for Jewish models for refuting Christian arguments.
Importantly, it does not necessarily follow models of Christian polemics against the Jews.
Another important source of authority in Mudejar polemics against Jews and Judaism is
Muḥammad. I have discussed the way in which in some of these works his teachings led to
the conversion of well-known Jewish religious leaders and their communities.
Turning to the question of whether the growing anti-Judaism of the Christians
could have been a determining factor in the composition of Mudejar polemics against the
Jews like the Ta’yīd, a number of conclusions can be drawn. The analysis of the sources at
our disposal suggests that Christian anti-Judaism could indeed have encouraged the
production and consumption of Mudejar and Morisco polemics against Jews and Judaism.
A fact which might explain the high number of Arabic copies and Aljamiado adaptations of
the Ta’yīd which extend down to the seventeenth century. Nevertheless, the Mudejars do
not seem to have incorporated the arguments put forward by the Christians against Jews in
their works. The example of the Ta’yīd has shown that its discourse revolves around the
prophecy of the advent of Muḥammad and that accusations against the Jews with a
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Christian ‘pedigree’ derived from the contemporary Jewish-Christian literature occur only
infrequently. This is congruent with the evidence provided in Chapter Three, in which we
have argued that, although some Aljamiado adaptations of the Ta’yīd do appear to show the
influence of Christian discourses against Judaism and, as I recall, include polemical images
about the Jews such as the references to the planet Saturn, the origin of the adaptors of the
Aljamiado versions (who, as we have seen could have been Jewish in the case of al-Gharīb)
seems to have had the greatest influence on the actual contents of the treatises. Likewise,
there are significant differences between the Aljamiado “demandas” among Mudejars and
Moriscos and the Latin translation of Hermann of Carinthia which was widespread among
Christians. As we have discussed at length, the Mudejar narrative should be placed between
the interaction with another group and the negotiation of religious norms and values
within the own community of Muslims.
These findings give support to the idea that, in order to determine how Christian
attitudes towards Jews and Judaism influenced the polemics of the Mudejars, more is
required than simply to point, as Nirenberg does, the fact that Jews are accused on two
counts: of killing Jesus and of having denied His prophecy. The narration of Baḥīrā
illustrates that such expressions often belong to a shared corpus of polemical arguments, on
which the Christian, Muslim and Jewish communities thrived. The extent of Christian
interference could be ascertained more appositely by inquiring into three particular points:
the place of the polemical Mudejar texts in the literature of controversy in the closest
environment of their communities; in the tradition of Muslim polemics against the Jews;
and also in the more general tradition of Muslim literature. In this regard, one central
aspect which should not be overlooked is conversion and its dual role – that is, the revival
of the controversy between the Conversos and the Jews and the change in the (rhetorical)
attitudes of the Christians towards Muslims noted by Szpiech.
In conclusion, the triangular relationships between Muslims, Christians and Jews
in the Later Middle Ages show that Christian anti-Judaism was only partly influenced by
the articulation of Muslim polemics against Jews and Judaism in the Christian territories.
The evidence does not allow us to infer that the Christians’ intervention policies, as for
example those in legal cases between Mudejars and Jews, were instrumental in inspiring
the writing of Mudejar treatises against Judaism. Instead, the composition of the latter
seems to depend on such factors as the tradition of literature of Muslim polemics and the
choices made by the adaptors of the texts. There is also insufficient evidence to support the
assertion made by Nirenberg that the Ta’yīd is an early example of a Muslim polemic in
which we can observe the incorporation of all topics of Christian anti-Jewish polemics.
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Moreover, against Kassin, I have argued that the Ta’yīd was not composed by a convert
from Judaism and that, in all probability, the Kitāb al-Mujādala and the Ta’yīd have two
different Muslim authors.

!

!

Chapter!Six:!Mudejar!Polemics!with!the!Christians!!

Introduction!
After having examined Mudejar polemics with the Jews, I would like to turn our attention
to its logical corollary, Mudejar polemics with the Christians. To do so, I shall focus on the
Kitāb al-Mujādala, a treatise in which the Christians are the most important target. In the
preceding chapters, I have already dealt with the composition and circulation of this work
and I have discussed some of its sources. It has emerged that, even though the Kitāb alMujādala is bound together with an Arabic copy of the Ta’yīd in MS AF 58, and both
treatises were copied by the hand of al-Raqilī, they are probably not autographs and have
different authors. I have situated the composition of the Kitāb al-Mujādala in the close
environment of the Mudejar Sharafī family, some of whose members had contacts with the
Christian elite of their time. I have argued on the grounds of the many quotations of
Christian arguments in the Kitāb al-Mujādala and its exposition of the views of some
Christian intellectual leaders such as Aghushtīn, its references to the activities of the
Christian mendicant orders and the Christian claims to the control of the territories of the
Iberian Peninsula all strongly suggest that its author was well acquainted with Christians
and Christianity. Despite the presence of such topics, the evidence found has not allowed
me to determine if the Kitāb al-Mujādala was specifically composed to provide an answer
to a particular treatise of Christian polemics against Islam.
As has been noted, human reason seems to occupy a prominent place in the
polemical agenda of the author of the Kitāb al-Mujādala. The sources of the Kitāb alMujādala are quite clear and are enumerated by al-Raqilī as the Torah, the Gospels and the
treatises (maqālāt) of the qāḍī Abū-l- ͑Abbās Aḥmad al-Lakhmī ash-Sharafī. In these works
he claims that one can find the same truth as in the revealed books and the books of
philosophy and logic. The analysis below will reveal that the defence of philosophy and logic
as rightful and authoritative sources of religious authority and of knowledge by the author
of the Kitāb al-Mujādala is unique in the rest of the corpus of Mudejar and Morisco
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literature in which, as Harvey notes, there is a “total absence of philosophy”.1 Closer analysis
will also reveal that, if Christianity is the most important element in the discourse of the
author of the Kitāb al-Mujādala, he also sets his critical sights on some members of the
Muslim religious elites, the ͑ulamā’. Although the term ͑ulamā’ is a plural form referring to
Muslim scholars learned in Islamic sciences, in the Kitāb al-Mujādala, the term ͑ulamā’
seems to be specifically, and derogatorily, reserved for the theologians, most probably the
Mālikī scholars who rejected the use of philosophy and its related disciplines of logic and
the natural sciences in the inquiry into religious subjects and in polemics with the
unbelievers. Despite the fact the ͑ulamā’ are not mentioned explicitly in the title of the Kitāb
al-Mujādala and the introduction tells us nothing about the author’s purpose in including
them in one way or another in his polemics,2 in the Kitāb al-Mujādala they are often
indubitably addressed in a polemical way.
It is my contention that author’s the preference for rationalist knowledge ( ͑aqliyya)
– the knowledge acquired through the teaching of proofs – to traditional knowledge
(sam ͑iyya)3 is key to understanding the attack on the ͑ulamā’ in this polemic. The author of
the Kitāb al-Mujādala quotes a saying by Muḥammad as a source of authority for his
defence of the use of rationalist sciences in Islam. It reads: “The prophet upon him the
peace, [and he was] one of the most learned, [said]: ‘It is as when [there are] most
distinguished prophets, [in such a case, MCA] the learned should choose the prophet
[among them] by using his independent judgement [faḍala-l- ͑ālim an-nabī bi-jtihādihi] and
his teachings on science [wa-dirāsatihi fī-l- ͑ilm]’”.4 No doubt the author was counting
himself among those who use independent judgement and are learned in sciences, the
philosophers, or ͑ulamā’ al-falsafa. Their views stand in stark contrast with those of the
traditional ͑ulamā’, whom the author places on one level with the “ignorant people”. The
following claim to the authority of Ibn Rushd is illustrative of this. Ibn Rushd states that
present-day people should not attempt
to understand and know how things occur […] because people are not rationalist. The
rationalist ͑ulamā’ are those among the people who are able to reach an individual
judgement and who are able to examine language without confirming it until they know
how things occur. […] The more difficult the understanding of what happens is, the
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Harvey, 1958, 199 and in 201: “[T]he whole literature of speculation and philosophy is omitted altogether”. Here,
Harvey is referring in particular to literature in Arabic, but the same can be said about the literature in
Aljamiado.
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They are also not mentioned in any of the chapters. See Chapter Three for the chapter overview and the
contents of this treatise.
3
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MS AF 58, f. 44v.
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more their belief in Allāh [namely: of the rationalist ͑ulamā’, MCA] increases.” “[Yet]” –
the argument continues – “there are other ignorant people who keep following the
tradition with respect to the commands of the Sacred Law (sharī ͑a), and underestimate
rationalist thinking in dealing with language which has a doubtful meaning, and do not
accept it because they do not understand it, nor they want to understand it.5

It will be shown in more detail below that the most important reason the the author of the
Kitāb al-Mujādala desires to use logic and philosophy is that these sciences are a necessary
prerequisite to reaching a proper understanding of Revelation and to defending Islam in
religious polemics. The ͑ulamā’ are to blame for the fact that, because of their traditional
approaches, they give ground to some of the misconceptions about Muslims and Islam
among Christians and Jews. He affirms with contempt that in the books of logic and
philosophy (namely: of the Christians and the Jews), one can read that Muslims do not
dispute about the Qur’ān.6 In the assertion, he seems to be referring to the widespread idea
among Medieval and Early Modern Christians and Jews that disputation about the Qur’ān
was prohibited in Islam. Such fifteenth-century thinkers as Pius II, Nicholas of Cusa and
Marsilio Ficino agree in saying that, “the theological disagreement between Christians and
Muslims centred on three widely exploited points: the refusal to believe in the doctrine of
the Trinity; the prohibition to question the teachings of the Koran; and the corporeal
quality of those teachings”.7 In the eyes of the author of the Kitāb al-Mujādala, the ͑ulamā’
have had a great share in ceding ground to such views. To support this, the author quotes
Ibn Rushd, who argues “in the Logic, that the ignorant among the Muslim ͑ulamā’ do not
know,the explanation of the words in the text of the book of Allāh, the Almighty (the
Qur’ān, MCA), and this is because they do not acknowledge the books of logic as part of the
essence of Allāh (ka-nafs Allāh).”8 The fear of the ͑ulamā’ that they will not be able to defend
the divine text against the attacks of their adversaries underpins their prohibition on
interreligious disputation on the Qur’ān, something about which the author of the Kitāb alMujādala is openly critical.
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This is in line will the well-known rejection of “popularization” of learning by Ibn Rushd. EI2 s.v. “Ibn Rushd”
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What has been said suggests that the Kitāb al-Mujādala might reflect dissensions within the
Mudejar communities similar to those illustrated in earlier Arabic works such as the Kitāb
Taʾwīl Mukhtalif al-Ḥadīth [‘Book on the Interpretation of the Differences in the Ḥadīth’] by
Ibn Qutayba (828-884 CE). In it, Ibn Qutayba defends the science of ḥadīth from all those he
considered heretics, among whom the philosophers.9 We shall see that the author of the
Kitāb al-Mujādala not only attacks Christian theology, or kalām which, as noted above, is
represented by Aghushtīn or the Tathlīth al-Waḥdāniyya, but also disassociates himself
from the practitioners of kalām among the Muslims. The possibility to attain positive
knowledge through human reason, I shall argue, is the axis of his polemics with the ͑ulamā’,
and it is also the hinge between the author’s intra-religious polemics and his polemics with
the Christians.
The polemical targets in the Kitāb al-Mujādala raise a number of questions. One
of these is that any mention of the internal division within a religious community gives the
opponent space to attack, as has been illustrated above in the discussion of such authors as
Ibn Ḥazm who, in his attack on the disparities between the four Gospels, remarks that the
Christians number seventy-two sects, or al-Qaysī. As examples, he refers to the Melkites,
the Nestorians and Jacobites.10 In this context, dissent is understood as an evidence of the
falsehood of a religion. Why lay disagreements among Muslims bare to the Jews and the
Christians, which is what the author of the Kitāb al-Mujādala does? On the other hand,
even though it is true that in most cases the learned Mudejar judges assume the leadership
of the religious lives of the members of the aljamas, it is also a fact that their brethren in
Muslim lands challenge their legitimacy. Why therefore is it that the sole Muslim source
mentioned in the introduction to this polemic is the treatises of a judge who was in all
probability a Mudejar? Furthermore, does not a claim to ignorance of philosophy which, as
will be argued, lumps the ͑ulamā’ and the Christians together, fall outside what can be
considered orthodox Islam?
In this Chapter, I do not attempt to provide a definitive answer to these questions.
Instead, I argue that what is at stake in all of them is notions of authority attached to
individuals and to sources, and that these notions inform a discourse which is particularly
useful to the Mudejars as minorities. I shall sustain the argument that philosophy is the
guiding principle behind the author’s understanding of Islam and it certainly does provide
fertile ground for his interreligious polemics and also for his intra-religious polemics with
those Muslims who do not espouse his views, the ‘ignorant’. As will be revealed, the
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A copy of this work is found in the miscellaneous manuscript from Almonacid J10, which contains in ff. 60 and
98 the date of 846 H (=1443CE). Ribera Tarragó and Asín Palacios, 1912, 53-56. Harvey, 1958, 149. Goldziher, 1971,
130-131.
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Van Koningsveld and Wiegers, 1994.
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author’s overall line of thought is that interreligious polemics should not be avoided, but

instead Muslims should be able to defend Islam vigorously against the proselytizing
campaigns of the Christians and the slanders of the Jews. Man should use his intellect to
acquire knowledge of God, to understand Sacred Law, or sharī ͑a, and to polemicize with
the Christians and the Jews. The secrets of the rationalist sciences do not have to pose any
problem to the Arabs (read Muslims, MCA), as in the author’s view, they, especially the
Banū Tamīm, the Banū Ṭayy and the Banū Quraysh, are those who understand best the
rules (Sp. regla) of the sayings which are difficult to comprehend.11 Moreover, among the
Muslims, philosophers take the leading role.
This is an apt point to begin a discussion of the grounds which underpin the
unconditional defence of philosophy of the author of the Kitāb al-Mujādala and of the way
he adduces an authoritative discourse before the Christians and before his Muslim coreligionists. I have divided my inquiry into three sections. In the first, I shall deal with the
claims made by the Christians against Muslims and Islam and with the refutation of these
claims by the author (6.1). Then, I shall address the authority of philosophy and the
misconceptions of the ͑ulamā’ about God and God’s creation because they have rejected
philosophy (6.2). The last section will shed light on the rebuttal by this author of the
Christian claim that political superiority entails religious superiority (6.3). My overall
argument is that the Kitāb al-Mujādala provides tools for legitimizing the residence of the
Mudejars in the Christian lands and, concomitantly, for living as Muslim in these territories.
The author takes an approach to Islam in which human reason is at the service of man’s
natural disposition towards the good, towards acting ethically. In this two concepts seem
occupy centre stage: the comprehensive understanding of Revelation (or sharī ͑a) which
accepts the Scriptures of the Christians and the Jews as true, and the notion that Islam is
the religion which best fits the nature of man (which in Arabic is known by the term fiṭra).
This notion is not unique to this author but would also be espoused by some Moriscos.12 We
shall see that it is precisely because it is connected to nature that philosophy guides man
towards Islam and helps him to remain faithful. Seen as a fundamentally ethical
experience, the Mudejars’ beliefs and practices can be easily presented as authoritative and,
hence, legitimate.
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MS AF 58, f. 48v. Here the text (with various words in Aljamiado) is very difficult to read, so it is only possible to
grasp the general meaning of his point. EI2 s.v. “Tamīm b. Murr” (Lecker). EI2 s.v. “Ṭayyiʾ or Ṭayy” (Shahīd). EI2 s.v.
“Ḳuraysh” (Montgomery Watt).
12
An example is that of Diego el Niño, who was prosecuted and eventually absolved by the Inquisition in 1573 CE
“for having said that the law of Muhammad was founded on natural reason”. Dadson, 2012, 51-74 and 60-61.
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6.1.#The#Kitāb#alKMujādala!
!
In this section, I shall briefly expound on the main points of contention raised by the
Christians according to the Kitāb al-Mujādala, and the refutation to these claims provided
by its author. It should be noted that the claims made by the Christians probably reflect the
author’s own interpretation of the sayings of flesh and blood Christians about Muslims and
Islam. However, I think that these arguments provide a sense of what might have been the
most significant challenges posed upon the Mudejars by the majority Christian society.

6.1.1.!The!Claims!Made!by!the!Christians!against!Muslims!and!Islam!
I have been able to identify about fifty-five Christian claims, a sum which also includes
minor arguments and a number of repetitions. Here I present a selection of the claims
which seem to have been of particular importance, either because they are often repeated
in the Kitāb al-Mujādala or because the author deals with them at length. Despite their
diverse nature, it is possible to distinguish three groups:
a) Attacks on Islam and on the prophetic office of Muḥammad: the Christians oppose
Islamic tenets and say that it is better to drink wine, to remain a virgin and, once married,
not to divorce. They also claim that Islam promises earthly pleasures in Heaven, that
Muslims have no sharī a͑ and that they will be punished with Hell, a fate they will share with
the Jews. These claims are aptly illustrated by some of the questions the Christians pose to
Muslims towards the end of this polemic. For instance, how can they provide evidence that
Muḥammad lived and was named Muḥammad ibn A
͑ bd Allāh, and how they can show that
13
he was a prophet.
b) Insults and verbal attacks on Muslims: the Christians claim that they are the only ones
who adore God, and God alone; that the Muslims are ‘dogs’ and that the land of Spain
belongs to the Christians. Below I shall return to the Mudejars’ rebuttal of this last claim.
c) The bulk of the Christians’ arguments are about Christian dogma. The Christians explain
and defend the Trinity and the divine nature of Jesus, two well-known subjects of polemics
between Christians and Muslims found in other treatises such as the fourteenth-century
polemic of the Kitāb Miftāḥ ad-Dīn or the mas’ala (Answer) from the collection of
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Almonacid and described by Asín Palacios.14 The Christian discourses in the Kitāb al-

Mujādala seem to attach great importance to the role of Jesus as the Saviour of mankind.
They claim that Jesus is king on the throne of his father, David, and will reign in the
Hereafter. With respect to such verses as those referring to the Paraclete, they argue the
Paraclete is not a person but a Spirit (rūḥ) and, in saying so, they probably have in mind the
Qur’ānic interpretations of Jesus as the Spirit of God.15
Besides what has been said, the Kitāb al-Mujādala deals at length with a subject
which concerns other Muslim polemicists to a lesser extent: the Christian doctrine of sin.
Redemption attracts a large proportion of the Christians’ attention in the Kitāb al-Mujādala
and Christians are constantly quoted as saying that Jesus died for man’s sins. In the
beginning, Adam and Eve died because they ate from the fruit of the tree of Paradise.16
Thereafter, the devils put all the human generations between Adam and Jesus in Hell. In
the Christians’ view, claims the author of the Kitāb al-Mujādala, the sufferings to which God
condemned Adam and his wife Eve are not meant to take place in this world but in the
Hereafter. It is not clear whether Christians consider that all these generations until Jesus
(including Abraham, Isaac and Jacob), are in Hell, dead or alive, since contradictory
statements on this matter are made (as for example in MS AF 58, f. 34r and in f. 39r).
Christian views on absolution are contradictory, to say nothing of being quite astounding.
So we read that the popes can absolve the sins committed by Christians because Peter has
entrusted this power to them. It follows that a murderer does not need to be punished with
the death penalty to attain redemption. What is surprising is the assertion by the Christians
that baptism protects man from future sins, namely: from sins which have not yet been
committed. Even more remarkable is that the Christians plead guilty to having killed Jesus
and claim that they have been forgiven for this sin (MS AF 58, f. 36r); later, they again plead
guilty to having killed Jesus but this time they claim that they have not been forgiven for
this sin (MS AF 58, f. 36v). Also relevant in this polemic is that, according to the Christians,
Paul and Peter established the Christian sharī a͑ , which is the ‘fe’ (Sp.; Eng. faith), and the ‘fe’
should not be disputed but accepted as it is. They allege that they follow the commands of
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This mas’ala was transcribed and translated by Asín Palacios but its original is lost today. Asín Palacios, 1909b;
Van Koningsveld and Wiegers provide some notes on the whereabouts of this manuscript. Van Koningsveld and
Wiegers, 1994, 185 n. 80. See also Chapter Three.
15
The same use has been noted in Morisco polemics by Cardaillac. Cardaillac, 1977, 236, 381, Third Part, Chapter
One and Conclusions, respectively. The Kitāb al-Mujādala also refers to the Muslim views of Jesus as the rūḥ of
God; precisely because Jesus is God’s Spirit, argues the Mudejar author, He could have not been His Son. MS AF
58, f. 31r. The Paraclete is also discussed in the Ta’yīd. Kassin, 1969, I, 173 and in the Kitāb Miftāḥ ad-Dīn, MS BN
Alg. 1557, f. 63.
16
For a Muslim explanation of the creation of Adam and Eve and what happened when they ate from the fruit of
the tree in Paradise told on the authority of Muḥammad’s companion, Ibn A
͑ bbās, see MS BNE 5390, ff. 19r-22v. !
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Peter and Paul because the reward is greater to he who accepts tradition than to he who
seeks proofs. In the Kitāb Miftāḥ ad-Dīn, al-Qaysī also argues that Christians “upheld their
own doctrine by way of conjecture (Ar. zann; translated in the Aljamiado versions as ‘fe’).
The doctrine of Islam is based on verification (Ar. taḥqīq), instead.”17

6.1.2.!The!Claims!of!the!Author!against!the!Christians!
If we now turn our attention to the refutation of these claims by the author of the Kitāb alMujādala, we see that he is greatly concerned with explaining to the Christians that they
misinterpret God’s Revelation. He pays less attention to that well-known subject of Muslim
polemics against Christianity and Judaism, the falsification of the Scriptures, or taḥrīf. We
have seen that the author of the Ta’yīd also argues that, if the Jews were to understand
God’s Revelation, they would find that Judaism does not contradict Islam but affirms it. In
previous chapters, I have shown that a similar approach is found among some Oriental
Muslim authors of religious polemics. It is interesting to note that philosophy was
sometimes used in polemical literature to explain why Christians arrive at a wrong
interpretation of their Scriptures. An example of this is the ar-Radd al-Jamīl li-Ilāhiyyat ʿĪsā
ʿalā Sarīḥ al-Injīl [‘The Excellent Refutation of the Divinity of Jesus according to the
Gospel’], attributed to al-Ghazālī. The ar-Radd states that it is precisely because the
Christians use philosophy to address theological questions that they have a too literal, and
hence inappropriate, understanding of their Scriptures. Nevertheless, the evaluation of the
use of philosophy by the Christians in the ar-Radd is different to that of the author of the
Kitāb al-Mujādala. The Mudejar author claims that the Christians’ failure to understand
God’s Revelation is attributable instead to their lack of philosophical, scientific and
rationalist knowledge.18 It might sound odd that a Mudejar, who was acquainted with
Christianity and was perhaps even in contact with the Christian elite, should make such a
claim, certainly when the growing interest in philosophy among Christians in the Later
Middle Ages is taken into account. On the other hand, Szpiech has convincingly argued that
the use of philosophy led to a crisis of auctoritas among Christians from the twelfth century.
Philosophy stands out as a sensitive subject which poses a threat to the cohesion of the
Christian communities and exposes their internal dissensions. In this last regard, the
attacks of the author of the Kitāb al-Mujādala on (lack of) the use of philosophy by
Christians are transformed into a powerful argument in his polemics with this group. The
importance placed on philosophy in the Kitāb al-Mujādala could also be related to the
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The same holds true, in al-Ghazālī’s view, for the divine message in the Torah. EI2 s.v. “al-Ghazālī” (Montgomery
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claims made by the Christians and their objections to Islam found in some contemporary

Christian treatises. For example, in the fifteenth-century Contra principales errores perfidi
Machometi by the Dominican preacher Juan de Torquemada (1388-1488 CE), we read that:
“The Law contained in the Koran is not divine, because it does not fulfil the following
conditions: 1. It is not rational […] 4. It must be confirmed by natural law. It is not even
confirmed by miracles, but imposed by the sword.”19 Perhaps even more enlightening is the
description which Torquemada provides of Muḥammad’s deeds: “He persecuted Christians
with careful schemes, such as forbidding his disciples to dispute their law and to study
philosophy.”20
What matters to this author is to demonstrate that philosophy is not opposed to
Islam but first and foremost his to demonstrate that Christians are totally ignorant. And
ignorance is the source of error in their understanding of God and God’s creation, as the
author makes clear throughout his treatise. An example of the inaptitude of Christians is
their poor understanding of the movement of the celestial bodies during a solar and a lunar
eclipse. The author of the Kitāb al-Mujādala explains that a solar eclipse occurs when it
gathers/meets with the moon, and only then. When the moon is in front of the sun, people
see that the moon covers one-third, the half or two-thirds of the sun. The same occurs
during a lunar eclipse; the Earth stops in front of the moon and people see that it covers
one-third, the half or two-thirds of the moon. He scoffs at the Christians who are ignorant of
this scientific phenomenon and claim that the solar eclipses are produced because of the
death of sulṭān Awshab (Eusebius)! The author retorts, saying in this, they show that they
do not understand anything of this (lā yafhamūna fīhi shay’).21 The reference to Awshab is
interesting for, with this name, the Christians are most likely referring to Eusebius of
Caesarea (263-339 CE), a Roman bishop of Greek origin, a historian and polemicist. In his
Chronicle, he presents Jesus in an apologetic manner and argues that different prophecies
predicted Jesus’ death, one of them being a total solar eclipse.22 This polemicist seems to be
well aware of who Eusebius was and of the influence of Eusebius’ polemical views in the
Christian communities, and this gives him a weapon to downgrade the Christians, who, like
Aristotle’s sturgeons “think that the day is the darkness because they do not see the daylight
and they judge it to be darkness.”23
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In Greek ekleipsin heliou sumpasan. Kofsky, 2000.
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We have seen that the use of the Torah in the polemic against the Jews in the Ta’yīd comes close to the
techniques used by Oriental authors like al-Ṭūfī, and likewise the possibility exists that the author of the Kitāb alMujādala was drawing partly from Christian Arabic sources. Particularly revealing in this respect is the
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The ignorance of the Christians is also apparent in their understanding of philosophy, as is
illustrated by the following scenario provided by Aristotle in which, in the same blessed
hour, a son is born to the sulṭān and to the baker. The author of the Kitāb al-Mujādala
addresses the reader, and claims:
They [the Christians] think that the son of the baker will enjoy the same happiness,
dignity and power [over the state] as the son of the sulṭān will enjoy [merely] by the fact
that they were born at the same time. They do not understand that the meaning of this is
only that the son of the baker will obtain happiness according to his nature, [that is], in
the use of the oven and in his capacity to beget his own offspring.24

Because Christians do not comprehend the words of Aristotle, they fail to grasp the
differences between the nature of the sulṭān and that of the ordinary people. As they
cannot understand the world created by God, they cannot, in the author’s view, grasp the
true meaning of His Revelation to mankind. The principal claim against Christians and
Christianity made in the Kitāb al- Mujādala is that the ‘true’ religion does not lead to
ignorance but to knowledge; it is not opposed to rationalist thinking and the natural laws,
but confirmed by them. Without question, Islam and not Christianity meets these
conditions.
The arguments of the Christians and their refutation by the author of the Kitāb alMujādala need to be read against the background of the Christian proselytism of the
Mudejars. There are several reasons which show that this is so. It has been noted above that
Mudejars and Jews were sometimes forced to listen to the sermons of the Christians and
had to endure the teachings of the Christian preachers. The presence of a large number of
arguments of Christian doctrine in the Kitāb al-Mujādala provides evidence of the
importance attached to these issues by the Mudejars and their interest in impeding
conversion to Christianity. More will be said about this below, but the claims of the
Christians that the land of Spain belongs to them and that Christianity should not be
discussed but accepted ‘as it is’ reveal that Christians were not just interested in teaching
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“The state of our intellects when looking at the first principles is like that of a bat when looking at the
sun. I mean that the appearance of the sun in itself is maximal, but for the bat it remains hidden because
of its weak sight.”
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their religion but also in imposing it on the Mudejars. The philosophical discourse of the

author of the Kitāb al-Mujādala attempts to counterbalance Christian coercion and mass
conversion by providing frameworks which rest on individual reasoning based on proofs.
He offers his co-religionists tools to refute Christian discourses which emphasize the blind
acceptance of religion, but at the same time he distances himself from the
traditional ͑ulamā’ who reject the use of rationalist sources alone in interreligious polemics.
We shall see that the author of the Kitāb al-Mujādala thinks that, although tradition might
suffice for the proselyte, it does not help to defeat the religious opponent or to strengthen
the faith of those Muslims in whom doubts had arisen as a consequence of the Christian
campaigns. Islam must be defended with energy and believers must make the effort to
produce independent thinking. In his view, the latter is key to remaining faithful to Islam in
the sort of situation in which the Mudejars find themselves, under circumstances in which
‘tradition’, as it is understood by the Mālikīs, is difficult to uphold.

6.2.$Religious$Authority$in$the$Kitāb$alKMujādala!
!
The primary line of argument of the author of the Kitāb al-Mujādala is that philosophy and
rational sciences are sources of religious authority, and knowledge of them discloses the
proper meaning of God’s Revelation to mankind. Therefore they constitute important tools
to affirm Islam and to polemicize with the unbelievers. Conversely, the inability to
understand the rationalist sciences leads to a defective understanding of Revelation and of
the world, which is God’s creation, and consequently to defeat in religious polemics.
In the following sub-sections, I shall discuss the defence of philosophy by the
author (6.2.1.) and his most important objections to the ͑ulamā’ (6.2.2.). I shall also provide
an example of the use of philosophy in the Kitāb al-Mujādala (6.2.3.).

6.2.1.!The!Author’s!Defence!of!Philosophy!
The defence of philosophy by the author of the Kitāb al-Mujādala has a place in the intrareligious debates on this issue referred to above. Muslims were confronted with the issue of
whether or not philosophy was suitable to an inquiry into religious subjects as soon as the
Greek body of thought, in particular the works by Aristotle, began to be translated into
Arabic during the first centuries of Islam. The claims against philosophy rested partly on
the sense that the term ‘philosophy’ had been substituted by ‘religion’ more than once
throughout history. On the one hand, the well-known first-century historian Flavius
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Josephus had already talked about Judaism and its sects in terms of ‘philosophy’.25 On the
other hand, philosophy could also be denoted as ‘religion’. In the Jewish polemic the Keshet,
discussed in the previous chapter, Duran claims that Ibn Sīnā and Ibn Rushd belonged to
the same ‘religion’ as Hippocrates and Aristotle, and uses the Hebrew term ‘dat’ which
means ‘law’ or ‘custom’.26 Moreover, philosophical thinking was eventually also linked to
the origin of some Islamic tenets. One example is again found in the Jewish polemic the
Keshet, in which Duran addresses the belief in Islam in God’s unity (a central concept in the
profession of faith, or shahāda) and argues:
Muḥammad also believed that Jesus of Nazareth brought a divine law, but he supported
our side and not that of the Christians, because he realized that the rational evidence
supported our religion given that, in his time, the wisdom of Aristotle had already been
disclosed; and Aristotle, in his wisdom, claimed the unity of God after affirming His
existence. So (Muḥammad) established that Muslims should pray: “There is no God but
Allāh”.27

It is no wonder that such remarkable claims (which stand in stark contrast to those of
Christians quoted above) met with the opposition of the non-philosophers, in the case of
the Kitāb al-Mujādala, the ͑ulamā’. They averred that a line of separation must exist
between religion and philosophy, and by and large pure philosophers were accused of
heresy. Whatever the grounds for being considered a heretic, the consequences of such a
charge could be harsh for the accused. An example is the exemplary punishment of the
ninth-century mystic al-Ḥallāj who was decapitated, dismembered and burned in public.28
Consequently, having good arguments to defend philosophy was a matter of the utmost
importance. This is the case of Ibn Rushd, who was accused of being a heretic and
throughout his life faced the opposition of the religious scholars who were at the service of
the Almohad Caliphs and followed the Almohad doctrines (the so-called ṭalaba). The
following fragment from the Kitāb al-Mujādala narrates the appearance of Ibn Rushd
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Van der Horst, 2011, 316.
Frau Cortès, 2012, 286 [§60]:
 וכן, וכן ארסטו. כי אבוקרט שהיה בימי מרדכי הקודם ליש’’ו השתדל לתת שעם לזה, ומהם ספרי היונים,מהם ספרינו האמיתיים
.כתבו משמם חכמי דתם כמו ן’ סינא ון' רשד
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My translation of Frau Cortès, 2012, 312[§73]: “Mahoma també creia que Jesús de Nazaret (read Natzaret) havia
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before the Caliph to defend himself against the charge of heresy29 and his success in

convincing the Caliph of the rightness of philosophy. It reads:
Abū al-Walīd Ibn Rushd said: The Muslim jurists [fuqahā’] complained to the amīr almu’minīn and wrote in their treatises that Ibn Rushd read books of philosophy and logic
and, therefore, that he was a heretic [Romance “hereje”; Aljamiado, ‘areje]. When these
treaties reached the ears of the amīr, he ordered Ibn Rushd to appear before him to
account for their truth. And this was in the time when Ibn Rushd was judge [qāḍī] in
Córdoba. And they brought him bound before the amīr al-mu’minīn and placed him
before him. Ibn Rushd says in his treatise: ‘If the art of philosophy and logic would lead
people to evil because this art [in itself, MCA] begets evil, then I would say that it is so.
But this is not the case and the aim of the art of philosophy and logic is to teach people
what is close and what is far away and to distinguish between what is correct and what is
false. If it is an art, it leads people to goodness. The art of the fuqahā’ is the fiqh, and in it
there are many virtues. However, we observe that the most ignorant, the foolish and the
vilest among people are the fuqahā’. This is because good and evil are generated in the
nature of people and not in the art which they practice. If his nature is good, the person
will lean towards the good and if his nature is bad, the person will be inclined towards
evil and moral depravity.’ After this, the king [malik] rewarded Ibn Rushd with generous
gifts.30

As far as I know, these events are not cited by al-Marrakūshī or by other sources on Ibn
Rushd. Moreover, although Ibn Rushd eventually succeeded in convincing his audience of
the virtues of philosophy, the gratitude of the Caliph was short-lived: the oeuvre of Ibn
Rushd was prohibited and he was exiled to Lucena.31 It is my understanding that this
narration makes sense not as historical evidence but also because it fills the need of the
author of the Kitāb al-Mujādala to defend his own use of philosophy in the light of its
rejection by the Mālikī scholars, which has been referred to above.
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The accusations of heresy against Ibn Rushd were well known not only among Muslims and, again in the
Keshet, we find the following claim by Duran: “Del propi Ibn Rush, diuen els savis d’avui que, en la seva opinió,
era un heretge” [About Ibn Rushd himself, the learned of these days say that, in their opinion, he was an heretic].
Frau Cortès, 2012, 296.
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To the author of the Kitāb al-Mujādala there is no need to choose between religion and
philosophy: the two are part of the same all-embracing worldview. The triumph of Ibn
Rushd before the Caliph is no doubt the triumph that the author of the Kitāb al-Mujādala
claims for his own philosophical approach, and Ibn Rushd’s criticism of the ͑ulamā’ (a
group to which the fuqahā’ belong) corresponds with the author’s criticism of some of his
co-religionists. I argue, and we shall see this in more detail in the next section of the present
chapter, that Ibn Rushd’s arguments form the basis of a worldview which turns philosophy
into a key element in the justification for living under non-Muslim rule. One of these
arguments is the very definition of philosophy and logic given by Ibn Rushd. The Arabic
term of ṣina a͑ connotes ‘production resulting from the action of man’ and comes close to
the understandings of ‘art’ of the Greeks, who applied the term “to every craft created by
man (as opposed to nature) so long as it was productive (and not cognitive), relied on skill
(rather than inspiration), and was consciously guided by general rules (and not just
routine).” 32 Aristotle (to whose views Ibn Rushd adhered closely), incorporated the
connotation of science into that of art, and understood it “as an ability and as knowledge”.33
Being ‘art’, philosophy and logic are the result of man’s craft but do not account for man’s
behaviour; the latter two are independent things. In the same way, no one would doubt the
goodness of jurisprudence, or fiqh; the good or bad natural inclinations of the faqīhs are
decisive in explaining the bad practices in the application of the sharī a͑ , to which Ibn
Rushd seems to be implicitly referring. From this it follows that, in the same way that the
natural dispositions of man determine whether someone is a ‘good’ or an ‘evil’ philosopher,
they determine whether he is a ‘good’ or an ‘evil’ Muslim, too. ‘Arts’ by themselves, play no
role in it.
One main reason philosophy is a guide to ‘good’ is because rational sciences, as Ibn
Rushd claims before the Caliph, “teach people what is close and what is far away and to
distinguish between what is correct and what is false”,34 knowledge which is of the utmost
importance because, as the author of the Kitāb al-Mujādala claims, when people are born
they do not know what is hidden (al-bāṭin), only what is perceptible (aẓ-ẓāhir). 35
Knowledge of the perceptible, natural world is therefore not an innate given, but
nevertheless it is crucial to human beings. According to the author, this is seen in the fact
that a deaf person cannot speak because he cannot hear, and a blind person cannot see
because he cannot distinguish the various colours of things. 36 Yet, knowledge of the
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perceptible world should not be acquired through the senses but mainly through the

intellect. The next fragment from a longer argumentation of Aristotle illustrates this. He
says:
‘It is like the learned and the ignorant, like the one who makes the image of a person
on a wall and this image resembles an ignorant man and the only distance existing
between this image on the wall and the ignorant man are the senses and speech. If in
the image of a man there is no understanding and intellect, it [that is, this man]
resembles the image on the wall.’ Aristotle said: “People are ignorant about four things
and that is because they do not read books on philosophy and logic and that is why
they do not understand collective names and metaphorical names.’37
This exemplum strongly reminiscent of Plato’s Allegory of the Cave. There, Socrates explains
why men who rely on their senses are acquainted only with shadows on the cave’s wall and
have no grasp of how things really are; they are ignorant of the permanent Forms or Ideas.
Education based on the use of reason enables man to avoid being misled by the senses and
therefore it is the path by which to attain real knowledge of the world. The Philosopher is
the model here.38 Very much like Plato, the passage just quoted from the Kitāb al-Mujādala
states that a man can only be considered as such if he has understanding and intellect, not
when he is just a ‘shadow’ and resembles an ignorant man of flesh and blood who does not
use the senses and speech. It is therefore a lack of proper knowledge of what is perceptible
which leaves people in the darkness of blindness according to Aristotle, who says in the
Kitāb al-Mujādala:
The weak of mind believe they have understood those learned in the natural sciences,
while they do not know them, and they do not understand that this is absurd. Similar is
the example of the sturgeon or the nocturnal birds which think that the day is the
darkness because they do not see the daylight and they judge it to be darkness.39

In sum, in the Kitāb al-Mujādala Islam is the path towards light, towards which man is
naturally inclined (consistent with the notion of fiṭra); also the rationalist thinking of the
righteous man confirms this.
The purpose of many of the polemics with the ͑ulamā’ is to demonstrate the
usefulness of the rational sciences to interreligious polemics and to the proper
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understanding of Islam. Before moving to the main objections made by the author against
the ͑ulamā’, a short note is in place here. In most cases, authority in the Kitāb al-Mujādala is
indicated by the use of the names of Aristotle and his commentator, Ibn Rushd (Averroes).
However, Russell Friedman notes that attributions of textual authority (auctoritas) to
individuals in the Middle Ages do not lend authority to individual persons but to their
views, in such a way that more than one – and at times, contradictory – authoritative text
could be attributed to the same person.40 This is in keeping with the fact that, in the Kitāb
al-Mujādala, Aristotle is occasionally referred to as simply ‘the Philosopher’: the authority
of philosophical views is not related to a proper name. Above all, the author seems to be
aiming at increasing the authoritativeness of a set of ideas and not of a given person.41
Dealing with sets of ideas and not with specific individuals facilitates the
‘Islamization’ of the authority of philosophical sources by the author as, for example, those
attributed to Aristotle. In his defence of the authority of philosophy, physics and logical
sciences, the most important non-Muslim Philosopher, Aristotle, is presented as if he was a
believing proto-Muslim. The author argues: “Aristotle, the Philosopher, claimed that Allāh
created three things in men: the soul, the body and the accidents, [and these could be,
MCA] good and bad.”42 A few folia later, almost the same arguments are attributed to
Aristotle, who is quoted exclaiming even more emphatically: “Allāh, Almighty, has created
these three things!”43 This is even clearer when the author puts into the mouth of the
Philosopher the words: “Allāh created the heavenly things (as-samāwiyya). These are the
first elements and do not need to keep their species; [contrary to] the animal beings, which
need to keep their species.”44 Aristotle’s ‘adhesion to Islam’ is necessary to counter the
claims of those who say that the philosophers did not believe in God. They can also be
easily explained if we assume that the author of the Kitāb al-Mujādala is using the
commentaries on Aristotle by Ibn Rushd, or those composed by another Muslim author
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men depending on whether they are good or bad. MS AF 58, f. 50v.
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It should be noted that in other parts of this polemic, the author eventually uses the Romance to render God, and
writes ‘Diosh’.
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such as Ibn Sīnā.45 The latter again shows that the author is not concerned with a particular

individual but with the usefulness of his views to his own arguments. In his eyes, an
authority needs to be sound (and, in this, a proper name plays a major role) and, almost as
importantly, the author needs to show that it agrees with Islam.

6.2.2.!The!Objections!of!the!Author!on!the!!͑Ulamā’!
After having addressed the defence of philosophy of the author of the Kitāb al-Mujādala, I
would like to provide some examples of his attack on some of the Muslim religious scholars,
the ͑ulamā’. In his view, the ͑ulamā’ a) do not understand science and b) do not understand
philosophy. Consequently, they do not understand Islam and, moreover, they are unable to
defeat the Christians and the Jews in religious polemics.

a)!Science!and!Qur’ānic!Interpretation!
In several places, the author of the Kitāb al-Mujādala engages in the interpretation of
Qur’ānic verses. He claims, for example, that rabb al-mashriqī wa rabb al-maghribī (Q. 26:28,
73:9, MCA) refers to the whole of the winter and the summer (al- ͑umūma fī-ṣ-ṣayf wa-shshita’) and that, in turn, rabb al-mashriqayn wa rabb al-maghribayn (Q. 55:17, MCA) refers to
the fact that the winter is bright as is the summer, (aṣ-ṣayf mashriqan wa-sh-shitta’
mashriqan). A third verse, rabb al-mashāriqī wa-rabb al-maghāribī (Q. 70:40, MCA), refers
to the fact that every day the sun rises on time and sets on time (yaṭla u͑ fī kurra wayaghrubu fī kurra).46 I do not want to delve into the details of the author’s analysis of these
verses. What concerns me is his claim that the ͑ulamā’ do not succeed in disclosing the
meaning of Qur’ānic passages such as these and, hence, of God’s true message, because they
are ignorant of science. For example, he states vehemently that, “the Earth in the sky is like
the yolk of the egg in the egg white”,47 which is one of the various astronomical insights
which in his view are indispensable to understanding God’s Revelation to Muḥammad. The
latter, he claims, is beyond the understanding of the ͑ulamā’.
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In Chapter Three the possibility been argued that this author is not quoting directly from Aristotle’s works but
from Muslim sources, instead. With regard to Ibn Rushd, he recognizes him as the ‘comentador’ [that is, the
commentator of Aristotle] par excellence among the Christians.
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MS AF 58, f. 44r.
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MS AF 58, f. 44r.
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b)!Philosophy!and!Logic!
The ͑ulamā’ do not understand God’s revelation because they do not read books of logic and
philosophy, and this prevents them from giving adequate answers to Christian arguments.
The biblical verse “He created man in His own image” (Gen 1:26, MCA) is illustrative of the
shortcomings of their views. 48 This verse was a subject of Muslim polemics with the
Christians because, as we shall see below, it could be interpreted as a reference to the
divine nature of Jesus. Moreover, it was an issue of special concern to the members of the
Mudejar communities themselves.49 The author of the Kitāb al-Mujādala quotes a saying of
Muḥammad to explain this verse, and claims that the ͑ulamā’ do not understand the
meaning of this saying because they overlook that it is a metonymy (hadhā al-hā’ hā’ alkināya; ‘this hā’ is the hā’ of the metonymy’, MCA). Moreover, if they were acquainted with
philosophy and logic, they would see that God’s creation of men could easily be explained
by means of philosophy. They would understand, for example, why, according to the
“ ͑ulamā’ al-falāsifa”,50 Adam needs to have a father and also why his father is the four
humours. Philosophy would teach them that the four humours have no beginning and no
end, and in this way, they resemble ‘time’, which has no beginning and no end either.51

6.2.3.!The!Use!of!Philosophy!in!the!Kitāb!alKMujādala:!An!Example!
I would like to end this section by giving the reader an example of the use of rationalist
sciences in the Kitāb al-Mujādala. My purpose is to attempt to illustrate the claim by its
author that these sciences should be incorporated into the study of Islam not only because
they help to interpret the Qur’ān but, above all, because they are a powerful tool in refuting
the arguments of the Mudejars’ religious opponents. More particularly, I shall show how he
substantiates their use in the reading of the Torah and the Gospels, which were often used
to attack the Muslims. The ‘Chapter concerning Wine’ is a good example. As in many other
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MS AF 58, ff. 33v-34r. MS AF 58, f. 34r.
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This topic appears in the fatwās to the Mudejars in MS BNE 4950 (Madrid). MS BNE 4950 contains the answer
of al-Ḥaffār to the Mudejars of Aragon which gives evidence of the relations which they had with each other
(Miller, 2008, 269-270). The explanation of this verse by the muftī upholds the unity of God. On f. 233v of MS BNE
4950, the muftī explains the verse “He created Adam to his image” with the saying of Muḥammad when he saw a
man who was hitting his slave. Muḥammad ordered the man to be treated in the same way and argued that the
slave had been created according to the image of Adam (and Adam, in turn, was created according to God’s
image). It is also dealt with by al-Ṭūfī, who argues that this verse from Genesis is in accordance with the Sunna.
Demiri, 2013, 48 and ff.
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The author alternates between the terms falsafa and falāsifa in this work.
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MS AF 58, f. 34r.
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parts in this polemic, in this Chapter the author accommodates his philosophical-

rationalist worldview to the scrutiny of theological issues by recourse to inference, a
characteristic move in this polemic which suggests that he is targeting audiences who were
acquainted with his arguments. On account of its brevity, I quote the Chapter in full:
The Christians claim and represent it in the form of mujāda [perhaps mujādala,
controversy]. They say: ‘God Almighty considers the person who does drink wine better
than the one who does not drink it, and drinks water.’ Say to them: ‘In each argument
which takes place between two [parties], a judge is necessary. And we test you with your
Gospels, when the angel announced to Ghishabāl [that is, Elisabeth]: ‘The Holy Ghost
has come in you and you are pregnant with a boy whose name will be Yaḥyā [that is,
John the Baptist], who [Rom. “el cual”] is hot and [it is because of this that he, MCA] will
become drunk from wine and cider [sidrī] and from everything that comes out of it [viz.
wine].’ And it is also said in the Torah that the Lord said to Mūsā [Moses]: ‘Do not come
close to wine, do not drink of it and do not eat anything which comes out of it.’ And
Aristotle said in the Physics: ‘The physical bodies [laḥāmiyya] need cold, humid, dryagriyya [read ‘dry-sour’] and hot. And the cold and the humid are water, and the hot and
the dry are wine. But wine, although [Rom. “maghāra”] it is hot and dry, it is not sour
[agriyya], which means [Rom. provinda, (porvenir?)]. 52 The man who eats another
agriyya [read ‘sour’] (thing) can live without it [that is, the wine, MCA]’”.53

The Christian and Graeco-Roman traditions are not merely juxtaposed in the preceding
arguments but, instead intermingle with each other and prove to be mutually reinforcing.
John the Baptist has a hot nature and is prone to get drunk, and therefore should not drink.
However, John’s predisposition is omitted in the annunciation of Gabriel to Elisabeth
recorded in the Gospel of Luke, which reads: “He is never to take wine or other fermented
drink, and he will be filled with the Holy Spirit even from birth” (Luke 1, 15). It is possible
that the author of the Kitāb al-Mujādala misread yaskuru (‘to fill’) and vocalized yaskaru
(‘to become drunk’) instead, resulting in: “He is never to take wine or other fermented drink,
and he will become drunk with (it)”! But even if he meant filled because the text talks about
wine and cider, it will lead in any case to intoxication.54
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In the same way, the quotation from the Torah is not a faithful rendering of the book of
Numbers 6:1-4. Nonetheless, it strongly resembles the prescriptions which God gives in it to
Moses for the Nazirites, a group consecrated to God whose members had taken vows of
abstention. Hence this passage relates to the previous one about John, who is never
qualified in the Gospels as a Nazirite, but who is known for his severely ascetic way of life. It
is very likely that this is an implicit reference to the Nazirites. The author claims elsewhere
that Peter and Paul refashioned the original message of Christianity in such a way that the
Christian communities could no longer be recognized as such, an argument which, as we
have seen, is also found in the polemic by al-Qaysī. He claims that they are not even worthy
to be called Nazirites, or an-Naṣārā. They do not act as Jesus who, as a true Nazirite (Nāṣirī),
celebrated the Jewish feasts, the Sabbath, the sacrifices and circumcision and did not eat
blood or carrion and performed the ablutions.55
Furthermore, according to the theory of the Greek physician Hippocrates (460-370
BC), a person is healthy when the four temperaments – which correspond to the four
elements – are in balance. From other passages in the Kitāb al-Mujādala, we know that its
author was certainly acquainted with this theory widely used by the Greek philosophers,
and therefore also by Aristotle. Aristotle claims that a body needs humid, cold, dry-sour and
hot to stay alive. Whereas water is wet and cold, wine is only dry and hot, but not sour. The
dual quality of dry (that is, sour) brings Aristotle to the conclusion that a man can live
without drinking wine as long as he eats other sour things. The very hot nature of John
prescribes that if he is to keep his fluids in balance and not to get drunk he should not drink
alcohol. So, the adjective ḥarrun (hot) is in my view an addition by the author himself to
explain John’s propensity to get drunk on the basis of the theory of the four elements.
Taken as a whole, the analysis of the various arguments in the ‘Chapter concerning Wine’
reveals the author’s attempt to reconcile a rationalist approach to the world with scriptural
exegesis and it shows the internal connections established between the various sources
used. However, what really matters is that such an approach serves to defend Islam
effectively before the Christians in an interreligious society tinted with polyphonic claims
of authority in areas that, as we shall see below, did not stop with exegesis.
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Christians refute this by arguing that they are called al-Naṣārā after Jesus, the Nazarene (al-Nāṣiriyyu), because
he was born in Nazareth (al-Nāṣira). The author’s rebuttal of the Christians’ claim that geographical provenance
entails religious affiliation will be discussed in the next chapter.
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In this section, I shall argue that the approach to philosophy in the Kitāb al-Mujādala
provides an alternative model to tradition alone for the believer in his search for God. This
model not only serves as a guide to polemicize with the unbelievers but shows how to live
as a pious Muslim in the Christian territories. The idea that a righteous man will reach the
true religion by nature if he uses his reasoning and knowledge is well known in the
literature of the Iberian Peninsula. We find one of its greatest exponents in Ibn Ṭufayl’s
twelfth-century celebrated work the Ḥayy ibn Yaqẓān (also known as Philosophus
Autodidactus). The main character, Ḥayy, comes to know the divine solely through the use
of philosophy and rational inquiry.56 Rationalist thinking was also common in polemical
writings. In the fifteenth-century Book of Aḥiṭub and Ṣalmon, the queen of an isolated
island, who governs her subjects in a just way by applying reason and knowledge but
without having any religion, converts to Judaism after she has listened to the arguments of
a Christian, a Muslim and a Jew. As Szpiech argues, the just Queen “is evocative of Lady
Wisdom, Sophia, or philosophy, who guides and judges the actions of men with wisdom.”57
It is along these lines of thought we should read the claims by Ibn Rushd above that
philosophy and logic “lead people to goodness”.
Sophia is personified as a fair queen, who guides her subjects towards good works,
yet she is an unsatisfied queen, who is in need of a religion. The author of the Kitāb alMujādala cannot but agree that philosophy does not suffice to make sense of one's life as a
Muslim. Philosophy and logic help the righteous man to distinguish between true and false,
but at the end, God’s Sacred Law (or sharī a͑ ) is what gives him the details of proper
conduct. The author claims that the violation of the sharī a͑ , even of just one of its rules,
leads men to sin;58 if the sharī a͑ is disregarded, it is like the many commands which God
sent to people were sent to stones, instead!59 Such an understanding might explain why the
Jews are the ones who receive one of the few expletives in the Kitāb al-Mujādala (“God
damn the Jews) as an answer to their claim that Muslims have no shar ͑ (Sacred Law).60
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EI2 s.v. “Ḥayy b. Yaḳẓān” (Goichon).
Szpiech, 2011, 210. As he notes in the same spot, the Queen in this polemic mainly directed against Christianity
also “plays the role of a virtuous, anti-Mary”.
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Few lines below, he stresses this view again by quoting Q. 16:33 “Allah wronged them not, but they did wrong
themselves”.
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Having no revealed law is, indeed, one of the worst things that can happen to believing
men.
The underlying notion is that the sharī a͑ is a guide for the Muslim community and
the measure by which to punish those who violate God’s commands. This comes from the
understanding that man is responsible for his actions, albeit as we shall see, not for all of
them. In this respect, the author of the Kitāb al-Mujādala seems to follow the widespread
doctrine of kasb of al-Ash a͑ rī: God sends His decrees (qaḍāya) and His destiny (qadarhu)61
to mankind through the acquisition of their acts (or iktisāb). How acquisition works is
clearly explained by Ibn Rushd on f. 51v. He claims:
Everything mankind does, good or bad, is his fate in force; a fate which the Lord aims to
accomplish. If it is said that everything is in the faculty of men, this is innovation [bid ͑a]
and unbelief [kufr]; and the same occurs if [it is said that, MCA] everything comes from
God. More frequently God sent prophets and revealed books of commands and
prohibitions. In these two ways things which come to men are constrained [majbūra].
And things come to men by their acquisitions [iktisābihim].62

Man, in the author’s view, has no control over the actions imposed by God (majbūra). In
the same way, if “the ruler (or judge) orders a thief to kill someone, he can thereafter crucify
the thief for theft, but not for having committed a murder.”63 As we shall see below, the
same is true when the sulṭān is involved or when the orders come from a superior in rank.64
This notwithstanding, man has a certain degree of free will in his actions.
How free will and acquisition (iktisāb) relate to each other in the Kitāb alMujādala is illustrated in the discussion of three cases of the application of sharī a͑ rules –
including one ḥadd penalty. We would not be erring greatly if we consider these examples
prototypical and not as attempts to deal with real cases brought before a qāḍī. They come
very close to the intention to copy an abbreviated list of ḥudūd penalties by a fifteenthcentury faqīh from the Ebro Valley mentioned by Kathryn Miller. Much like the examples in
the Kitāb al-Mujādala, the list of the Aragonese faqīh evokes a situation of majority in
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Muslim lands; however, Miller notes that, since the ḥudūd penalties might have clashed

with the Christians’ law, their application could have turned into an internal affair without
leaving behind much written evidence.65
All the cases are quoted from the so-called Kitāb as-Sunna [‘Book of Sunna’]. The
first case is about a fool who wants to divorce his wife or kill someone as a result of his
illness. Here, the shar ͑ would not validate his divorce and he would not be sentenced to the
death penalty for his crime. The reason for this is that, because he suffers from the
condition of being a congenital fool, his acts are compelled. At the other extreme, the
second case is an example of when acts result from man’s free will (Sp. ‘albedrío’): these are,
for example, the things which happen to someone through the acquisition (iktisāb) of his
acts – when he drinks wine and then divorces his wife or kills someone. Under these
circumstances, his divorce would be effective and he would be sentenced to the death
penalty because he has freely chosen to drink wine. A third, intermediate case, is when a
man commands another man to commit a murder. In such circumstances, the shar ͑
commands only the killer be punished and not the one who gave the command, because
the first had the possibility to do or not to do the deed. Most important to the argument
which I would like to make next is that, in all cases, the sharī a͑ is addressed as a practice
closely related to ethics, and places men’s responsibility in the foreground.
According to the author, the sharī ͑a is definitely the best way to guide man’s
natural inclination to act rightly, to act ethically way because it is the way which suits
human nature best. Such claims rest on the idea of Islam as the ad-dīn al-fiṭra, or the
‘natural religion’ par excellence. Let me show this with an example about what, in the
author’s views, shows the confusion of the Christians with regard to the true meaning of
God’s commands: the prescriptions regarding marriage, and its legal dissolution, or divorce.
The author of the Kitāb al-Mujādala claims in this respect that the Christians disapprove of
the Muslims divorcing their wives and they assert that Christian Sacred Law (sharī ͑a)
prohibits this practice. Muslims should answer to this:
[I]n our Sacred Law (fī sharī ͑inā) there are two things. The first one is that when a man
marries his woman and she proves to be good, he should keep her during his whole life
and, in this way, he observes your law. The second is that if the man marries his woman
and she proves to be bad then it is better that he divorce her than that he keep her. If he
keeps her by force, she will cheat on him and he will kill her. She will be murdered
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Miller, 2008, 81 and 84. See for the application of Muslim law (çunna) in fourteenth-century Aragon, Boswell,
1977, Chapter Three, particularly 131ff. See notwithstanding my remarks above about the death penalty, whose
application, as noted, was often impeded by the Christians. With regard to the issuing of fatwās, Miller claims
that none “can be definitively attributed to a Mudejar, either in Aragon or Valencia or in other regions of
Christian Spain.” Op. cit., 124.
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because she [has left]66 the house of his husband with one of the people. And this occurs
many times more among you [that is, the Christians, MCA] than among us.67

These arguments serve the same goals as those in the Ta’yīd quoted above: to demonstrate
that “the nation of Muḥammad […]” unlike the Jews and the Christians, “continues […] to
uphold its […] Sacred Law (sharī a͑ ), to this day of ours; they have neither altered nor
changed one item thereof.”68 They also support the author’s claim that God has sent His
commands because man has been endowed with the capacity to act rightly or wrongly, but
He expects that they will act righteously.69
The prominent place occupied by ethics in the Kitāb al-Mujādala is clearly
underlined in the following two passages. One refers to Seneca (Shānīka). The author
explains that Seneca “was a learned person, who lived before the advent of Christianity and
Judaism (sic!)”,70 who said “I shall not abstain from doing evil out of fear that the sulṭān will
inflict harm on me, only out of fear of being weakened by the slander of the evil person.”71
Hence, an individual can choose good or evil without taking into consideration either the
authority of the ruler or the consequences of violating it; there are other aspects which are
equally important. In the case of Seneca, it is the fear of slander which leads him to abstain
from doing evil, a fear in which is based on the multiple political conspiracies in which
Seneca was involved during his lifetime and ultimately forced him to commit suicide.72 It is
my understanding that, when the author of the Kitāb al-Mujādala claims that Seneca was
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neither a Christian nor a Jew, he is indirectly emphasizing the importance of the ‘natural

inclination towards ethics’ in man. Such an ethical consciousness is illustrated in Islam by
the figure of Ibrāhīm, who is considered to have been a Muslim avant la lettre because he
was the first monotheist (or ḥanīf);73 it is an ethical consciousness which is prior to any
religious belief and entails a code of conduct. When misused, as in the case of slander, this
consciousness can provoke greater damage than the anger of the sulṭān. Note that the term
sulṭān is also used anachronistically. The closeness between the central views in this
passage and Ibn Ṭufayl’s work mentioned above is also very interesting.
The following quotation from Aristotle’s Politics refers to the same natural
inclination towards ethics, and reads: “Aristotle said: ‘Philosophy is divided into two:
natural and civil. In the Politics (‘al-Madaniyya’), he said: ‘The man who waits is better than
the one who attacks’” (Rom. ‘escomete’; from the Cast. acometer, Cat. escometre).74 Aristotle’s
statement not only refers to various ways a person can behave, it also implies a distinction
between questions on ‘natural philosophy’ and questions which deal with the government
of the city or ‘polis’. It underlines the primacy which rational thought has in the author’s
worldview as opposed to the imposition of will by force. This is directly related to his
dispute with the Christians above, in which he says: “The true faith must not be
demonstrated by the sword. The Muslims must each time [in a disputation, MCA] defeat
the Christians and the true faith will become clear by the evident truth.”75 Indubitably, for
this author, the truth of Islam is the most evident.
To recapitulate, according to the author of the Kitāb al-Mujādala, non-revealed
sources explain God’s creation, the world and its natural laws, so there can be only
harmony between philosophy and rationalist sciences on the one side and Revelation on
the other. He goes as far as to quote Aristotle, who compares God and Nature and reaches
the conclusion that both “create nothing that does not fulfil a purpose”.76 Certainly, the
insights elicited by philosophy and rationalist sciences are useful in understanding both
difficult Qur’ānic passages and passages from the Christian and the Jewish Scriptures, and
likewise in understanding the world. Therefore they can be used in interreligious polemic
and likewise to disclose the meaning of Islam and to buttress religious authority within the
Mudejar aljamas. More importantly, these insights are powerful tools to indicate which
ways are more suited to nature and, in particular, to human nature. Islam is tantamount to
‘the’ human nature (fiṭra), a nature in conformity with ethics, which accordingly takes a
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central place in the life of a Muslim believer. An additional reason that ethics should be a
cornerstone in the approaches to Islam in this polemic is that, by placing men’s
responsibility in the foreground, their adherence to Islamic ethics sanctions the Mudejars’
living outside the Muslim territories and deflects attention from the political domination of
the Christians, as we shall see next, when dealing with the political domination of the
Christians.

!
6.4.$Political$Philosophy$in$the$Kitāb&alKMujādala!
!
The author of the Kitāb al-Mujādala is well aware that the political domination of the
Christians was the major challenge faced by Muslim believers in the Christian territories.
This is illustrated in the following passage which reads:
The Christians claim that the land which belongs to Spain [Ashbaniyya] is their land. Say
to them that the whole land belongs to God, praised be He, and claim that its possession
is of God, be He exalted. Like His word: ‘The earth is Allāh’s. He gives it as an inheritance
to whom He will’ [Q. 7: 128], and like this/ in this way, the Muslims claim that it is
theirs.77

Here the Christians overtly stress their political superiority in the territory, a statement
qualified by the author of the Kitāb al-Mujādala. By claiming that ‘the earth is Allāh’s’, the
Mudejar author is claiming that ‘the whole land belongs to God’ and, in doing so he
distinguishes between authority and leadership in temporal matters and authority in
religious matters. This distinction accounts for the claim that being under non-Muslim rule
does not impede being a devout Muslim, an assertion which agrees with the views of some
Muslim jurists, for instance, al-Māzarī who has been mentioned above.78 More importantly,
it provides an answer to the most important provocation to the Muslim believers in the
Christian territories, namely: the Christians’ assertion that political dominance entails
religious excellence.
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We have seen that the author of the Kitāb al-Mujādala challenged the political domination

of the Christians by showing the inconsistencies in the arguments they use in their
polemics and by building on a discourse based on philosophy and ethics; a discourse which
claimed to be more appropriate to understanding Islam than the discourse of the
traditional, Mālikī, ͑ulamā’. In this section, I hope to present a succinct discussion of the
political philosophy behind such views and its use to counter the authority claims of the
Christians. The theoretical tools by which the author separates politics from religion are the
same as those which sustain his polemical discourse throughout the Kitāb al-Mujādala; I
would like to suggest, moreover, the possibility that they had been inspired by the political
philosophy of al-Fārābī. We have noted above that the Kitāb al-Mujādala quotes from “alFalsafa-l-Madaniyya” (literally, “civil philosophy”) and that these passages can hardly be
attributable to Aristotle, as the author claims, since Aristotle’s Politics was not translated
into Arabic. It is most likely that they belong to the works of the influential tenth-century
Muslim thinker.
Galston notes that the relationship between religion and philosophy is central to
the political thought of al-Fārābī. However, there is no scholarly consensus on whether or
not the author believed that religion was an imitation of philosophy.79 Nevertheless, it is
beyond the scope of the present study to address such questions; my interest is in the figure
of the philosopher-king-prophet who should rule al-Fārābī’s state. My starting point is the
various references to the sulṭān in the passages from “al-Falsafa-l-Madaniyya” quoted in the
Kitāb al-Mujādala. In al-Fārābī’s eyes, the ideal ruler of the virtuous city (al-Madīna-lFāḍila) must be endowed with a number of skills, among them a sound understanding, a
good diction and enunciation, a disdain of the worldly goods and a love of justice. Alfred
Ivry sums up his functions very aptly, and claims: “In the best or ideal state, the philosopher
is king, legislating practices as well as beliefs.”80 In a moment we shall see that some of
these notions are found in the Kitāb al-Mujādala, in which, much as in al-Fārābī, the
references to the sulṭān do not seem to be addressed to a particular individual. Whereas the
sulṭān primarily fulfilled a governmental function in majority Muslim lands, 81 in this
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for the names of these rulers. In some stories (ḥikāya), he also refers to the military campaigns of al-Manṣūr in
Astúrias and to the Umayyad Caliph A
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treatise the term sulṭān points instead to abstract notions of power embodied by the rulers
of a community. It is used in this polemic to address religious and ethical issues.82

a)!The!Powers!and!Duties!of!the!Sulṭān!!
The following passage attributed to Aristotle summarizes the powers of the sulṭān in the
Kitāb al-Mujādala:
Aristotle said in “al-Falsafa-l-Madaniyya” that the sulṭān does not have two powers,
absolute power and the power of justice; indeed, absolute means [here, MCA]
shul(u)to.83 He also said that the sulṭān has three powers over his subjects and that each
of these powers does not behove his subjects but only him. The first [of his powers,
MCA] is that his subjects follow him and support him in war; the second is that nobody
beside himself will mint coins under his rule; and the third is that he is accepted in all
places of his dominion and that only he can quash legal decisions.84

In this passage the sulṭān is undoubtedly depicted as a temporal ruler but his functions do
not end with leading his subjects to war or with minting coins: he also acts as an ethical
model for his subjects. Leaning again on the authority of Aristotle, the author of the Kitāb
al-Mujādala claims that “[t]he sulṭān must educate the people to do good deeds and they
must be warned by him, and people [would] be warned by him about the good deeds. And
people also will imitate the bad deeds like [those] of the sulṭān (yaqtadūna […] ash-shirr
ka-as-sulṭān).”85 Moreover, he claims that the authority (ḥukm) is not complete without
three conditions: a sulṭān who is just (sulṭān ā͑ dil), a just law (sharī a͑ ā͑ dila) and people
who love the just (an-nās yuḥḥibūna al- ͑ādil).86 In a nutshell, the behaviour of the ruler
must be flawless: he is the head of the community, the highest authority and his subjects
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will imitate him. The sulṭān is, according to this author, the head of the community in a

metaphorical sense:87
[It] is the same as the head in the body: if the head complains, the rest of the body does
not work. [This is] because in the head are all the senses: the eyes, the mouth, the ears
and the mind. If human thought is [focused on what happens, MCA] in his mind, the
whole body imitates it [the head] in what is good and in what is evil. In the same way,
people will imitate the sulṭān.88

The author’s comparison with the bodily senses is congruent with his worldview in which
philosophy, logic and the natural sciences are necessary to an understanding of the world
and of God, and in which, as we have seen above, sensorial experience is central to the
acquisition of proper knowledge. In this particular case, the author of the Kitāb al-Mujādala
explains to his Mudejar co-religionist the ‘civil’ – here, ‘ethical’ – functions of the sulṭān by
recourse to ‘biology’. The comparison between the health of a state and the health of the
body had been well known since ancient times and also appears in al-Fārābī. In this case it
might also have had a broader religious significance to the Mudejars by echoing the
Qur’ānic sayings and the traditions about the proximity and imitation of the Christian and
the Jewish mores such as “and if any amongst you takes them [Jews and Christians] as
friends, then surely, he is one of them” (Q. 5:51).

b)!The!Limits!of!the!Authority!of!the!Sulṭān!and!of!the!Church!
The author of the Kitāb al-Mujādala stresses the fact that the sulṭān is the highest officeholder in the judiciary and has the privilege to overturn legal verdicts. In his view, the
sulṭān can be compared to God in the sense that both are equally able to govern and to
enforce their absolute will on their subjects, so men can be punished for their acts only to
some extent.89 This does not mean, of course, that the sulṭān is on an equal footing with
God. In the eyes of the author of the Kitāb al-Mujādala, the duties and powers of the sulṭān
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are great, but also limited. The following is an example of how the author employs the
conceptual framework outlined to dispute with the Christians about leadership, more
particularly, that of Jesus. The passage follows two previous claims made by the Christians.
The first is that Jesus will be king (malik) ‘in the saddle’ of his father David and that his
kingdom will not end. The second is that Jesus will not reign in this world but in the
Hereafter. The first claim can be related either to the biblical prophecies in Isaiah (9:6-7)
which announce the coming of a child who will reign over David’s kingdom and will be
called ‘mighty God’, or to the announcement of Jesus’ impending birth to Maria in Luke 1:
32-33. The second is similar to the words of Jesus before Pilate, where he says (I quote): “My
kingdom is not of this world.” John 8:36. After having refuted these arguments, the author
claims:
The Christians say that Ī͑ sā bn. Maryam [here, the author uses the Islamic name for
Jesus] is the king of the world [malik ad-dunyā]. Tell them [namely: the Christians,
MCA]: “I shall test you with your Gospel when the Jews took him [namely: Jesus, MCA]
and threw him into the hands of Pilate. Pilate said to him: ‘Are you the one who claims
that he is the sulṭān of Israel?’ And Jesus answered to Pilate: ‘If I were the sulṭān of Israel,
they would not have thrown me into your hands?’90

In the scene of Jesus before Pilate in the canonical Gospels, Jesus is not referred to as a
sulṭān, but as a king. There, Pilate asks whether he is the king of the Jews and Jesus answers,
“You have said so”, or “Do you say this of your own accord, or did others say it to you about
me?” These differences suggest that the author might have been using a variant version of
the Bible. It is unclear whether by using malik, ‘king’, the Christians have in mind an
individual who, besides political authority has religious authority, and whether the
argument that Jesus is the ‘king of the world’ refers indirectly to the Christians’ view of Jesus
as the Son of God. In any event, on the grounds that Jesus, Himself, argues that He is not the
sulṭān of Israel, and that His own people, the Jews, have betrayed him and delivered him to
Pilate, it is safe to argue that, in this passage, the author is denying the alleged Christian
claim that Jesus had temporal authority. Hence, the Christians themselves cannot claim
this authority for Jesus.
The author also calls upon the sulṭān to counter the claims of the Christians that:
“God was human and we test this with the Torah, in which it says: ‘We made man into our
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image.’”91 “Naṣna u
͑ [that is to say, we have made, MCA]”, claims the author, “’is like the

Trinity’”.92 The argument brought forward by the Christians is that in the Scriptures God
uses the plural form ‘we’ because He consists of three hypostases: the Father, the Son and
the Holy Spirit. However, retorts the Muslim author, this interpretation can be refuted on
two grounds. First, the Christians “do not understand that God created man only as an act
of dignity, as when the sulṭān with dignity says ‘me, we made it’. The sulṭān who says this
word is just a single man! And if they [that is, the Christians, MCA] say: “We understand
here more than one”, they can understand five, or ten, or whatever number they want
because in this word they can understand one, or many.”93 In the same way as the sulṭān
uses the pluralis majestatis, God uses the plural ‘We made’ (naṣna u͑ ) but they are both a
single individual. The use of this form is meant only to express ‘majesty, dignity and
authority’ and it is therefore not a proof of the Trinity.94
In the same way as the author sets limits to the authority of the sulṭān and of Jesus,
he also sets boundaries on the Christian Church. In his view, the Christian leaders have
interfered too much with God’s commands. In this polemic, the Christians themselves
acknowledge that they have taken their sharī a͑ – which is the ‘fe’ (Sp.; Eng. faith) – from
Paul and other holy men. As a result of the decisions taken by these leaders, Christian
baptism has altered from the one prescribed by Moses and Aaron. Christians make use of a
cross, oil and the chrism, elements which are not commanded in the Gospels.95 When
Jesus died, the Apostles fled to Rome to avoid being killed by the Jews. There, Peter and
Paul invented a religion (iftarā dīnan).96 In Rome (fī arḍ ar-rūma), they allowed the Romans
(ar-rūmanīn) to celebrate the Sabbath on Sunday. They could not abolish such a deeprooted celebration but replaced the offerings by the Host which was lifted by the priests
and also the ritual slaughter. Driven by their egos, Peter and Paul made lawful the
consumption of carrion and blood and everything prohibited by God in the Torah and by
Jesus in the Gospel. In Rome, too, Paul abolished circumcision, and it was not replaced, as
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both Abraham and Noah received God’s blessing before they were circumcised. 97
Nevertheless, Peter and Paul could not enforce all the changes they wanted to make. In the
case of the Sabbath, for instance, they had to reach a compromise: they kept the celebration
but changed the day.
Indeed, according to the Acts of the Apostles, after the death of Jesus a conference
took place in Jerusalem at which the Apostles discussed which practices non-Jews who
would convert to Christianity should follow. During this conference, circumcision was
abrogated, but the consumption of blood remained disallowed (Acts 15). The author of the
Kitāb al-Mujādala asks what kind of faith is taking into account that, according to the
Gospel narrative, Jesus reproved the Apostles, and said: “I’ve been so long with you, and you
do not even know me?”98 In the author’s view, these words underline that the Apostles did
not know the faith of Jesus. As a result, the Christians’ profession of faith (rendered in this
passage as “shahada dhe-fe”, ‘shahada of faith’) is the outcome of their misunderstanding of
Jesus’ message. We have seen in Chapter Five that, in the eyes of the Mudejars, the same
recrimination applies to the Jews, who also do not follow God’s commands.
The alleged innovations introduced by Peter and Paul can also be understood on
the basis of the relation between discursive and social changes or, in other words, by the
notion that discursive and social changes are dialectically interrelated.99 In the preceding
paragraphs, the author of the Kitāb al-Mujādala emphasizes the fact that, to some extent at
least, these innovations can be explained by the change of residence of Peter and Paul.
Peter and Paul ‘invented a religion’ after they had settled in Rome, in a context different to
that in which Christianity had emerged. A new environment and the demise of their
religious leader, Jesus, provided fertile ground for Peter and Paul to change the discourse
and practice of Christianity radically. By introducing changes into the Christian practices,
they behaved differently from Jesus Who, according to the author, had not come to change
the law of the prophets, but to fulfil what was commanded.100 However, Peter and Paul
could not enforce all the changes they wanted to make. In the case of the Sabbath, for
instance, they had to reach a compromise: they kept the celebration but changed the day.
The author of the Kitāb al-Mujādala notes that, whereas the spread of Christianity in Rome
partly contributed to the changes in the Christian discourses, in their turn these
innovations produced a social change among Christians. Peter and Paul refashioned the
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original message of Christianity in such a way the Christian communities can no longer be

recognized as such. As has been noted above, the author considers that contemporary
Christians are not even worthy to be called an-Naṣārā. They follow the commands of their
leaders who have changed God’s laws, but God’s laws, he claims, can only be abrogated by
God Himself. The principal argument is that the political and religious powers must be
understood separately; despite the great power which the sulṭān (as holder of power) or the
Christian church might hold, neither of them is above the power of God and cannot impose
their religion on the Mudejars.

Conclusions!
!
This chapter has focused on the polemics with the Christians exemplified by the Kitāb alMujādala and on the defence of philosophy and rationalist sciences as sources of religious
authority in Islam made by the author. The analysis has revealed the author’s overall
purpose is to reconcile philosophical knowledge with tradition-based knowledge. In his
view, not only do philosophy, logic and rationalist sciences not contradict Islam, they are in
fact the tools best suited to disclose its meaning both externally in religious polemics with
the Christians and the Jews, and internally within the Mudejar aljamas.
I have argued that the Kitāb al-Mujādala quotes a large number of Christian
arguments against Muslims and Islam, most of which emphasize Christian doctrine, and
that these arguments should be read against the intense campaigns launched by Christian
to proselytize among Muslims and Jews. In composing the Kitāb al-Mujādala, the author
could have attempted to counter the efforts of these missionaries to convert the Mudejars
with such claims as the Christian religion should be accepted ‘as it is’, because the ‘religious
law’ which issues from Christianity rests on tradition. This Mudejar author of polemics
claims that tradition is not enough to produce evidence in religion and he supports his
views on the authority of Muḥammad, according to whom the individual must choose a
prophet on the basis of his independent judgement and his teaching of science. The author
denounces the ignorance of the Christians in all these things: they do not understand
science; they do not understand philosophy; and, hence, they cannot practise exegesis
properly and are wrong in their beliefs and practices. Consequently, Christians have no
grasp of Jesus’ true message and are unable to see that the Christian Scriptures foretell and
confirm Islam. Furthermore, the use of philosophy by the author of this polemic can be
understood as an tool to be wielded against such Christian missionaries as Juan de
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Torquemada, who castigated Islam as a religion doomed to fatalism and Muslims as
irrational.
On the basis of the present analysis, it can be argued that the audiences addressed
in the Kitāb al-Mujādala are not confined to the Christians and the Jews, as is stated in the
title of this treatise, but its message is also intended for the members of the Muslim
community. In this respect, I have shown that the author draws intra-community lines
which are based on knowledge. The distinction between Muslim ͑ulamā’ and those Muslims
learned in philosophy and logic, the ͑ulamā’ al-falsafa wa-l-manṭiq, and his unequivocal
inclination towards the last group, is derived from the author’s particular understanding of
textual authority. Consequently, he sets the supporters of the use of ratio apart on the one
hand and on the other distinguishes between those Muslims who are able to understand
properly and use rationalist inquiry to address religious questions and those who are not.
The two groups are addressed differently: the first is looked upon with contempt and is
attacked vehemently. A knowledge of philosophy, logic and the natural sciences are the
pillars of his polemical discourse towards other Muslims because, in his eyes, this learning
is a prerequisite for a proper understanding the world and, above all, of God and His divine
Revelation. I have shown that the author is openly critical of the irrational and ignorant
Muslim religious scholars ( ͑ulamā’), most probably the Mālikīs, who all either overlook or
disapprove of the knowledge of philosophy and its use in polemics with the unbelievers.
The ignorant ͑ulamā’ base their views on tradition and this leads them misinterpret the
Qur’ān. An intelligent man should not be satisfied with the acceptance of Islam by tradition
and should take pains to sustain his religion by rational methods.
These boundaries suggest that an understanding of the authority of textual sources
is a key element in determining whether individuals belong to the in- or out-group of
Muslims. Very much as Szpiech has noted for conversion narratives, the polemics of the
Mudejars are also aimed at constructing “an image of textuality, a shared corpus of
auctoritates (trusted proof texts) that are, by definition, both authoritative and authentic.”101
Muslim polemical authors set up such an authoritative corpus by engaging in a dialectical
relationship with their audiences: although their selection of Qur’ānic verses, traditions
(Sunna), sayings of the Prophet (ḥadīth) and early Islamic narratives was the fruit of the
polemicists’ individual agency, they were endorsed by the group. In this sense textual
authority is community-based; it is directed at and originates from the Muslim audiences.
The upshot is that the internal cohesion of the community of believers can be disrupted by
opposing views on which texts should be trusted, or, in other words, which authorities
serve to underpin Islam and which not. These processes take place without taking religious
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affiliation into account. Nevertheless, social status does seem to matter and, as is made

obvious by the training needed to understand philosophy, the author of the Kitāb alMujādala is most probably addressing members of the elite. In this, he is following in the
footsteps of Ibn Rushd, who claims that the rationalist sciences are not intended for the
common people but for the learned. This is consistent with the leading position which he
could have enjoyed within his community and with the close connections which the author
of the Kitāb al-Mujādala seems to have had with the Christian elite. These considerations
raise the question of the role of the connections of this author with the Jewish elites, such
as the Waqqār family in Toledo, but the internal evidence in the Kitāb al-Mujādala does not
allow us to shed any light on this point.
The analysis in this chapter has also revealed that the views of the author about man’s
responsibility for his acts are closely related to God’s revelation as it unfolds in His sharī a͑ . I
have argued that the dispositions quoted by the author from the Kitāb as-Sunna [‘Book of
Sunna’] most probably do not refer to real cases but acquire their meaning within the much
broader discussion of God’s decree and determination (al-qaḍā’ wa-l-qadar) in which the
author seems to adhere to the well-known kasb-doctrine propounded by al-Ash ͑arī. Most
important is the author’s claim that man has a predisposition to act ethically and that
Islam, as the religion which best fits the nature of man (or fiṭra), is also the one which will
ensure the best possible ethical behaviour. These arguments seem to have been helpful
efforts to polemicize with the Christians on such issues as divorce among Muslims, but also
to counter the Christian ethical model of sin which downplays responsibility because of
Jesus’ redemption through baptism. By emphasizing the importance of individual ethics in
Islam and, hence, for salvation, the author of the Kitāb al-Mujādala provides a framework
suitable to an environment in which orthopraxis was becoming increasingly difficult for the
Mudejars.
The final aspect I have dealt with is the most important question of how the
author counterbalances the Christians’ political superiority in the Christian territories of
the Iberian Peninsula by attempting to show that a political hierarchy does not presuppose
a religious hierarchy. He underpins his claims by a political philosophy which suits the
Mudejars’ particular circumstances. Central to this philosophy is the figure of the sulṭān
who, as argued, represents the holder of power in a rather abstract way, and does not refer
to a specific person. It has been suggested that the polemicist might be following the
philosophy of al-Fārābī (upon which he seems to confer his own interpretation), an
assertion which is congruent with our findings in the previous chapters. He limits the
powers of the sulṭān to temporal matters and argues that individuals, even those who hold
the highest ranks in society like the sulṭān, are subordinate to God’s will. The sum of the
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arguments of the author – that political power is not the equivalent of religious excellence
and that each individual must take responsibility for his own actions – corresponds to his
attempt to expound a discourse on authority which would also be authoritative, that is to
say, which would authorize the possibility to be a good Muslim in the Christian lands. The
findings in this chapter add to the evidence already accumulated that the Kitāb al-Mujādala
might have circulated in the immediate environment of the Sharafī family and that the
interest in “al-Falsafa-l-Madaniyya” could have been the fruit of the contemporary
translations of Aristotle’s Politics.

!

Chapter!Seven:!Mudejar!Polemics!as!a!Discursive!
Tradition!

Introduction!

In the course of this dissertation, I have analysed the Ta’yīd al-Milla and the Kitāb alMujādala as a representative of a discursive tradition which, in Asad’s words, “seek[s] to
instruct practitioners regarding the correct form and purpose of a given practice.”1 I have
looked at the contexts in which they were used as well as the intellectual milieus and the
audiences addressed by the authors of these treatises. I have shown that the audience at
which these polemics were directed was not confined to Christians and the Jews but that
they were also addressed to the Muslim communities themselves. I have also argued that
the polemicists lent authority to sources which they felt fell outside the normative corpus
of Islam but had a wide circulation in their immediate environment and had become part
of the Islamicate culture of the Mudejars and the later Moriscos. 2 to the way they
approached the authority of the Gospels, the Torah and philosophy helped them to counter
the claims made by the Christians and the Jews and to distinguish between temporal and
religious authority, a distinction which allowed them to live as minorities under Christian
rule. I have also provided evidence that a triangular approach to polemics and an inquiry
into language from the perspective of Social Identity Theory enhances our understanding of
how the Mudejars negotiated their identities as groups and their relations of power with
the Christians and the Jews.
In this chapter, I go a step farther and endeavour to incorporate my findings into
the wider discussion of how Islam was articulated through the social claims made between
religious groups, which formed the basis of “an instituted practice […] into which Muslims
were inducted as Muslims”.3 In this exercise, the notion that the identity of the Self is
always shaped in opposition to the Other and expressed through claims of membership to a
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particular group takes central stage. What I propose to do is to elaborate on distinct but
interrelated aspects of Islam in Mudejar polemics. My first step is to address the question of
what the claims of the Christians and the Jews which have been discussed in the previous
chapters tell us about Mudejar identity in treatises of religious polemics. In so far as the
attacks of these groups on Muslims and Islam originated from particular systems of thought
and discipline, the joint discussion of such claims could provide a clearer sense of the kind
of answers given by the members of the Mudejar communities, and hence of their strategies
of identity construction. I argue that positive group distinctiveness and Baumann’s
grammar of encompassment are significant to the definition of Muslim identities as groups
(7.1). Secondly, I provide an outline of religious authority and leadership as these are
described in Mudejar polemics (7.2).
The last issue to which I shall pay attention is how the Mudejars dealt with notions
of minority in their polemics. It will be shown that the Mudejars’ claims to membership of
the community of believers rested on the notions of ethical behaviour and religious
authority which have been discussed above, and that the Mudejars seem to have retained a
degree of autonomy in governing their communities and deciding who and what were part
of Islam (7.3).

7.1.$Mudejar$Identity$in$Polemics!
!
The social construction of the Mudejars’ identity in polemics can be deduced from the
claims put into the mouths of the Christians and the Jews in the Ta’yīd and in the Kitāb alMujādala. The attacks on Islam by the Jews in “the meetings and dwellings” of the Christian
territories in the Ta’yīd are the following three: the Jews slander and defame Muḥammad
and his law; they claim to be the only ones who have received a ‘law’ or Scripture; and they
argue that Hagar was not the wife of Abraham but his concubine. Furthermore, they assert
that they will inherit the land of Canaan. The Kitāb al-Mujādala also quotes the claim by
the Jews that Hagar was not the wife of Abraham and that Abraham was a Jew. This treatise
stresses the fact that the Jews see man’s tribulations as the result of the sins of the
forefathers and relatives. Moreover, they claim that God will send them a prophet from the
tribe of Israel to continue the kingship of the Jews since it is foretold “the sceptre shall not
depart from Judah” (Gen 40:10).4 Besides all this, they argue that God’s laws about purity are
only valid in Canaan, which implies that they do not need to observe them in the Christian
territories. Turning to the claims of the Christians in the Kitāb al-Mujādala, their arguments
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emphasize doctrine, especially the Trinity, the divine nature of Jesus and the salvational
nature of baptism. The Christians also assert their political and religious dominance in the
territory and, hence, also over the Mudejars.
From the perspective of Social Identity Theory, it seems that positive group
distinctiveness and encompassment played a role in the way the Mudejars dealt with such
claims. The Jews in the Ta’yīd show a strong interest in achieving a positive and distinctive
image of the Jewish in-group, which might explain why they do not attempt to bring the
Mudejars closer to Judaism but spend most their time attacking them. In the discussion in
Chapter Five about the influence of the anti-Jewish discourses of the Christians on the
Mudejars, I have suggested the possibility that the social ascent of the Jews in the Christian
society stirred the Mudejars’ animosity towards them. Although the evidence at our
disposal makes it difficult to provide a conclusive answer to this question, their claims
against Islam clearly underscore the importance of prestige in Muslim-Jewish polemics. The
Jews claim that their lineage is traced from Sarah and hence they despise the sons and
daughters of the woman who in their eyes was Abraham’s concubine, Hagar. They are not
bastards but the Muslims are. Quite the contrary, they are God’s chosen people to whom He
revealed His law.
The Mudejars’ answer to these claims also emphasizes positive distinctiveness and
attempts to demonstrate the excellence of their communities compared to those of the
Jews. Unlike the Jews, the Mudejars aver that they are able to understand not just the
Qur’ān but also the revealed laws of their opponents; they respect the prophets; they keep
God’s prescriptions as they should be kept; and God has not cursed them. The extolling of
the Muslim community and of its religious leader, Muḥammad, was also to be a
characteristic of the literature in Aljamiado, in which we witness an explosion of stories
about the miracles of Muḥammad and the first battles of Islam.5 The emphasis chosen by
the Moriscos on these issues was not to have much to do with an opposition to Judaism
that, as argued, was losing its strength as we approach the Early Modern period. It was more
likely a response to the Christian rhetoric about Jesus already present in such polemics as
the Kitāb al-Mujādala, which was to acquire and ever greater prominence in society.6 The
Mudejars were to take their purpose to excel over the Jews so far they even made up
genealogies and claimed that, Potiphar, the captain of the palace guard of the Egyptian
Pharaoh, was a descendant of Ismā ī͑ l. This implies that Joseph, a descendant of Isḥāq from
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whom Jews claim to descend, would have been the servant of a descendant of Ismā ī͑ l from
whom Muslims claim to descend.7
Turning our attention to the claims of the Christians, we see that they were also
seeking to achieve positive group distinctiveness, as the arguments above about wine and
marriage regulations underline quite clearly. However, my understanding is that their
claims are illustrative of a more relevant grammar of identity/alterity, namely,
encompassment. In his discussion of encompassment as practised by the Rmeet and the
Lowland Lao societies, Sprenger notes that, “issues of hegemony and political power come
into focus more obtrusively in the encompassment model than in the other grammars.”8
The Christians’ incentive in instructing the Mudejars in the Christian dogma and for
suppressing Islam in the Christian territories is aptly explained in Baumann’s ‘polemical’
definition of encompassment which he boldly defines as: “You may think that you differ
from me in your sense of values or identity; but deep down, or rather higher up, you are but
a part of me.”9 It is in this sense that grammars of encompassment are “only enacted as
monologues or in contexts involving a clear-cut power relation”,10 and can be regarded as
“non-dialogic”, 11 even as an “anti-grammar”. 12 Although by encompassment a group is
brought within another group to form a unity, the differences between the two on the lower
level are partially kept by the dominant group on the higher level.13 This is consistent with
the conceptual and factual divide established between Old Christians and converts, or
‘encompassed’, New Christians, which persisted until the expulsion of the Moriscos in 16091612 CE. Old Christians never outgrew their suspicion of New Christians and New Christians
were never fully accepted by the majority Christian society.
I would like to suggest that the Christians’ emphasis on Jesus’ redemption of
mankind from sin, which as we have seen characterizes the Christian discourses in some
Mudejar treatises of religious polemics, might have rested on just such a grammar. Jesus’
divine nature and, hence, His salvific role at the End of Time is a highly significant
difference between these two religions. Nevertheless, they also share much common
ground, and Islam recognizes Jesus as a prophet Who preceded Muḥammad and accords
sin a central place.14 Consequently, we have seen that the Ta’yīd discusses all the violations
of God’s rules by the Jews at length, and that in the Kitāb al-Mujādala the Mudejars
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mention the Christians’ offences before God as an argument to counter Christians’ insult of
calling them ‘dogs’. Likewise, in the Kitāb Miftāḥ ad-Dīn, al-Qaysī claims that, after Jesus
was dead, the Christians began “to eat everything which God forbade […], committing sins,
lighting lamps, mixing men and women […].”15 Baptism, the Christians argue, absolves the
sins of mankind and, moreover, protects people from committing new ones. On these
grounds, as a plausible explanation for the claim by the Christians that they killed Jesus, I
would like to propose that by saying this they might have been attempting to put
themselves on a level with the Mudejars: no matter what each religion has, all human
beings are sinners. Everyone needs God’s forgiveness.
The endeavour to convert all Muslims to Christianity by encompassment is
perhaps even more evident in the Christians’ joint claim with the Jews in the Kitāb alMujādala: “You, Muslims, have accepted the Torah and the Gospel. So, why do not you
observe the faith of the Jews and the Christians?”16 The common element between these
religious groups is based on the fact that they believe in the written revelations sent to
mankind by God, both accepted by Islam. Although Jews and Christians disagree about
many points, these are here so obviously disregarded by the author to the point that
someone with little religious knowledge could be confused by the statement “the Christians
and the Jews”. As I have argued above, this author seems to have had a thorough knowledge
of Christianity, so it is safe to assume that he knew the differences, but to use them as a
polemical tool did not suit his goals. All things considered, we observe that the movement
of the Christians throughout the Kitāb al-Mujādala is of one of dominance. The thinking
behind this seems to be: if the differences between our religion and Islam are so small,
learning the dogma will lead to the conversion of the Mudejars.17 Such rhetoric might have
helped Christians to ‘incorporate’ Islam into Christianity, that is to say, to convert the
Mudejars. Conversion was of the utmost importance to them because it placed them one
step closer to their ultimate goal: a Christian hegemonic society with no place for Islam and
Muslims.
There are various ways in which the Mudejar author of the Kitāb al-Mujādala
attempts to counter the Christians’ discourse. The critical analysis of the discourse in these
treatises shows that one of them was building partnerships between groups. In line with the
analysis in the previous chapters, triangularity again appears to be central: the mere
presence of a third group (even on a rhetorical level) establishes resilient alliances between
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a polemicist and his religious opponents. We observe that in many places the Muslims, the
Christians and the Jews are mentioned together, meaning that the author does not oppose
one group to the other but opposes two religious communities against the third instead. We
read that, “the Christians and the Jews” or “the Muslims and the Jews” reject the arguments
of the remaining group, namely: Muslims and Christians respectively. The notion of recategorization offers an apposite explanation of these strategic moves, since in all the cases
referred to, the Mudejar polemicist puts two of the three religious communities together by
emphasizing the commonalities between their members and concomitantly deemphasizing the points of disagreement. He does the opposite with the remaining group,
and boundaries are strengthened. This shows that bonds between groups are subject to the
authors’ strategic considerations in such a way that the Mudejars’ polemicists do not always
approach their adversaries as foes regardless of the circumstances, but address them as
‘mates’ to reach particular goals. We see this when the author of the Ta’yīd claims that the
Jews killed Jesus and did not show his mother proper respect. His support of the Christians
is in line with the special consideration in Islam shown to ͑Īsā as a prophet and to his
mother Maryam. So, he quotes the prophecy of Amos 2 and claims: “For three sins I will
forgive the children of Israel, but for the fourth I will not forgive them” Now ask them,
“What is the fourth sin […]?”18 The rejection of ͑Īsā as a prophet is one of the many offences
of the Jews before God which explain why “Allah destroyed and annihilated them and put
them in the Ghālūth [namely: the state of submissiveness, MCA] which will endure to the
Day of Resurrection.” 19 Similarly, in the Kitāb al-Mujādala the Muslims support the
Christians on one occasion when the Mudejar author comes close to the Christian
arguments against the Jews. He does this when he claims that they attempted to crucify
Jesus, but this is a double-edged claim, because it is included in the passages in which the
author denounces the divine nature of Jesus!20 The author’s attitude towards the Jewish
community in this polemic is ambivalent: although he occasionally associates with them,
we have seen above that they are also the recipients one of the few expletives in this
polemic: “God damn the Jews when they say to the Muslims: ‘You have no shar a͑ n (sacred
law)’”.21 This harsh attack suggests that he might have used the Jews in this polemic as a
wild card, whose value is determined by the argumentative context.
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In short, the way the Mudejars negotiate their identity in treatises of religious polemics
appears to have reflected the power relations between communities in the Christian
territories. Mudejars refute the Christians and the Jews with equal vigour but, whereas they
seem to have a vested interest in discrediting the members of the Jewish religious minority
with whom they are in direct competition, they show a greater concern with countering the
Christians’ teachings of the ‘true’ faith and about showing that they are more
knowledgeable about God and the world than Christians. The Mudejars’ use of different
sources to approach the Christians and the Jews is consistent with the idea suggested by
Asad that, “forms of interest in the production of knowledge are intrinsic to various
structures of power”, 22 and also with the premise of Critical Discourse Analysis that
language is a social practice which not only reveals the power relations between individuals
but also can be used to influence them.

7.2.$Religious$Leadership!
!
So far I have addressed various aspects of Mudejar Islam in the Ta’yīd and the Kitāb alMujādala as a discursive tradition. My next step will be to discuss religious leadership in
these works. Mudejar authors of polemics belonged to the Muslim elite who were in charge
of governing the Mudejar communities and we have seen that they used different sources
to support both the discourses they used to underpin their authority as leaders and in their
discourses against their religious opponents. These differences are linked to different
approaches to Islam and are the clue which allows us to distinguish between different
profiles of religious leadership.
From the analysis carried out so far, it can be argued that the profile of the author
of the Ta’yīd corresponds to that of a traditional scholar. He legitimizes his views on the
abrogation of God’s previous revelations to mankind by referring to “the school of thought
of our authorities”23 – as noted above, in this context most probably the Mālikī School. We
have seen that he might have been acquainted with scientific views, as he refers to
knowledge of Hippocrates’ theories about the bodily humours among “men of knowledge
and wisdom”. 24 Nonetheless, he seems to give preference to scriptural sources and, unlike
the author of the Kitāb al-Mujādala, he does not incorporate scientific knowledge as an
integral part of his polemical discourse.
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By contrast, the author of the Kitāb al-Mujādala emerges as a rationalist who
questions the study of religious sciences by the traditional, in his own words, ignorant,
scholars – here again most probably the Mālikīs. Rather than following what the author of
the Ta’yīd calls “the school of thought of our authorities”, he rebels against the blind
acceptance of the dictates of this school. He was convinced that the practice of fiqh and its
application (furū )͑ in the Christian territories should rest on the interpretation of the Divine
Revelation supported by philosophical and scientific inquiry, not on tradition.
Both authors are aware of their position as leaders and as models for their
communities. This is made evident in the Ta’yīd when the author refers to the sins
committed by the religious leaders of the Jews, and quotes Leviticus 4:3: “And you certainly
know that if any of the elite sins, the rest of the children of Israel are partners in the sin.”25
Surely we are not mistaken in assuming that the author is also applying this maxim to the
elite of his own community. Moreover, the way in which these authors of polemics exerted
their leadership in their communities can be appreciated in their warnings to their
communities and in their claims that their rendering of their sources is unaffected by
interpretation or mistakes. The author of the Ta’yīd provides an example of this when he
urges: “the one who studies this treatise to study it diligently, and to meditate about its
topics. He ought not to entertain any doubts about anything in it, for it is absolutely true.”26
Similar claims are found in the Kitāb al-Mujādala, in which the copyist al-Raqilī claims that
whoever reads this book will find the absolute truth as it is found in the author’s sources,
and will also find reflection and individual judgement on the lessons drawn from these
sources.27 These ideas underline that they are the ones who are setting the agenda of what
their communities should learn and how they should learn it. In other words, their
respective communities must follow their teachings. Certainly they can reflect on them, but
they should not doubt the truth of the sources of their authority as religious leaders and,
hence, their legitimacy.
The knowledge they expound in their treatises of polemics is intended to guide the
community as a whole, but any study of their contents seems to be reserved for just some of
their members. We have seen in the previous chapter that the author of the Kitāb alMujādala follows Ibn Rushd and argues that the common people should not engage in the
study of philosophy. This injunction is consistent with the level of knowledge of Arabic,
philosophy and science required to understand the sources of this work; a knowledge
which only some socially and economically privileged Mudejars could have had. This is
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suggested by the warning issued by the author of the Ta’yīd at the end of his treatise that,
“notwithstanding the smallness of its size, it has treated all the rules and topics which are a
sine qua non for the assiduous reader who wishes to debate exhaustively with them (the
Jews).”28 It follows from this that the Ta’yīd is not intended for the ignorant to indulge in
Muslim polemics against Judaism, but this should be left to the man who is well acquainted
with the subject (probably assuming that he has read about other subjects, too). From the
perspective of Critical Discourse Analysis, such claims show that these authors did not have
an inclusive perception of their readership but one most probably restricted to the
members of the elite.
One important remark still remains to be made. Both the Ta’yīd and the Kitāb alMujādala were copied by the faqīh al-Raqilī in his town of Pedrola, and were bound
together in one miscellaneous codex. This suggests that, notwithstanding the different
approaches to religious leadership and attitudes towards knowledge just signalled, these
approaches did not necessarily exclude each other. I would prefer to contend that both
were meaningful to the Mudejars and should be regarded as complementary in the
construction of their identities as Muslims.

7.3.$Notions$of$‘Minority’$and$Government$among$the$Mudejars!
!
One last point I want to pay attention to in this dissertation is how notions of ‘minority’
were put to work in the Mudejars’ polemical discourses vis-à-vis the Christians and the
Jews. As noted in Chapter One, Muslim legal scholars (faqīhs) generally disapproved of the
Mudejars’ dwelling in Christian lands and consequently did not develop an independent
branch of Islamic law (fiqh al-aqalliyyāt) to deal with a situation they considered both
anomalous and temporary. From their legal point of view, the Mudejars were not juridical
‘minorities’ but ‘exceptions’ to the norm and, although on occasion they claimed that
residing in the land of the Infidels was “the greatest of sins”, 29 they never called into
question the Mudejars’ belonging to the wider community of believers (or umma).
Furthermore, there is some evidence that the religious leaders of the Mudejar communities
did eventually approve of their living in Christian lands. This is the case of one Mudejar
muftī quoted by the thirteenth-century Cordoban jurist Ibn Rabī ͑ (d. 1320 CE), who relies
on prophetic traditions to claim that living in Christian lands was allowed as long as the
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central duties of Islam, the ʿibādāt, could be observed.30 As far as this Mudejar muftī was
concerned, much as did the author of the Kitāb al-Mujādala, practice took precedence over
place of origin or residence. Hence, this sort of argument is aimed at proving that it is
possible to be a believing Muslim outside Muslim lands and, moreover, it recognizes
religious difference in the Christian society.
The works of religious polemics with the Christians and the Jews discussed so far
seem to tally with the legal views of the Mudejar scholars just mentioned. The fragment
about Toledo in the Kitāb al-Mujādala quoted in Chapter One in which the author refutes
the claims by the Jews and the Christians that Ibrāhīm was a Jew because “he was born in
the land of the Jews, that is to say, Judea” by arguing that “not everyone who lives in Toledo
is Jew; in [the city] live Jews, Christians and Muslims”31 underpins the claim that the place
from which a person originates does not determine his religious affiliation. These views are
part of a much broader exposition by the author who, as has been shown in the preceding
chapter, argues that the most important element in determining whether someone is a
Christian, a Jew or a Muslim is his manner of adherence to God’s commands. Elsewhere he
claims that the Christians present themselves as the followers of Jesus, who, in their view,
was called the Nāṣīrī because he was born in Nazareth. They err, claims the author: Jesus
was not the Nāṣīrī because He was born in Nazareth but because He fulfilled the rituals
originally prescribed by God, without altering them. As the Christians no longer comply
with these prescriptions, they are not worthy worth of being called Nāṣīrīs.32
None of these sources explicitly addresses the concept of ‘minority’ and, yet, it is
present de facto in the Mudejars’ polemics and in other sources including the already
mentioned Leyes de moros [‘Moorish Laws’], the Book of Suna and Xara [‘Libro de Sunna y
Xara’] and the Sunni Breviary [‘Breviario Sunni’], all of which provide tools for the
government of the Mudejar communities within a Christian society. 33 This form of
government was a major driving force underlying the Mudejars’ views about religious
leadership and might explain why, for example, whereas the polemicists make a clear
separation between religious and political power to downplay their political subordination
to the Christians, some authors have no qualms about connecting the political
subordination of the Jews to the inability of the Jewish leaders to govern their communities
according to God’s commandments.
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We see that political submission and control over the land play a central role in a hierarchy
of religious excellence which places Muslims in the first place, followed by Christians and
then the Jews. The position of the Jews in the last place recalls King John’s dispositions
discussed in Chapter Five. The King states that on any formal occasion or in a procession
Muslims should march in front of the Jews.34 In the Ta’yīd, the author puts the Jews in the
last place and provides various arguments to demonstrate that they do not have ownership
of the land and that their political submission to both Muslims and Christians is
attributable to God’s wrath occasioned by their sins and disobedience. Most of the author’s
arguments show this assertion is based on the Torah. He refutes the claims by the Jews that
they “will inherit the land (Canaan) when the Messiah […] comes”35 by referring, for
example, to God’s commands to the Jews in Genesis 13 not to go beyond the land of Canaan,
and to divide it according to its boundaries. Although the Jews should remain in Canaan,
nonetheless, they are not the heirs to this land since as it says in Genesis 16:12 “[T]he
intention of the Lord was to bequeath the land [of Canaan, MCA] to none save the sons of
Ismā ͑īl.”36 The author reinforces his argument by making a clear allusion to the Muslim
conquests in his provision of a slightly modified version of Numbers 24 which says: “A
nation shall issue forth from the Romans and subject the Assyrians and Hebrews; they, too,
shall perish forever.”37 These biblical verses establish the primacy of the Muslims before
God and their superior position to the Jews.
Not only do the Jews have no dominion over Israel: they cannot claim the lands of
the Christians. The author bases this argument on Deuteronomy 2 which reads: “Charge the
sons of Israel that they should not provoke the sons of Edom or contend with them for their
land. For I will not give the sons of Israel of their land (so much as) a foot can tread on.” And
he points out: “By the sons of Edom, he means the Romans.”38 It is important to note that
here again the rendering of the verses does not correspond to the canonical Genesis text, in
which the sons of Esau, not the ‘sons of Edom’, are mentioned. Clearly, the author is
implicitly referring to the submission of the Jews to the Christian kings, for he claims:
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Verily Allāh blessed Isaac; but it is possible that the blessing with respect to the sons of
Edom be greater than it is with respect to the sons of Israel. For there had been kings
amongst the sons of Edom whilst amongst the sons of Israel there is no king.39

From the author’s point of view, in the (original) Torah God grants dominion over the
whole world to Ismā ͑īl and his descendants, and, then, to the Christians. The state of
submission, ghalūt, in which the Jews find themselves, claims the author, has endured to
present time (I quote): “Your father Jacob was a servant to his brother Esau. […] And so we
see it today: the Christians subject the Jews.”40 As a whole, the evidence shows that the
notion of ‘minority’ in the sense of a diaspora was critical to determining the place of the
Jews in a Mudejar hierarchy of religious excellence in which their own communities were
pre-eminent.

Conclusions!
!
Let us return to the issue of the Mudejars’ Islam as a discursive practice. The discussion of
the Christian and Jewish claims against Islam and Muslims shows that group
distinctiveness and encompassment exerted a predominant influence on the way the
Mudejars constructed their identities in polemics. Irrespective of whether these claims
were reformulated by the Mudejars, it is safe to argue that they reflected the concern
among the members of their communities for what they seem to have believed were the
two biggest challenges to be faced in the Christian territories: their economic, social and
religious competition with the Jews and the preaching campaigns and political domination
of the Christians. Mudejar identity discourses in polemics are directed towards providing
positive value judgements about their communities – as the Ta’yīd al-Milla [‘The
Fortification of the Faith, or Community’] reads, at strengthening social cohesion – and,
following the logic of re-categorization, at breaking the hegemony of the Christians’
discourse.
It has been demonstrated that, in the context of their use and intellectual milieu in
the Christian territories of the Iberian Peninsula, the Mudejars’ discourses in the Kitāb alMujādala and the Ta’yīd work in the way one expects them to do. That is to say, they
present their communities as superior to the others regardless of whether this
corresponded to the political hierarchy in the Christian territories. Interestingly, however,
the Mudejar authors do not avoid talking about political authority and, therefore referring
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to their subordination to the Christian rulers; they engage in the discussion of these issues
and do their best to steer circumstances into their favour. Each in his own way, the authors
of the Kitāb al-Mujādala and of the Ta’yīd stress the overall importance of following the
right religion, Islam, and they place government in religious issues at the heart of the
debate. Whereas the purpose of the conceptualizations of the authority of the sulṭān in the
Kitāb al-Mujādala discussed in the previous chapter was to demonstrate the Christians’
inability to understand the Divine and to rebuke the Christians’ claims that political
superiority involves religious superiority, the Ta’yīd, in its turn, quotes the Torah
extensively and claims that it reveals the truth of Islam but that Jews have tampered with
its meaning (taḥrīf al-ma n͑ ā). Moreover, the Torah provides evidence of the sins of the Jews
and of God’s punishment visited on them, including their dwelling in the lands of their
religious opponents, the Christians and the Muslims. This emphasizes their minority status
and the inferiority of their religion.
‘Notions of minority’ play an important role in the polemics of the Mudejars and
this sometimes unfolds in unexpected ways. If legally and numerically speaking the
Mudejars were a religious minority in the Christian territories of the Iberian Peninsula, they
often presented their religious identities to Christians and Jews as superior, just as they
would have done were they in majority Muslim lands. The same impression is found in the
"demandas" discussed in Chapter Five, in which the Jews approach Muḥammad, the head
of the rising Muslim empire, finally to convert or 'submit' (aslama) to his victorious
religion, Islam. As a whole, the evidence seems to stress the importance which the
Mudejars attached to their ability to govern themselves in religious matters under nonMuslim rule and the role of treatises of religious polemics in this respect.
The analysis reveals that, in these treaties, the Muslims claim a space for Islam
within a predominantly Christian society. Their principal argument is that political
domination does not involve religious domination and, therefore, even though as lords they
have the upper hand, the Christians should not impose their religion on the Mudejars.
From this standpoint it follows that the leaders of the Mudejar communities seem to have
adhered to the pragmatic line of their co-religionists in Muslim lands and, even more, they
are legitimizing their residence in the Christian territories. The Mudejar authors achieve
this by relating to the past and to the future, and above all, to the present, a ploy which
provides evidence of Islam as a discursive practice. In this sense the findings are consistent
with Asad’s insightful claim that, “wherever Muslims have the power to regulate, uphold,
require, or adjust correct practices, and to condemn, exclude, undermine, or replace
incorrect ones, there is the domain of orthodoxy.”41 The conclusion has to be that the agency
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of the Mudejar polemicists in providing a conceptual framework for dealing with the dayto-day challenges of being Muslim outside the dār al-Islām nuances the idea that the
members of their communities depended only on the guidelines derived from majority
Muslim territories and this conclusion undermines the perception of Mudejar Islam as
peripheral Islam.

!
!

Conclusions!
In this dissertation I have explored the corpus of religious polemics of the Muslim
inhabitants of the Christian territories of the Late Medieval Iberian Peninsula (Mudejars).
My primary purpose has been to investigate how the Mudejar authors of religious polemics
addressed identity and religious leadership in their works, thereby constructing their
identities as Muslims in relation to the Christians and the Jews, as well as in relation to their
Muslim co-religionists. My principal theoretical claim has been that, although the religious
polemics between Muslims, Christians and Jews could sometimes be verbally violent, they
should not be considered first and foremost expressions of verbal violence and refutation,
as it is often the case in our Post-Modern societies. Building upon recent criticism of the
views of such scholars of the Middle Ages as Jesse Lander, Alex Novikoff, and David
Nirenberg, I have argued that seeing polemics as an obstacle to social cohesion ignores the
plurality of their functions, which included the negotiation of social boundaries and the
construction of religious identities between and among communities in the Iberian
Peninsula. This argument also has consequences for our more general perceptions of
interreligious dynamics in the Middle Ages and of medieval man who often appears
irrational and inclined towards violence.
Consequently, using the theoretical and methodological tools provided by Critical
Discourse Analysis and Social Identity Theory, the study has propounded a revision of what
is understood by ‘religious polemics’. Taking this perspective, I have inquired into identity
and religious authority by addressing some related questions. I have sought to identify
which treatises were in circulation among the Mudejars and what their principal
characteristics were. I have also attempted to place this corpus within the tradition of
Muslim literature of the same kind in Muslim lands and to discover the reasons and
motivation for the production and consumption of such works by the Mudejars. Finally, I
have analysed the major strategies underpinning the authors’ arguments and their
approaches to authority and I have repeated the exercise for the Christian and Jewish
claims to which these works provided an answer. My goal has been to shed light on
Mudejar Islam as a discursive practice.
The contribution to our understandings of identity and religious authority in
Mudejar polemics yielded by the answers to these questions can be summarized as follows.
The analysis of the corpus of polemics reveals that the Ta’yīd al-Milla and the Kitāb alMujādala maʿa-l-Yahūd wa-n-Naṣārā are the most important Mudejar treatises of polemics
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preserved for us and, moreover, that among the polemics in the territories of the Iberian
Peninsula they are exceptional compositions. It has been demonstrated that the particular
nature of these texts is connected to the sources which their authors used to discuss
religious subjects or in other words, it has to do with how they approached the authority of
texts. The extensive quotations from the Torah in the Ta’yīd are unprecedented in other
Muslim polemics known to us from Christian Iberia, al-Andalus and the Maghreb, and the
same can be said about the outstanding use of philosophy in the Kitāb al-Mujādala, a use
equalled only by that in the Sicilian Questions of Ibn Sab ī͑ n of Murcia (1217–1270 CE).
Furthermore, the analysis of the polemical corpus has revealed the contemporaneous
circulation of Arabic and Aljamiado versions of some polemics, especially during the
fourteenth and the fifteenth century, and has placed the composition of the Arabic
originals in the fourteenth century. This was also the period in which most Aljamiado
versions were produced and it has been proven that, in all but one exception, we are
dealing with adaptations and not simply with translations. This is the case of MS L 536, 886
H (=1481 CE), which expands the anti-Jewish polemic of the Ta’yīd to accommodate a work
of anti-Jewish and anti-Christian polemics and suggests that the adapter might have used
the Kitāb al-Mujādala to assist in his purpose. A key figure in the adaptation of Mudejar
polemics was A
͑ lī al-Gharīb who, as Koningsveld and Wiegers have shown, provided an
Aljamiado version of the Kitāb Miftāḥ ad-Dīn, and, as has been argued here, most probably
adapted the Ta’yīd al-Milla in MS BNE 4944 as well. The Aljamiado version of the Ta’yīd in
MSS J8 and J9 seems to rely on earlier fourteenth-century Aljamiado adaptations which do
not depend on MS BNE 4944. However, al-Gharīb is also mentioned in them. The analysis
shows that, while most dated manuscripts in Romance were produced after the last forced
conclusions in 1526 CE, we can say that Arabic works with a polemical content were still
being copied in the sixteenth and the early seventeenth century. This was true even when
Aljamiado adaptations already existed, as is the case of the conversion narrative of the
Ka a͑ b al-Aḥbār or the “demandas de los judíos”. It has been noted that these Arabic
originals have escaped the attention of scholars so far.
Findings about the connection of the Muslim literary corpus of religious polemics
with the production of religious treatises of Muslim polemics against the Christians and the
Jews allow us to say that the Mudejars made an original contribution to the existing body of
Muslim polemical literature of the Middle Ages. This is true in the sense that the copying
and transmission of a number of polemics should be placed within a Mudejar environment
and that we now possess further evidence that it is highly likely some Mudejars were
involved in the composition of such works. The works of the fourteenth-century Castilian
judge (qāḍī) Hamete Sharafī has been identified as the most direct source of the Kitāb al-
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Mujādala maʿa-l-Yahūd wa-n-Naṣārā and it is hoped that future discoveries will enable us
to determine whether he was also the author of the Kitāb al-Mujādala. If this hypothesis is
feasible, he will have been the first Mudejar judge for whom we have documented evidence
of his polemical activities. Secondly, the findings from the analysis of the Ta’yīd al-Milla
confirm that we are not dealing with the same author as the man who wrote the Kitāb alMujādala, nor that he was a former Jew, as argued by Kassin. Moreover, the fact that, on the
one hand, the work fits easily into the tradition of Muslim polemics against the Jews, and,
on the other hand, a work of such a size is unprecedented in the Iberian territories and
North Africa, lends support to the possibility that the Mudejars were also closely involved
in the composition of this polemic. The claim that the Mudejars made these polemics ‘their
own’ is true in the sense that they adapted their contents and imbued them with meanings
in order to meet the needs of their communities in the face of the growing pressure exerted
by the Christian society. They did so in compliance with criteria which were found within
the communities, or aljamas. One very salient feature of Mudejar polemics is therefore that
in many ways they reflect the contexts in which these texts were composed, adapted and
disseminated. The differences just mentioned between originals and copies and the fact
that some Arabic manuscripts were still being copied at a rather later period bear witness
to the Mudejars’ endeavours to adapt their answers to the needs of their communities. As if
their authors were echoing life within the aljamas, the corpus of Mudejar polemics which
has come down to us is multilingual and heterogeneous.
The inquiry into the multiple and complex ways in which Mudejar authors
undertook the most important task of keeping alive Islamic knowledge and practices and
simultaneously reinforcing the social cohesion within their communities confirms the
contention in this study that the negotiation of intergroup relations between the Mudejars,
the Christians and the Jews contributed towards shaping Islam as a discursive tradition in
the Christian territories in the sense propounded by Asad. Evidence shows that the
discourses set out in polemics are at the crossroads of a canonical corpus and the
frameworks of power and discipline in which the Mudejars’ lives were set. Therefore it was
fitting that, while their polemical discourses built on a ‘past’, or an established tradition of
polemics which provided them with an extended repertoire of sources and arguments, they
also related to the ‘future’, the worldly and the eschatological one, and the leaders of these
communities took pains to secure the transmission of Islamic knowledge to future
generations, adapting without hesitation Arabic polemics into Romance Aljamiado or
versifying them to facilitate memorization. However, the most interesting aspect is the
Mudejars’ engagement in polemics with the ‘particular Islamic practice in the present’, or
with the construction of Muslim identities outside the Muslim territories of the dār alIslām.
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It is precisely this inquiry into this latter aspect which presents the most interesting
findings about the Mudejars’ Islam. In particular, I refer to questions about the systems of
knowledge and discipline authorized in polemics, namely: to the corpus which underpins
Islam and the forms of government of the Mudejar communities. It was crucial to the
Mudejar leaders to provide an in-depth discussion of the most relevant knowledge of their
time and to deal seriously with the minority status of their communities. Only in this way
could they endure the socio-political dominance of the Christians and impede conversion
to Judaism and Christianity. This endeavour resulted in the integration of the theological
and epistemological frameworks of the Christians and the Jews into the Mudejars’
polemical discourses and in the references in their treatises to the political subordination of
the Mudejar communities, and to the humiliations and indignities they suffered. Research
on these issues reveals that the Mudejar leaders not only refuted the discourses of the
Christians and the Jews but also appropriated these discourses to make Islam intelligible to
their fellow Muslims. The erudition of the author of the Kitāb al-Mujādala in such subjects
as philosophy, logic and the natural sciences, plus his detailed knowledge of Christianity,
provides further evidence that the close social contacts between the Mudejar and the
Christian elites also extended to the intellectual sphere. It suggests that the productive
collaboration between the fifteenth-century Mudejar faqīh Iça Gidelli and the Christian
preacher Juan de Segovia, studied by Wiegers, could have been just the most exceptional
example of the mutual influences between the learned of the religious elites and their
polemics known to us. A related question is to what extent the worldview of the Mudejar
leaders and, more particularly, their understanding of the world as a natural system
intersected with that of the Christians and the Jews. This is a research topic to which I hope
to devote myself in the future.
The analysis of Mudejar Islam as a discursive practice has shown why oppositions
which at first sight seemed binary benefit from an approach which takes into account the
ternary relationships in the Iberian Peninsula. It has demonstrated that the ways in which
the Mudejars addressed the Christians and the Jews seem to correspond to the
contemporary asymmetric power relations between the three communities. Whereas the
Mudejars appear to have done their utmost to elaborate a discourse which could counter
the Christians’ dominance, their main concern with respect to the Jews was to compete
with them for religious excellence. The findings about whether the Christians’ anti-Jewish
discourses stirred the hostility of the Mudejars towards the Jews and led them to keep
copying anti-Jewish polemics after the expulsion of the Jews in 1492 CE, indeed until the
seventeenth century, are inconclusive. If, on the one hand, the Mudejars’ production of
anti-Jewish works sometimes increases parallel to that of the Christians, on the other hand,
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their discourses are only partly affected by those of the Christians. Moreover, the Mudejars
seem to have lagged behind with regard to the Christians’ uses of extra-biblical Jewish
sources from the rabbinical tradition. In the eyes of the Mudejars, Jews were above all
‘biblical’ Jews. No comparison has yet been made between these attitudes and those
encountered in the Muslim territories; an inquiry of this nature could offer interesting
insights in this regard.
The most direct conclusion to be drawn about the authority of the religious leaders
of the Mudejars is that, besides their primary and most obvious aim in polemics of showing
the errors in the views of their opponents, another equally important concern of these
leaders was to prevent their communities cutting themselves off from what was happening
outside (and sometimes inside) the geographical boundaries of their neighbourhoods and
morerías. A most important implication of the engagement by the religious leaders with
their most immediate environment and their relationships with the members of other
religions is that, on occasion, their Islamic views departed from what other Muslim coreligionists considered ‘normative’. Despite this deviation, it has been demonstrated that
the Mudejars’ leaders were able to govern their communities and to produce a coherent
and authoritative discourse which set the limits of Islam. On these grounds it can be
claimed that they were active in the field of Sunnī orthodoxy. From such a perspective it
appears that the Mudejar leaders relied only partly on the guidelines and knowledge
produced in the Muslim centres of their time and built their own conceptual frameworks of
normativity and religious authority. In their polemics, this is suggested by the nature of
some of these arguments which can only be explained in the context of the Christian
territories, and has been further reinforced by the Mudejars’ agency in building conceptual
frameworks of religious authority and government. Moreover, some Mudejar authors
produced a discourse on political philosophy which served to legitimize the residence of
their communities in the Christian territories. Future research should determine whether
this applies to other aspects of the religious and cultural practices of their communities.
As a general conclusion, it might be said that Mudejar polemics cover a
heterogeneous corpus of treatises eliciting compelling discourses which fit into the
‘definition’ of polemics given in the introduction to this thesis. They are powerful examples
of oral or written interactions which, with or without verbal violence, oppose the beliefs or the
standpoints of an adversary by sound arguments. The interactions in these works are
dialectical (namely: they are bi-directional) and can include two or more parties, and can
attempt (and eventually, succeed) in convincing either the adversary or the group to which the
polemicist belongs. In every case, they function as devices of identity construction of the
individuals and groups involved.
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THE!RELIGIOUS!POLEMICS!OF!THE!MUSLIMS!OF!LATE!MEDIEVAL!CHRISTIAN!IBERIA!!
IDENTITY!AND!RELIGIOUS!AUTHORITY!IN!MUDEJAR!ISLAM!

This dissertation investigates the politics of identity of the Muslims in Late Medieval
Christian Iberia found in their literature of religious polemics against the Christians and the
Jews. Muslims in the Christian territories were religious minorities who had to endure the
pressure exerted by the Christian majority society and in the process cope with conflicting
loyalties. Originally, Muslims had sworn allegiance to the Christian authorities through
treaties of surrender. Their submission allowed them to acquire the legal status of Mudejars
which permitted them to practise Islam publicly in exchange for paying taxes. However,
articles in treaties were not always respected and, as time passed, the restrictions imposed
on their communities by the Christians intensified. In 1499 CE in Granada, in 1502 CE in the
Crown of Castile and in 1516 and 1526 CE in the Crowns of Navarra and Aragon, Mudejars
were forced either to convert to Christianity or to emigrate. The Christian burden was
exacerbated by the criticism the Mudejars had to endure from their co-religionists in
Muslim lands: the vast majority of Muslim religious scholars regarded the Mudejars’
dwelling among and their loyalty to the ‘unbelievers’ with contempt; some of them even
demanded their immediate emigration. To these problems, we need to add their direct
competition with the Jewish minorities in the Christian territories for the favours of their
mutual Christian lords.
The central question which I address in this study is how Mudejar authors of
polemics articulated notions of identity and religious authority in relation to the Christians
and the Jews, and importantly also to other Muslims in their works in the period prior to
the forced conversions. In order to answer this question, I examine the corpus of polemical
literature preserved in Arabic and in Aljamiado (Spanish in Arabic characters) codices in
the light of the processes of inclusion and exclusion and the power asymmetry just
described. I begin by inquiring into the characteristics, production and consumption of
treatises of polemics by the Mudejars and into the identity of the authors of these works. I
also place this literature in the tradition of medieval Muslim polemics with the Christians
and the Jews in the Middle Ages. Moreover, I discuss the various ways in which polemical
discourses provided authoritative frameworks of Islamic normativity which helped to
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legitimize the residence of the Mudejars in the Christian territories. I argue that alongside
the primary aim of the polemics which was to refute the views of their religious opponents,
the discourses against the Christians and the Jews in Mudejar treatises were also a tool to
advance Islamic knowledge and to strengthen the government and social cohesion of their
communities. My analysis of this literature takes an interdisciplinary approach whose
purpose is to counterbalance the often biased outsider views found in the contemporary
Christian sources which disregard the agency of the members of these Muslim minority
communities in constructing their self-image and their share in the shaping of
interreligious Iberian narratives.
In Chapter One, I provide the background essential to the study of Mudejar
polemics. I discuss how notions of religious authority and identity in polemics are
connected to three areas in the life of the Mudejar communities: their own understandings
of Sacred Law, or sharī a͑ ; the nature of their relationships with the Christians and the Jews;
Christian proselytism and the authority of the Mudejar religious leaders. Polemics, I argue,
appear to be at the crossroads of the internal management of the Mudejar communities
and the relationships of their members with the Jews and the Christians. In Chapter Two, I
follow up the scholarship of Lander and Novikoff and point out the shortcomings of current
conceptualizations of ‘religious polemics’ in our understanding of identity construction in
the literature of polemics of the Mudejars. I introduce the reader to the theoretical
framework and methods of Social Identity Theory and Critical Discourse Analysis which I
shall use in my analysis.
In Chapter Three, I identify the corpus to be studied on the basis of the dates in
the colophons and on the internal evidence in the manuscripts of polemics known to us,
important among them language use and the kind of script. A preliminary survey of these
works has allowed me to construct a periodization of the production of polemics among
the Mudejars which reached its peak in the fourteenth century. Examples of this apogee are
the anti-Jewish treatise of the Ta’yīd al-Milla [‘The Fortification of the Faith, or
Community’] and the polemic against the Christians and the Jews in the Kitāb al-Mujādala
maʿa -l-Yahūd wa-n-Naṣārā [‘The Book of Disputation with the Christians and the Jews’]. I
provide further evidence that the qāḍī Abū-l- ͑Abbās Aḥmad al-Lakhmī al-Sharafī
mentioned in the Kitāb al-Mujādala could have been fourteenth century Mudejar Castilian
qāḍī Hamete Sharafī. Moreover, my analysis is consistent with the scholarship of Van
Koningsveld and places the composition, copy and circulation of polemical treatises in
small towns and villages and in the immediate environment of the Mudejar religious
leaders. In this context, I provide evidence that the Kitāb al-Mujādala was copied in Pedrola
(Aragon) and not in Pétrola, as had been hitherto claimed. I also point out the existence of
the Arabic originals of some Aljamiado manuscripts which have so far escaped the
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attention of scholars.
In Chapter Four, I review the most important treatises of Muslim polemics
against the Christians and the Jews produced in Muslim lands and Christian Iberia. I place
special emphasis on al-Andalus and the Maghreb, two areas in the vicinity of the Mudejars
which might have influenced their discourses of polemics. I argue that the approaches
taken to the authority of texts by Mudejar authors deviated from those of their coreligionists in these territories. I demonstrate that the Ta’yīd is the lengthiest Muslim
polemic against the Jews produced in the Iberian Peninsula and the Maghreb and that the
Kitāb al-Mujādala shows an exceptional approach to philosophy.
After having presented the theoretical framework, the methods and the
manuscripts which form the corpus of Mudejar polemics, I undertake an analysis of the
discourses of identity and religious authority in these works. In Chapter Five, I address
Mudejar polemics against the Jews and I am particularly concerned about determining
whether there was a Christian influence in the Mudejar discourses directed towards the
Jewish minority. In Chapter Six, I deal with Mudejar polemics against the Christians and
with the Christian proselytizing campaigns. I show how in their polemical works the
Mudejars elaborated philosophical frameworks of political thought which served them to
counter the Christian claims that political superiority entailed religious superiority. In
Chapter Seven, I bring my previous findings together and discuss what they tell us about
the Mudejars’ approaches to Islam as a discursive tradition. I argue that the Mudejar leaders
were active in the field of orthodoxy and were only partly dependent on the normative
views emanating from the Muslim centres of their time. They were able to implement their
own systems of knowledge and discipline upon the members of their communities and,
therefore, their Islam should not be considered as ‘peripheral’ Islam.
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Dit proefschrift onderzoekt de constructie van identiteit onder de moslims op het
laatmiddeleeuwse christelijke Iberisch Schiereiland in hun polemische literatuur gericht
tegen de christenen en de joden. In de christelijke gebieden vormden moslims religieuze
minderheden die de druk van de christelijke meerderheidssamenleving moesten verdragen
en moesten omgaan met conflicterende loyaliteiten. Zij hadden aanvankelijk trouw
gezworen aan de christelijke autoriteiten door capitulatie-verdragen en hadden de
rechtspositie gekregen van Mudejars, dat wil zeggen dat ze de islam in het openbaar
mochten praktiseren in ruil voor het betalen van belastingen. Deze verdragen werden
echter niet altijd gerespecteerd, en de beperkingen die de christenen aan
moslimgemeenschappen oplegden, werden in de loop van tijd steeds strikter. De Mudejars
werden gedwongen om zich te bekeren tot het christendom of om te emigreren. Dit werd
in 1499 AD doorgevoerd in Granada, in 1502 AD in het koninkrijk van Castilië en in 1516 en
1526 AD in de koninkrijken van Navarra en Aragon. Deze christelijke druk werd
gecombineerd met de kritiek van islamitische geloofsgenoten in omringende landen. De
overgrote meerderheid van islamitische religieuze geleerden keurde het af dat de Mudejars
onder de 'ongelovigen' leefden en loyaliteit aan hen hadden gezworen. Sommigen van hen
eisten zelfs hun onmiddellijke emigratie naar moslimgebied. Een ander probleem voor de
Mudejars vormde de directe rivaliteit met de joodse minderheid in de christelijke gebieden
om de gunsten van de christelijke heersers.
De centrale vraag in deze studie is hoe Mudejar-auteurs van polemieken noties
van identiteit en religieus gezag in hun werken construeerden tegenover de christenen en
de joden, en tegenover andere moslims, in de periode voorafgaand aan de gedwongen
bekeringen. Om antwoord op deze vraag te geven, onderzoek ik het corpus van polemische
literatuur dat bewaard is gebleven in codices in het Arabisch en in het Aljamiado (Spaans
in Arabisch schrift) in het licht van de zojuist beschreven processen van in- en uitsluiting
en machtsasymmetrie in de christelijke gebieden. Ik begin met een onderzoek naar de
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kenmerken, productie en consumptie van verhandelingen van polemieken van de
Mudejars en naar de identiteit van de auteurs van deze werken. Ik plaats deze literatuur
binnen de traditie van middeleeuwse islamitische polemieken met de christenen en de
joden en bespreek de verschillende manieren waarop polemische discoursen
gezaghebbende kaders van islamitische normativiteit verschaften, die hebben bijdragen
aan het legitimeren van het verblijf van de Mudejars in de christelijke gebieden. Ik betoog
dat samen met het primaire doel van polemiek, namelijk het weerleggen van de
standpunten van religieuze tegenstanders, de discoursen tegen de christenen en de joden
ook een hulpmiddel waren om kennis van de islam te bevorderen en om het bestuur en de
sociale samenhang van hun gemeenschappen te verbeteren. Mijn analyse van deze
literatuur gaat uit van een interdisciplinaire benadering die een tegenwicht wil bieden aan
de vaak vooringenomen standpunten van hedendaagse christelijke bronnen die de agency
van de leden van deze islamitische minderheden negeren wat betreft het construeren van
hun zelfbeeld, evenals hun aandeel in het vormgeven van interreligieuze Iberische
narratieven.
In hoofdstuk 1 geef ik de benodigde achtergronden voor de studie van Mudejarpolemieken. Ik bespreek hoe noties van religieus gezag en identiteit in polemieken
verbonden zijn met drie aspecten van het leven van de Mudejar-gemeenschappen: hun
begrip van de heilige wet, of sharī a͑ ; de aard van hun relaties met de christenen en joden;
het christelijk proselitisme en het gezag van Mudejar religieuze leiders. Ik betoog dat
religieuze polemiek zich lijkt te bevinden op het punt waar van het interne bestuur van de
Mudejar-gemeenschappen en hun relaties met de joden en christenen samenkomen. In
hoofdstuk 2 volg ik de studies van Lander en Novikoff, en wijs ik op de tekortkomingen van
de huidige conceptualisaties van 'religieuze polemiek' voor ons begrip van
identiteitsconstructie in de polemische literatuur van de Mudejars. Ik introduceer de
theoretische kaders en methoden van Social Identity Theory en Critical Discourse Analysis,
die ik zal gebruiken om mijn analyse te verrichten.
In hoofdstuk 3 identificeer ik het bestudeerde corpus op basis van de data in de
colofons en op de interne indicaties in de ons bekende manuscripten van polemieken, zoals
het taalgebruik en schriftkenmerken. Het vooronderzoek van deze werken stelt mij in staat
om een periodisering van de productie van polemieken van de Mudejars aan te geven, die
zijn hoogtepunt bereikte in de veertiende eeuw. Prominente exponenten zijn de antijoodse verhandeling Ta’yīd al-Milla ['De versterking van het geloof, of gemeenschap'] en de
polemiek tegen de christenen en de joden Kitāb al-Mujādala maʿa -l-Yahūd wa-n-Naṣārā
['Het boek van polemiek met de christenen en de joden']. Ik toon verder aan dat de qāḍī
Abū-l- ͑Abbās Aḥmad al-Lakhmī ash-Sharafī, die genoemd wordt in Kitāb al-Mujādala, de
veertiende-eeuwse Castiliaans Mudejar-qāḍī Hamete Sharafī kan zijn geweest. Mijn analyse
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is in overeenstemming met de studies van Van Koningsveld en plaatst de samenstelling, het
kopiëren en de verspreiding van polemische verhandelingen in kleine steden en dorpen en
in de nabije omgeving van Mudejar religieuze leiders. Wat dit laatste betreft, bewijs ik dat
Kitāb al-Mujādala werd gekopieerd in Pedrola (Aragon) en niet in Pétrola, zoals tot dusver
werd aangenomen. Ik wijs ook op het bestaan van de Arabische originelen van enkele
Aljamiado manuscripten die tot nu toe aan de aandacht van de geleerden zijn ontsnapt.
In hoofdstuk 4 bekijk ik de belangrijkste islamitische polemieken tegen de
christenen en de joden geproduceerd in moslimlanden en op het christelijke Iberische
Schiereiland. Ik leg de nadruk op al-Andalus en de Maghreb. Beide liggen dichtbij het
leefgebied van de Mudejars en kunnen daarom het Mudejar-discours van polemiek hebben
beïnvloed. Ik betoog dat de visies van Mudejar-auteurs op het gezag van teksten afweek van
die van hun geloofsgenoten in moslimgebieden. Ik laat zien dat Ta’yīd de langste
islamitische polemiek tegen de joden is die werd geproduceerd op het Iberisch Schiereiland
en in de Maghreb, en dat Kitāb al-Mujādala een bijzondere benadering heeft tot filosofie.
Na deze presentatie van het theoretisch kader, de methoden en de manuscripten
die het corpus van Mudejar-polemiek vormen, analyseer ik het discours van identiteit en
religieuze autoriteit in deze werken. In hoofdstuk 5 behandel ik Mudejar-polemiek tegen de
joden, waarbij ik vooral wil bepalen of er sprake was van christelijke invloed op de
Mudejar-discoursen tegen de joodse minderheid. In hoofdstuk 6 richt ik mijn aandacht op
Mudejar-polemieken tegen de christenen en de christelijke bekeringscampagnes. Ik laat
zien hoe de Mudejars in hun polemische werken filosofische kaders van politiek denken
hebben uitgewerkt die dienden om de notie te weerleggen dat politieke superioriteit
gepaard gaat met aan religieuze superioriteit, zoals de christenen beweerden. In hoofdstuk
7 breng ik mijn eerdere bevindingen samen en bespreek ik wat ze ons vertellen over de
Mudejar-benaderingen van de islam als een discursieve traditie. Ik betoog dat de leiders
van de Mudejars actief waren op het gebied van de orthodoxie en slechts deels afhankelijk
waren van normatieve richtlijnen die werden opgelegd vanuit de islamitische centra van
hun tijd. Ze waren in staat om systemen van kennis en discipline te implementeren binnen
hun gemeenschappen en hun islam moet daarom niet worden beschouwd als 'perifere'
islam.
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Manuscript!Description!of!the!Kitāb!al]Mujādala!(MS!AF!58)!
Location: MS AF 58, 126-128ff., Österreichische Nationalbibliothek of Vienna. MS AF
58 also contains the Ta’yīd al-Milla [‘Fortification of the Faith, or Community’] on ff.
1r-30r.
Title: Kitāb al-Mujādala maʿa-l-Yahūd wa-n-Naṣārā [‘The Book Called Disputation
with the Jews and the Christians’]
Author: Unknown
Copyist: Abū Zakariyyā' Yaḥyā ibn Ibrāhīm al-Raqilī
Date and Place: 808 H (=1405 CE), Pedrola (Aragon), colophon of the Ta’yīd al-Milla,
f. 30v.
Genre: Polemics
Incipit: Kitāb al-Mujādala maʿa-l-Yahūd wa-n-Naṣārā intasakhahu al-faqīh Abū
Zakariyyā' Yaḥyā bn. Ibrāhīm al-Raqilī min kitāb at-Tawriyya wa-l-Injīl wa-min
maqālāt al-qāḍī al-‘ajall al-ḥasīb Abū-l- ͑Abbās Aḥmad al-Lakhmī al-Sharafī
Explicit: wa ‘idh qāla ͑Īsā ibn Maryam. MS incomplete.

Codicological Description
Form: Codex
Support: Paper, Watermarks contemporaneous with the copy
Ink: Black
Extent: ff. 31r-62v, incomplete
Foliation: On the recto folia. Roman numerals -rūmī- on the right below, sometimes
also on the left above in a different hand. Triple foliation on f. 58r. No catchwords.
Collation: Quire signatures (numeration from 1-5) on the verso of ff. 31-35; 41-45; 5155.
Conservation: Fairly good. Holes on ff. 42r, 60v, 61v. Blurring on ff. 34r, 35r, 36r, 36v,
38r, 38v, 39r, 43r, 47r, 48r, 48v, 49v, 49r, 55v, 60r, 60v. Later restorations on ff. 39r,
42v, 53r, 54r, 55r, 60r, 61r, 62r, 62v.
Layout: One column. The block of text is well-centred and occupies almost the
whole page. Constant written space. The text has no ruled-border or frame. There
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are 23 lines per page and their length and spacing remains constant throughout the
manuscript. No pricking or ruling is appreciable.
Hand: Arabic, Spanish Aljamiado. Maghribī script, probably vocalized later. Similar
to Paris BNF arabe 1451 (579 H/1183 CE) and Paris BNF arabe 389 (800 H/1400 CE).1
One hand. Clear rasm, partially vocalized. Rubrics and significant words emphasized
in bold. Textual dividers mostly in the form of three dots or an open circle with a
central dot; tamat to indicate the end of paragraphs or argumentations. Some text
divisions seem to have been added later. Correction on f. 32r. References to the
treatises (maqālāt) of the qāḍī Abū-l- ͑Abbās Aḥmad al-Lakhmī al-Sharafī; the Kitāb
al-Jumal by Abū-l-Qāsim al-Zajjājī; the Tahāfut al-Tahāfut by Ibn Rushd; the Tahāfut
al-Falāsifa by al-Ghazālī; the Kitāb al-Talkhīs by Galen; the al-Manṭiq and aḍ-Ḍarūra
(aḍ -Ḍarūrī fī-l-Manṭiq) by Ibn Rushd; the al-Manṭiq, al-Falsafa-l-Madaniyya, Falsafaṭ-Ṭabī ͑a, and the Kitāb Āthār al- ͑Ulwīya by Aristotle;2 the Epistles by Aughushtīn;
various bayt by Ibn Abī Ṭālib. Also references to Seneca and al- Baṭalyawsī.
Additions: Five hands. Marginal annotations in Arabic by the copyist himself, a
couple of times using another calamus (f. 34r, 36r, 36v, 38r, 42r, 42v, 50v, 51 r, 53v,
56r, 60r. Annotation in Hebrew3 and Romance -perhaps(?)- in the bottom left of f.
48v in a different hand. Marginal annotations in Arabic in one different hand perhaps two (?), see f. 38r- on ff. 39v, 43v, 47v. Marginal annotations in Latin in one
different hand, who seems to have added as well a leaving on the bottom left of the
folia recto. The Latin annotations read:
f. 41v: Toleti Iudai, Christ[i]ani et Muhammedani tempore auctoris habitabant. ['At
the time of the author there lived in Toledo Jews, Christians and Muslims'].
f. 42r: Muhammed est Paracleto in Euangel[iorum]. ['Muḥammad is the Paraclete in
the Gospels'].
f. 42v Non recedet sceptrum Iuda Gen 49 ['The sceptre shall not depart from Judah'].
f. 53v Averroes Abu Velid Ruschad … et Abu Hamid Gazal. Algazel vulgo. ['Averroes
Abū al-Wālīd ibn Rushd… and Abū Ḥāmid al-Ghazālī. Commonly known as
Algazel'].
F. 54v S. Augustin. Aristos. ['St Augustine. Aristotle'].
f. 58v Ebu Velid Ruschad [?] Averroes. ['Abū al-Wālīd ibn Rushd [?] Averroes'].
f. 60r Averroes. ['Averroes'].
Illuminations: Hands on ff. 44r, 54v.

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1

See Déroche, 2000, 130 and 132.
See on al-Manṭiq and aḍ-Ḍarūra by these authors my discussion above.
3
It could probably have been written in the Italian style. I thank the Hebraist Irene Zwiep for giving me this
information.
2

!
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Binding: On ff. 43v and 47r it is obvious that the binding was done at a later stage,
probably by the same person who wrote some annotations in Latin. On f. 58r, there
is a triple foliation, perhaps because a previous foliation was no longer visible after
the binding as it is extant today and it was therefore redone.
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Source overview1
Aghushtīn
source not mentioned
Aghushtīn (Epistle)

32r
50v

53r
54r

54v

al-Manṭiq

39v
56v

42r
59r

44r

45r

46r

53v

Kitāb al-Manṭiq
Kitāb aḍ-Ḍarūra
Kitāb Tahāfut al-Tahāfut2

45v
47r
53v

34r
59v
43r

38r

46v

56r

57r

45r

56r

Ibn Rushd

Aristotle
Falsafa-ṭ-Ṭabī ͑a
al-Falsafa
Kitāb Āthār al- ͑Ulwīya
al-Manṭiq
Kitāb al-Manṭiq
Falsafa-l-Madaniyya
al-Madaniyya

31v
59r
42r
43r
40v3
45r
59v
46r

Galen
Kitāb at-Talkhīṣ

48r

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1

Here, I have omitted the references in which the identity of the person can be only inferred, such as those to
sulṭān Awshāb (Eusebius of Cesarea) on f. 44r or to al-manṭiqī Bīṭr (perhaps Petrus Hispanus d. c. 1254 CE) on f.
54v.
2
In the manuscript rendered as: Tahaṭuf al-Tahāṭuf.
3
The author does not mention Aristotle here.
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al-Ghazālī
source not mentioned
Kitāb Tahāfut al-Falāsifa4

48r
53v

50v

57v

46v

61r

61r

Saḥīḥ al-Bukhārī (?)
source not mentioned

34r

Ibn Abī Ṭālib
Bayt

45v

al-Zajjājī
Kitāb al-Jumal5

60v

al-Baṭalyawsī6
Source not mentioned

60v

Seneca
Source not mentioned

57v

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
4

In the manuscript rendered as: Tahāṭuf al-Falāsifa.
Referring to "maqāla-l-awwal" and "maqāla-th-thāniyya min Kitāb al-Jumal" by al-Zajjājī. A translation by Kees
Versteegh of Kitāb al-Jumal fī an-Naḥw [‘Explanation of Linguistic Causes'] by al-Zajjājī is found in al-Zajjājī, 1995.
6
Andalusī grammarian and philosopher born in Badajoz (Baṭalyaws, 1052-1127 CE). EI2 s.v. "al-Baṭalyawsī" (LéviProvençal).
5

!
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Transcriptions!and!Standards!used!
a. Consonants
hamza = not indicated in Romance words, or at the beginning in Arabic words; /’/ in
between and at the end in Arabic words.
bā’ = /v/ and /b/ in Romance words; /b/ in Arabic words; with tašdīd = /p/ in Romance; /bb/
in Arabic.
tā’ maftūḥa = /t/ in Arabic and Romance.
ṯā’ = /ṯ/ in Arabic and Romance.
ǧīm = /g/ or /j/, according to the modern orthography; /ǧ/ in Arabic words; with tašdīd, /ch/
in all words.
ḥā’ = /ḥ/ in Arabic words; not in Romance words.
ḫā’ = /ḫ/ in Arabic words; not in Romance words.
dāl = /d/ in Arabic and Romance words.
ḏāl = /ḏ/ in Arabic and Romance words.
rā’ = /r/ in Arabic and Romance words; with tašdīd =/r/ in Romance at the beginning of the
word and after n and l; /rr/ in Arabic words.
zāy = /z/ in Arabic and Romance words.
sīn = /ç/ in Romance words; /s/ in Arabic words.
šīn = /s/ in Romance words; /š/ in Arabic words; /šīn/ with tašdīd =/x/ in Romance; in
Arabic words /š/.
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ṣād = /ṣ/ in Arabic words; not in Romance.
ḍāḍ = /ḍ/ in Arabic words; not in Romance.
ṭā’ = /ṭ/ in Arabic words; not in Romance.
ḏā’ = /ẓ/ in Arabic words; not in Romance.
c

ayn = /c/ in Arabic words; not in Romance.

ġayn = /ġ/ in Arabic; /g/ in Romance words.
fā’ = /f/ in Arabic and Romance words.
qāf = /q/ in Arabic and Romance words.
kāf = /k/ in Arabic; /qu/ or /c/, according to the modern orthography, in Romance.
lām (lateral) = /l/ in Arabic and Romance words; with tašdīd, /ll/ in Arabic and Romance
words.
mīm = /m/ in Arabic and Romance words.
nūn = /n/ in Arabic and Romance words.; with tašdīd = /ñ/ in Romance and /nn/in Arabic
words.
hā’ = /h/ in Arabic and Romance words.
wāw = /w/ if it represents a semi-consonant in Arabic and Romance words (awa); /u/ if
semi-vowel, in Romance words (causa).
yā’ = /y/ in Arabic words; in Romance, if representing a semi-consonant
/y/ (yo); /i/ in Romance if representing copulation or semi-vowel (reino).

251!
b. Vowels
ḍamma = /o/ or /u/, as required for the sake of the sense, in Romance words; /u/ in Arabic
words; ḍamma with wāw of prolongation = ū in Arabic and Romance words.
fatḥa = /a/ in Arabic and Romance words; fatḥa with alif sākina of prolongation = /e/ in
Romance words; /ā/ in Arabic words; fatḥa with alif maqṣūra = /à/ in Arabic words; not in
Romance.
kasra = /i/ in Arabic and Romance words; kasra con yā’ of extension= ī in Arabic and
Romance words.

General!transcription!and!translation!remarks!

-No accents or capital letters are used in the transcription Romance words. The
transcription is accompanied by a translation of the text which follows the Aljamiado
version but has also been adjusted to the modern orthography and language use. An
exception has been made for proper Islamic names: Ašciyā, Yacqūb, cĪsā ibn Maryam and
Muḥammad among others which remain unchanged. The same applies to names of places
and to Arabic words, such a(l)ṭ-ṭahūr, kāfir and Allāh, which are not translated. The
rendering of words by the copyists is variable and, for example, Ismael is written either as
ismācīl and as içmācīl; Abraham as Abram; Zilpah as Zulfata, et cetera. The modern English
rendering of names is indicated only the first time it appears in the footnotes, and, whenever
possible, it follows the standardised forms (see sources in Note on Transliteration above).
-The signs () are used in the translation to indicate text added by the author.
-The transcription keeps the words written in bold in the manuscript.
-The punctuation mark consisting of three dots is transliterated as ⁂, and a half circle with a
dot as !
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-Epenthetic and anaptyxic vowels are not transcribed in Romance words
(mandari(y)a>mandaria; p(i)rimero>primero). Double /l/ and /r/ are not transcribed unless
they agree with the modern orthography of the words (el-l-otro>el otro; el rrey>el rey).
-Hyphen is omitted when two or more Romance words appear together, if they are fully
vocalized. Only in those cases in which a letter is missing is a hyphen used (que-ra). Also
after copulation /i/, when the following word begins with vowel supported by yā’ (i-el !ﺎ#$; iotro ﺘﺮ#$).
-When followed by a solar letter, the Arabic definite article is given together with the
corresponding phonetic assimilation to the initial consonant of the following word: a(l)nnabī.
-For Hebrew characters the standard ISO 259 has been used.

In the transcription:
-[] indicates that the manuscript is illegible. One dot indicates one letter, so [..] indicates
two letters that cannot be read.
-[] with a letter inside indicates a letter which is damaged but still can be read or derived
from the context.
Biblical passages and passages from the Qur’ān and from Islamic traditions are transliterated
between « ». The exact references to these passages are provided at the end of the passages and
when quotations are not literal, they are indicated with “similar to”.
I place the contents in MS BNE 4944 alongside Kassin’s translation of the Arabic original of the
Ta’yīd in MS RAH XXXI (which he compares with MS AF 58). The differences between the two
are provided in the footnotes. I refer only refer sporadically to MS J9, MS J8 and MS L 536.
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f.1r
1. s marabīlla que su mes [...]/1
es maravilla que su mes [...]
2. [.][.] yeron sus awelos con mūsā calayhi/
yeron sus abuelos con Mūsā, sobre él
3. a(l)s-salām que muchas bezes lo ensayaron a matar/
sea la paz, que muchas veces lo intentaron matar
4. i matoron muchas profetas como ašciyā [i] zzakariyyā/
y mataron (a) muchos profetas como Ašciyā, y Zakariyyā2
5. i yaḥyā i-otros muchos onbres santos/
y Yaḥyā,3 y otros muchos hombres santos
6. i-asi no es marabīlla que agora dīgan lo que/
y así no es maravilla que ahora digan lo que
7. dizen de la nuestra ley i dizen mas ⁂/
dicen de la nuestra ley. Y dicen más
8. que hājar madre de ismācīl ⁂/
que Hājar,4 madre de Ismācīl,5
9. fijo de ibrāhīm que no era su mujer de ibrā/
hijo de Ibrāhīm,6 que no era su mujer, de Ibrā10. hīm ante era su catiba i que nenguna/
hīm, antes era su esclava; y que ninguna
11. jente ni en jerenaçion no ubo a(l)-nnabī/
gente, ni en (ninguna) generación, no hubo un profeta
12. sino ellos porque yo quiero declarar/
sino ellos. Porque yo quiero declarar
13. que-l linaje de ismācīl son aquellos/
que el linaje de Ismācīl son aquellos
14. que [u]bieron la bendiçion de nuestro/
que tuvieron la bendición de nuestro
(in the lower and left margin:
[di]senos calī al-ġarī[b]o sepas que hājar madre de ismācīl7 ⁂//

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1
This Aljamiado adaption does not mention the chapter division in the Arabic originals of the Ta’yīd al-Milla. The
Aljamiado MS L 536 does use this chapter subdivision but only occasionally and it does so in a disorganised
manner.
2
Isaiah, Zechariah.
3
John the Baptist.
4
Hagar.
5
Ishmael.
6
Abraham.
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díjonos cAlī al-Ġarīb: sepas que Hājar madre de Ismācīl)

f.1v
1. bor allāh subḥānahu i de nuestro pad[re]/
por Allāh todopoderoso y de nuestro padre
2. ibrāhīm calayhi a(l)s-salām ⁂ ⁂ /
Ibrāhīm, sobre él sea la paz.
3. ⁂ sepas que de aqui adelante/
Sepas que de aquí (en) adelante
3. declara el libro del sabidor8 como fue naçido/
el libro del sabio declara como nació
4. içmācīl i dize en-e-lla-taureti ques la ley/
Içmācīl. Y dice en la Taureti,9 que es la ley
5. bieja que dizen los judios que aquella/
vieja, que dicen los judíos que aquella
6. fue i no sera tal mas segun tu leiras/
fue y no será tal. Más según tú leerás
7. en-el-al-qur’ān fallaras la berdat cual bale/
en el Qur’ān, hallarás la verdad, cuál vale
8. mas ni cual es mas palabra santa dize/
más ni cuál es más palabra santa. Dice
9. en la lur10 ley ⁂ en el sezzeno11 asi «ṣāra/
en su ley en el (décimo)sexto: así Ṣāra
10. mujer de abram no paria i-abia una moça/
mujer de Abram, no paría y había una moza
11. miṣriyya quiere dezir ejipçiana la cu[a][l]/
miṣriyya,12 quiere decir: egipcia, la cual
12. abia lonbre hājar i diso ṣāra a su marido/
había el nombre (de) Hājar. Y dijo Ṣāra a su marido

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
7

This whole passage is not found in MS J9 and MS J8. In MS L 536, we find a similar passage in which reference is
made to the groups of Christians and Jews gathered in the dwellings: “cuando eran presentes conpañas de cristianos i
de los judios en las plasas i en lugares”. MS L 526, f. 123v.
8
“del sabidor” not found in MS L 536.
9
Torah.
10
llur (Cat.): possessive, plural form. Eng. their.
11
Read: Gen. 16.
12
From Egypt.
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13. abram pues que el criador me-bieda de con//
Abram: “pues que el Creador me veda de con-

Figure!3:!MS!BNE!4944,!f.!1v!
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f. 2r
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1. çebir entra con mi moça i poro bentura abremos/
cebir. ¡Entra con mi moza y por ventura tendremos
2. della fijo i-ubo ibrāhīm el dicho/
de ella (un) hijo”. Y hubo Ibrāhīm el dicho
3. de ṣāra i tomo la su sierba hājar al-/
de Ṣāra y tomó a su sierva Hājar, al4. miṣriyya i diola a su marido abram que fuese/
miṣriyya, y (se) la dio a su marido Abram (para) que fuese
5. su mujer i-esto fue depues que abram/
su mujer. Y esto fue después (de) que Abram
6. abia poblado et la tierra de cancan diez/
había poblado en la tierra de Cancan (por un periodo de) diez
7. años i-entro abram con hājar ⁂/
años. Y entró Abram con Hājar
8. i-enpreñose del i desde que bido quera/
y se empreñó de él y desde que vio que estaba
9. preñada desonro a su señora ṣāra i desobe/
preñada, deshonró a su señora Ṣāra y la desobe10. diçiola i querellose ṣāra de aquello a su marido/
deció. Y se quejó Ṣāra de aquello a su marido
11. abram i disole la su enjuria i-asi ent/
Abram. Y le dijo su injuria: “y así, ¡ent12. re mi i bos judgara el criador yo bos di mi sierba/
re mi y vos, juzgará el Creador! Yo os di
13. en buestro poder desde que se bido preñada/
en vuestro poder (a) mi sierva. Desde que se vio preñada,
14. desobediciome i disole abram he aqui//
me desobedeció”. Y Abram le díjo: “He aquí
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f. 2v
1. buestra sierba en buestro poder faz[.]/
vuestra sierva en vuestro poder, haz
2. de-lla lo que querreis i luego denosto/
de ella lo que querrais! Y luego Ṣāra (la) denostó
3. ṣāra i feriūla ⁂ i salio hājar/
y la hirió. Y Hājar salió
4. fuyendo delan de-lla i-encontrola el anjel del cri/
huyendo delante de ella, y la encontró el ángel del Cre5. ador sobre la fuen del awa en-el-mon en el camino/
ador sobre la fuente del agua en el monte [?], en el camino
6. de sa’ur i dīsole hājar ⁂ de do bie/
de Sa’ur.13 Y le dijo Hājar: de dónde vie7. nes i-a do bas dīsole bo fuyendo de mi señora
nes y a dónde vas? Voy huyendo de mi señora
8. ṣāra i dīsole el anjel del criador bete/
Ṣāra. Y le dijo el ángel del Creador: ¡vete
9. a tu señor ⁂ i-umillatele i depues disole/
a tu señor y humíllatele! Y después le dijo
10. del criador tu eres preñada i parras/
del Creador: “tú estás preñada y parirás
11. un fijo i clamarlo as içmācīl que-l cri/
un hijo y lo has de llamar Içmācīl; que el Cre12. ador supo tu umilyamiento y sera este/
ador supo tu humillación. Y será este
13. fijo limenta14 de las jentes i sus manos/
hijo limenta de las gentes y sus manos
14. sobre todos i-a todos sus manos i conquirra//
sobre todos y a todos sus manos. Y conquistará

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
13

Shur.
Gen. 16:12: “He will be like a wildman”. Could ‘limenta’ be a misspelling of ‘jumenta’, in the sense of ‘wild man’,
'animal'? In Potuguese jumento (-a) is a donkey. Figueiredo, 1954, 177: "Jumento, m. O mesmo que burro. (Lat.
jumentum)". Jument/a is common in the Northeast of the Iberian Peninsula. Levy, 1904, 279: "Jumenta: 'Stute'";
Raynouard, 1970, 595-596: "Jument: bête de somme; Meyer-Lübke, 1992, 376: "4613. jūměntum: 'Lasttier'"; Mistral,
2005, 169: "Jumento, jimento, jument (g.), ajument (rom. jumenta, jument, jumen, cat. jument, port. jumenta, it.
giumenta, lat. jumentum), s.f. Bête de somme, bête de charge; jument, v. cavalo, ègo."; Olivier, 2009, 671: "jumenta
s.f. 'jument' a Anthoni Valarchier per lo logier de sa jumenta que menet lo ditz Parros Vayssier eldit viatge [...]
(1433, CConsSFlour 43, 19r) [...]. Syn. ega et jumen". It also appears in some biblical translations, see Godefroy,
1982, 671: "Jument, jement, [...] Et fut consommee toute chair qui se mouvoit sus la terre, asçavoir des oyseaux, des
jumentz, des bestes et de toutes reptiles. (LE FEVRE D'EST., Bible, Gen., VII, éd. 1534)".
14
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f. 3r
1. sobre las fiṭas de sus ermanos»15 «asi que-lla/
sobre los hitos de sus hermanos.” Así que ella
2. tornose i pario a ibrāhīm un fillo i pusole/
se volvió y parió a Ibrāhīm un hijo, y le puso
3. por lonbre ismācīl»16 dize en-el dezeseteno/
por nombre Ismācīl. Dice en el decimoséptimo (capítulo)
4. de la ley que mando el criador a abram ⁂/
de la ley que el Creador mandó a Abram
5. «que se çercuçiese el y su fillo/
que se circuncidasen él y su hijo
6. içmācīl i-esto cuando abram abia/
Içmācīl, y esto (fue) cuando Abram tenía
7. nobanta i nueb años çerkuçio todos/
noventa y nueve años (que) circuncidó (a) todos
8. los de su casa»17 i disole el criador «tu lonbre/
los de su casa. Y el Creador le dijo: “tu nombre
9. no sera abram ni a tu mujer no-l diran ṣarai/
no será Abram ni a tu mujer no la llamarán Ṣarai.
10. tu lonbre sera abram i tu mujer ṣāra i-e/
Tu nombre será Abram y tu mujer (se llamará) Ṣāra. Y
11. sto porque seras padre de muchos/
esto (será) porque serás padre de muchos
12. pueblos»18 «i-a tu mujer bendezirla e i darte/
pueblos. Y a tu mujer la he de bendecir y te (he de) dar
13. della fillo i bendezirlo e »19 «i sera padre de muchos/
de ella (un) hijo; y he de bendecirlo. Y será padre de muchos
14. pueblos i los reyes de aquellos!⸗//⸗
pueblos y los reyes de aquéllos

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
15

Up to here, Gen. 16:1-12. In Kassin, we find at this point Verses 13 and 14.
Gen 16: 15.
17
Similar to Gen. 17:1.
18
Similar to Gen. 17:5.
19
The previous passages are also found in the Ta’yīd, MS RAH XXXI, in which they are rendered in more detail. Cf.
Kassin, 1969, I, 116-119.
16
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f. 3v
1. de sus lomos salran»20 «ibrāhīm se lanço/
de sus lomos saldrán.” Ibrāhīm se lanzó
2. de cara en tierra ridiendo i diso a un bez/
de cara a tierra riendo y dijo a la vez:
3. de çient años naçra fijo i ṣāra parira/
“¿Con cien años (me) nacerá (un) hijo y Ṣāra parirá
4. i ya es de nobanta años i disole ibrāhīm/
teniendo ya noventa años?”. Y le dijo Ibrāhīm:
5. señor bien biese içmācīl delan de tu/
“¡Señor, bien viese Içmācīl delante de tí!”.
6. dīso el criador i-en içmācīl tanbien/
Dijo el Creador: “Y sobre Içmācīl
7. te oido yo lo bendizire i lo munteplicare i lo c/
te (he) oído, yo lo bendeciré y lo multiplicaré y lo
8. reçere mucho mucho i mi testamento afirmar/
creceré mucho, mucho y mi testamento lo he (de) afirmar
9. lo e con içḥāq el que te parra ṣāra en seme/
con Içḥāq,21 el que te parirá Ṣāra en (un) tiempo seme10. jante tienpo como este»22 i los judios23/
jante a este. Y los judíos
11. dizen i-allegan que-llos son erederos/
dicen y alegan que ellos son (los) herederos
12. de la tierra porque diso allāh mi testament/
de la tierra porque dijo Allāh: “Afirmaré mi testamento
13. afirmare con içḥāq i que ṣāra era mujer que no/
con Içḥāq” y que Ṣāra era (su) mujer, que no
14. hājar porque-ra su serbienta ⁂ la re//
Hājar, porque era su sierva. La res-

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
20
Similar to Gen. 17:6. At this point, the translation by Kassin continues with the narrative in Genesis 17 up to
Verse 21. Kassin, 1969, I, 117-118.!
21
Isaac.
22
Similar to Gen 17:15-19.
23
Kassin, 1969, I, 120. Beginning of Chapter Four.
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f. 4r
1. spuesta es que les digan/
-puesta es que les digan
2. que si es en el libro de la su ley o no ellos/
que si está en el libro de su ley o no, ellos
3. por fuerça les sera de atorgar asi/
deberán otorgar por fuerza así
4. que les diran bien sabedes qomo
que les dirán: “Bién sabéis cómo
5. bendīso el criadūr a içmācīl ⁂/
bendijo el Creador a Içmācīl,
6. i-es cūsa supida i çierta que bale mas/
y es cosa sabida y cierta que vale más
7. la bendiçion que no el testament porque la be/
la bendición que no el testamento, porque la ben8. ndiçion e-santedat i linpieza i creçimiento/
dición es santidad y limpieza y crecimiento
9. i munteplicamiento i-es mesmo afirma/
y multiplicación. Y eso mismo afirma
10. con içmācīl asi como con içḥāq do dize/
con Içmācīl así como con Içḥāq, donde dice
11. que diso el criadūr a ibrāhīm que afirma/
que el Creador dijo a Ibrāhīm que afirma
12. su testamento con el i con su linaje depues/
su testamento con él y con su linaje después
13. del testamento durable i seria señor/
del testamento durable. Y (que) sería Señor
14. de-l i de su simient i depues dīsole «a içmācīl//
de él y de su simiente. Y después le dijo: “a Içmācīl,
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f. 4v
1. bendezirlo e i fare del gran gent que n[o]/
lo he de bendecir y haré de él gran gente, que no
2. simientes»24 «eso mesmo ifirmo el criador/
simientes.” Eso mismo afirmó el Creador
3. su testamento con nūḥ i sus fijos/
su testamento con Nūḥ25 y (con) sus hijos
4. cuando salliron dell arca i con las alimañas/
cuando salieron del arca; y con las alimañas
5. de la tierra i las bestias i las abes del çielo»26/
de la tierra y las bestias y las aves del cielo,
6. asi como afirmo con içḥāq i depues/
así como afirmó con Içḥāq. Y después
7. bosotros fuestes aquellos que descre/
vosotros fuisteis aquellos que descre8. yestes en el criador ⁂ i matestes/
ísteis en el Creador ⁂ y matasteis (a)
9. sus profetas ⁂ i fuestes/
sus profetas ⁂ y fuisteis
10. tan rebeles que abedes perdido todo el bien/
tan rebeldes que habéis perdido todo el bien
11. quel criadūr bos abia dado lo que-l linaje/
que el Creador os había dado. Lo que (los d)el linaje
12. de içmācīl no fizieron desde quel criador/
de Içmācīl no hicieron desde que el Creador
13. les enbio su an-nabbī muḥammad ṣallā-llāhu calayhi/
les envió su profeta Muḥammad, la paz de Allāh sea con él.
14. wa-sallam i aqui pareçe que bale mas la bendiçion//
Y aquí parece (claro) que vale más la bendición

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
24

Similar to Gen. 17:20.
Noah.
26
The adaptor is probably referring to Gen. 9:8-10. In Kassin, the text follows the biblical narrative. Kassin, 1969, I, 121.
25
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f. 5r
1. que-l testamento ni la promision i-el testame/
que el testamento ni la promesa. Y el testamen2. nto i la promision fueron con condiçion/
to y la promesa fueron con condición.
3. que si quisieredes i creyeredes en dios/
Que si quisierais y creyerais en Dios,
4. estraño que fermaba27 sobre vosotros las maldi/
(es) extraño que se ciernan sobre vosotros las maldi5. çiones que-ran escritas en el çinqueno/
ciones que estaban escritas en el quinto
6. libro de la ley28 i-en la bendiçion no ubo en ella/
libro de la ley. Y en la bendición, no hubo en ella
7. nenguna condiçion eso mesmo dizen que-llos/
ninguna condición. Esto mismo dicen que ellos
8. eredaran la tierra cuando berna el masias29 ⁂/
heredaran la tierra cuando vendrá el Masias30
9. que-llos esperan como a ellos solos dio/
que ellos esperan. Como a ellos solos dio
10. allāh la bendiçion de içḥāq i-es casa que de/
Allāh la bendición de Içḥāq y es cosa que des11. smienten la su ley la repuesta/
miente su ley. La respuesta
12. es que les digan sabed como dīso/
es que les digan: “Sabed como dijo
13. allāh çubḥānahu a ibrāhīm en el ocheno31/
Allāh todopoderoso a Ibrāhīm en el octavo
14. çeder32 del libro primero de la ley ⁂//
seder del libro primero de la ley

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
27

The reading of this word is unclear to me.
Deut. 27:11-26.
29
Kassin, 1969, I, 122.
30
Messiah.
31
Kassin, 1969, I, 122, “corrects” this and translates it as ‘the thirteenth’. Ar. fî -l-bāb al-thālith cashar, Kassin, 1969, II,
311 (f.9). However, he notes that both MS RAH XXXI and MS AF 58 read Chapter Eight. Kassin, 1969, I, 122 n. 3.
32
Most probably from the Hebrew ‘seder’, meaning, ‘part of the Bible’. Here follows Gen. 13.
28
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f. 5v
1. depues que se abia apartado de lūṭ sus/
después de que se había apartado de Lūṭ,33 su s2. [b]irano del lugar do estaba abasa34 tu bista/
obrino, del lugar donde estaba: “¡Baja tu mirada
3. i para mienteres del lugar do iredes/
y presta atención del lugar adonde fueses!
4. a man derecha i-a man-eçquerda i-a do salle el/
A mano derecha y a mano izquierda y donde sale el
5. sol i-a do se pone toda la tierra que bieres/
sol y donde se pone toda la tierra que vieses,
6. a tu la dare i-a tu l[i]naje depues de tu por sie/
a ti la daré y a tu linaje después de ti, por siem7. npre i fare tu semient i creçera/
pre. Y haré tu simiente y crecerá
8. como la tierra i si podras contar la tierra que/
como la tierra y si podrás contar la tierra que
9. es contars-a a tu simient»35 i depues/
(así) se ha (de) contar tu simiente”.” Y después
10. dīso «banī içrācil poblad en la tierra de cancan/
dijo: “banī Içrācil,36 ¡poblad la tierra de Cancan!”37
11. i-esta es la tierra de promiçion38 i mandoles/
Y esta es la tierra prometida. Y les mandó
12. que no la pasasen i pusoles señales i di/
que no la pasasen y les puso señales y les
13. oles aquella tierra apartada»39 pues como/
dio aquella tierra apartada. Pues, ¿cómo
14. pueden dezir que-llos son erederos//
pueden decir que ellos son (los) herederos

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
33

Lot.
Also ‘abaja’. Abaixar (Cat./Gal.)
35
Gen 13:14-16.
36
People of Israel.!
37
Canaan.
38
Kassin, 1969, I, 124.
39
Similar to Num. 34:2. In Kassin, we find the entire passage (Num. 34:2-12). Then, it adds other passages omitted
here.
34
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f. 6r
1. de la tierra i parando mientres40 en lo que allāh/
de la tierra? Y considerando lo que Allāh
2. çubḥānahu dīso a ibrāhīm que a el/
todopoderoso dijo a Ibrāhīm; que a él
3. daria aquella tierra que-l bido del sulato41/
daría aquella tierra que él vio, del sulato
4. i del labrego i de la man derecha i de la man eçkierda/
y del labriego, y de la mano derecha, y de la mano izquierda
5. i-a su simient aqui pareçe que no diziya/
y a su simiente. Aquí parece que no (lo) decía
6. por los judios solos que otra simien i ubo42/
por los judíos solamente, que hubo otra simiente
7. sino ellos pues como dizen que-llos/
además de ellos. Pues, ¿cómo dicen que ellos
8. eredaran la tierra esto es conuerto43/
heredarán la tierra? Esto es contuerto
9. que-llos dan a nos i otros que ašciyā/
que ellos nos dan (a nosotros) y (a) otros. Que Ašciyā
10. a(l)-nnabī el clamaban los cristianos isaias/
el profeta, (a quien) llamaban los cristianos Isaías,
11. diso «matart-a44 el criador yā içrael i llamara a sus/
dijo: “el Creador te matará, oh Içrael, y llamará a sus
12. sierbos otro lonbre»45 i-esto cuando/
siervos (con) otro nombre.” Y esto (lo dijo) cuando
13. ellos desconoçieron al criador como/
ellos ignoraron al Creador, ¿cómo
14. pueden dezir quellos seran erederos//
pueden decir que ellos serán (los) herederos

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
40

“mientras” is also possible.
I do not know this word.
42
Read: hi hubo.
43
The entire following passage up to "tornemos", is in fact the explanation given by Kassin, 1969, I, 128: “[...] blessing
of Israel has come to end. I shall elucidate that when we reach its place [...]”.
44
Read: matarte ha.
45
Isa. 65:15.
41
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f. 6v
1. de la tierra santa que-l criador les abia/
de la tierra santa que el Creador les había
2. dado ya faze afirmar esto lo que diso ashciyā/
dado? Ya lleva a afirmar esto lo que dijo Ashciyā,
3. profeta de allāh «yo porne en las montañas/
profeta de Allāh: “yo pondré en las montañas
4. caminos i grandes rios para apartar mi jent
caminos y grandes ríos para apartar (a) mi(s) gente(s)
5. descojidas mas yacqūb no obedeçio/
escogidas.” Pero Yacqūb46 no obedeció
6. ni içrācīl no oyo»47 mas demandadles cual/
ni Içrācīl oyó”. Mas preguntadles: ¿qué
7. jente sera esta desgojida pues no es/
gente será esta (gente) escogida? Pues no son
8. sino los muçlimes fijos de içmācīl ⁂/
sino los musulmanes, hijos de Içmācīl.
9. i diso camūṣ a(l)-nnabī «por tres/
Y dijo cAmūṣ,48 el profeta: “por tres
10. pecados que faras casa de içrācīl te per
pecados que harás, casa de Içrācīl, te per11. donaremos el cuarto pecado nunca abra per/
donaremos. El cuarto pecado, nunca tendrá per12. don»49 demandadles cual es el cuarto/
dón.” Preguntadles cuál es el cuarto
13. pecado que por el son en el ġalūt50 que-s/
pecado por el que se encuentran en el ġalūt – que es
14. catiberio del cual nunca abran perdūn//
el cautiverio – (y) del cual nunca tendran perdón.

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
46

Jacob.
Similar to Isa. 43:19-20, there: “escogido”.
48
Amos.
49
Amos 2:6. In Kassin, we find this passage much later, on p. 271. Kassin, 1969, I, 271.
50
MS J9 and J8 “desengañados”. MS J9, f. 214r l.10; MS J8, f. 408r l.5. MS L 536 mentions “ġalūt” on f. 125r and f. 154r.
47
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f. 7r
1. no porque-l criadūr no los perdonaria/
no porque el Creador no los perdonaría,
2. mas ellos no faran las obras que-llos no abran/
más ellos no harán las obras. Que ellos no hallarán
3. perdon fasta que crean en lo que/
perdón hasta que crean en lo que
4. l-a(l)-nnabī muḥammad ṣallā-llāhu calayhi wa-sallam diso/
el profeta Muḥammad, la paz de Allāh sea con él, dijo,
5. i que crean que fue a(l)-nnabī i mesajero/
y (hasta) que crean que fue profeta y mensajero
6. del criadūr esumesmo an a creer/
del Creador. Asimismo han de creer
7. en cīsā ibn Maryam que-ra a(l)-nnabī i mesajero/
en cĪsā ibn Maryam51 - que era profeta y mensajero
8. del criadūr del cual dizen muchas cosas/
del Creador, del cual dicen muchas cosas
9. i no son berdaderas de la cual cosa/
y no son verdaderas. Por lo cual
10. ellos serian antes muertos que no/
ellos estarían antes muertos que no
11. creerian en ellos i-esto da antender/
creerían en ellos. Y esto da a entender
12. que-llos no seran erederos de la tierra/
que ellos no serán herederos de la tierra
13. asi como no son que bien sabeç que aun/
así como (ahora) no (lo) son. Que bien sabéis que (hace) ya
14. mīl i trezientos o cuatrozientos años52//
mil trescientos o cuatrocientos años

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
51

Jesus.
Cf. MS J9 and MS J8, 1,400 years. MS J9, f. 214v; MS J8, f. 408r. In Kassin, we read “one thousand three hundred and
sixty years”. Kassin, 1969, I, 278.
52
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f. 7v
1. que son en el catiberio i son fuera de la tierra/
que están en el cautiverio y están fuera de la tierra
2. santa la cual tierra es agora en poder de los/
santa, la cual tierra está ahora en poder de los
3. muçlimes que la conquieron i la ubieron/
musulmanes que la conquistaron y la tomaron
4. de los cristianos i cunbliose lo que diso/
de los cristianos. Y cumpliose lo que dijo
5. allāh çubḥānahu a ibrahīm de la bendiçion/
Allāh todopoderoso a Ibrahīm de la bendición
6. de içmācīl i-acabose i-atemose53 lo que ubo/
de Içmācīl. Y acabose y ya se terminó lo que hubo
7. prometido a isḥāq cuando ellos adoraban/
prometido a Isḥāq cuando ellos adoraban
8. a dioses estraños conpliose lo que mūçā/
a dioses extraños. Cumpliose lo que Mūçā,54
9. calayhi a(l)s-salām les diso en el çinqueno libro/
sobre él sea la salvación, les dijo en el libro quinto
10. de la ley wa-l-ḥamdu li-llāhi rabbi-l-cālāmīn !//
de la ley, alabado sea Allāh, señor del universo.
11. tornemos55 a declarar i-a do-brobar ⁂/
Volvamos a declarar y a probar,
12. i probar el fecho de hājar madre de içmācīl/
y probar el hecho de Hājar, madre de Içmācīl:
13. que la su onra i bondad ubo nenguna mengua/
que (en) su honra y bondad (no) hubo ninguna mengua

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
53
From 'atemar' or 'terminar, acabar'; Eng. 'to end, to come to an end'. In their edition of the anonymous Coplas
de Yosef (XIVth c.) in Aljamiado with Hebrew characters, Luis Girón-Negrón and Laura Minervini classify 'atemar'
with the meaning of 'to end' as a 'judaeohispanismo', that is, as a verb found almost exclusively in Judaeo-Spanish
sources. Girón-Negrón and Minervini, 2006, 109-110. Following Díaz-Mas and Mota and Nehama and Cantera
they note that the use of 'atemar' was current among Spanish Jews and in Judaeo-Spanish to the day of today
because of its closeness to the Hebrew verb 'tam': "la similitud de atemar con el hebr. tam y su uso recurrente en
los romanceamientos bíblicos bajomedievales como traducción de este último y de sus sinónimos hebreos (e.g.
Gén. 47:15-16, E3 «Et atemose [ ] ַויּ ִתּ ֹםla plata en tierra de Egipto ... pues se atamo [ ]אָפֵסla plata») avalaron su
acogida con la acepción de ‘terminar’ en el judeoespañol de la diáspora sefardí hasta el día de hoy". Op. cit., 196a
on p. 287.
54
Moses.
55
The previous passages (from f.5 l.11) are not found in Kassin. The translation by Kassin begins at the present spot
with Chapter Six. Kassin, 1969, I, 128.
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14. ni defallimento por ella seyer sierba i catiba//
ni desfallecimiento por ser ella sieva y esclava

f. 8r
1. de ibrāhīm calayhi a(l)s-salām i si no demandad/
de Ibrāhīm, sobre él sea la paz. Y si no, preguntadles
2. les declaraçion de la palabra que diso/
declaración de la palabra que dijo
3. ṣāra a ibrāhīm calayhi a(l)s-salām i como diso/
Ṣāra a Ibrāhīm, sobre él sea la paz; y como dijo
4. que ṣāra dio por mujer a su marido ibrāhīm ⁂/
que Ṣāra dio por mujer a su marido Ibrāhīm
5. a su sierba hājar ellos se rebolberan/
a su sierva Hājar. Ellos se revolverán
6. i diran no puede una mujer a otra casar/
y dirán (que) no puede una mujer casar a otra
7. tanpoco fue aquel casamiento con beraja56/
(n)i tampoco fue aquel casamiento con “berajá”.
8. i-aquesta es razūn flaca i-ellos/
Y esta es (una) razón débil, (pues) ellos
9. saben muy bien que ṣāra mesma por si/
saben muy bien que Ṣāra se casó por sí misma
10. se caso con ibrāhīm sin nenguna baraja/
con Ibrāhīm sin ninguna “berajá”.
11. i mas que saben muy bien que raḥīl/
Y más, que saben muy bien que Raḥīl,57
12. muller de yacqūb diso a yacqūb «entrad/
mujer de Yacqūb, dijo a Yacqūb: “¡entrad
13. con mi sierba bilha»58 ⁂ i diso tanbien/
con mi sierva Bilha!”59 Y dijo también
14. lāyal60 mujer de yacqūb «entra con mi sierba/
Lāyal, mujer de Yacqūb: “¡entra con mi sierva

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
56

berajá: bendición, Hebrew term for blessing among Sephardi communities. See Hassan et al., 2008.
Rachel.
58
Gen 30:3.
59
Bilhah.
60
Leah.
57
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f. 8v
1. zulfa»61 ⁂ i no dize que se casase con ella pues/
Zulfa!”62 Y no dice que se casase con ella. Pues,
2. que razones an ellos que digan de hājar/
¿qué razones tienen ellos (para) decir que Agar
3. no era mujer de ibrāhīm pues que-l criadūr/
no era mujer de Ibrāhīm? Pues, que el Creador
4. dize en la ley que ṣāra je le dio que fue/
dice en la ley que Ṣāra se le dio63 (para) que fuese
5. se su mujer64 i pueden bien saber i-entender/
su mujer. Y pueden bien saber y entender
6. que los a(l)n-nabbies no ubieron mengua nenguna/
que los profetas no tuvieron ninguna mengua
7. por seyer catibos o serbidores de otras per/
por ser cautivos o siervos de otras per8. sonas que bien saben que yūsuf calayhi/
sonas. Que bien saben que Yūsuf,65 sobre él
9. a(l)s-salām fue catibo cuando sus ermanos/
sea la paz, fue cautivo cuando sus hermanos
10. lo bendieron al mercadero del rey/
lo vendieron al mercadero del rey
11. ajibçiano ⁂ el cual era de linaje de içmā/
egipcio, el cual era del linaje de Içmā12. cīl depues aquel lo bendio en miṣr quiere dir/
c
īl. Después aquél lo vendió en Miṣr, quiere decir,
13. en ajibto el precurador del rey mas por eso/
en Egipto, al procurador del rey. Mas por eso
14. no ubo nenguna mengua en su catiberio66 que-llos//
no hubo ninguna mengua (en su persona debido a) su cautiverio. Que
ellos

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
61

Gen. 30:9.
Zilpah.
63
Se ofreció a Abraham.
64
Here, Kassin includes some extra passages. Kassin, 1969, I, 129. What follows in the present adaptation is
according to Kassin, 1969, I, 130.!
65
Joseph.
66
Here, Kassin includes some extra passages. Kassin, 1969, I, 131-132. What follows coincides with Kassin, 1969, I,
132-133.
62
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1. dizen de hājar bien saben como fue/
dicen de Hājar, (que) bien saben como fue
2. e quien era su padre que-lla no fue comprada por di/
y quién era su padre. Que ella no fue comprada por di3. neros ante era fija del rey de ajibto/
nero; antes era hija del rey de Egipto.
4. i fue la razūn porquella fue en poder de ibrāhīm/
Y la razón por la que fue (a parar) en poder de Ibrāhīm fue
5. que cuando fue ibrāhīm que iba con su mujer/
que cuando Ibrāhīm -que iba con su mujer
6. ṣāra a miṣr encontrose con conpaña de la corte/
Ṣāra - fue a Miṣr se encontró con el séquito de la corte
7. del rey i tiroronjela i trasieronla al rey/
del rey. Y le dieron tirones y la trajeron al rey
8. «i cuando eran çerca de miṣr diso ibrāhīm/
y cuando estaban cerca de Miṣr, Ibrāhīm,
9. calayhi a(l)s-salām a su mujer ṣāra yo se que tu eres/
sobre él sea la paz, dijo a su mujer Ṣāra: “Yo sé que tú eres
10. mujer fermosa de fermosa bista i e miedo/
(una) mujer hermosa, de buen parecer, y tengo miedo
11. que te beran los ejibçianos i diran su mujer/
(de) que te verán los egipcios y dirán: ¡su mujer
12. es esta i matarm an a mi i desaran a ti diles/
es esta! Y me han de matar a mí y te han de dejar a tí (con vida). Diles
13. si te demandaran por mi que eres mi ermana/
que eres mi hermana si te preguntasen por mí,
14. porque me fagan bien por ti i bibra la mi alma//
para que me traten bien (gracias a) tí. Y mi alma vivirá
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1. por ti» i diso apres67 ibrāhīm fue entrado/
(gracias a) tí.” Y dijo: después (de que) Ibrāhīm hubo entrado
2. en miṣr i bedien la mujer tan fermosa/
en Miṣr y vieron (a) la mujer tan hermosa
3. alabaronla mucho al rey ⁂ abū mālix68 ⁂ fircawn/
alabáronla mucho al rey, Abū Mālix,69 Fircawn70 (de)
4. miṣr i tomoronla i leburonla al rey i baye ibrā/
Egipto, y la tomaron y la llevaron al rey. Y fue Ibrā5. hīm con ella i fizieronle muy gran bien/
hīm con ella y le hicieron mucho bien
6. por ella como diso que-ra su ermana i dieronle/
por (razón de) ella, ya que dijo que era su hermana. Y le dieron
7. obejas i yagbas i-asnas i camellos»71/
ovejas y yeguas y asnas y camellos.
8. «i vio el rey en su sueño que lo menaçu un/
Y el rey vio en su sueño que lo amenazó un
9. anjel i le diso que-l seria destruido/
ángel y le dijo que él sería destruido
10. i toda su casa porque tiraba la mujer a su marido/
y toda su casa porque quitaba la mujer a su marido.
11. mas el rey no se aplego a ella diso el rey/
Más el rey no se plegó a ella. Dijo el rey
12. al anjel que pecado e yo que-l me diso que-ra su/
al ángel: “¿Qué pecado he (cometido) yo? Que él me dijo que era su
13. ermana i-ella me diso quera el su ermano !/
hermana y ella me dijo que él era su hermano.
14. señor como matares a onbre sin pecado»72 ⁂//
!Señor! ¿Cómo matarás a hombre sin pecado?”

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
67

Read: aprés (ant. después). In Kassin, we find at this point Gen. 12:16-20 instead of Gen. 12:14.
Abimelech appears only in Gen 20:2 as King of Gerar.
69
Abimelech.
70
Pharaoh.
71
Gen. 12:11-14. Kassin adds Gen. 20:1-3 on page 134 and continues on pages 135-137 with Gen. 20 up to verse 16.
Kassin, 1969, I, 134-137
72
Gen. 20:3-4. The story of Pharaoh and Abraham suddenly ends at this point. Some passages in Kassin, 1969, I,
137-139, are left out here.
68
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1. que-l fablase el anjel i le diso que creçe/
Que él hablase -el ángel- y le dijo (viz. a Ibrāhīm) que crece2. ria su simient i lo munteplicaria i mas/
ría su simiente y lo multiplicaría. Y más,
3. «que cuando ṣāra diso a ibrāhīm que la sacase/
que cuando Ṣāra dijo a Ibrāhīm que la sacase
4. a ella i-a su fijo içmācīl supole muy malo73/
a ella y a su hijo Içmācīl, súpole muy mal.
5. i disole el criador no te sepa malo el dicho de/
Y el Creador le dijo: “No te sepa mal lo que dijo
6. ṣāra fes lo que diso que içmācīl yo fare/
Ṣāra. ¡Haz lo que dijo! Que (de) Içmācīl, yo haré
7. del jent muy gran que tu simient/
de él gente muy grande, que es tu simiente.
8. es i-esto como quien dize no ayas/
Y esto, como quien dice, no tengas
9. pesar ni desplazer de içmācīl»74 «depues/
pesar ni desplacer de Içmācīl.” Después
10. salio con hājar i con su fillo içmācīl al de/
salió con Hājar y con su hijo Içmācīl al de11. sierto i desola a ella i falleçio el agua i deso/
sierto y la dejó a ella. Y faltó el agua y dejó
12. al niño deyuso de un arbol i fuese a posar/
al niño debajo de un árbol y se fue a posar
13. alesos tanto como un trecho de ballesta/
a lo lejos, tanto como a un tiro de ballesta,
14. diziendo non baya la muerte del niño i alço//
diciendo: “¡No vaya (a acaecer) la muerte del niño!” Y levantó

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
73
74

Gen. 21:11 and following.
Similar to Gen. 21:11-13. These passages and what follows coincide with Kassin, 1969, I, 140.
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1 so boz a plorar i-oyo allāh çubḥānahu su boz/
su voz llorando y Allāh todopodersos oyó su voz,
2. la boz del niño i diso que-l anjel de allāh/
la voz del niño. Y dijo que el ángel a Allāh
3. çubḥānahu deballo del çielo i diso a hājar/
todopoderoso descendio del cielo y (le) dijo a Hājar:
4. que es no ayas miedo que allāh oyo/
“¿Qué ocurre? No tengas miedo, que Allāh oyó
5. la boz del niño lebantate i liebalo i-aprieta/
la voz del niño. ¡Levántate y llévalo! ¡Y aprieta
6. tu mano sobrel que yo fare del jente muy/
tu mano sobre él, que yo haré de él gente muy
7. grande i diole el criador una fuent/
grande!” Y el Creador le dio una fuente
8. en la montaña i es hoy en dia su lonbre/
en la montaña, y su nombre hoy en día es
9. el pozo de zamzam i-es en makka asi que/
el pozo de Zamzam, y se encuentra en Makka.75 Así que
10. tomo hā[jar] agua i dio a beber a su fijo i cri/
Hājar tomó agua y dio de beber a su hijo. Y se crió
11. ose i moro en-makka76 i casose con una mujer/
y moró en Makka, y se casó con una mujer
12. ajibçiana i fue su morada en el deçierto/
egipcia. Y fue su morada en el desierto
13. de feren quiere dezir makkata i fue/
de Feren,77 quiere decir, Makkata, y
14. el criador con el moço por sienpre»78//
el Creador estuvo con el mozo por siempre.

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
75

Zamzam and Mecca.
Gen. 21:20: “in the desert and became an archer”. The references to the source of Zamzam and to Mecca are
obviously in accordance to the Islamic reading by the author/adaptor of the biblical narrative. In the Arabic
originals studied by Kassin, the Mount Paran is also mentioned. As Kassin rightly notes, this mount is identified
by Muslim polemicists as Mecca. Kassin, 1969, I, 141 n.1.
77
That is the Desert of Paran.
78
Similar to Gen. 21:14-21. At this point, the present adaptation does not follow Kassin but adds passages which
the latter had mentioned previously.
76
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1. «i-ubo doze fijos de los cuales/
Y tuvo doce hijos de los cuales
2. sallieron carabes i fueron munteplicando/
salieron árabes y (se) fueron multiplicando
3. i creçiendo sobre todas las otras/
y creciendo sobre todas las otras
4. jentes estos son los lonbres/
gentes. Estos son los nombres
5. de los fijos de içmācīl el primera nabīṯ79/
de los hijos de Içmācīl: el primero, Nabīṯ,
6. i qaydar i-arbāl i mayšam y mašumac i ruma/
y Qaydar y Arbāl y Mayšam y Mašumac y Ruma
7. i masā i ḥadūd i tayma i yaṭūr i nafis/
y Masā y Ḥadūd y Tayma y Yaṭūr y Nafis
8. i qadmā aquestos son los fijos/
y Qadmā.80 Estos son los hijos
9. de içmācīl i-eran doze šarīfes81/
de Içmācīl. Y eran doce šarīfes
10. nobles i bibio içmācīl çien i çincuenta/
nobles. Y Içmācīl vivió ciento cincuenta
11. años i fino»82 i puso el criador içmācīl/
años y murió. Y puso el Creador (a) Içmācīl
12. çient i-en sus fijos i-en su linaje/
cien y en sus hijos y en su linaje,
13. nobleza i-alteza sobre todas las jentes/
nobleza y alteza sobre todas las gentes,
14. i dioles grandes bienes i cunpliose//
y les dio grandes bienes. Y se cumplió

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
79

Gen. 25:13-17. In Kassin, Chapter One Section One, 1969, I, 113-114. Also in MS L 536 right at the beginning, f. 125v.
Nebaioth, Qedar, Adbeel, Mibsam, Mishma, Dumah, Massa, Hadar, Tema, Jetur, Naphish and Kedemah.
81
Descendants of the Prophet, the noblest of the noblest by birth. Noble, exalted, eminent (in religious or worldly
esteem). Being a sharīf meant some type of Hāshim descent (from the family or clan of the Prophet, the Banū
Hāshim); more specifically, cAlid (Ḥasanid or Ḥusaynid) descent – sons of Muḥammad’s son-in-law cAlī and
daughter Fāṭima; or, more narrowly, the term ‘sayyid’, ‘lord’, is used to denote Ḥasanid descent only. EI2 s.v.
“Sharīf” (Van Arendonk and Graham). García-Arenal, 1991, 84ff. Chronologically it can be assumed that in this
passage the author is not referring to a descent of the Prophet, but rather that he uses the term with the more
general notion of ‘noble, exalted, eminent’.
82
finar (Cat.): morir. Eng. to die. Gen. 25:12-17.
80
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1. en ellos la bendiçion del criador i la su/
en ellos la bendición del Creador y su
2. graçia i dize en el libro del sabidūr que asaz83/
gracia. Y dice en el libro del sabio que mucho
3. abemos declarado de las mentiras i traiçione/
hemos declarado las mentiras y traicione(s)
4. s que los enfieles de los judios/
que los infieles de los judíos
5. dizen i allegan que hājar no era mujer/
dicen y alegan que Hājar no era mujer
6. de ibrāhīm i que-ra su sierba i si fuese/
de Ibrāhīm y que era su sierva. Y si fuese
7. berdad fue cosa que-l criador dio/
verdad fue cosa que el Creador dio
8. a sus a(l)-nnabies84 i no je las bedo como les/
a sus profetas y no se la vedó. Como (también) les
9. puedes dezir que bien saben i no pueden ne/
puedes decir que bien saben y no pueden ne10. gar que «yacqūb abia dos mujeres/
gar que Yacqūb tenía dos mujeres,
11. leal y raḥīl i-eran ermanas de padre/
Leal y Raḥīl, y (que) eran hermanas de padre
12. i de madre i tenia Laye una sirbienta/
y de madre. Y Laye tenía una sirvienta
13. que abia lonbre zulfata i tenia raḥīl/
que tenía el nombre de Zulfata. Y tenía Raḥīl
14. otra sierba que abia lonbre bilha//
otra que tenía (por) nombre Bilha.

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
83
84

I do not know the meaning of the word.
a(l)-nnabies: from al-nabī’āt (pl. form, prophets).
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1. i-el casamiento de-llas fue que yacqūb/
Y el casamiento de ellas fue que cuando Yacqūb
2. cuando iba fuyendo de su ermana85 caṣaw/
cuando iba huyendo de su hermano cAṣaw86
3. fue a su tio leban i-abinose con el que le/
fue a su tio Leban87 y se avíno con él (a) que
4. diese a raḥīl por mujer i que lo serbiria/
(le) diese a Raḥīl por mujer y que (a cambio) lo serviría
5. siet o ocho años i cuando cunblio/
siete u ocho años. Y cuando cumplió
6. los siet o ocho años de serbir de/
los siete u ocho años de servir le
7. mandole que le diese a raḥīl y como era de noche/
pidió que le diese a Raḥīl. Y como era de noche
8. diole a leal en lugar de raḥīl i era leal/
le dio a Leal88 en lugar de (a) Raḥīl – y era Leal
9. de flagos ojos como fue de mañana diso/
corta de vista. (Cuando) fue de mañana dijo
10. yacqūb a su tio leban traiçion i-en/
Yacqūb a su tío Leban: “¡Traición y en11. gaño me as feito entanto como yo te/
gaño me has hecho, en tanto como yo te
12. serbi por raḥīl i disme a leya disole su tienpo/
serví por Raḥīl y me diste a Leya!” Le dijo (a) su vez:
13. pues que me quisiste echar en bergüeña/
“¡Pues que me quisiste echar en vergüenza,
14. i do as visto que la pequeña se casase//
¿(dónde) has visto que la pequeña se casase

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
85

Read: hermano. Similar to Gen. 27:43 and to Gen. 29: 9 and following.
Esau.
87
Laban.
88
Leah.
86
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1. antes que la grande mas sierbeme ⁂/
antes que la grande? Mas sírveme
2. otros siet años i darte e raḥīl por mujer/
otros siete años y te he de dar a Raḥīl por mujer.”
3. i dio a raḥīl una sierba que-l dezian/
Y dio a Raḥīl una sierva (a) la que llamaban
4. bilha i pario leya de yacqūb un fijo que le/
Bilha. Y parió Leya de Yacqūb un hijo que le
5. puso por lonbre rawben i semacūn i yahūda/
puso por nombre Rawben, y Semacūn, y Yahūda
6. i lawī»89 «i raḥīl ubo enbidia i diso a yacqūb90/
y Lawī.91 Y Raḥīl tuvo envidia y (le) dijo a Yacqūb:
7. si tu no me das fijo yo me matare disole yacqūb/
“¡Si tú no me das (un) hijo, yo me mataré!” Y Yacqūb le dijo:
8. yo no so allāh que te pueda dar fijo disole/
“Yo no soy Allāh, que te pueda dar (un) hijo.” Le dijo
9. raḥīl yo te dare mi sierba bilha i-abre/
Raḥīl: “Yo te daré (a) mi sierva Bilhay tendre10. mos de-lla fijo i-entro ella yacqūb ⁂/
mos de ella (un) hijo. Y entró Yacqūb (en) ella.
11. i-enpreñose i pario un fijo i puso/
Y se empreñó y parió un hijo y (le) puso (por)
12. su lonbre naftalī92 i depues enpreñose/
nombre Naftalī.93 Y después se empreñó
13. raḥīl i pario a yūsuf i-alçose lāyal ⁂/
Raḥīl y parió a Yūsuf. Y Lāyal dejó
14. de-npreñarse i diso yacqūb//
de empreñarse. Y (le) dijo (a) Yacqūb:

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
89

Similar to Gen. 29:18-35. The following passages are found in Kassin, 1969, I, 142-144.
Gen. 30.
91
Reuben, Simeon, Levi, Judah.
92
Kassin, 1969, I, 143.
93
Naphtali.!
90
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1. pues que yo no-conçibo entra con-mi-sierba/
ya que yo no concibo, entra con mi sierva
2. zulfa asi qu-el entro con-ella i-enp-/
Zulfa. Así que él entró con ella y empre3. reñose i pario un fijo que le puso lonbre/
ñose y parió un hijo (al) que le puso (por) nombre
4. jeda i depues enpreñose de otro que le/
Jeda i después empreñose de otro (al) que le
5. puso lonbre aṣīr»94 «i depues enpreñose/
puso (por) nombre Aṣīr95 y después empreñose
6. lāyal i pario un fijo que abia lonbre yaskara/
Lāyal y parió un hijo que tenía (por) nombre Yaskara;
7. depues pario a zabalun»96 «depues enpre/
después parió a Zabalun.97 Después se empre8. ñose raḥīl i pario a benyamīn i murio de parto/
ñó Raḥīl y parió a Benyamīn98 y murió de parto.
9. i quedo yacqūb con garan pesar i no se/
Y Yacqūb quedó con gran pesar y no se
10. conortaba sino con con la sierba que-ra/
consolaba sino con la sierva que era
11. de raḥīl bilha por despecho que hubo el fijo/
de Raḥīl, Bilha. Por (el) despecho que tuvo, el hijo
12. mayor de yacqūb i de lāyal levantose de-mañana/
mayor de Yacqūb y de Lāyal se levantó de mañana
13. i-entro con bilha sierba de su padre i echose/
y entró con Bilha, sierva de su padre, y se echó
14. con-ella i-airose el padre sobr-el i tirole//
con ella. Y se airó el padre con él y le tiró

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
94

Gen.30:1-13.
Gad and Asher.
96
Similar to Gen. 30:18-20.
97
Issachar and Zebulun.
98
Benjamin.
95
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1. la bendiçion de la berjinidad»99 i cuando pararas/
la bendición de la virginidad y cuando considerarás
2. mientres en esto que fue pasado/
esto que fue pasado
3. i bereç i-entendereç qu-ellos non de/
y veréis y entenderéis que ellos no de4. bian fablar ni tener boca para dezir nenguna/
bían hablar ni tener boca para decir ninguna
5. cosa en-ellos ubo tantos de males/
cosa. En ellos hubo tantos males
6. que no debian fablar de hājar ni de su fijo ismā/
que no debían hablar de Hājar ni de su hijo Ismā7. c īl porque ibrāhīm calayhi a(l)s-salām era tan-di-/
c
īl porque Ibrāhīm, sobre él sea la paz, era tan dig8. gno i tan-santo qu-el no entraria con hājar/
no y tan santo que él no entraría con Hājar
9. si no fuese su muller i con boluntad del cri/
si no fuese su mujer y con voluntad del Cre10. ador i no dizen de las sierbas de yacqūb/
ador. Y no dicen (nada) de las siervas de Yacqūb
11. que le supo casamiento las cuales/
con las que tuvo casamiento, las cuales
12. parieron cuatro fijos donde salieron/
parieron cuatro hijos (de) donde salieron
13. cuatro tribus de içrael i mas que su tio/
cuatro tribus de Içrael. Y más; que su tío,
14. de yacqūb lo engaño que le dio la una//
de Yacqūb, lo engañó: que le dio la una

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
99

Read: virginidad, here in the sense of primogeniture, or the first child born to a virgin. Gen. 49:3-4; 1Chron. 5:1.
The previous passage is the author/adaptor’s own interpretation of these verses and of Gen. 35:18; 22. The passage
which follows in MS BNE 4944 is very different to Kassin. Cf. Kassin, 1969, I, 144-145.
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1. fija en lugar de la otra i-esto es ḥaram que/
hija en lugar de la otra. Y esto es ḥaram:100 que
2. nenguno case con una mujer que te den otra/
ninguno (que) case con una mujer que te den otra.
3. i mas fuer cosa es el fecho de yahūd/
Y cosa más fuerte es lo que hizo Yahūd101
4. que su alement en aquello por onbre102/
que su elemento en aquello por hombre
5. entender para darles en los rostros/
entender para tirárselo a la cara,
6. que de dos fijos furnezinos103 que ubo/
que de dos hijos bastardos que tuvo
7. yahūd en su nuera tamar de do salio el mayor/
Yahūd con su nuera Tamar, de salió la mayor
8. tribol de los judios i sus reyes/
tribu de los judíos y sus reyes
9. do dize en su ley que diso el criador qu-e/
donde dice en su ley que dijo el Creador que el
10. l pecado de yahūd es escribto con pluma/
pecado de Yahūd es escrito con pluma
11. o con el qalam de azero en piedra caramīda104/
o con el cálamo de acero en piedra caramida.
12. i-aquel fecho fue açi «que yahūd fijo de yacqūb/
Y aquel hecho fue así: que Yahūd, hijo de Yacqūb,
13. tenia tres fijos hire i yaqten i sile/
tenía tres hijos, Hire y Yaqten y Sile.105
14. i caso yahūd a su fillo hire con una mujer//
Y casó Yahūd a su hijo Hire con una mujer

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
100

From an Islamic perspective: prohibited according to God's law.
Judah.
102
The meaning of this sentence is unclear to me.
103
Fornecino (ant.): 'bastardo'; Eng. bastard'.
104
caramida: from the Arabic qaramīṭ. Relating to the cane, the name given to the magnet in the Middle Ages,
because sailors laid it on a piece of cane in a bowl of water to indicate true North (Dictionary of the Real
Academia Española, www.dle.rae.es).
105
Er, Onan, and Shelah.
101
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1. que-l ḏezian tamar106 i-era mal onbre ante/
que le decían Tamar y era mal hombre ante
2. el criadūr [mata]lo i diso yahūd a su fijo/
el Creador. Lo mató (viz. Dios). Y dijo Yahūd a su hijo
3. awtān entara con la-mujer de tu ermano i casate/
Awtān: “¡entra con la mujer de tu hermano y cásate
4. con ella i-abras linaje a tu ermano i de que supo/
con ella y darás linaje a tu hermano!” Y desde que supo
5. awtān que-l-inaje no seriya para el cuando/
Awtān que el linaje no sería para él, cuando
6. jazia con ella derramaba su simient/
yacía con ella derramaba su semen
7. en tierra i bido el-ciriyador que fazia mal i de/
en tierra. Y vio el Creador que hacía mal y lo des8. struyolo i diso yahūd a su nuera tamar posate/
truyó. Y dijo Yahūd a su nuera Tamar: “habita
9. en casa de tu padre bibda fasta que se/
en casa de tu padre (como) viuda hasta que se
10. crie mi fijo ṣale porque no muera como sus/
crie mi hijo Ṣale107 para que no muera como sus
11. ermanos asi que fuese tamar i-estubo/
hermanos.” Así que Tamar se fue y estuvo
12. en casa de su padre gran tienpo i depues/
en casa de su padre mucho tiempo. Y después
13. murio la mujer de yahūda i-un dia supo tamar/
murió la mujer de Yahūda y un día supo Tamar
14. que yahūda subia al-monte de tumnāṯ108 a es//
que Yahūda subía al monte de Tumnāṯ109 a es-

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
106

Kassin, 1969, I, 145.
Shelah.
108
Kassin, 1969, I, 146.
109
Timnath.
107
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1. quilar sus ubejas i lebantose tamar i tiro/
quilar sus ovejas y Tamar se levantó y se deshizo de
2. se la ropa del duelo i cobriose la cara i pusose/
la ropa del duelo y se cubrió la cara y se puso
3. a bista del camino i-esto en que bido que/
a la vista en el camino. Y esto (lo hizo por) que vio que
4. ṣale era ya gran i no-je-le daban por marido i bidola/
Ṣale era ya mayor y no (se) lo daban por marido. Y Yahūda la vio
5. yahūda i pensose que-ra mundaria como ella/
y pensó que era (una mujer mundana, ya que) ella
6. nenia110 la cara cubierta i disole quieres/
tenía la cara cubierta y le dijo: “¿quieres
7. te ichar conmigo i disole ella a el que me daras/
echarte conmigo?” Y ella le dijo a él: “¿qué me darás
8. i-echartes comigo disole yahūda enbiarte/
para echarte conmigo?” Yahūda le dijo: “te enviaré
9. un choto de las ubejas i disole tamar dame pendra/
un choto de las ovejas.” Y Tamar le dijo: “dame (una) prenda.”
10. i disole yahūda de que pendra te dare diso/
Y Yahūda le dijo: “¿qué prenda te he de dar?” Dijo:
11. dame tu sortixa i tu lança i tu tefelim111 i diole/
“dame tu sortija y tu lanza y tu filacteria.” Y le dio
12. todo aquello i-echose con-el i-enpreñose/
todo aquello y se echó con él. Y se empreñó
13. luego de-l i fuese de alli i tirose aquellos/
luego de él y se fue de allí y se deshizo de aquellos
14. bestidos i bestiose los del duelo i-enbio//
vestidos y se vistió los del duelo. Y envió

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
110

Read: tenía.
In Kassin we read “staff”; according to the Arabic, “ a͑ ṣan”. Kassin, 1969, I, 146; II, 324 (f. 22). In MS L 536 we also
find tefelim and tafelim in f. 141v and 142r, respectively. A tefillin or phylactery is defined in the Real Academia de
la Lengua as “each of the two small leather sheaths containing strips of parchment with passages of the Scripture,
carried by Orthodox Jews during certain prayers; one of them is attached to the left arm and one to the forehead
(between the eyes)”. My translation.!
111
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f. 15v
1. yahūda el choto con su conpañon al-cadlīm112/
Yahūda el choto con su compañero al-cadlīm113
2. para quitar las pendras de poder de tamar/
para tomar las prendas (que se hallaban en) poder de Tamar
3. i no la trobo i pescudo a los de aquel lugar i disole/
y no la encontró. Y preguntó a los de aquel lugar y les dijo:
4. s la mujer mundaria que staba a bista del camino/
“la mujer mundana que estaba a vista del camino,
5. abedes la bisto i disieronle nonca biemos/
¿la habéis visto?” Y le dijeron: “nunca vimos
6. aqui mujer mundaria i tornose al-cadlīm con e/
aqui mujer mundana.” Y al-cAdlīm se volvió con el
7. l choto i diso a yahūda no trobe la mujer i demande/
choto. Y (le) dijo a Yahūda: “no encontré (a) la mujer y pregunté
8. a los que-ran alli de-lla i disieron que no/
a los que eran allí (por) ella y dijeron que no
9. abian bisto tal cosa ni mujer i diso/
habían visto tal cosa ni mujer.” Y dijo
10. yahūda i tomose las prendas para ella i no me te/
Yahūda: “y se tomó las prendas (que eran) para ella y no me ten11. nga por bil i cuando pasoron tres mese/
ga por vil.” Y cuando pasaron tres meses,
12. s fueron i disieron a yahūda que su nuera/
fueron y dijeron a Yahūda que su nuera
13. tamar que-(a)bia fecho maldad i-es preñada/
Tamar, que había hecho maldad y está preñada.
14. i diso saquenla a cremar i desde que bido//
Y dijo: “¡sáquenla a quemar!” Y desde que vio

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
112
113

In Kassin we also read the name of Hirah. Kassin, 1969, I, 146.
Sp. 'el adulamita'; Eng. 'Adullamite.!
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f. 16r
1. ella que la querian cremar diso que-ra pre/
ella que la querían quemar dijo que era pre2. ñada de aquel que-ran suyas aquellas prendas/
ñada de aquél (de quien) eran suyas aquellas prendas.
3. i cuando yahūda bido las tres cosas penso/
Y cuando Yahūda vio las tres cosas pensó
4. en si i diso a ella es mas justa que yo/
en sí y dijo: “ella es más justa que yo
5. porque no te case con mi fijo ṣale mas nunca/
porque no te casé con mi hijo Ṣale.” Más nunca (más)
6. se echo con ella depues bino a parir dos/
se echó con ella. Después vino a parir dos
7. fijos allono puso lonbre fāras114 i-al otro zarām»115/
hijos a los que puso (por) nombre Fāras y al otro Zarām116
8. de-los cuales salieron grandes/
de los cuales salieron grandes
9. jentes de los judios i-aquesta es/
gentes de los judíos y esta es
10. cosa que no la pueden negar i-esto/
(una) cosa que no pueden negar. Y esto
11. es en el primero libro de la tūra en el/
está en el primer libro de la Tūra en el
12. sadar117 aqui podeç saber muy/
sadar. Aquí podéis saber muy
13. bien de do salieron i de do binieron118 d-aqui-a/
bien e dónde salieron y de dónde vinieron. De aquí (en)
14. delan no cale mas dezir ni fablar que en-ellos//
adelante no (hace falta) más decir ni hablar que en ellos

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
114

Kassin, 1969, I, 147; II, 325, f. 24.
Gen. 38:3-30.
116
Pharez and Zarah.
117
sedar. See above. [Above you have said “seder”, see Note 33.]
118
The text follows Kassin up to here but not in the following passages. Cf. Kassin, 1969, I, 148.!
115
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f. 16v
1. ubo tantas de malas cosas i feaç/
hubo tantas malas cosas y feas
2. que serian lar[gas] de-contar mas tornemos/
que serían largas de contar. Más volvamos
3. a declarar i-a daporar que los fijos de içmācīl/
a declarar y a deparar119 que los hijos de Içmācīl
4. los cuales son carabes i dizenles/
los cuales son árabes y les dicen
5. paganos que-n aquellos fue la bendiçion/
paganos, que en aquellos fue la bendición
6. que nuestro señor dio i bendiso a ibrahīm/
que nuestro señor dio. Y bendijo a Ibrahīm
7. i-a içmācīl como aquellos que fueron/
y a Içmācīl como aquellos que fueron
8. desde que-l criador les envio su a(l)-nnabī/
desde que el Creador les envió (a) su profeta
9. muḥammad ṣallā-llāhu calayhi wa-sallam que no mudaron/
Muḥammad, la paz de Allāh sea con él, que no mudaron
10. ni descreyeron de-n el criador como fizi/
ni descreyeron de el Creador como hicie11. eron los judios i-asi como el criador/
ron los judíos. Y así como el Creador
12. los bendiso no los desaria menos de ley/
los bendijo no los dejaría menos sin ley
13. ya graçia antes les enbio su a(l)-nnabī/
y gracia. Antes les envió a su profeta
14. muḥammad ṣallā-llāhu calayhi wa-sallam con el al-quran//
Muḥammad, la paz de Allāh sea con él, con el al-Qur'ān

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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deparar: 'conceder'; Eng. 'to acknowledge', 'to concede.
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f. 17r
1. el cual fue dado por boca del anjel jabrīl/
el cual fue dado por boca del ángel Jabrīl,120
2. calayhi a(l)s-salām segun se prueba con aquel/
sobre él sea la paz, según se prueba con aquel
3. dicho libro que-s palabra santa i no es seme/
dicho libro que es palabra santa y no es seme4. jante la ley bieja que-s habla que cuenta/
jante la ley vieja que es habla que cuenta
5. muchas cosas que sabidores nuestros/
muchas cosas (sobre las cuales) nuestros sabios
6. an fecho muchos libros que son mas dictados/
han hecho muchos libros que dicen más
7. de algunas cosas que fueron pasadas/
de algunas cosas que fueron pasadas
8. en el tienpo antigo que no es la ley salbo/
en el tiempo antiguo. Que no es la ley salvo
9. los diez mandamientos que no debe nengun/
los diez mandamientos que no debe ningún
10 muslim negar que no fueron berdad mas/
musulmán negar que no fueron verdad. Mas
11. otras muchas palabras que son mudadas/
(hay) otras muchas palabras (que) están cambiadas.
12. i-esto fue como la casa santa/
Y (así) fue como la casa santa
13. de jesusalem121 fue destroida por buḫto/
de Jesusalem fue destruida por Buḫto14. naṣar rey de babilonia fueron quemados//
naṣar,122 rey de Babilonia, (y) fueron quemados

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
120

Gabriel.
sic: Jerusalem.
122
Nebuchadnezzar.
121
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f. 17v
1. los libros e sus sabidores escribiero/
los libros. Y sus sabios les escribieron
2. nles otros depues del catiberio ⁂/
otros después del cautiverio
3. de babilonia el cual duro setenta años123/
de Babilonia, el cual duró setenta años.
4. i mas que seben muy bien «que-l-ibro primero/
Y más que saben muy bien que el libro primero
5. el cual fue en dos ṭablas que-l criador/
el cual fue en dos tablas que el Creador
6. dio a mūsā escribtas que mūsā/
dio a Mūsā escritas que Mūsā,
7. ṣaḷā-llāhu calayhi wa-sallam cuando bino del monte/
la paz de Allāh sea con él, cuando vino del monte
8. i trobolos que adorayan en el bezerro lanço/
y los encontró que adoraban al becerro lanzó
9. las tablas en tierra i querebolas»124 «i depues/
las tablas a tierra y las quebró. Y después
10. mandoles el-criador que tomase otras/
le mandó el Creador que tomase otras
11. tablas que subiese al monte i que-scri/
tablas, que subiese al monte y que escri12. biese en aquellas las palabras que-ran/
biese en aquellas las palabras que estaban
13. en las primeras i tirolas el criador/
en las primeras (tablas). Y el Creador les quitó
14. muchos bienes i mandamientos que les abia dado//
muchos bienes y mandamientos que les había dado

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
123
124

This narrative is found in 2Kings 24:10-17.
Ex. 32:15-16; 19.
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f. 18r
1. en las primeras tablas»125 i-esto porque bido/
en las primeras tablas. Y esto (lo hizo) porque vio
2. que-llos no wardoron lo que mūsā les abia/
que ellos no guardaron lo que Mūsā les había
3. mandado por parte del criador i no les puso/
mandado por parte del Creador y no les puso
4. en la ley cosa del judiçio ni de la-l-ǧanna/
en la ley (ninguna) cosa del juicio ni de la ǧanna,
5. ni de ǧahanna ni de la bīda perdurable sino cosas/
ni de la ǧahanna,126 ni de la vida perdurable, sino cosas
6. que sus corazones amaban i sus sesos/
que sus corazones amaban y sus sesos
7. cobdiçiaban i disoles en muchos lugares/
codiciaban. Y les dijo en muchos lugares
8. de la ley si obedeçes a ḏe allāh buestro/
de la ley: “si obedecéis a Allāh vuestro
9. señor buestro criador creçerat/
señor, vuestro Creador, crecerán
10. buestros bienes i bibran buestro/
vuestros bienes y vivirán vuestros
11. s linajes i porne la bendiçion en buestros/
linajes y pondré la bendición en vuestros
12. senbrados i-en buestros ganados/
sembrados y en vuestros ganados
13. i dar-bos-e oro i plata i muchos algos127 i fartar/
y os he de dar oro y plata y muchas cosas y os habéis de hartar
14. bos-eç i no abredes fanbre i pensares//
y no tendréis hambre y pensaréis

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
125

Similar to Ex. 34:1-10; also, Deut. 10:1-5.
Ni del paraíso ni del infierno ['neither Paradise nor Hell'].
127
Muchos algos: muchas cosas; Eng. 'many things.
126
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f. 18v
1. en buestros enemigos i no bos bençiran/
en vuestros enemigos y no os vencerán
2. i seraç jente bendicha todos estos/
y seréis gente bendita”. Todos estos
3. son bienes munduales i no perdurables/
son bienes mundanos y no perdurables
4. i-esto en tanto como el criador sabia/
y esto en tanto como el Creador conocía
5. muy bien la dureza de lures128 corazones/
muy bien la dureza de sus corazones,
6. i que mas tiraban al mal que no al-bien/
y que más bien se inclinaban hacia el mal que no hacia el bien,
7. i que-ran adolaṭri[c]os en su creençia/
y que eran idólatras en su creencia.
8. por esto bido el criador que no perteneçia/
Por esto vio el Creador que no les pertenecía
9. para ellos el bien perdurable i dioles/
el bien perdurable y les dio
10. el de-ste mundo con tales condiçiones/
el de este mundo, con tales condiciones
11. que-llos wardaron muy mal por do pirdieron/
que ellos guardaron muy mal, por (lo que) perdieron
12. el bien de-ste mundo i del otro que-l onbre/
el bien de este mundo y del otro. Que el hombre
13. que-s maldicho bibo es maldicho muerto/
que está maldito (estando) vivo, está maldito (estando) muerto
14. asi en-lur bida no abran perdon nin dere//
así en su vida no habrán perdón ni reden-

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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lores: llurs (Cat.). See above.
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f. 19r
1. miçion de lores pecados esta razon/
ción de sus pecados. Esta razón
2. no la pueden negar que las maldiçiones/
no la pueden negar: que las maldiciones
3. que dize en el çinqueno libro de la ley/
que dice en el quinto libro de la ley,
4. todo bino sobre-llos nuestro señor el cri/
todo (ello) vino sobre ellos. Nuestro señor el crea5. ador con su gran poder i merçed i graçia/
dor con su gran poder y merced y gracia
6. non dio a los fijos de içmācīl tales/
no dio a los hijos de Içmācīl tales
7. maldiçiones ni las diso en el-al-qur’an/
maldiciones, ni les dijo en el al-Qur’ ān
8. que les daria el bien de-ste mundo sino/
que les daría el bien de este mundo, sino
9. tan solament serbir el criador segun/
tan sólo (les dijo que debían) servir al Creador. Según
10. en el dicho libro del al-qur’an manda i dize «el wa/
el dicho libro del al-Qur’ ān (el Creador) manda y dice: la re11. lardon sera el dia del judiçio penetençia/
compensa será (en) el día del juicio, (o la) penitencia
12. de sus pecados fasta que-l alma sea/
de sus pecados hasta que tenga el alma
13. en el garwuelo129 que si el onbre se repiente/
en la garganta. Que si el hombre se arrepiente
14. de sus pecados i-el criador sabe de su corazon//
de sus pecados y el Creador sabe que su corazón

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Read: gargüello (Arag., Astur., Galleg.): faringe, tráquea; Eng. 'pharynx, trachea, windpipe'.
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f. 19v
1. que-s firme i-es tal cūsa que-l con la-su/
es firme, entonces es tal cosa que él, con (aquella) su
2. graçia lo perdonara i se murra pesebarando/
gracia, lo perdonará. Y si muere perseverando
3. en el pecado seran la merçe del criador/
en el pecado, será a merced del Creador
4. se lo manda ir a las penas de los infiernos/
si lo manda ir a las penas de los infiernos
5. a purgar sus pecados o fara de-l aquello que/
a purgar sus pecados o si hace de él aquello que
6. fuera de su merçe de-l mas el onbre que-s/
es de su merced. Mas el hombre que es
7. maldicho por muchas buenas obras que faga/
maldito, por muchas buenas obras que haga,
8. si aquellas por do ubo la maldiçion no torna fazer/
si no vuelve (a) hacer obra (de) penitencia por
9. obra penetençia de aquellas no puede seyer/
aquellas por las que tuvo la maldición, de aquellas no puede ser
10. perdonado»130 i los judios es enposible que-llos/
perdonado. Y (por lo que se refiere a) los judíos, es imposible que ellos
11. puedan aber perdon no dobtando el poder i-e la/
puedan tener perdón, no porque haya duda del poder y de la
12. graçia del criador mas en la maldad i-en/
gracia del Creador, (sino) más (bien por causa de) la maldad y de
13. la enterquedad de-llos como ellos no pueden/
la terquedad de ellos; (así) como ellos no pueden
14. aber graçia ni merçe el criador fasta//
tener gracia ni merced (d)el Creador hasta

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Q. 4:18 and tafsīr Ibn Kathīr. Ibn Kathīr, 2003, 139-140.
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1. que crean en cīsā ibn maryam que-ra/
que crean en cĪsā ibn Maryan, que era
2. a(l)-nnabī i-en muḥammad ṣallā-llāhu calayhi wa-sallam/
profeta, y en Muḥammad, la paz de Allāh sea con él,
3. que-ra a(l)-nnabī i mesajero de allāh la cual cosa/
que era profeta y mensajero de Allāh, la cual cosa
4. ellos no creyeran i se creen con las/
ellos no creyeron, y si creen con las
5. lenwas no creen con los corazones/
lenguas, no creen con los corazones.
6. d-aqui adelant desemos del fecho de los/
De aquí (en) adelante dejemos el hecho de los
7. judios i tornemos a depurar131 lo que-llos niegan/
judíos y volvamos a presentar lo que ellos niegan
8. de muḥammad ṣallā-llāhu calayhi wa sallam no pueden/
de Muḥammad, la paz de Allāh sea con él. No pueden
9. negar lo que diso mūsā calayhi a(l)s-salām/
negar lo que dijo Mūsā, sobre él sea la paz,
10. en el çinqueno libro de la ley cuando castigaba/
en el quinto libro de la ley cuando castigaba
11. a baniya içrā’il i les diso «profeta de-ntre/
a los baniya Içrā’il y les dijo: “(un) profeta de en medio de
12. ti i tus ermanos tal como yo te lebantara/
tu y (de) tus hermanos, semejante a mí, te levantará
13. el criador tu dio a el oiras con todo lo que/
el Creador, tu Dios. A él oirás.” (Esto es conforme) con todo lo que
14. demandaste del-criador tu-señor ḫuraba//
demandaste del Creador, tu señor, (en) Ḫuraba132

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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132

Read: deparar.
Horeb.
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f. 20v
1. en dia del al-jumuca por dezir no quiero mas/
en (el) dia del al-jumuca,133 al decir: “no quiero más
2. oir a boz del criador mi señor i-al fuego/
oir la voz del Creador, mi señor, (n)i más el fuego
3. del lugar de-ste nonbre mas i non murre i diso/
del lugar de este nombre, y (así) no muera.” Y dijo
4. el-criador bien an fablado profeta lebantare/
el Creador: “bien han hablado. (Un) profeta como tú les levantaré
5. a ellos de sus ermanos como tu i porne/
de entre sus hermanos. Y pondré
6. mi palabra en su boca i fablarles con aquello/
mi palabra en su boca y (ha de) hablarles con aquello
7. que yo le mandare i-el-onbre que no oira las/
que yo le mandaré. Y el hombre que no oirá las
8. palabras que-l dira en mi lonbre yo lo estro/
palabras que él dirá en mi nombre, yo lo destrui9. ire mas profeta que osare dezir cosas/
ré. Mas (el) profeta que osase decir cosas
10. en mi nonbre de dios otros matenlo/
en mi nombre – de Diós – (que) otros lo maten,
11. o tal profeta i si querras saber aquello/
a tal profeta. Y si quieres saber (si) aquello
12. que aquello profeta dira si lo e dicho/
que aquel profeta dirá lo he dicho
13. yo o no wardaras pararas mientres/
yo o no, (y lo) guardarás, considerarás
14. a lo que dira i se berna o sera asi como//
lo que dirá y se verá o será así como

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Deut. 18:16. The day of the gathering.
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f. 21r
1. el diso i si no sepas que yo no lo dis/
él dijo. Y, si no (es así), sepas que yo no lo dije
2. ni lo enbie i asi no ayas miedo de-l»134 i diso/
ni lo envié. Y así no tengas miedo de él.” Y dijo
3. en el dicho libro en el acabamiento en el/
en el dicho libro, en el final, en el
4. postrimero seder135[.] [.] «no ubo en baniya içrā’il/
postrero, seder[e] [.]: “no hubo en baniya Içrā’il
5. tal a(l)-nnabī como mūsā»136 quien seria a(l)-nnabī/
un profeta como Mūsā.” ¿Quién sería el profeta
6. que les diso i les prometio que les/
que les dio y les prometió que les
7. lebantaria de-ntre sus ermanos no ubo/
levantaría de entre sus hermanos? No hubo
8. en los ermanos de baniya içrā’il otro a(l)-nnabī/
en los hermanos de los baniya Içrā’il otro profeta
9. sino muḥammad ṣallā-llāhu calayhi wa-sallam luego/
sino Muḥammad, la paz de Allāh sea con él. Luego
10. diran que no eran sus ermanos los fijos/
dirán que los hijos de Içrā’il
11. de içrā’il onbre les dira i les demandara/
no eran sus hermanos. Hombre les dirá y les pedirá
12. decalaraçion de lo que diso ubedia a(l)-nnabī/
declaración de lo que dijo Ubedia,137 el profeta,
13. en su profeçia i-es uno de los binti/
en su profecía, y es uno de los veinti14. i cuatro libros «oyendo oimos del çielo//
cuatro libros: “oyendo, oímos del cielo
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Deut. 18:15-22.
Seder: see notes 33 and 117.
136
Deut. 34:10.
137
Obadiah.
135
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f. 21v
1. de part del criador yo bos enbiare un me/
de parte del Creador: yo os enviaré un men2. sajero i fablara con la unidad aquel que lo o/
sajero y hablará con la unidad. Aquél que lo oi3. ira dira yo la-l-milḥama138 quiere dir bamos a la batalla»139/
rá dirá: yo la ‘al-milḥama’, quiere decir, ‘vamos a la batalla’.
4. «mas bale morir por la unidad i la berdad que no/
Más vale morir por la unidad y la verdad que no
5. bebir sobre la mentira i falsedad i sera/
vivir sobre la mentira y la falsedad. Y habrá
6. en aquel tienpo en la casa de yacqūb/
en aquel tiempo en la casa de Yacqūb
7. fuego en el palaçio de yūsuf ira i-en/
fuego, en el palacio de Yūsuf ira, y en
8. la casa de roma ḥaram140 como la leña en los/
la casa de Roma ḥaram como la leña en los
9. infiernos i-este mesajero judgara/
infiernos. Y este mensajero juzgará
10. entre los juntos i los malos i-este/
entre los justos y los malos y este
11. mesajero i sus jentes eredaran la tierra/
mensajero y sus gentes heredarán la tierra
12. santa de cancan i miṣra i la-tierra de la corṣa/
santa de Cancan y Miṣra y la tierra de la Corṣa141
13. i de la casa santa de jesusalem i la cueba/
y de la casa santa de Jesusalem y la cueva
14. de ibrahīm i toda la tierra santa i-en aquel//
de Ibrahīm y toda la tierra santa y en aquel

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
138

Ar. malḥama: slaughter, fierce battle.
Obadiah 1:1.
140
Probably with the meaning of ‘anathematized’, and here with the sense of ‘destroyed, burned’.
141
Canaan, Egypt and Corsica.
139
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1. tienpo sobre cada uno que creyera i-a/
tiempo sobre cada uno que creyera y a2. dorara i beran de alli la cara de allāh o diablos/
dorara. Y verán de allí la cara de Allāh o (verán) diablos.
3. i si el kāfir142 sube en los montes altos/
Y si el kāfir sube a los montes altos,
4. las manos de aqueste a(l)-nnabī lo alcançaran/
las manos de este profeta lo alcanzarán,
5. i se con aqueste a(l)-nnabī e l-ayuda del criador»143 /
y será con este profeta y la ayuda del Creador.”
6. i-en aqueste a(l)-nnabī se afirmo la bendiçion/
Y en este profeta se afirmó la bendición
7. que-l criador bendiso a içmācīl do diso/
que el Creador bendijo a Ismael, donde dijo:
8. «sus manos sobre todos i todos sus/
“sus manos sobre todos y (a) todos sus
9. manos»144 i sera allāh subḥanahu uno i su lonbre/
manos”, y será Allāh todopoderoso, uno, y su nombre,
10. uno pues diras a los judios quien/
uno. Pues dirás a los judíos: ¿quién
11. era do la dicho tierra ni-quien la-tiene oy en dia/
era donde la dicha tierra y quién la tiene hoy en día?
12. ya pasaron otras profetas i-otras je/
Ya pasaron otros profetas y otras gen13. ntes i no la tubieron ellos ni bosotros/
tes y no la tuvieron (ni) ellos ni vosotros.
14. i-aquesta tierra no la tienen sino los fijos//
Y esta tierra no la tienen sino los hijos

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
142

Ar. for infidel.
The greater resemblance of the last passages is to Obadiah 1:18; 20 but it is still very different.
144
Gen. 16:12.
143
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1. de içmācīl ⁂ diso ḥabaqūn a(l)-nnabī145/
de Içmācīl. Dijo Ḥabaqūn,146 el profeta,
2. en su profeçia que diso el criador «ayudare/
en su profecía que el Creador dijo: “ayudaré
3. a fijos de qaydar con los anjeles i salran/
a (los) hijos de Qaydar con los ángeles y saldrán
4. con caballos blancos i-armas i porne/
con caballos blancos y armas. Y pondré
5. buestra ley deyuso de lures piedes/
vuestra ley debajo de sus pies
6. i judgarabos an con la lur»147 «i machucaran buestras/
y os han de juzgar con la suya y machacarán vuestras
7. narizes con poder i ira i desnodarbos an/
narices con fuerza e ira y os han de desnudar
8. de buestros bestidos de la erejia/
de vuestros vestidos de la herejía
9. i de buestra nobleza i toda mi boluntad faran/
y de vuestra nobleza. Y toda mi voluntad harán
10. en bosotros»148 i-esto se-ntiende del conque/
en vosotros.” Y esto se entiende (que se refiere a) la conquis11. reimiento i las peleas i-el sujuguer/
ta y las peleas y la subyugación
12. i las parias que pagaban i pagan oy en dia149/
y las parias que pagaban y pagan hoy en día.
13. i qaydar fue padre de los carabes segun/
Y Qaydar fue padre de los Árabes según
14. es lonbrado en los fijos de içmācīl//
es nombrado (entre) los hijos de Içmācīl.

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
145

The contents in Kassin, 1969, I, 148-159 are omitted here. This prophecy is in Kassin op.cit. 159-160.
Habakkuk.!
147
Kassin notes that this prophecy was made by Ezekiel and “corrects” it in his translation. He also claims that
MSS RAH XXXI and MS AF 58 wrongly attribute it to Habakkuk. Kassin, 1969, I, 160 n. 2. However, he does not
provide the exact reference and I have been unable to find it. Ez. 16:39 is what comes closest to the next passage.
148
Similar to Ez. 16:39.
149
These were the tributes or protection money paid to the Christian kingdoms in the north of the Iberian
Peninsula by the Muslim rulers from the Ṭā’ifa kingdoms of al-Andalus.
146
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1. pues diran a los judios quien son/
Pues dirán a los judíos: ¿quiénes son
2. estos fijos de qaydar que ley sera/
estos hijos de Qaydar? ¿Qué ley será
3. aquesta que bos judgaran con ella/
esta, que os juzgarán con ella,
4. i bosotros dezies que no ay otra ley/
si vosotros decís que no hay otra ley
5. sino la buestra ni como ayudara el criador/
sino la vuestra? Ni, ¿cómo ayudará el Creador
6. con los anjeles sino a d-aquellos que ama/
con los ángeles sino a aquellos a quiénes ama
7. i quiere i sus bendichos en el çielo/
y quiere y (a) sus benditos en el cielo
8. i-en la tierra asi que no abran nenguna razon150/
y en la tierra? Así que no tendrán ninguna razón.
9. otrosi testigo tienen mas que diso/
Tienen además de testigo (lo) que Isa’i’as, profeta, dijo
10. isa’i’as profeta en el bintiun cobitol/
en el capítulo veintiuno
11. de la su profeçia «que bido dos caballeros que/
de su profecía que vio dos caballeros, que
12. sclareçio el çielo i la tierra de su claredat»151/
el cielo se aclaró y la tierra (a causa) de su claridad.
13. demandales quien eran estos dos/
¡Pregúntales quiénes eran estos dos
14. caballeros i diso quel-l uno cabalgaba un asno//
caballeros! Y dijo que el uno cabalgaba (sobre) un asno

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
150
151

At this point what is in Kassin is omitted, pp. 161-169. What follows begins with Kassin, 1969, I, 169.
Isa. 21:7.
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1. i-el-l otro en un camello152 ellos nunca diran/
y el otro (sobre) un camello. Ellos nunca dirán
2. quien eran mas e çierto i berdat/
quiénes eran. Mas es cierto y verdadero
3. que-l del asno era cīsā ibn maryam i-el del/
que el del asno era cĪsā ibn Maryam y el del
4. camello era muḥammad ṣallā-llāhu calayhi wa sallam153 i-el mayor/
camello era Muḥammad, la paz de Allāh sea con él. Y el mayor
5. testemonio sobre el fecho del dicho a(l)-nnabī/
testigo del hecho del dicho profeta,
6. que afirma que fue profeta i mesajero/
que afirma que fue profeta y mensajero
7. del criador lo-que aqui dira no-fue peresona/
del Creador, lo que aquí (quiere decir que) no fue persona
8. de cuantas abia en aquel tienpo que bido/
de cuantas había en aquel tiempo, (es) que (ni) vio
9. ni supo que-l ubiese nengun [.]storo que/
ni supo que hubiese ningún [.]storo que
10. le mostrase nenguna cosa ni sabia leir/
le mostrase ninguna cosa, ni sabía leer
11. ni escribir como otras profetas154 i mayor/
ni escribir como otros profetas. Y mayor
12. cosa que todo cuanto diso por boca del anjel/
cosa (es el hecho de) que (de) todo cuanto dijo por boca del ángel
13. de par del criador no marro un punto de aquella otrosi/
de parte del Creador no erro (ni) un ápice de aquello. Además,
14. «en la ora que naçio cayeron todos//
en la hora (en) que nació cayeron todos

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
152

Isa. 21:7.
The passages in Kassin, 1969, I, 170-174, are omitted here. Parts of it are, however, found in MS L 536, ff. 152r153v.
154
Lines 7-11 bear a great similarity to what is said in Kassin, 1969, I, 175.!
153
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1. los idolos que-ran en la-l-kabaca que-s/
los ídolos que estaban en la Kabaca,155 que es
2. la casa santa de makka i no los podieron/
la casa santa de Makka, no los pudieron
3. lebantar por todo aquel dia i-esto porque-l/
levantar durante todo aquel día. Y esto (ocurrió) porque él
4. los abia de querebar i destroir»156 i conbliose/
los había de romper y destruir. Y se cumplió
5. lo que nuestro padre ibrāhīm abia come/
lo que nuestro padre Ibrāhīm había comen6. nçado i depues fue uno de los grandes/
zado. Y después, uno de los grandes
7. milagros que fueron en el mundo ni seran/
milagros que ocurrieron en el mundo ni (que) ocurrirán fue
8. «era el fecho de la luna que le demandoros/
el hecho de la luna que le demandaron
9. los de makka que si el profeta/
los de Makka. Que si el profeta
10. i mesajero del criador que les mostrase/
y mensajero del Creador les mostraba
11. un milagro çelestiriel que lo biesen/
un milagro celestial, que lo viesen
12. a ojo i qu-ellos creerian en el criador/
a ojo, (entonces) que ellos creerían en el Creador
13. i desarian las idolas i-el diso/
y dejarían (a) los ídolos. Y él dijo
14. que le demandasen que milagro querian beyer//
que le pidiesen qué milagro querían ver

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
155
156

Kaaba.
I have been unable to find this tradition.
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1. disieronle si el criador fara esta/
Le dijeron: “si el Creador hará esta
2. noche conplir la l[u]na i-era la luna quinta/
noche cumplir la luna - y era la luna quinta,
3. quiere dezir de çinco noches i que torne/
quiere decir, de cinco noches- y que (se) vuelva
4. redonda i que se faga dos partes por medio/
redonda, y que se hagan dos partes por medio
5. fasta que beamos al munt de abī qubayṣ/
hasta que veamos el monte de Abī Qubayṣ
6. entremedias i que depues que se ayunte/
en medio (de ellas) y que despues, que se junten
7. n los pedaços i que tornen uno asi como/
los pedazos y que (se) vuelvan uno así como
8. de primero nosotros creemos que-l criador/
(estaba) al principio, (entonces) nosotros creeremos que el Creador
9. bos a-nbiado asi que-l se aparto i fizo su/
os a enviado.” Así que él se retiró e hizo su
10. oraçion con gran umilyamiento i diso/
oración con gran humildad y dijo:
11. señor tu es oido lo que-sta jente me an/
“Señor, tú has oído lo que esta gente me han
12. demandado i tu poder es gran que lo puedes/
pedido y tu poder es (tan) grande que bien lo puedes
13. bien fazer con otras muchas palabras/
hacer”; (junto) con muchas otras palabras
14. que serian luengas de dezir i-en aquella//
que serían largas de decir. Y en aquella
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1. noche beyeron a ojo la luna dos partes/
noche vieron a ojo la luna (en) dos partes.
2. i disieron algunos malos que no era/
Y algunos malos dijeron que no era
3. berdad sino que-ra con art los que crie/
verdad sino que era (hecho) con magia. Los que creye4. ron disieron cuando bernan los que son/
ron dijeron: “cuando vendrán los que están
5. en damas que i-en ejibto i-otros muchos/
en Damas157 y en Egipto y otros muchos
6. mercaderos que-ran fuera de alli beremos/
mercaderes que estaban fuera de allí, veremos
7. que diran i como binien cada uno de-llos/
qué dirán.” Y a medida que venían, cada uno de ellos
8. dizia qu-abia bisto la luna dos pedaços/
decía que había visto la luna (en) dos pedazos.
9. asi que creyeron muchas jentes/
Así que creyeron muchas gentes
10. i-otros quedaron en su rebeldia i-esto/
y otros se mantuvieron en su rebeldía. Y esto
11. bieron mas de bint mil peresonas»158 «i-eso/
(lo) vieron más de veinte mil personas. Y eso
12. mesmo fue un dia que tornaban de una/
mismo ocurrió un día (en el) que volvían de una
13. gran batalla i-eran diez mīl onbres ⁂/
gran batalla y eran diez mil hombres
14. o menos de los caballos i bestias i no trobaban//
sin contar los caballos y bestias. Y no encontraban

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
157

Damascus.
The Qur’ānic references to these events are Q. 54:1-3. Kassin ascribes this tradition to the sīra by Ibn Isḥāq (d.
767 CE) edited by Ibn Hishām (d.c. 833 CE) and to the Ṣaḥīḥ by al-Bukhārī (810-870 CE). The narration in MS BNE
4944 is much more extended than the Arabic versions of the Ta’yīd edited by Kassin. Kassin, 1969, I, 176 n. 1 and 2.
158
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1. awua i disieronle señor muḥammad ruega/
agua, y le dijeron: “señor Muḥammad, ¡ruega
2. al-criador que nos de awua sino perder-/
al Creador que nos dé agua, si no, nos hemos de perder
3. nos emos de set i demandoles que le/
de sed!” Y les pidió que le
4. dasen un terraço jīco i puso su mano/
diesen una jarra chica; y puso su mano
5. sobre el-terraço i rogo a ḏe allāh que le manase/
sobre la jarra y rogó a Allāh que le mandase
6. awua i salio el awua de-ntre sus dedos i be/
agua. Y salió el agua de entre sus dedos y be7. bieron ellos i sus bestias i-esto/
bieron ellos y sus bestias. Y esto (lo)
8. bidieron mas de diez mīl personas»159/
vieron más de diez mil personas.
9. eso mesmo fizo otra begada que-ran mīl/
Eso mismo hizo otra vez que eran mil
10. i quinientas peresonas i-es mayor/
quinientas personas. Y es mayor
11. marabilla salir el awua de-ntre los dedos/
maravilla que salga el agua de entre los dedos
12. que son carne que no de la-piedra que lo saco/
que son (de) carne, que no de la piedra, como la sacó
13. mūsā i mūsā del-l-awua de la piedra señalada/
Mūsā, y Mūsā del agua de la piedra señalada.
14. i nuestro a(l)-nnabī no demando terraço señalado//
Y nuestro profeta no pidió una jarra señalada

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
159

Kassin notes the similarity between this tradition and what is found in the Ṣaḥīḥ by al-Bukhārī and in the
Ṭabaqāt by Ibn Sa d͑ (d. 845 CE). Kassin, 1969, I, 177 n. 1; 178 n. 2.
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1. sino que les demando dadme un jarro i no ne/
sino que les pidió: “dadme un jarro”. Y no ne2. ga[.u]s l[.] que fizo mūsā ni otras profetas/
gamos lo que hizo Mūsā ni otros profetas,
3. antes creemos mas que no fazen/
(sino que) creemos más que no (lo que) hacen
4. ellos mas se diran que-l feba con otra arte/
ellos. Mas si dirán que él (lo) hacía con otra magia
5. podeç les dezir que mas podian seyer/
les podéis decir que más podían ser con magia
6. los de mūsā de arte que no los de muḥammad/
los (milagros) de Mūsā que no los de Muḥammad,
7. ṣallā-llāhu calayhi wa-sallam que dize en la ley/
la paz de Allāh sea con él. Que dice en la ley
8. ˹que todas las cosas que fizo mūsā que/
que todas las cosas que hizo Mūsā que
9. las fizieron los enbaidores160 ante fircūn/
las hicieron los embaucadores ante Fircūn,
10. quiere dezir farcūn161 «i torno el sol muḥammad/
quiere decir Farcūn. Y Muḥammad cambió el sol
11. con su cloror sola»162 «i tomo el dia de badreyya/
con su claridad sola. Y tomó el día de Badreyya,
12. badrin a(l)-nnabī muḥammad ṣallā-llāhu calayhi wa-sallam/
Badrin, el profeta Muḥammad, la paz de Allāh sea con él, (y)
13. lanço una al-muṣada163 en la cara de los enemigos//
lanzó una al-muṣada en la cara de los enemigos

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
160

Read embaidor: charlatán, embaucador.
Ex. 7:11. From f. 25v l.9 to here is much the same as Kassin, 1969, I, 177-178.
162
See the sources for this tradition in Kassin, 1969, I, 178 n. 3.!
163
Perhaps “miṣyada, maṣyada”; trampa. Eng. trap. In Kassin, 1969, I, 179, we read a “handful of earth”; II, 386 (f. 44)
“kaffa’ min turāb”. From here up to f. 27v each folio has only thirteen lines.
161
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1. i-en aquel fueron desbaratados/
y en aquél (día) fueron desbaratados,
2. de la cual cosa afirmo el al-qur’an en sū/
la cual cosa afirmó el al-Qur'ān en (la) su3. ratu el anfāli do dize wa mā ramayta ‘iḏ ramayta/
ra al-Anfāl donde dice: “wa mā ramayta ‘iḏ ramayta
4. wa lākinna ellaha ramā164 quier dezir no lançes/
wa lākinna Allāha ramā”, quiere decir, no lançes
5. cuando lançes mas allāh lanço entiende/
cuando lances. Mas Allāh lanzó, entiénda6. se aquella tierra que lanço en los rostros165/
se aquella tierra que lanzó en los rostros
7. a los descreidos»166 «i mayor milagro fue aquel/
de los descreídos. Y mayor milagro fue aquel
8. dia que todos los creyentes bidieron/
día (en) que todos los creyentes vieron
9. los anjeles que bolaban i ayudaban a los/
(a) los ángeles que volaban y ayudaban a los
10. muçlimes creyentes que dāwud el a(l)-nna/
musulmanes creyentes. Que Dāwud167 a(l)-nna
11. bī168 por dar con el espada a un kāfir i cayo/
bī por dar con la espada a un kāfir, cayó
12. su cabeça antes que-l plegase a el»169/
su cabeza antes (de) que él se doblase ante él.
13. «i-esto fue lo que diso ḥabaqūn profeta//
Y esto fue lo que dijo Ḥabaqūn, profeta,

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
164

Q. 8:17.
Here ends the version included in MS J9 and MS J8.
166
The Qur’ānic passages are Q. 8:17.
167
David.
168
The reading of this word in the manuscript is very difficult.
169
Kassin notes that the name in the sīra by Ibn Hishām is Abū Dawūd al-Māzinī. Kassin, 1969, I, 179 n. 3. The
passages in Kassin 179-180 op. cit. are omitted, and from here it follows p. 181.
165
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1. que diso el criador yo adore a los fijos/
que dijo el Creador: “yo adoré a los hijos
2. de [‘ismā]170 qaydar con los anjeles i saldran/
de Qaydar con los ángeles. Y saldrán
3. con caballos blancos i-armas»171 segun/
con caballos blancos y armas”, según
4. es dicho antes de-sto «i mas mayor/
se ha dicho antes de esto. Y aún mayor
5. marabilla que muchas bezes lo ensayaron/
maravilla (es) que muchas veces lo intentaron
6. de matar i-oias su boz que-sta baliendo/
matar y oías su voz que está baliendo
7. i no la podian beyer i fablo la carne/
y no la podán ver. Y habló la carne
8. cocha172 que labian que labian puesto/
cocha, que la habían, que la habían puesto
9. por aconcrefiçe»173 «i cuando le mando el cri/
por veneno. Y cuando le mandó el crea10. ador que se fuese de makka a yaṯrība/
dor que se fuese de Makka a Yaṯrība,174
11. «salio con-el abū bakri i-entraron/
salió con él Abū Bakr y entraron
12. en la cueba i benieron çaga ellos los/
en la cueva y vinieron (a la) zaga ellos, los
13. de makka i-en un punto fue çerrada la puerta//
de Makka, y en un punto fue cerrada la puerta

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
170

The word ‘ismā is crossed out.
See previous note. Here, Kassin also “corrects” Habakkuk by Ezekiel. Kassin, 1969, I, 181. The passages which
follow are only some of the contents in Kassin op. cit. 181-183, in which this prophecy, for example, is quoted in
full.
172
Read: cocida, or “cooked”. In Kassin, reference is made to the poisoned meat which spoke to Muḥammad.
Kassin, 1969, I, 183. A similar narrative is found in the Libro de las Luces where, during a feast, the meat poisoned
by the Qurayshī ʿAbd Manāf speaks to ʿAbd Allāh, the father of Muḥammad. This saves him from death. This
episode is explained by the author, al-Bakrī, as a sign of Muḥammad's prophecy. Lugo Acevedo, 2008, 275-277.
173
I do not know what this means but I suggest “poison”, taking into account what the narrative is about.
174
Yathrib: Medina.
171
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1. de la cueba de tararañas i dicieron si aqui/
de la cueva (con) telarañas. Y dijeron: “si aquí
2. fuesen entrados estas tararañas/
hubiesen entrado, estas telarañas
3. serian querabadas ni estas abes/
estarían quebradas y ni (siquiera) estas aves
4. no salrian de dentro de la cueba i-esto/
no saldrían de dentro de la cueva.” Y esto
5. fue con boluntad del criador»175 «i depues/
fue con (la) voluntad del Creador. Y después
6. cuando fueron en el camino trobaron/
cuando fueron por el camino encontraron
7. una gran cabaña de ganado i no trobaron/
una gran cabaña de ganado y no encontraron
8. sino ana mujer bieja i-era i-en tienpo/
sino (a) una mujer vieja, y era (en el) tiempo
9. que las obejas no tenian nenguna leche/
(en) que las ovejas no tenían leche alguna.
10. i tenia alli en el ganado una obeja flaca/
Y tenía allí en el ganado una oveja flaca
11. i demandoronle si tenia lech que le diese/
y le preguntaron si tenía leche, que les diese
12. a comer i disoles no es tienpo/
de comer. Y les dijo: “no es tiempo
13. de leche i diso a(l)-nnabī quieres nos dar//
de leche.” Y el profeta dijo: “nos quieres dar

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
175

See the sources for this tradition in Kassin, 1969, I, 183 n. 4.
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1. aquella obeja i-ordenaremos de la lech/
aquella oveja y ordeñaremos de (ella) la leche.”
2. i disole como abras lech de obeja/
Y le dijo: “¿cómo tendrás leche de (una) oveja
3. tan flaca i bieja pero tomalda i-asi en aquella/
tan flaca y vieja? Pero (aún así), ¡tomadla!” Y así, en aquella
4. ora puso el terraço deyoso de la obeja i tomo/
hora puso la jarra debajo de la oveja y tomó
5. de sus tetas en las manos i diso l-bi-smi/
sus tetas con las manos y dijo el bismi
6. allāh señor por el tu lonbre tan grande sacanos/
-llāh: “señor por tu nombre tan grande, ¡ sácanos
7. leche de aquesta obeja i-ordenole/
leche de esta oveja!” Y la ordeñó
8. i-anplio176 el terraço de sus begadas/
y llenó la jarra de sus veces
9. i fueronsen i fue cosa que-l marido/
y se fueron. Y ocurrió que el marido
10. de la mujer con toda su casa tornaronse/
de la mujer, con todos (los de su) casa, se volvieron
11. muçlimes»177 «i mas que una begada eran/
musulmanes. Y más, que en una ocasión estaban
12. con el bien tres mīl onbres/
con él bien tres mil hombres
13. en una tierra fuerte estraña i-obieron/
en una tierra fuertemente estraña y tuvieron
14. fanbre i-abī hurayrat178 dioles//
hambre. Y Abī Hurayrat179 les dio

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
176

Cat. 'omplir'; Eng. 'to fill up'.
This tradition is not in Kassin. The narrative in which Umm Ma ͑bad is the protagonist is found in the Epistle by
al-Kindī and the eleventh-century Dialogi Adversus Iudeos by Petrus Alfonsi, two narratives in circulation in the
Christian territories of the Iberian Peninsula. González Muñoz, 2005, 64 n. 47. In his study of Muḥammad Ḥusayn
Haykal’s Ḥayāt Muḥammad, Antoine Wessels claims that this tradition does not come from the sīra by Ibn
Hishām but probably from Ibn Sa d͑ . Wessels, 1972, 12.
178
Kassin, 1969, I, 184.
179
Abū Hurayra, Companion of Muḥammad.!
177
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f. 28v
1. su çerron i saco de alli unos pocos de da/
su zurrón y sacó de allí unos pocos dá2. tiles i puselos en su al-iḥrām180 i-asi como/
tiles y los puso en su al-iḥrām. Y así (mientras que)
3. metio su mano en el çerron lonbraba el criador/
metió su mano en el zurrón nombraba al Creador
4. i decia bi-smi allāh ar-raḥmān ar-raḥīm wa barakātuhu/
y decía ‘bi-smi Allāh ar-raḥmān ar-raḥīm wa barakātuhu’,
5. quiere dezir en el nonbre de allāh piadoso apiada/
quiere decir: en el nombre de Allāh piadoso apiada6. dor i su bendiçion i mando benir todos los de/
dor y su bendición. Y mandó venir (a) todos los de
7. la weste copias i copias181 i comieron/
la hueste abundante y abundante y comieron
8. i fartaronse i-alço la-l-ḥirām pleno i los/
y se hartaron. Y alzó el al-ḥirām lleno y los
9. datiles deramandose i diso abī hurayrah/
dátiles derramándose. Y dijo Abī Hurayrah:
10. tornalos en el çerron i doraronle mas de uno/
“devuélvelos al zurrón”. Y le duraron más de un
11. año eso mesmo fizo el dia del barranco/
año.»182 «Eso mismo hizo el día del barranco183
12. i-eran mas de tres mīl onberes/
y eran más de tres mil hombres
13. que les dio a comer de unos pocos de datiles/
(a los) que les dio de comer unos pocos dátiles
14. que no inplian la mano i se fartoron//
que no llenaban la mano y se hartaron.

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
180

Ar. iḥram, manta de lana; Eng. woollen blanket.
Probably in the sense of ‘copioso’, or abundant.
182
Kassin did not find the source of this tradition. Kassin, 1969, I, 184 n. 1. I also do not know it.
183
The Battle of the Trench, Ġazwat al-Ḫandaq.!
181
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1. i-otro dia les dio a comer de una es/
Y otro día les dio de comer de una es2. codiella de sopas carne de cabron/
cudilla de sopas carne de cabrón
3. i torno el ojo de qateda el-anṣārī184 que/
y puso el ojo de Qateda al-Anṣārī que
4. la-bian sacado el dia de uḫud en su lugar i-era/
lo habían (en) el día de Uḫud185 (de nuevo) en su lugar. Y era
5. mucho mas fermoso aquel que no el otro»186 i-otras/
mucho más hermoso aquél que no el otro; y otras
6. muchas marabillas sin cuenta asi como/
muchas maravillas que no se pueden enumerar. Así como
7. la fabla de las bestias i de las piedras/
el habla de las bestias y de las piedras
8. el awua del çielo cuando la demandaba i los bie/
el agua del cielo cuando la pedía y los vien9. ntos que-l criador enbiaba sobre sus ene/
tos que el Creador enviaba sobre sus ene10. migos el dia del barranco i si ubiese/
migos el día del barranco. Y si (se) hubiesen
11. a dezir i-escrebir las marabillas i las/
de decir y escribir las maravillas y las
12. cosas que-fueron en-aquel tienpo/
cosas que ocurrieron en aquel tiempo
13. no i187 bastaria entendimiento de onbres/
no bastaría (el) entendimiento de (los) hombres,
14. las cuales son en los libros grandes188//
las cuáles están en los libros grandes

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
184
Qatāda ibn al-Nu m
͑ ān al-Anṣārī. Kassin, 1969, I, 185: “and he restored the eye of Qatāda son of Nu m
͑ ān, the
helper”.
185
The Battle of Uḥud.
186
These narratives, notes Kassin, come from the sīra by Ibn Hishām. The eye of Qatāda is found in the translation
by Guillaume. Ibn Isḥāq, 1998, 381.
187
Read: no hi.
188
Kassin, 1969, I, 186.
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f. 29v
1. que nunca a(l)-nnabī nenguno fue criado sin ne/
que nunca profeta ninguno fue llamado sin nin2. ngun seña[l] i sabed por çierto que nenguna/
gúna señal. Y sabed por cierto que ninguna
3. jente no fue tan criente en lo que su profeta/
gente no fue tan creyente en lo que su profeta
4. les diso como los muçlimes i como bieron/
les dijo como los musulmanes. Y como vieron
5. los que-ran presentes que aquello que/
los que estaban presentes que aquello que
6. fazia no lo feba con arte nenguna nin sabian/
hacía no lo hacía con magia ninguna ni sabían
7. que-l tubiese maestro que la mostarase/
que él tuviese maestro que (se) la mostrase.
8. i todo lo que les dizia por part del criador/
Y (era) todo lo que les decía de parte del Creador
9. no marraron en punto de aquello que no se con/
no erraron ni un ápice en aquello que no se cum10. plia i por esto no pusieron dobda nenguna/
plía. Y por eso no tuvieron ninguna duda
11. i no pusieron los cuerpos i los algos189/
y no pusieron los cuerpos ni los algos
12. por defender la ley i con el ayuda del criador/
para (así) defender la ley. Y con la ayuda del Creador
13. i de tan pocos que i eren190 al comienço/
y de tan pocos que eran al comienzo
14. i fueron creçiendo i concreyendo//
y fueron creciendo y conquistando

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
189
190

Expression which probably has the meaning of ‘they made no effort’.
Read: que hi eren.
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1. todas las tierras fasta el dia de oy/
todas las tierras hasta el día de hoy.
2. i fue la palabra de la unidad del criador alta/
Y fue la palabra de la unidad del Creador alta
3. i su nonbre alto loado sia allāh subḥānahu/
y su nombre, alto, loado sea Allāh todopoderoso
4. i los muçlimes no mudaron ni descreyeron/
y los musulmanes no cambiaron ni descreyeron
5. asi como fizieron los judios191 i-aquello/
así como hicieron los judíos. Y aquello
6. fue como muchos de-llos no creian en las/
fue como muchos de ellos no creían en las
7. marabillas que fizo mūsā calayhi a(l)s-salām/
maravillas que hizo Mūsā calayhi a(l)s-salām
8. como en la berga de mūsā abia un onbre/
como en la verga de Mūsā había un hombre
9. el cual dizen šaman mā furaš192 ⁂/
el cual dicen (que es) šaman mā furaš.
10. i dizen que aquel que la puede aber fara muchas/
Y dicen que aquél que la puede tener hará muchas
11. cosas enpoçibles i que los fechizeros/
cosas imposibles. Y que los hechiceros
12. de fircūn fizieron todo lo que mūsā/
de Fircūn hicieron todo lo que Mūsā
13. fizo sino los musquites i las mara/
hizo, a excepción de los mosquitos. Y (en) las mara14. billas que nuestro a(l)-nnabī fizo ubo sospecha//
villas que hizo nuestro a(l)-nnabī (no) hubo sospecha

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
191

From f. 29r l.10 up to this point, MS BNE 4944 follows Kassin, 1969, I, 185-186 very freely. It omits pp. 186-188 and
it takes up on Chapter Five (p.188). Then, it again omits pp. 189-192 included in Kassin.
192
šem ha meforaš cf. Kassin, 1969, I, 192.
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f. 30v
1. nenguna que les mandaba fazer el criador/
ninguna de que las mandaba hacer el Creador
2. i no otri193 i no pueden negar los judios/
y no otro. Y no pueden negar los judíos
3. sus maldades en el tenplo de mūsā ni de/
sus maldades en el templo de Mūsā ni des4. pues de-l «que mūsā que les diso en el/
pues de él. Que Mūsā les dijo en el
5. çinqueno libro de la ley yo se buestras/
quinto libro de la ley: “yo sé vuestras
6. bolontades i buestras rebueltas/
voluntades y vuestras rebeldías
7. i la dureza de buestros corazones i ya que/
y la dureza de vuestros corazones. Y ya que
8. abedes de benir i como airestes al cri/
habéis de venir y como airasteis al crea9. ador i yo bibo con bosotros i wuardadbos cuando/
dor y yo vivo con vosotros; y guardaos cuando
10. yo muera que no mudes otras cosas/
yo muera, que no cambies otras cosas.
11. i si no el çielo i la tierra me fara testemonio/
Y si no, el cielo y la tierra serán testigo (de)
12. que yo se depues de mi muerte escre/
que yo después de mi muerte creeréis
13. i-eredes i saldreç de la cara194 que yo bos/
y saldréis de la carrera que yo os
14. mande i catad que berna sobre bosotros//
mandé. Y tenerd cuidado que vendrá sobre vosotros

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
193
194

Before, Kassin, 1969, I, 193. Then it comes a break and follows with what corresponds to p. 194.
The word is unclear. I suggest ‘carrera’, with the sense of ‘camino’, or ‘path’.
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1. gran mal en los dias postrimeros/
gran mal en los días postreros
2. cuando faredes el mal del criador i-aborreçer/
cuando haréis el mal del Creador y os (ha de) aborrecer
3. [b]os con los fechos de buestros manos»195/
por los hechos de vuestras manos.
4. i bernan sobre bosotros las maldiçiones/
Y vendrán sobre vosotros las maldiciones
5. «que son en el çifre196 çinqueno de la ley/
que están en el libro quinto de la ley,
6. que dize que seredes maldichos entrando/
que dice que seréis malditos entrando
7. i saliendo i maldichos en buestras caras/
y saliendo y malditos en vuestras caras
8. i casas i-en buestros canpos i maldi/
y casas y en vuestros campos. Y malditos
9. chos los fruitos de buestros bientres/
los frutos de vuestros vientres
10. i los fruitos de buestras tierras/
y los frutos de vuestras tierras
11. i de buestras bacas i-obejas197 i sereç/
y de vuestras vacas y ovejas. Y estaréis
12. perdidos delan de buestros enemigos/
perdidos delante de vuestros enemigos
13. que saldreç a ellos por en camino i tornareç/
que saldréis a ellos por el camino y volveréis
14. fuyendo por çien caminos sereç marabella//
huyendo por cien caminos. Seréis maravilla

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
195
Similar to Deut. 31: 27-29. At this point, MS BNE 4944 omits pp. 195 to 245 included in Kassin, 1969, I. The
ending of MS L 536 corresponds to what is found in Kassin, 1969, I, 209.
196
Ar. sifr, book, particularly of the Scriptures.
197
Deut. 28:16-18.
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f. 31v
1. entre todas las jentes i buestra simien/
entre todas las gentes y vuestra semilla
2. sera para to[.a]s las abes del çielo/
será para to[.a]s las aves del cielo
3. i-a las bestias de la tierra198 i casares/
y las bestias de la tierra. Y (os) casaréis
4. con la mujer i-entrar otri con-ella i fara su/
con la mujer y entrará otro con ella y hará su
5. casa i no la poblareç i plantares la biña/
casa y no la poblaréis y plantaréis la viña
6. i no conbres de-lla i buestros bueyes/
y no concebiréis de ella y vuestros bueyes
7. bereç degollar delan de bos i comer i non de/
veréis degollar ante vosotros, y comer, y no los pro8. tastareç de-llos i buestros fijos i fijas/
baréis. Y vuestros hijos e hijas
9. seran en poder de otras peresonas/
estarán en poder de otras personas
10. i no abredes poder por tomarlos i buestras/
y no tendréis poder para tomarlos. Y vuestras
11. billas i tierras en poder de otras jentes/
villas y tierras (estarán) en poder de otras gentes.
12. i sereç derramados po la tierra i sera bue/
Y seréis esparcidos por la tierra y serán vuestros
13. stros nonbre mis amados i-al estraño/
nombres mis amados. Y el extraño
14. que sera entre bos sera muy alto sobre//
que estará entre vosotros será muy alto sobre

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
198

Similar to Deut. 28:25.
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1. bosotros i bos ficho abasados i sera el cabeça/
vosotros y os hizo abajados y será él cabeza
2. i bosotros cuello»199 i si no bos castigaredes200/
y vosotros, cuello. Y si no os castigase
3. «i tomaredes porfia i no oiredes ni obe/
y tomarais perfídia y no oyerais ni obe4. deçeredes yo bos enbiare mas con porfia/
decierais yo os enviaré más con porfía
5. siete begadas mas maldiçiones»201/
siete veces más maldiciones
6. i-otras muchas maldiçiones que serian/
y otras muchas maldiciones que serían
7. largas de contar202 «pues que bale la ley i los/
largas de contar.” Pues, (de) qué valen la ley ni los
8. sabados ni todo lo que fazen cuando son maldichos/
sábados, ni todo lo que hacen cuando están malditos
9. i son airados del criador en este mundo/
y (han levantado la ira) del Creador en este mundo
10. i-el otro i son en el catiberio perdurable/
y en el otro y están en el cautiverio perdurable.
11. que diso ašciyā a(l)-nnabī matar ta/
Que Ašciyā, el profeta, dijo: “te ha de matar
12. el criador yā içrael i nonbrara a sus sierbos/
el Creador, ¡oh, Israel!, y nombrará a sus sierbos
13. otro nonbre203 i diso mas quebrarar sa204 esta/
(con) otro nombre” Y dijo más: “ha de quebrarse esta
14. jente como el cantaro que no se puede tornar205//
gente como el cántaro que no se puede volver (a recomponer).”

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
199

Deut. 28:30-33.
Pages 249-255 from Kassin, 1969, I, are here omitted. Here MS BNE 4944 follows what is on page 255 op. cit.
201
Lev. 26:18; 21; 23-24 and 27-28. From f. 31r l. 6 up to this point MS BNE 4944 provides a summary of the contents
in Kassin, 1969, I, 245-247. Kassin notes that Lev. 26:14-17 is only found in MS AF 58 and not in MS RAH XXXI.
Kassin, 1969, I, 255 n. 1.
202
This is not found in Kassin. From this point, the present adaptation follows what is in Kassin up to p. 274.
203
Isa. 65:15. Kassin, 1969, I, 275.
204
Read: quebrarse ha.
205
Similar to Isa. 30:14.
200
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f. 32v
1. i diso mas bereç i no entendereç/
Y dijo más: “veréis y no entenderéis
2. que los corazo[n]es del pueblo son gordos˺/
que los corazones del pueblo son gordos
3. i duros206 i diso mas «el buey conoçio/
y duros.” Y dijo más: “el buey conoció (a)
4. su dueño i-el asno su posebre i içrael/
su dueño y el asno (a) su pesebre e Israel
5. non entendio»207 parad mientres como puso/
no entendió.” Considerad cómo puso
6. el criador en las bestias mayor seso/
el Creador en las bestias mayor seso
7. i-entendimiento que no en ellos i diso/
y entendimiento que no en ellos.” Y dijo
8. cāmūṣ a(l)-nnabī «bino la destruqaçion/
c
Āmūṣ,208 el profeta: “vino la destrucción
9. sobre mi jent i no an wardado nenguna/
sobre mi gente y no han guardado ninguna
10. de las fuidas en [do] escapasen asi subiran/
de las huidas en donde escapasen. Así subirán
11. en los montes altos desde alli los deçende/
en los montes más altos, desde allí los descende12. ran mis manos i si entraran en el suel de la mar/
rán mis manos. Y si entrasen en el suelo de la mar,
13. alli les enbiare sierpes que los muerdan/
allí les enviaré serpientes que les muerdan
14. i se iran a sus enemigos alli les enbiare//
y si fuesen a sus enemigos, allí les enviaré

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
206

Mt. 13:14-15.
Isa. 1:3. Also in Kassin, 1969, I, 274.
208
Amos.
207
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1. leon que los mate i sera mi ojo sobre-llos/
(a un) león que los mate; y estará mi vista puesta sobre ellos
2. en el mal i no en el bien»209 «i diso husac/
en el mal y no en el bien.” Y dijo Husac,210
3. a(l)-nnabī yazen con una mujer i-aquel que naçra/
el profeta: “yacen con una mujer y aquél que nacerá
4. non-baralo no211 merçe que yo no abre merçe a esta/
no lo emparará ninguna merced, que yo no tendré merced por esta
5. jente»212 «i diso yarmia a(l)-nnabī del criador/
gente.” Y dijo Yarmia,213 profeta del Creador:
6. que quiero buestros sacrefiçios aborreçido/
“(para) que quiero vuestros sacrificios; los he aborrecido
7. las e ni buestros sabados ni buestras pascuas/
los he, ni vuestros sábados, ni vuestras pascuas
8. no las quiero que aborreçido las e i si alçaredes/
no las quiero, que aborrecido las he. Y si alzaseis
9. buestras manos a mi bolbere mi ojo de sobre/
vuestras manos a mí volveré mi ojo que está sobre
10. bosotros i por muchas oraçiones que fagades/
vosotros y por muchas oraciones que hagáis
11. no las oire de bos i buestras manos/
no las oiré de vosotros. Y vuestras manos
12. plenas de sangre»214 i buestro sacrefiçio/
llenas de sangre y vuestro sacrificio (será)
13. como la mortezina pudient en las plaças/
como la (carne) mortecina hedionda en las plazas.
14. i quien fara sacrefiçio asi como quien//
Y quién hará sacrificio así como quién

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
209

Similar to Amos 9:2-4.
Hosea.
211
The reading is not sure.
212
It does not really follow Hosea 1:2.
213
Jeremiah.
214
Jer. 1:11-15.!
210
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1. dewuella onbre quien dara carnero asi como/
degollará (a un) hombre, quién dará carnero así como
2. quien dara [p]erro i quien dara bino asi como/
quién dará [p]erro y quien dará vino, así como
3. quien dara sangre de puerco»215 ⁂ «i diso/
quien dará sangre de puerco.” ⁂ Y dijo
4. el criador a riyak madre de yacqūb/
el Creador a Riyak,216 madre de Yacqūb,
5. i de caṣaw dos linajes salra de tu bientre/
y de cAṣaw: 217“dos linajes saldrán de tu vientre
6. i derramars-an218 la jen bençera a jente i-el/
y se han de extender, la gente vencerá a (la) gente y el
7. grande serbira al jico»219 i-aquesta es la pri/
grande servirá al chico.” Y esta es la pri8. mera razūn de declarar las maldiçiones/
mera razón para declarar las maldiciones
9. que-l criador enbio sobre los judios/
que el Creador envió a los judíos,
10. allāh subḥānahu nos quiera librar de-lla i de las/
Allāh todopoderoso nos quiera librar de ellas y de las
11. malas entinçiones de-ste mundo amīn yā rabba/
malas intenciones de este mundo, amén, oh señor
12. al-calāmīn ⁂ i no es marabilla que-l cri/
del universo ⁂ Y no es maravilla que el crea13. ador los aya aborrido i airado que bien/
dor los haya aborrecido y (se haya) airado, que bien
14. mereçian mas de aquello como sienpre//
merecían más de aquello, como siempre

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
215

Isa. 66:3.
Rebekah.
217
Esau.
218
Read: derramarse han.
219
Gen. 25:23. MS BNE 4944 does not follow Kassin, 1969, I, 277-283 from here on.
216
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1. fueron rebeldes i desaron muchos manda/
fueron rebeldes y dejaron muchos manda2. mientos que-l criador les mando en la ley220/
mientos que el Creador les mandó en la ley
3. lo primero el aṭ-ṭahūr que les fue mandado/
lo primero el a(l)-ṭṭahūr que les fue mandado
4. en la ley en la sūrat que dizen/
en la ley, en la sura que dicen
5. hay surāḥ ⁂ que dize asi en ebraico/
‘hay surāḥ’ ⁂ que dice así en hebreo:
6. «wa-s kī-tasī miminu ṣafḫafaṣ (ḍ) zarā ͑ wa-raḥaṣ/
“wa-s kī-tasī miminu ṣafḫafaṣ (ḍ) zarā ͑ wa-raḥaṣ
7. biṣarru yami’ir wa-ṭamī»221 quiere dezir aquel que yazra/
bi-ṣarru yami’ir wa-ṭamī”, quiere decir aquel que yacerá
8. con muller o en sueño todo cuanto salra/
con mujer o en sueños, todo cuanto saldrá
9. de-l es manǧus quiere dezir suzio i-el/
de él es manǧus, quiere decir sucio i el
10. suzio debe labar su cuerpo i su ropa/
sucio debe lavar su cuerpo y su ropa
11. aquella en que yaze i depues faras oraçion/
aquella en que yaze. Y después harás oración
12. i-el asi como el malabto222 dize mas/
y él, así como el enfermo. Dice más:
13. «waḫī barūq hazzaba baṭahūr wa-ḫayṣ bi-ġaḍab/
“waḫī barūq hazzaba baṭahūr wa-ḫayṣ bi-ġaḍab
14. wa-rāḥaṣ yami’ir wa-ṭaracaẓ hacaraf»//
wa-rāḥaṣ yami’ir wa-ṭaracaẓ hacaraf”223

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Cf. Kassin, 1969, I, 214; II, 374, f. 72.
Lev. 15:16: “we-’iš ki ṭeṣe’ mimenu šiḵvat-zera ͑ we-raḥaz ba-mayim ‘et kol besaro we-ṭame‘ a͑ d ha- ͑erev”. Kittel,
1997, 184. [‘And if any man's seed of copulation goes out from him, then he shall wash all his flesh in water, and be
unclean until the even’].
222
Cast (ant.): malato, leproso.
223
Lev. 15: 8: “we-ḵi yaroq hazav ba-ṭahor we-ḵibes begadav we-raḥaz ba-mayim we-tame’ a͑ d ha- ͑erev”. Kittel, 1997,
183. [‘And if he that hath the issue spit upon him that is clean; then he shall wash his clothes, and bathe himself in
water, and be unclean until the even’].
221
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f. 34v
1. dize que se-scupira el suzio que no tiene/
dice que se escupirá el sucio que no tiene
2. a(l)-ṭṭahūr sobre aquel que-s limpio piojo/
a(l)-ṭṭahūr sobre aquel que es limpio (de) piojos
3. o plaga sobre el suzio que se-nsuziara i linpio/
o plagas sobre el sucio que se ensuciará, y (estuviese) limpio
4. i debese labar con el awua linpia i-el que labara/
y se debe lavar con el agua limpia y el que lavara
5. ropa del suzio debe labar sus manos i sus pie/
ropa del sucio debe lavar sus manos y sus pies
6. des i sus orejas i deyosu de sus cabellos/
y sus orejas y debajo de sus cabellos.
7. i-eso mesmo les mando a las mujeres/
Y eso mismo les mandó a las mujeres
8. que fesen a(l)-ṭṭahūr de la sangre224 de sus/
que hiciesen a(l)-ṭṭahūr de la sangre de sus
9. tienpos i-otros muchos mandamientos/
menstruaciones y otros muchos mandamientos
10. que-llos no an wardado i por esto an perdido/
que ellos no han guardado y por esto han perdido
11. la tierra santa i son derramados por la-tierra/
la tierra santa y están esparcidos por la tierra,
12. la cual tierra ellos dizen qu-an de cobrar/
la cual tierra ellos dicen que han de obtener
13. cuando berna al-masīḥ225 el cual/
cuando vendrá al-masīḥ, el cual
14. se troba por todos nuestros libros//
se encuentra en todos nuestros libros,

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Kassin, 1969, I, 241.
Messiah. Lines 12-13 are similar to Kassin, 1969, I, 241.
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1. que sera a(l)-ddaǧāl i cuando aquel berna/
que será a(l)-ddaǧāl y cuando aquél vendrá
2. en aquesa ora se conpliran sus dias/
en esa hora se cumplirán sus días,
3. de los judios i no quedara nenguno de-llos/
(los) de los judíos y no quedará ninguno de ellos
4. i murran a tajo de-spada ya abemos sacado del libro/
y morirán a tajo de espada. Ya hemos sacado del libro
5. sobredicho del sabidor algunas cosas/
sobredicho del sabio algunas cosas
6. i razones para dar en los rostros a los/
y razones para dar en los rostros a los
7. judios las cuales no pueden negar/
judíos, las cuales no pueden negar.
8. i se las niegan i por eso no debe nengun/
Y las niegan, y por eso no debe ningún
9. muçlim creerlos que ya negoron i de/
musulmán creerlos, que ya negaron y des10. screyeron del criador i por eso los maldiso/
creyeron del Creador y por eso los maldijo
11. i los destroyo i los puso nonbre linaje/
y los destruyó y les puso (por) nombre linaje
12. descreyentes «que diso yarmia/
(de los) infieles. Que dijo Yarmia,
13. a(l)-nnabī way del-jent errada i muy pecadora/
el profeta: “ay, de la gente errada y muy pecadora
14. i mal linaje fijos e los erejes que desaron//
y mal linaje, hijos y los herejes que dejaron

MS!BNE!4944!Transcription!and!Rendering!into!Modern!Spanish!

f. 35v
1. el criador i denostaron sus santos i tor/
el Creador y denostaron sus santos y vol2. naron a sagai»226 «diso cāmūṣ a(l)-nnabī por t/
vieron a la zaga.” Y dijo cĀmūṣ, el profeta: “por tres
3. res pecados te perdonare yā ‘içrael i del cua/
pecados te perdonaré, ¡oh, 'Içrael!, y del cuar4. rto no abras perdon»227 i-el muçlim que tiene/
to no tendrás perdón.” Y el musulmán que tiene
5. seso i lee lo que dize en este libro debe pe/
seso y lee lo que dice en este libro debe pen6. nsar en todo esto i-agradeçer al criador/
sar en todo esto y dar gracias al Creador
7. porque no lo fizo judio descreido i maldicho/
porque no lo hizo judío descreído y maldito,
8. i lo fizo muçlim creyente en el criador i-en su/
y lo hizo musulmán creyente en el Creador y en su
9. a(l)-nnabī muḥammad ṣallā-llāhu calayhi wa-sallam i-en las/
profeta Muḥammad, la paz de Allāh sea con él, en los
10. otras profetas pasadas i deben rogar/
otros profetas pasados. Y deben rogar
11. al criador que lo dese morir en la creençia/
al Creador que lo deje morir en la creencia
12. i por aquella bia i carrera que fueron los santos/
y por aquella vía y camino que siguieron los santos
13. primeros allāh subḥāna nos quiere perdonar/
primeros Allāh todopoderoso nos quiere perdonar
14. nuestros pecados i-a nuestras madres//
nuestros pecados y a nuestras madres

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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I was not able to find these verses.
Amos 2:4.
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1. i-a todos los muçlimes i muçlimas bibos/
y a todos los musulmanes y musulmanas vivos
2. i muertos del comienço del mundo da-qui/
y muertos (desde) el comienzo del mundo, de aquí
3. al fīn amīn amīn yā rabbu al-calāmīn wa-salām/
al fin, amén, amén, ¡oh señor del universo!, y sea la paz
4.calā al-mursalīn wa-l-ḥamdu li-llāhi rabbi al-calāmīn ⁂/
sobre los mensajeros y alabado sea Allāh, señor del universo. ⁂
5. conplese los judios ⁂ ⁂ ⁂/
Se termina los judíos.
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Transcribed in Cardaillac, 1972, II, 5.
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f. 123v1
5. este es el libro ḏe disputaçion con los cristianos i judios !
Este es el libro de disputa con los cristianos y judíos
6. dīso el cubilador de-ste libro cuando yo-vi que se demudaba el
Dijo el compilador de este libro: “cuando vi que cambiaba el
7. tienpo i-eran menguados los del saber por falta de leidores
tiempo y se reducía (el número de) sabios por falta de lectores,
8. cuanto-mas en-la-tierra de cristianos en-la-cual allanos estamos
cuanto más en la tierra de cristianos en la cual nos hallamos,
9. hay algunos dias cuando eran presentes conpañas
(que había) algunos días cuando estaban presentes grupos
10. de cristianos ⁂ i de los judios ⁂ en las plaças i-en os
de cristianos y de judíos en las plazas y en los
11. lugares i negaban al-profeṭa muḥammad ṣallā-llāhu a͑ layhi wa-sallam ⁂
lugares y negaban al profeta Muḥammad, la paz de Allāh sea con él,
12. es lei i dezian que-dios non habia ḏado lei a-nenguna de las
(y) su ley y decían que Dios no había dado ley a ninguna de las
13. gentes sino a ellos [!] i dizen que hagar madre ⁂ de Ismā ī͑ l
gentes sino a ellos. Y dicen que Hagar, madre de Ismā ī͑ l,
14. non habia seido mujer ḏe ibrāhīm mas que habia seiḏo su-mançeba
no había sido mujer de Ibrāhīm sino que había sido su manceba.
15. i-ellos desmienten a la-lei de moijen i diçen la mentira
Y ellos desmintieron a la ley de Moijen2 y dicen mentira
16. subiendo la-berdat mas non es maravilla de su dijo que ḏicieron
sabiendo la verdad. Pero su dicho no es maravilla, que (ya) dijeron

f. 124r
1. cuantra dios i en moijen ⁂ i-en aquella hora envio dios
(otras cosas) contra Dios y (contra) Moijen. Y en aquella hora les envió Dios
2. a ellos culebras que los morḏiesen i morieron de-llos muchas
culebras que les mordiesen y murieron muchas
3. gentes ⁂ i desmentieron otrosi a su-profeta moisen i-a-su
gentes. Y además desmintieron a su profeta Moisen y a su
4. -hermano haron3 cuando los queria llevar a la tierra de-la-promision ⁂
hermano Haron cuando los quería llevar a la tierra prometida.

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1

I have continued to use the same transcription standards.
Moses.
3
Aaron.
2
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5. i quisieron fuir ḏisiendo los unos a los otros volvamos
Y quisieron huir diciéndose los unos a los otros: “volvamos
6. nuestras cabeças i fuyamos i tornemos a-de-gipto oyo
nuestras cabezas, huyamos y volvamos a Egipto”. Oyó
7. dios su dīcho i quisolos matar i destruir sinon que moisen
Dios lo que decían y los quiso matar (y ésto habría ocurrido) si no hubiese sido por
Moisen
8. rogo a dios por ellos i-oyole dios su rogaria i-dioles pastada4
(que) rogó a Dios por ellos y Dios oyó su ruego y les dejó sin castigo
9. por ruego de moisen ⁂ que aun lo-declararemos esto en-sus
gracias al ruego de Moisen. Que aún lo declararemos cuando sea su
10. lugares si allāh querra que dios les notifico la palabra de dios
momento, si Allāh quiere, que Dios les notificó la palabra de Dios
11. sobre la lengua de isaias profeṭa adonde dīso «vuestras
sobre la lengua de Isaías, profeta, donde dijo: “vuestras
12. palmas de-sangre ! i vuestros dedos llenos de-pecados⁂
manos (están manchadas) de sangre y vuestros dedos (están) llenos de pecados.
13. i vuestros libros que-fablan cosas vagas i vuestras lenguas
Y vuestros libros que hablan cosas vagas y vuestras lenguas
14. que son duchas de mentir»5 ⁂ «i fijos de-malas simientes mintorosa»6
son duchas de mentir”. “Hijos de mala simiente, mentirosos.”
15. i-aun imentare cosas de-aquesto cuando allegare a su-lugar i cuando
Nombraré aún cosas sobre esto en su debido lugar. Y cuando
16. yo-vi aquesto pidi allāh non humildad i con timor que-me ayūdase
vi esto pedí a Allāh con humildad y con temor que me ayudase
17. sobre-llos i que-me adeliñase el camino derecho estonçe asomeme
(a vencer) sobre ellos y que me encaminase por el camino derecho. Entonces me
asomé
18. sobre la-lei de moisen i-el salterio ⁂ de-davī7 i los libros
sobre la ley de Moisen y el Salterio de Davī y los Libros

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
4

The word is difficult to read. I do not know “pastada” and I interpret here following the Arabic of the Ta’yīd in
Kassin as “let them off without punishment”. Kassin, 1969, I, 106.
5
Isa. 59:3.
6
Similar to Isa. 1:4.
7
David.
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f. 124v
1. de-las profeçias8 i los evangelios i de-los libros de-filosofia ⁂
de las profecías y los Evangelios y los libros de filosofía
2. i de-logica i saque-de-llos cabitules i testes en tornar a ellos
y de lógica y saqué de ellos capítulos y textos para darles
3. repuesta i fize de-llos libro i pusele nombre de diçputaçion
respuesta (viz. a los judíos) y le puse por nombre “Disputa”.
4. i ordenelo sobre capitules ⁂ pues el-que-ste libro leira entre
Y lo ordené por capítulos. Pues quien lea este libro (debe de)
5. metase en-estudiar bien que-n-el fallara de-testos de-lei ⁂
intentar estudiarlo bien ya que en él encontrará textos de la ley
6. i-argumentos de-conpelir en las razones ⁂ capitulo primer
y argumentos que ofrecen razones cuya autoridad obliga. Capítulo primero:
7. en-el imentamiento de ismā ī͑ l i de-sus fijos como notefico
sobre la mención de Ismā ī͑ l y de sus hijos, como notificó
8. dios su nombre dio en-la-ley de moisen i como bendīso
Dios su nombre (y lo) dio en la ley de Moisen, y cómo le bendijo
9. sobre-l i sobre su criaçion i de lo-que le prometio del-bien
a él y a su descendencia, y los bienes que le prometió
10. fasta el-dia del-judiçio ! i-en este capitulo ha siet
hasta el día del juicio. Y en este capítulo hay siete
11. titulos ! capitulo segundo en tornar a ellos repuesta
títulos. Capítulo segundo: sobre darles respuesta
12. en-que digan que-los moros non han lei ni-nenguna de las
cuando digan que los moros no tienen ley, ni ninguna otra
13. gentes sinon ellos i-en-el çinco capitulos !
gente sino ellos. Y en él hay cinco capítulos.
14. el-capitulo terçero en probar como fue profeṭa muḥammad
El capítulo tercero: sobre probar como Muḥammad, la paz
15. ṣallā-llāhu a͑ layhi wa-sallam i-el-es imentado en la-lei ḏe moisen
de Allāh sea con él, fue profeta y fue mencionado en la ley de Moisen
16. i-en los libros de-las profeçias i-en-el ha çinco titulos
y en los libros de las profecías. Y en él hay cinco capítulos.
17. el capitulo cuarto in-imentar su-descreyençia i su-soberbia
El capítulo cuarto nombra su descreimineto y su soberbia

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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The Books of the Prophets.
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f. 125r
1. i-como menguaron el-conpromis i-el homenaje que-l-creador tomo
y cómo faltaron al compromiso y al respeto que el Creador tomó
2. de-llos ⁂ i como los estroyo dios i los echo en-el ġalūt durable
de ellos. Y cómo los destruyó y los echó en el “ġalūt” perdurable
3. fasta el-dia del juizio i ġalūt quiere dezir catiberio
hasta el día del juicio – y “ġalūt” quiere decir “cautiverio”
4. i-abiltamiento i-el i-en-el apartamiento9 en-el cual ellos
y aviltamiento y separación en los que ellos
5. estan hoy en-dia i-en-el ha siet titulos ! !
están hoy en día. Y en él hay siete títulos.
6. el capitulo quinto en-el dīcho que dizen los cristianos
El capítulo quinto (trata) del dicho de los cristianos
7. que jesucristo que-s ficho de dios por razon que-ra del-e
que Jesucristo es hijo de Dios por razón que era el
8. spiritu de dios i-en-el ha cuatro titulos ! capitulo
espíritu de Dios. Y en él hay cuatro títulos. Capítulo
9. sesto de la trenidat ha dos titulos qapitulo seteno que-ḏizen
sexto: sobre la Trinidad, tiene dos títulos. Capítulo séptimo: sobre lo que dicen
10. los cristianos que tūmo muert i pasion por salvar a la-generaçion
los cristianos que (viz. Jesucristo) tomó muerte y pasión por salvar al género
11. humanal por-el pecado de-adam i-en-el ha tres títulos !
humano del pecado (cometido por) Adam. Y en él hay tres títulos.
12. el capitulo ojavo en-probar que-las ordenaçiones que-vienen
El capítulo octavo: sobre probar que las órdenes vienen
13. de allāh ⁂ sobre las gentes ⁂ i-en-el ha tres titulos ⁂
de Allāh. Y en él hay tres títulos.
The last five lines of this folio commence with Part One of Chapter One of Ta’yīd and are not
provided here.

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
9

Read: aviltamiento o envilecimiento. Eng. 'debasement'. And, apartamiento o separación. Eng. 'separation'.
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